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PREFACE.

As might be expected from such a character,

William Foester left no records behind, designed to

furnish materials for a biography of himself. And

the simple object, iu preparing these memoirs, has

been ** to gather up the fragments that remain " of

a life worthy to be studied, and- so to arrange and

present them to the members of the Christian com-

munity to which he belonged, as to enable them to

appreciate their value, and, through the Divine

blessing, to profit by an example as rare as it was

beautiful.

Luton, Bedfordshire, i865.
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LIFE
OF

WILLIAM FORSTEE.

»oj»io«

CHAPTER I.

PARENTAGE, CHILDHOOD, AND EAULY YOUTH.

William Forstek was born at Tottenham, near

London, on the 23rcl of Third Month, 1784. He
was the second of a family of eleven—four sons

and seven daughters. His parents, William and

Elizabeth Forster, were of good standing in the

world, and highly esteemed members of the Society

of Friends. His father, by profession a Land-Agent

and Surveyor, was a man of great uprightness and

Christian integrity, and of a large and intelligent

mind ;—his mother, a bright example of Christian

humility, gentleness, and love. It was their uniform

concern, as we learn from the family chronicle," that

their children might be impressed with a healthy

feeling of reverence for sacred things, and a sincere

love for the truths of the Bible. They sought

* A collection of family letters and papers, chiefly relating to the

subject of this memoir, brought together with much labour, by his

brother Josiah Forster, and largely made use of, as, to some extent, the

basis of the present work.
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2 EARLY TRAINING. [1797.

carefully to shield their sons and daughters from

all that might lead them to undervalue the blessed

doctrines of the Gospel of Christ, and endeavoured

to train them, from very early life, in a due esteem

for the principles and practices of their own religious

,

community.

Having received a good education themselves,

"William and Elizabeth Forster were anxious that

their children should possess the same advantage.

There being good schools in the village, and other

means of instruction through private tutors within

reach, they were not sent from home. Great pains

were taken, amidst their various studies, to render

their early days happy by providing for them the

allowable yet guarded pleasures and enjoyments of

youth, under the eye of their most tender parents,

who cared for them and watched over them with

constant love,—yet without fostering in them the

spirit of selfishness, or a disregard for the claims

and feelings of others. By words of kindness, as

well as by their own lively interest in the poor

around them, and cheerful readiness to relieve

their necessities, these pious parents sought early

to awaken and to strengthen in the hearts of their

children feelings of tender compassion and active

benevolence towards the needy and the distressed, as

one of the practical results of genuine piety towards

God, and love to man.

Under such training, and with such home pur-

suits and enjoyments, coupled with the advantage

of social intercourse among a circle of intelligent

Friends, whose society was of an interesting as well

as improving character, the early days of the subject
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of this memoir passed away pleasantly, and he grew

up a tall and slender youth. Somewhat shy, and

of retreating manners, he was, nevertheless, a lively

and playful boy—sometimes rather thoughtless and

mischievous, as boys are wont to be. Though not

particularly fond of learning, he was conscientious

in his application to his studies, and made good

proficiency in the usual branches of a liberal

education. With increasing years his habits and

conduct were uniformly circumspect ; and he w^as

remarkably kept within the bounds of moral recti-

tude. Kind and tender-hearted, he was affectionate

towards his associates, and endeared himself

especially to his parents, and his brothers and

sisters. For his " beloved and honoured father," he

cherished a warm affection ; and to his mother his

attachment amounted to little less than filial

reverence. His loving heart keenly shared in the

sorrows and distress of those who, from physical

causes or through other trials and afflictions of life,

were brought into suffering, a peculiar sensitiveness

to human woe marking even his youthful days.

Notwithstanding his natural bashfulness, and the

reluctance he felt to appear prominent, or to let his

actions be observed, he delighted in deeds of kind-

ness, hardly letting his left hand know what his

right hand was doing. At this period of his life

occurred the revolutionary troubles in France ; and

it was no uncommon thing, in those days, for

Frenchmen of rank and station to be refugees in

England, earning their bread by teaching. One of

these had taken up his abode at Tottenham. He
was a man of superior education who, from his

B 2



4 FRENCH TEACHEE. [1797.

position in society, had been accustomed to the

refinements and luxuries of hfe. He was engaged

as French teacher to the young Forsters, and Wilham
became one of his attentive pupils. The following

little incident, related by Priscilla Wakefield in a

work published while residing in the neighbourhood,

has reference to him when about thirteen years old,

and beautifully illustrates the active kindness of his

heart towards his foreign preceptor.

Whilst the teacher was in health, the scholar had often

listened with great emotion to the affecting narrati\^e related

by his master, and many times had offered the tribute of an

involuntary tear. When Monsieur failed in his usual atten-

dance, he went to his lodging to enquire the cause of his

absence ; but how was he sensibly shocked, when upon being

shown upstairs, he found him pale and emaciated, reclining in

an elbow chair, his wife sitting on the other side of a few live

embers, in the deepest dejection. The generous interest he

had always taken in their misfortunes, presently induced them

to unbosom their secrets to him
;

for, though he was young,

he was their only friend. He frequently repeated his visits,

and made himself fully acquainted with all their wants ; he

became the principal companion of their solitude, and re-

nounced every amusement that he might devote his leisure

hours to soothe their affliction. They were without firing to

warm the chamber, and unable to procure that nourishment

of which he stood in need. Medical advice was necessary,

but they had no means of paying for it. He first made the

circumstances known to his mother, and afterwards with art-

less simplicity to several other persons. Many administered to

their necessities. He continued to cheer their solitary hours

with his company, and mitigated their sufferings by number-

less acts of tenderness and sympathy.

Thus early did "William Forster begin to exhibit
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some of those characteristics which gave such a

peculiar interest to the whole course of his life ; nor

were acts of this kind by any means of rare

occurrence
;
they might rather be said to form the

habit of his youthful days. And—what is more

—

it soon became evident that all this was intimately

connected with, if it did not wholly arise from, a

dee]) and genuine work of grace in his heart. Un-

accompanied by any marked crisis in his conscious

experience, the transition from a state of unregene-

rate nature to one of real conversion to God, appears

in his case to have been of a very gentle and almost

imperceptible character, and to have had a very early

commencement. Had he been asked, he would

probably have been unable to point to any definite

period as the first manifestation of spiritual life in

his soul. It seemed to be coeval with the very days

of his childhood; and many years after, when he

had become a strong man in Christ, and an able

minister of the Gospel, he has been heard to say in

a meeting for Divine worship, and in his • own
peculiarly emphatic maimer, that, " in looking back

upon his earliest religious experience, he could not

remember a time (and he thought he had not one of

the worst of memories), when he was not sensible of

the work of the Holy Spirit in his heart, showing

him his natural corruption, convincing him of sin,

and gently drawing him to the Saviour, that, through

repentance and faith in the Son of God, he might

receive forgiveness, obtain reconciliation and peace

with his almighty and merciful Father in Heaven,

and be enabled to walk in holiness before Him all

the days of his life." Satisfactory evidence is.
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indeed, not wanting that " God, who commanded
the Light to shine out of darkness," had very early

" shined in his heart, to give him the Hght of the

knowledge of the glory of God, in the face of Jesus

Christ."

It is not meant, however, to convey the idea that,

at this time of life, he had attained to a complete

view of all that appertains to the wondrous scheme

of man's redemption by Christ. The religious expe-

rience of a youth, however genuine, does not often

furnish much material suitable for permanent record;

but as William Forster, even when a boy, was in the

practice of occasionally keeping a little journal, and

his early memoranda clearly shew that '

' the root of

the matter" had already taken a deep hold on his

mind, some notice of these may not be inappropriate,

forming, as they do, an interesting comment upon

the words of the Redeemer, when he rejoiced in

spirit, and said: " I thank thee, 0 Father, Lord of

heaven and earth, that thou hast hid these things

from the wise and prudent, and hast revealed them

unto babes ; even so Father, for so it seemed good

in thy sight."

The privilege of waiting upon God, and of drawing

near to Him in prayer, had already been largely

experienced by the youthful believer, and was very

precious to him. Between fourteen and fifteen, he

makes the following entry in his note-book :

—

1 798. / / th mo. i 8th. First-day.—O my God, the prayer of

my heart at this time is that thy hand may not spare, nor

Thine eye pity, until Thou hast made me what Thou wouldst

have me to be. Curb, I pray Thee, my rambling thoughts,

when gathered from the world and the cares thereof, to sit
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down in solemn silence as at thy footstool. Grant me, O
Lord, I beseech Thee, faith to believe in thy sufficiency for

every good thing, and my insufficiency for the same ; and to

believe in the redemption, from sin unto salvation, through

thy dear Son Jesus Christ, whom Thou made a little lower

than the angels ; and sent Him into the world to be crucified

for poor fallen man.

The world was at that time in a state of great

confusion and excitement. The bloody wars of the

French revolution had long raged on the Continent.

The fearful conflict at Vinegar Hill had only just led

to the termination of the social disturbances con-

nected with the Rebellion in Ireland. A few months

only had elapsed since Nelson's achievements at the

celebrated battle of the Nile had won for him a

peerage, and had encouraged the European powers

to a new coalition against France ; and now again

large armies were preparing to take the field and to

engage in the fatal strife.

Continually hearing of wars and rumours of wars,

and anxiously observant of events, our young friend,

who had already given in his adhesion to the Prince

of Peace, could not remain insensible to the afflic-

tions which abounded at home and abroad. In

connexion with these things he makes the following

record :

—

/ / th mo. 20th.—Most glorious Father ! if I may but call Thee

so, renew, if it be thy ever-blessed will, my faith in Thee and

in thy ever-blessed Son, Jesus Christ ! And the prayer of my
heart at this time is that righteousness might cover the earth,

even as the waters cover the sea. O ! blessed would be the

day. Then, indeed, nation would no more rise up in war

against nation, nor would the people learn war any more,

which at this day is too sorrowfully the case. O ! the many
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thousands that have been slain, ah, and the tens of thousands,

within these ten years, on the continent of Europe. O Lord,

the prayer of my heart is, whilst I am writing, that if it be

thy blessed will, in thy own time, which is the best time, and

must be waited for before we can do anything aright, that

Thou will extirpate wars from the land of the living.

Two days later a few simple, artless words give us,

by way of anticipation, a little perspective of that

largeness of heart—that catholicity of spirit, in which

in after-times he so often delighted to speak of the

kindness, the perpetuity, and universality of the love

of God in Christ Jesus, extending " from sea to sea,

and from the rivers to the ends of the earth."

/ / til mo. 22nd.—O ! saith my ungrateful soul, how good

would it be for me if I could utter in sincerity from my heart,

as the royal Psalmist did formerly, " As the hart panteth after

the water brooks, so panteth my soul after Thee, O God."

Blessed be the name of the Lord ; for I can truly say that He
hath ever been a tender Father unto me (I am in my fifteenth

year), warning me before I entered upon the temptation, and

gently reproving me afterwards. It is under a renewed sense

of his abundant loving-kindness to me at this time, that I have

been engaged to write in this manner. Blessed and praised

be his holy name by all the families of the earth. Chris-

tians, Mahometans, Pagans, and Deists ; for his mercies have

extended to all of them.

It is interesting to see the hoy thus foreshadow so

much of what became so conspicuous in the man.

There is ground to believe that even at this early

period of life the prospect of being called to devote

himself wholly to the service of God in the Gospel of

his dear Son, had already opened to his view. It

was probably with reference to this that he penned

the follo^\dng :

—
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1798. i2t]i mo. 9th.— I must be brought down ; I must be

laid low ; I must be cleansed, purified and sanctified, before I

shall be a fit vessel, duly dedicated to the Lord my God ; and

I have a secret hope that the day is not very far off ; O most

merciful Redeemer, grant that it be not

!

ioth.—I think at this time that, had I my choice, I had

rather be the meanest and poorest instrument in the Lord's

house, than a king amongst wicked people.

nth.—There were some few things that seemed required

of me to do
;
and, as I did them, so did I feel the reward

of peace to arise in my mind. The Lord our God is a God of

mercy
;
my faith still continues very weak.

i2th.—As I have turned my face imto the Lord, He has

been graciously pleased to turn to me ; blessed and praised

be his high and holy name for ever.

About that time, an unusually large number of

Friends from America were on a religious visit in

England, in the service of the Gospel. One of them

was Thomas Scattergood, from Philadelphia, of whom
an interesting Memoir has been published. William

Forster had been much benefited by his ministry,

and was closely attached to him. After attending a

meeting at which he was present, he remarks :

—

i2th mo. iSth.—Thomas Scattergood at meeting had some-

thing to express against an atheistical and deistical spirit,

which he believed was prevalent in the minds of too many.

O that I may be kept from such a spirit ! Most merciful

Creator, increase, I pray Thee, my faith in Thee, and thy

blessed Son, our Redeemer.

A few more extracts from his diary bring us to his

fifteenth birthday.

i2th mo. i4th.—O what peace have I felt in giving up to

little pointings of duty—and the contrary. When the Holy

Spirit clearly shows us some little things which may appear to
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us of no consequence, and we do them not, how does it anger

the Holy God

!

i5th.—I have sinned against God—O wicked, ungrateful

creature that I am. May I endeavour to be better for the

future, if it should please the Lord, in his adorable wisdom,

to lengthen out my day among the living.

1799. ist mo. 4th. Charterhouse Square, London.—I was

yesterday at Westminster Meeting ; it seemed a solid, satis-

factory meeting to almost everybody, myself excepted, in

whom it seemed as if Satan had dominion. O Lord ! Thou,

and Thou alone, knowest my inability and very great weak-

ness. I cannot even think a good thought, much less do

a good action, except Thou art, in thy wonted loving-kindness

and abundant mercy, pleased to help me.

I have been told to-day that I am a good boy, or words to

that effect. My God, not only cause me to turn a deaf ear to

all such flattery ; but show, I pray Thee, to the world what I

am,—continually sinning.

5th. Seventh-day.—Blessed be the name of the Lord God
Almighty, for ever and for evermore, saith my soul ; for his

mercies endure for ever. This afternoon I went with my dear

aunt Bevans to our friend Miller Christy's. The company

was in a solid, silent waiting upon the Most High
;

and,

blessed be the name of Israel's God, in my small measure I

felt such a sweet calm over my mind, as to my present recol-

lection I never before had felt. What shall I render unto

Thee, my God, for all thy mercies unto me ! The Lord thy

God requires nothing more of thee than a full dedication of

heart unto his holy will ; the law of the Lord written in thy

heart. I am the clay. Thou the potter ; fashion me, form me,

as seems good in thy sight. O that I may experience more

and more of his forming hand day by day, redeeming me
through his blessed Son from sin unto salvation. A Saviour,

or I die ; a Redeemer, or I perish for ever.

7th.—Yesterday I was at the Peel Meeting fore and after-

noon ; in both of which I felt my thoughts stayed, though

not so much as I wished. O, Christ Jesus, do Thou come,

rule, reign, and have dominion in my heart. 0 ! knock down,
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I pray Thee, the strong, ah ! too strong, wall that Satan has

built up against Thee.

2nd mo. First-day.—The evening should have been spent

in retirement, or reading some good book
;
but, sad to say,

spent for the most part in idle conversation.

3rd mo. 23rd.—To-day I am fifteen years old. Surely the

Lord of the vineyard is about to look for fruits. Turn me,

O Lord, and I shall be turned. Baptize me, O most Holy

Father, and I shall be baptized indeed. Cleanse me, O Lord,

and I shall be truly cleansed. Purify me, and I shall be truly

purified.



CHAPTEE II.

BETWEEN FIFTEEN AND SEVENTEEN.

At an age when many young persons have to

leave the endearments of home, or the shelter of

institutions for educational purposes, to encounter

the difficulties and the exposure not unfrequently

connected with the acquirement of a knowledge of

business and the preparation for the pursuits of man-

hood, W. F. had the advantage of continuing a few

years longer under the parental roof, a privilege

which he gratefully appreciated. There he continued

his studies, and he was gradually introduced to some

acquaintance with the principles and practice of his

father's profession. His readiness to make himself

useful, and to unite with his young friends in literary

and philanthropic objects, increased with his years;

and, though there is little of incident to notice at this

time, his memoranda continue to show that the one

thing needful—an interest in the unsearchable riches

of Christ—was steadily kept in view. Confined to

the house by indisposition, he remarks :

—

1799. 5tli mo. 2nd.—How grateful ought I to be to

Almighty (tocI for being blessed with such parents. May I

according to the best of my abiUties endeavour to repay their

cares unto me. O ! may it please the all-merciful Father to

reward them with the riches of his love. What privileges do

I enjoy above thousands of other children, in being favoured

with such parents, and such a guarded education.

A little later his youthful aspirings are thus re-

corded :

—
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1800. ist mo. 24th.—O, that I was a Christian indeed ! O,

that I was favoured to feel more of the redeeming power of

Christ Jesus at work in my heart

!

2nd mo. i6th.—0 Lord, my God! enable, I pray Thee,

my hands to war, and my fingers to fight the good fight of

faith : engage me in the Lamb's warfare. My soul is athirst

after Thee, O my God ; be pleased to satiate it, and permit

me to drink freely at the fountain of life. Lord ! Thou

knowest how prone I am to evil and to self-indulgence.

5th mo. 2nd.—When he giveth quietness who can make

trouble ; and when He hideth his face who then can behold

Him, whether it be done against a nation or against a man ?

It may be regarded as an evidence of liis steady-

purpose to cultivate a close and humble walk with

God, and of the strength of that purpose, that his

memoranda so frequently assume the form of praijer.

It was the atmosphere in which the young Christian

seemed to breathe, and in which his heart freely

expanded in love and sympathy to the whole family

of man. The Slave Trade had not yet been abolished

by the British Legislature ; and the horrors of the

inhuman traffic, as well as of slavery itself, had

deeply affected his sensitive mind. He thus pours

out his soul on behalf of an injured and afflicted race

for whose sake he afterwards did and suffered so

much :

—

1800. 5th mo. 7th.—Lord, be pleased to look down upon me,

and guide my soul to heaven. Be pleased, O Father of light,

to open my eyes to see the iniquity of trading in the persons

of my poor African brethren, for whom I believe Thou hast

4 as tender a regard as for any of us, the highly favoured

inhabitants of this island. But also, O Father, enable me
through self-denial to bear a testimony against it among the

people, by denying myself of those luxuries, by the using of

which I cast in my mite to encourage a practice that I highly
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disapprove of. Enable me, also, by the whole conduct of my
life, to glorify Thee, who art no respecter of persons, whether

African, European, Jew, or Gentile ; but in every nation

under heaven those who fear Thee and work righteousness

are accepted of Thee, who art God over all, blessed for ever.

Amen !

Again he prays for himself and for some of those

who, hke himself, were at that time preparing for the

service of their God and Saviour :

—

5th mo. 22nd.—O Lord, be pleased, if it should seem good

in Thy holy sight, to look down upon me,—not upon me
only, but upon all those to whom Thou hast been pleased to

reveal thy holy wiU concerning them, in the secret of their

hearts. Look down upon us, and enable us to withstand aU

the fiery darts of the great enemy of our souls' salvation.

Most gracious God ! be pleased to increase in our minds

more and more of an awful solemnity, and constant watching

even unto prayer. Glory be to thy great name, and to the

name of Jesus for ever. Amen I

The next three months of his life appear to have

been a time of close searching of heart ; and it is

interesting and instructive to see how honestly he

dealt with himself. To him the message of the

Gospel, as it had been brought home to his heart

under the power of the Holy Spirit, contained no

apology for sin ; but the more he was brought to

know and to love the Saviour, and to realize the

blessedness of the " children whose sins are forgiven

them, for his name's sake," the greater was his

desire that, as a young man, '

' the Word of God
might abide in him ; that he might be strong, and

overcome the wicked one."

When he was just completing his seventeenth year,

he writes :

—
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1801. 3rd mo. /s?.—The Apostle says, 1 John ii. 1—" If

any man sin, we have an advocate with the Father, Jesus

Christ, the righteous." O, blessed Jesus, therefore intercede

for me that I be not scratched out of the book of his remem-

brance
;
plead for me that a godly sorrow may prevail ; that

my sins—O ! how many, how innumerable— may be set in

order before my face ; that He may aflford me grace to repent

of them ; that there may not remain the smallest deviation

from the law of the spirit of life in Christ Jesus unrepented

of ; that I may, all the days of my pilgrimage in this proba-

tionary state, lead a life wholly devoted to thy service, and

such as may show forth thy glory to the world ; so that, when

I have put off time and all things temporal, I may be

admitted into the regions of eternal rest and peace, there to

join the chorus of angels and purified spirits in ascribing high

praises to the name and power of the God of the whole earth,

and the Son of his bosom, Jesus Christ, my Saviour, my
Captain, and my King. Amen ! if it be thy holy will, O
God.

3rd mo. 8th.—My soul, a day shall come when the angel

mentioned in the words of prophecy (Rev. x. 5, 6) shall swear

by Him that liveth for ever and ever, that time to thee here

shall be no longer ; this time draweth nigh
;

every hour

brings thee nearer to the awful period, when thou shalt bid

farewell to everything on earth. Art thou ready to enter into

that kingdom prepared from the foundation of the world for

the admittance of the Lord's ransomed and redeemed ones ?

Ai'e thy garments washed and made white in the blood of the

Lamb ? Has it been the constant aim and bent of thy mind

so to live as to be admitted at the end of all things here below

into that glorious kingdom ?

Oh, Lord, to these things I can sorrowfully answer in the

negative. Then, my soul, it is high time for thee to double thy

diligence. Arise up and be doing. Time calls for diligence :

it may be thy turn next : the consideration, how awful ! the

preparation, how solemn ! Surely these are the most awful

and solemn considerations that can engage our attention.

Let this be the constant aim and purpose of thy mind, so to
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live, that when the awful messenger does come, as most

assuredly he will, either sooner or later, to summon thee to

appear at the grand tribunal, thou mayst have to welcome

him in this language—" Thy servant is ready to depart in

peace." Consider the time thou hast already spent in the

body ; near seventeen years have passed over thy head, and

how much nearer art thou than when thou first believed, or

first became sensible of the divine operations of the Holy

Spirit in thy heart, reproving for sin, and aifording thee the

reward of sweet, enriching peace, Avhen thou hadst cherished

its holy operations. How many lusts hast thou overcome ?

How many sins hast thou conquered ? Oh ! what needful,

solemn queries ! my soul consider them. Thou hast had

many privileges afforded thee, compared to what the gene-

rality of mankind have had : a guarded education, the tender

reproofs and watchful eye of dear affectionate parents. Ac-

cording to what thou hast received, for such thou art

accountable.

Near the time of the Yearly Meeting he writes :

—

5th mo.—Father ! Be pleased to keep my soul in the very

depths of humility during the ensuing Yearly Meeting, so

that I may be permitted to reap instruction from the attend-

ance of it. Thou knowest what a poor sinful creature I am,

how prone to evil and continually sinning. Be pleased to

open my state and condition to my view, and set my sins in

order before my face, so that there may remain none un-

repented of. Amen !

6th mo. Ut.—Most holy Jesus! Thou that art, that wast,

that art to come—My Saviour, my Redeemer, my only hope

of glory—I feel my weakness very great ; how much I have

need of thy holy aid. My sins are many, yea, very many.

The old man of sin hath yet very deep root in my heart ; and

I am persuaded afresh this morning that there is no other

way feelingly to knoiv a remission of sins, than by an unre-

served dedication of my heart to thy divine will ; and through

faith in Thee, in thy power, in thy blood which was shed
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without the gates of Jerusalem foi' the sins of us poor

mortals.

Renew my faith this day, Lord Jesus, if consistent with

thy holy will. Oh ! that every nation, kindred, tongue and

people, might join in the chorus of praise. High praises to

the Lord God and the Lamb be ascribed for ever and for

evermore ! Amen

!

He was not much given to express his feelings to

others
;
they were generally confined within his own

breast; but about this time he lays open some of

them in a letter

To Thomas Scattergood.

I daily see, and desire to see, more and more of the

necessity of becoming a fool in the eyes of the worldly wis?,

that I may become wise unto salvation, through faith in our

Lord Jesus Christ ;—and the necessity of the heart-cleansing,

purifying power of God in my heart, cleansing me from

everything that is contrary to his pure nature. I have

indeed lived long enough to myself and to my own heart's

lust ; it is now, and has been long since, high time for me to

live to my God, to serve Him with fuller purpose of heart

than I have done heretofore. I have sometimes taken

encouragement under the persuasion that we have a High

Priest touched with a feeling of our infirmities, who does not

require more at our hands than He gives us ability to per-

form—praised be his holy name.

" I have chosen you and ordained you, that ye should go

and bring forth fruit, and that your fruit should remain."

—

John XV. 1 6. The desire of my heart is at this time, that the

latter part of this passage of Scripture may become applicable

to myself. When thou art favoured to approach the throne of

divine grace in supplication, I crave a place, my dear friend, in

thy prayers for preservation through the probationary state.

The young disciple had only just entered upon his

c
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eighteenth year
;
but, young as he was, he had given

proof of strong attachment to his Lord. It might

truly be said of him that, "He was one of those whom
the Most High is pleased to call to Himself in very

early life, and to separate as ' from the womb' for his

own peculiar service."* Though his memoranda do

not clearly state the fact, it is well known from other

sources of information, that he had already received

a distinct call to the Christian ministry, and was

conscious of the anointing of the Holy Spirit for

such a service. Yet there is reason to believe that,

undidij influenced by the desire to be kept from a

premature disclosure of what was passing in the

hidden depth of his soul, and the fear of running

before he was sent, he "withheld more than is meet."

That this was really the case, may be inferred from

the public avowal which, many years afterwards, he

was induced to make, for the instruction of others,

that, had he been faithful to his own impressions of

duty, he believed he should have come forth in the

ministry of the Gospel when about sixteen years of age.

To those who are able to appreciate the simple yet

exalted views of the Christian ministry which be-

longed to his religious training, such a statement

will be no matter of surprise. Instances of a very

early call and dedication to the service of the Lord,

though not of very frequent occurrence, are to be

found in the Holy Scriptures. It would be hard to

say to what extent mere human arrangements and

limitations may have interfered with the prerogative

of Christ in the distribution of spiritual gifts, and

* See "A Tribute to the Memory of the Late William Forster, by one

Avho honom-ed and loved him."
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with their free exercise in his Church. In the case

of Wilham Forster, the Christian community to

which he belonged interposed no obstacle in the way
of simple faithfulness to his early convictions of

^uty ; some time, however, intervened before he

actually entered upon the work to which he felt

himself " called of God."

c2



CHAPTEK III.

TEMPOEAUY SOJOURN AT SHEFFIELD.

In order to perfect himself in the knowledge of

land-surveying, William Forster was placed in the

summer of 1801 with his uncle, William Fairbank,

of Sheffield. In his altered position he gave dili-

gent attention to business, and the studies connected

with it. But none of his temporal pursuits were

allowed to divert his thoughts from the higher objects

which had already claimed so much of his deepest

feelings. With great earnestness he still cultivated

the constant habit of self-examination, and of watch-

ing unto prayer that he might be preserved " fervent

in spirit, serving the Lord."

Though he had cheerfully acceded to his 'parent's

wish as to a temporary change of residence, the

many endearments of home retained a strong hold on

his affectionate heart, and he keenly felt the separa-

tion from the beloved family circle. The following

extracts from a letter to his mother, are evidences of

this, as well as of his remembrance of some of the

objects of his former kindness and care :

—

My dear mother's most affectionate address was most grate-

fully received ; it merited a much earlier acknowledgment,

which is justly due to one of the kindest and best of parents.

Though thus far distantly separated from my dearest con-

nections, I am often present with them, with much affection-

ate solicitude, and they are one of the principal subjects

that occupy my mind. I often feel anxious on thy account
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particularly—thou said notliing about thy own health ; I

fear thou art not more careful of it than when I was at home.

I should like thou Avould be kind enough to let Robert take

the poor German something nourishing now and then. Several

of the poor people I had so much pleasure in visiting I find

have dropped oif.

In allusion to the illness of a near relation, about

his own age, lie writes in his diary :

—

1801. 9tli mo. 4th. Sheffield.—I this day received a more

unfavourable account of my poor afflicted cousin, R. P.

Birkbeck, which has much affected my mind, as he is one for

whom I have a great regard.

Lord ! if it seem good in thy sight, be pleased to look

down upon my poor cousin, and comfort him in his affliction.

Blot out his sins and wipe away his transgressions from the

book of thy remembrance. Comfort his mind, and bear him

up. Be Thou his support, his Saviour, his Redeemer, his

only hope of glory
;
and, if it be thy holy will to cut the

thread of his life in the prime of his youth, grant him the

blessing of resignation, and permit him, when he shall cast off

the clogs of mortality, to enter into the blessed society of

purified saints and angels, with the infinite song of praises

—high praises to our God. Favour him with a sight of this

blessed kingdom, as from Mount Pisgah, so that his mind may
be strengthened, by the animating prospect, to bear the final

conflict with patience and resignation. Thus be pleased, O
heavenly Father, to bless him, and finally suffer him to enter

into the mansions of eternal rest and peace, where all is divine

order and heavenly harmony. Amen.

On hearing of the decease of this cousin, he

adds :

—

1801. ioth mo. Mth.—Surely such events as these are

intended for our instruction, reminding us that we are but

tenants at will. I desire for myself, and at times for my
friends, that we may be concerned to live in such watchfulness
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and holy fear, that wlien this solemn hour shall arrive we
may, with pious resignation, adopt the language, " Thy will

be done."

About this time the prehminaries of the short-

lived peace of Amiens had been conchided between

the contending powers of Europe. In reference to

this unexpected change in poHtical affairs, he remarks

in writing to a friend :—

The people here (Sheffield) have been almost frantic with

joy, as they expect the trade will receive great benefits ; but

I fear it will be some time before the desolating effects of the

war will cease. However, I think there is occasion of humble

acknowledgment to ovu* Heavenly Benefactor, that He has

been pleased once more to permit the sword to be sheathed,

which has so long scourged almost every nation in Europe
;

not that I believe that he does now command war, but I can-

not doubt, from His omnipotence, that it was by His Divine

permission.

If His kingdom were but come in the hearts of men, how
soon we should then see an end of wars ; the Prince of Peace

would then sway His righteous sceptre in the hearts of man-

kind, and all would then be in harmony and order ; but from

the present depressed state of society it seems hardly likely

thou or I will live to see so happy a day.

His correspondence, as well as the records in his

diary while at Sheffield, throw an interesting light

upon his mental structure in connection with his

religious experience, showing how constant was his

watchfulness unto prayer, and how circumspect his

youthful walk.

To Isaac Ckewdson.

1802. /si mo. 2ist. Sheffield.—I have long been of the

sentiment that there is a secret sympathy and fellow-feeling
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ill the minds of those who are seriously and earnestly endea-

vouring to engage in the Lamb's warfare, which unites and

binds them together in a bond stronger than the ties of mere

human, interested friendship, and which may be the means of

assisting them to bear one another's burdens whUst on the

pUgrimage in this vale of tears, directing their course to a

city which hath foundations, and whose maker God the

Lord is.

I have, dear Isaac, frequently been induced to believe that

our intimacy is based on no inferior motives, but that we are

mutually desirous of strengthening one another's hands, and

endeavouring to encourage each other to persevere in that

path of piety and virtue which alone affords substantial peace,

and also the prospect of eternal happiness in the world which

is to come. How necessary, then, is it for all those who are

desirous of partaking of that peace and fruition of perfect

bliss, to suffer the cleansing, refining power of fire and water

to fidfil its functions, to burn and to wash away all that

remains of the old man and his nature, that we may become

indeed new creatures. What beneficial effects does this spiri-

tual baptism produce ? It would initiate us into the kingdom

of Christ, and make us Christians indeed. And if we know
that we are subjects of such a glorious King, what need have

we to fear the power of man—the tenant of a day ?

The diary continues :

—

1802. 2nd mo. 5th.—Be pleased, O Father, of everlasting

goodness, to look down on a poor worm beset with numberless

infirmities. Sometimes permit him to enjoy a little of thy

holy presence. Gracious God! humble me before Thee. When
I turn to the right hand or to the left, or in the least degree

deviate from the paths of rectitude, be pleased to make me
sensible of it by the reproofs of instruction.

2nd mo. 7th.—I have endeavoured to be on the guard to-

day in refraining from unprofitable conversation, for which I

feel peace. Blessed be the name of the Lord my God.

2nd mo. 28th.—This morning comforted by a lively meeting.
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Father, permit, if consistent with thy heavenly, divine will,

that the ensuing week may be spent in more watchfulness and

more stability than the past.

5tli mo. 2nd.—Dearest Lord ! be pleased to remember one

who is just at the present time desirous of becoming as one of

thy little ones.

6th mo. 6th.—Favoured to attend both meetings. The

former, though silent, was precious and lively. In the after-

noon, our valued friend, John Cash, of Coventry, preached in

a solemn, instructive manner. Lord ! Thou knowest I have

great need. " Look unto me in the hour of temptation, and

I will deliver thee.—Watch unto prayer."

6th mo. 25th.—"Lord! teach us to pray." Without thy

divine assistance we can do nothing. We cannot even com-

mand a good thought, much less approach thy holy footstool

in humble prostration, and crave the continuance of thy favour.

I am sensible that Thou dost not regard any mere form of words,

let them be ever so aptly chosen, and eloquently spoken. No !

Thou lookest beyond the form, and seest us just as we really

are.

7th mo. 29th.—Attended meeting this morning. The

refreshing presence of the Lord was near ; and his servants

were commissioned to distribute freely instructive counsel and

encouragement, addressed to us young men. I was desirous"

of taking much to myself, feeling I stood greatly in need of it.

8th mo. 8th.—Two silent meetings to-day, and my soul is

renewedly convinced it is good to wait upon the Lord in

solemn silence. The strong—and may not I say invincible

—

fortress to a religious mind is prayer ; and if an evidence,

though ever so slight, is felt that our petition is heard by the

Father of Spirits, O ! what a holy confidence is produced in

his omnipotent Arm
;
enough to stay aU creaturely fears.

8th mo. iSth.—Yesterday, attended the Monthly Meeting

at Doncaster. The meetings were, I believe, satisfactory to

many ; but I felt under a cloud the greatest part of the time,

which proceeded from my having shrunk in several instances

from a testimony which I have frequently felt concerned to

bear, in abstaining from the use of any commodities cultivated
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by the blacks whilst in a state of slavery, in the West Indies

or elsewhere. At this time I believe my peace of mind is

concerned in the maintenance of this testimony.

8tli mo. 27th.—O that my mind were more enlarged in uni-

versal love : many, too many, prejudices still remain against

individuals, societies, and nations. O ! my soul, thou never

canst know this happy disposition of mind, until thy will is

made conformable to the will of God ; then shalt thou know

what it is to dwell in Him who is the fountain of love ; then

wouldst thou love all men for his sake, and feelingly know

that they are brethren, created by the same wise God ; and

thou the most ungrateful of them all.

I believe there is danger in indulging an unprofitably

inquisitive disposition, that would be prying into those

mysteries which are wisely concealed from the human under-

standing in its mere natural state. But as our minds come

to experience something of the regenerating effects of the

Spirit of Christ, redeeming us from our fallen state, and we
become measurably sanctified, our understanding will be en-

larged
;
and, as we are enabled to bear them, we shall receive

ample illuminations in regard to heavenly things.

Many, I believe, who have been desirous of knowing more

than was consistent with divine wisdom for them to know

—

doubting what they could not understand—have at length

denied the most sacred truths ! What arrogance for us, who
are at best but poor, short-sighted creatures, to attempt to

doubt the incomprehensible truths of man's redemption ! We
need go no farther than examine our own hearts, and com-

pare them with the image of God, after the likeness of

which the Scriptures declare our first parents were originally

created. In a moment, then, we can but be convinced of our

fallen state ; and daily experience shows that Ave are by no

means capable of regaining a state of acceptance with God,

without the immediate assistance of his divine grace.

These are plain, simple truths ; and can we doubt that He
who is the fountain of wisdom will fail to dispense a sufficient

portion of knowledge in heavenly things to all those who are

willing to receive Him in the way of his coming ? There is
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such a thing as knowledge beyond the bounds of true wisdom.

It will never, I believe, be inquired at the day of retribution

what or how much a man knows, but how he has acted his

part here.

The deep interest whicli he felt on behalf of the

numerous apprentices employed in the various manu-
factures of Sheffield, suggested the establishing of a

First-day School for that class of young persons
;

but, as his tarriance in the town was of short duration,

it is doubtful whether much was done to carry the

plan into effect. In connection with this subject he

makes the following reflections :

—

The depraved situation of many of the poor apprentice

lads, and others employed in the manufactures of this town,

is obviously and painfully to be observed by every con-

siderate mind. This may arise from several causes ; but in

my apprehension the principal defect lies in the manner of

their education.

Perhaps from necessity, the father of a large family, as

soon as they are able to earn a few pence towards their main-

tenance, takes them with him to the workshop or the grinding

wheel. Here, from the example of elder lads, or even of

men, their minds are by degrees inured to vice, until it

becomes habitual. Instead of being sent to school to obtain

a sufficiency of useful knowledge, they are suffered on a First-

day, or at any other leisure time, to be running about the

streets, spending their time in a very improper manner,

perhaps in gaming.

To Isaac Cbewdson.

1802. 3rd. mo. 3ist.—May that love and affectionate

sympathy whereby I believe our minds have been united

together, continue to increase, until we have run our allotted

course in this vale of tears and state of probation ; and then,

in the regions of eternal bhss, may we be permitted to join with
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angels and the spirits of just men made perfect in the song of

praise to our Lord God and the Lamb, to whom be everlasting

praise and dominion for ever. Amen.

This blessed state is what I would willingly hope every

rational mind is desirous of attaining ; but then the way to

the crown lays by the cross. Here it is many have missed

their way, and where 1 am ready to fear I shall sometimes

fall. But what abundant consolation in the assurance that

our Heavenly High Priest and Captain of our salvation is

touched with a feeling of our infirmities ! He has trod the

path before us, and Avas tempted in all points, even as we are
;

and He never tries his servants more than He affords them

ability to bear. I desire that we may be willing, in humble

resignation and faithful obedience to our dear Lord, to leave

the hindering things which would retard the progress of our

journey, and press forward toward the mark of our high

calling.

Well ! thou wilt say, here is fine theoretical reasoning ; but

where is the practice ? Ah, my friend, had I come up to the

requirings of my divine Master, and submitted my neck to his

yoke, I believe I should have found it easier work to have

slain the potent enemy than is now my experience
;

and,

instead of being under the continual necessity of acknowledging

" I am a miserable sinner," I should have been instrumental

in taking a brother or sister by the hand, and helping them

forward. I am sometimes ready to wish my friends and those

who I believe have an interest in my best improvement could

see me as I really am,—a poor worm, encompassed and almost

worn down at times with a variety of infirmities, and some-

times overwhelmed with such a flood of temptations, that I

fear I shall never be able to stand my ground.

During a little excursion to Bradford, he spent a

few days at Undercliff, witli Christiana Hustler and

her family, and remarks :

—

4th mo. ist.—I Avas at Bradford Meeting in the morning.

In the evening a meeting was held at Undercliff, agreeable to
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the usual practice of our valued friends ; it was, I believe, a

time wherein the consoling evidence of divine regard was felt

by some. Such were not my feelings
;

mourning, and a

desertion of that comfortable hope which is so refreshing to

the poor traveller, was my lot. How could I expect any

other, when I had so repeatedly incurred the displeasure of

the Author of these blessings?

On liis return to Sheffield, after describing a state

of much inward conflict, he proceeds :

—

4th mo. i Uli.—He who had inflicted the wound for sin was

the only one that could heal ; and O ! blessed for ever be his

holy name, He.poured in the oil and healed the wound by the

smiles of his love ; and before I got home I could rejoice

on the banks of deliverance, and sing praises to his holy

name.

One of the young friends with whom he had

lately associated at Bradford, died after a short

illness, soon after he had left. He alludes to the

circumstance in a letter under the same date as the

preceding extract :

—

To .

The affecting account of William Hustler's removal has

probably reached you. I little thought when we were enjoy-

ing ourselves on the canal a few days since, that one of our

company was so soon to be summoned to the awful tribunal.

It is indeed an instructive and very impressive instance of the

uncertainty of our tenure of these earthly tabernacles, and a

fresh confirmation of the truth that we have no continuing

city here.

I think my heart has felt something of the benefit of silent

waiting, both in meetings and private retirement. It is indeed

good to feel our minds humbled and our hearts contrited

before the Lord ; it is at such times that God will condescend

to prepare his own sacrifice, and enable us to erect an altar to
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his praise ; this is that true worship which will meet with

acceptance before the throne of grace.

There is indeed a beauty in consistency ; I often long to be

more furnished with this virtue ; and I am persuaded that a

consistent and exemplary conduct will have more weight than

any arguments that can be produced in the defence of the

Truth. I often have to lament the inconsistency of my own

character, and a sense of this is sometimes the means of pre-

venting me from attempting to bear some few testimonies

that I believe are entrusted to me. These are sometimes

cause of much anxiety and trial to my mind, so contrary is

my nature to the cause of Christ. A fear of being thought

to affect those things that are not required of me, merely

from the imitation of others who have appeared to be, and

reaUy have been, good and virtuous men, has sometimes too

much influence, and acts as a discouragement ; then I get

bewildered, and a season of darkness and desertion of divine

good ensues.

I have often to regret the want of the purest and most

conspicuous Christian virtue— Charity : every day, nay,

almost every hour of the day, seems to call it into

practice. How I long that this virtue had more influence

on my mind, and on mankind universally ; what blessed

effects would it produce. Wars would cease, the unrighteous

gain of oppression would end, and we could then embrace

every man as a brother, created by the same common Parent,

and redeemed by the same blessed Saviour. The case of my
brethren in bondage, the oppressed Africans, has much affected

my mind for these many months past. It has indeed been as

a heavy weight of exercise on my spirit, sometimes as much
as I know how to bear. And oh ! how I desire that I may
faithfully give up to be or to suffer everything for their sake

;

even though it should be to become a fool among wise men

—

no easy matter—but with God all things are possible ;—and

be a by-word amongst my brethren. My unfaithfulness has

cost me many a bitter cup.

I often fear I indulge too censorious a disposition towards

my fellow-creatures, especially towards such as I think are
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particularly inconsistent
;
thongh I seldom express it, yet I

often feel condemnation in indulging such reflections ; and

am frequently led to consider that once I was a stranger in

the land of Egypt and in the house of bondage, under the

law of sin. But blessed be He who has brought my soul out

of Egyptian darkness Avith a mighty hand, and shone upon

me by his marvellous light. Oh ! that every succeeding hour

may be spent to his praise, and towards the increase of the

glorious cause of righteousness on the earth.

To I. Crewdson.

1802. 9tli mo. 20th.—Oh ! How high and holy is our

calling, to be the disciples of a crucified Lord, to take his

yoke upon us, bow to his cross, and follow Him whither-

soever He shall be pleased to lead us, even though it should

be to Calvary's sacred mount, or to the bottom of Jordan's

hallowed flood, to know our sinful affections crucified, and

our hearts washed with the AA ater of regeneration. This

must be our experience before we can become guests at

his holy communion table, to partake of the blessing we
have received by his flesh, and the spilling of his blood.

When I reflect on the divine mercy, the incarnation, death,

resurrection, and ascension of the Lord of life and glory,

I am lost, as was pious Addison in the contemplation of the

mercies of God, in wonder, love and praise, and bowed in

deep humiliation. Can the sacred story be a fable, invented

merely to amuse or deceive us ? No, it is impossible.

i 0th mo. 7th. Settle.—How sweetly encouraging was the

latter part of thy letter to my depressed mind ; but truly it

is no easy matter to become a fool. Sometimes, in the hom's

of retirement, I am ready to conclude that, sooner than dis-

obey the commands of my great Master, I could bear the

reproach of all men. But when I am brought to the test, O,

then, how my courage fails, and all my best resolutions are

sometimes broken.

For many months past my mind has been deeply exercised

on account of the slavery of the Africans ; and I have at times

felt it my bounden duty to refrain from the consumption of
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any articles, either of food or clothing, that we receive through

such "defiled channels."

So many discouragements appear to lie in the way, that I

despair of ever being able to bear my testimony in this

respect. I cannot find a single individual who is led in the

same Avay as myself. A fear of being thought singular, and

imitating others who may have clearly seen it their duty to

become champions in so good a cause, has operated as a far

greater discouragement than any little inconvenience I might

suffer by the support of this testimony.

I have sometimes been ready to query in this matter

:

How many bright and shining lights are there in our day

who are not called upon to suffer for such a testimony ? Why
should I distinguish myself above the rest, and appear as a

speckled bird among my brethren? The answer that has

almost always occurred is the language of the Apostle, " He
that doubteth is condemned if he eat." I have never opened

my mind to any one on this subject but thyself ; and let me
go where I will, or however occupied, this concern is a burthen

to my soul ; and the secret language of my heart has been,

in effect, " Lord, I am willing to endure the ridicule and

reproach of men ; to follow Thee whither thou mayst be

pleased to lead me, either by land or by sea, so that I may
be the means, in ever so small a degree, in promoting the

emancipation of my brethren." Yes, my natural life has

been at times dedicated to the Lord on their behalf. But

ah ! what condemnation have I at times felt for disobedience

in this respect, and the bitter anguish of my soul has been

beyond description. O ! for more faithfulness, more resigna-

tion to the Divine will.

Such were some of "William Forster's reflections

during his sojourn at Sheffield, while yet in his teens.

As the shadows of coming events they possess a

peculiarly touching interest and significance. The
righteous cause of Negro freedom had already become

part of his " meat and drink," and the sequel of his
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life bears ample testimony to the depth and sincerity

of his convictions regarding a system of human
wickedness and woe then fully understood by few.

The iniquity of slavery and the slave trade did not

cease deeply to affect him till he laid down his life

a solemn protest against it.



CHAPTER IV.

EETUEN TO TOTTENHAM. ENTRANCE UPON THE WORK OF THE

MINISTRY.

Near the end of 1802 William Forster left Shef-

field, and returned to Tottenham. His father had

looked forward with comfort to his aid in conducting

his business, and he did not disappoint his expecta-

tion. He entered with cheerfulness into the duties

of his post, and gave satisfaction to those who
availed themselves of his professional services.

The re-union with his beloved parents, and the

interesting family and social circle in which he had

been accustomed to move, greatly added to his en-

joyment, and enlarged the sphere of his usefulness

in intellectual and philanthropic, as well as religious

pursuits. With regard to the latter, his memoranda
clearly shew that, though a much larger portion of

his time was now occupied with business engage-

ments, continued watchfulness, a prayerful spirit

and a searching self-scrutiny marked his Christian

course.

1803. 4th mo^ iSili.— The last few days have been passed

in greater unwatchfuhiess than usual. This evening my soul

is humbled under a sense of my fallen and depraved state by

nature, and afresh convinced how impossible it is that I should

ever know a being established as a true Christian, but by

faithfully abiding under the operation of divine grace, and

desiring to be favoiu-ed with ability to co-work with the

Spirit, to the thorough renovation of my heart.

D
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5th mo. i5th.—Our meeting within these few weeks has

been much favoured by the instrumental labours of divers

ministers, by whom the glorious Gospel of our Lord and

Saviour Jesus Christ has been eminently preached; and, I

believe, according to the ability afforded, they were enabled to

divide the word aright. So that the formal professors, those

who have a name to religion, and yet by theu* conduct

evidently proclaim that they know but little of the operations

of its power in the heart, have been reproved and invited to

a nearer acquaintance with the God of their life. The poor

in spirit, and those who have felt themselves bereft of sub-

stantial good, have been advised patiently to await the arising

of the Sun of Righteousness, and the youth have been

encouraged to leave every hindering thing, and press towards

the mark for the prize of the high calling in Christ Jesus our

Lord.

It will already have been inferred that William

Forster's appreciation and cordial acceptance of the

religious views of Friends did not arise merely from

educational or conventional influences, but was the

result of careful examination, and a deep conviction

of their Scriptural soundness. A circumstance now
arose, not uncommon in those days, which put to

the test his faithfulness in supporting the well-

known testimony of the Society regarding the un-

lawfulness of all war under the Christian dispensa-

tion. In reference to this, he writes :

—

7th mo. 5 /si.—Last week I was chosen by ballot to serve

in the militia, and have received a summons to appear before

the lieutenants and magistrates to-morrow morning at Enfield,

to which place my dear father intends to accompany me. The

desire of my heart is that my mind may be preserved calm

and quiet, and that if it be required of me to give any reasons

for the objection I feel to bearing arms, or by any means

impeding the progress on earth of the peaceable kingdom of
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our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, that I may speak in the

fear of the Lord, so that the cause of truth may in no respect

suffer through me.

0 Lord, be pleased to go with me, and let thy holy pre-

sence encamp round about me, that I may indeed bear this

testimony in a consistent manner, and to the exaltation of

thy glorious cause, though in ever so small a degree.

His prayer was heard. The ordeal was safely

passed through ; and a little later the following

memorandum occurs :

—

1 appeared before the justices at the time appointed, found

them civil and obliging, and was favoured to keep in a good

degree calm, and to feel the weight of the testimony I desire

faithfully to bear. The justices issued a warrant of distraint,

and by that took my father's property
;
although it did not at

this season fall to my lot to suffer for the cause, yet, with

humility, I may say that I felt resigned to whatever my good

Lord and Master might appoint.

It is scarcely possible not to admire the spirit in

which the young disciple stood faithful to his Lord.

Meekly firm in his refusal to sanction, by active

compliance with its requirements, a system identi-

fied with the warfare of the world, he had in effect

deliberately adopted the position—"I am a Christian,

and therefore I cannot fight."

About the same time he was made humbly bold in

enlisting himself more decidedly under the banner of

the Prince of Peace, who had " chosen him to be a

soldier" in the army of the Lamb, without the use of

carnal weapons— without the shedding of human
blood. It was only a few weeks after the above occur-

rence that he first spoke in a meeting for divine wor-

ship as a minister of Christ. There was a beautiful

D 2
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coincidence between the two events—his passive re-

sistance to human exaction, and his faithful obedience

to a divine requiring. Each might be said to form

an important crisis in his Hfe, and we know not how
far one might help to make way for the other. In

both the thoughtful observer will discover more real

heroism than lies on the surface. "Perfect love

castetli out fear"—the love of Christ triumphed over

the fear of man.

Though only a few months past the completion of

his nineteenth year, he had long been preparing for

the work upon which he had now entered, and we

hear of none who were disposed to " despise his

youth." His early offerings in the ministry are

spoken of by those who heard him as sound and

edifying, and as being remarkably attended by the

anointing and the power of the Holy Spirit. Yet

he himself was sensitively alive to every little mis-

stepping, altogether unnoticed as it might be by his

friends, and carefully watched all the avenues of his

heart with a godly jealousy, lest any unauthorised

zeal should mar the work of the Lord. The follow-

ing record exhibits his watchfulness in this respect,

and the humility and tenderness of his prayerful

spirit :

—

9tli mo. i 4ili.—0 Lord, if I have done evil in thy sight, if

I have this day too hastily called upon thy holy name, and

offered a sacrifice which Thou hadst not prepared, be pleased

to pardon me ; consider my inexperience in the yfovk to which

I beheve Thou hast called me and art still calling me. Favour

me once more with the enriching blessing of thy life-giving

presence, and enable me again to acknowledge that thy

mercies and thy judgments are my chiefest consolation.

Whilst he deeply felt his own infirmities and
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iinworthiness, he had a high sense of the sacredness of

the office of a minister of the Gospel
;
and, as he had

not hghtly assumed its functions, he was enabled to

exercise them with safety to himself, and much to the

comfort of his friends. A few of his own remarks

will enable the reader to form some idea of the tone

of his feelings at this interesting period :

—

1803. iith mo. 6th.—I was at Winchmore-hill meeting;

and, although it was small, yet I hope it was a favoured time.

I felt engaged to revive that Scripture invitation in Isaiah,

" Come ye, and let us go up to the mountain of the Lord,

to the house of the God of Jacob, and He will teach us of

his ways, and we will walk in his paths." Soon after,

under some feeling of the awfulness and solemnity of the

service, I engaged in public prayer. In these little acts of

obedience, I found sweet peace.

iSth.—Favoured to attend both meetings to-day. In the

former, after a season of conflict, bght arose, and with an

apprehension of duty to express a few words ; but not being

willing to bear my dear Master's cross, I cailie away burthened.

In the afternoon I found myself engaged publicly to suppli-

cate at the throne of grace ; and as I gave up to the opening

of the heavenly vision, I found sweet peace, and may with

some degree of humility say that best help was near.

When my mind is more than usually enlarged in love

towards my fellow-creatures, then I am in some degree led to

consider how many there are who remain in ignorance and

darkness, and in a very great degree estranged from the joys

of religion : among which class may be ranked our brethren

who are groaning in slavery on the other side the Atlantic.

And I am firm in the belief that the day is approaching when

their cause will come to the throne of divine justice with

availing authority. O ! may that day be nearer than many
imagine. These gloomy subjects may be dwelt upon too

long. I desire not to make them too much a matter of

conversation, or forced reflection, but believe, as my mind
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comes increasingly under the influence of the mild and

benevolent spii'it of the Gospel, these things will work their

own Avay. May I stand disposed with a ready mind and

humble heart to follow the dictates of cool and considerate

conviction

!

In a letter to Isaac Crewdson, he remarks :

—

i2th mo. 24th.—Should we be permitted to meet once more,

recollection would fail me in endeavoiu'inff to recite one-half

of what I have gone through ; and I do not know that it

would be to thy benefit to enter into the various attendant

exercises. They are now past, and only deserve to be com-

memorated for the mercies and long-suifering of a gracious

God. Ah ! I am a monument of his mercy ; and should my
poor shattered bark be favoured to anchor in the haven of

everlasting rest and peace, it will, indeed, be another and

striking testimony to the forbearance and tender mercy of our

Heavenly Father.

I am favoured with a hope that as He has thus far sus-

tained me under many probations, and measurably redeemed

my soul from this delusive, changeable world, He wiU bear up

my head luider every succeeding trial, and conduct me safely

through my uncertain pilgrimage.

Public affairs were again assuming a very serious

aspect. The peace of Amiens had proved to be only

a kind of armed truce. Bonaparte had caused him-

self to be proclaimed First Consul. New difficulties

had arisen between the European powers, and

negociations ha\ing failed to effect an adjustment,

war had been again declared. It is to this that

allusion is made in the following extract from a letter

to his American friend, who, ha"vdng finished his

religious engagements in England, had returned to

his native land.
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To TnOMAS SCATTERGOOD.

/ith mo. 2ist.—I can testify that we indeed serve a gracious

Master, who richly rewards all those Avho in simplicity give

up to his requirings ; and as we are concerned to abide under

his teaching, He will indeed open a way where we can see

no way. Siu'ely He is worthy to be confided in now and for

ever.

Of course thou art informed that the scourge of war is

again permitted to visit this land. The steps that Govern-

ment have taken in exempting our Society from any active

share in the general plan of arming the nation, without our

suffering either personally or by fine, does indeed demand our

gratitude. It ought to engage us still more nobly to fight

our spiritual warfare with those weapons wherewith we may
be entrusted, and to maintain an allegiance firm to the King

of kings.* Your calamitous state in being again visited by

the yellow fever, has raised sympathy, I trust, in many minds

* Instead of subjecting Friends to fine or imprisonment in con-

sequence of their conscientious refusal to comply "nitli the present

military requisitions, the Legislature, dispensing with their personal

service, devised the means of their incurring a forfeiture of property

equal to the supposed disadvantage to the state, in such a manner as to

render them only passively liable, by simply empowering the Deputy-

Lieutenants " to provide a substitute for any Quaker balloted under the

Act," at a fixed charge of £20, and to " levj' such sum " on the goods of

such person.

It is interesting to mark the progress of more enlightened views,

during a period of more than a century and a half, in the relief which

has gradually been granted by the Legislature of this country to the

Society of Friends, by the removal or alleviation of the peculiar trials

and difficulties arising from their conscientious scruples. Copies of

" certain clauses affecting the Society, in the Military Act passed in

1803," were accompanied by the following brief address ;

—

" The Meeting for Sufferings, in sending forward these extracts and this

information, thinks it right to advert to the lenity which on this occasion,

as weU as on former ones, has been shown to the Society by the Legis-

lature. It is a powerful call on us to continue vigilant in conducting

ourselves as dutifid and peaceable subjects ; and it is necessary to give

great heed that our scruples may be, and appear to be, the consequence

of a sense of religious duty. In this view, it highly behoves us to take care

that our whole conduct be such as becometh the Gospel. This will tend

to support the mind in difficulty, and awaken thankfulness to the
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on this side of the water. But He who never visits his

children for nought is, I believe, waiting to sanctify the dis-

pensation. But, ah ! how many are they who will not receive

Him in the way of his coming, and thus frustrate his gracious

design. For He does not afflict for nought, neither does He
willingly grieve the children of men.

To I. Ckewdson.

1804. 4th. mo. 4th.—The great Shepherd and Bishop of

souls is pleased to make use of a variety of means in refining

and proving his exercised servants ; but none more trying to

that part which would flinch from suffering than the with-

drawing of his holy, animating presence, and leaving us to

know something of om' own weakness ; but this discipline is

necessary for the Christian traveller. As he patiently abides

in his tent all the wintry season, he will know the time for

the bursting of buds to be come, and acceptable fruit will be

apparent on his branches ; and having known the probations

attendant on a life of true religion, qualifications are received

to occupy the allotted station in the Church.

Is it not for want of abiding the Lord's time under these

baptismal operations, that so many dwarfs are perceived in

the work of sanctification ? Our forward natures would attain

to the highest state of grace without passing through the pre-

paratory operations of the Spirit
;
may we know our spirits to

be cleansed from the many pollutions that abound in the

world ; and as we are baptized by one Spirit into one body,

we sliall know our fellowship to increase in Christ Jesus our

Holy Head.

To THE Same.

1804. 6th mo. 5th.—Many and various have been the

proving seasons of deep inward poverty that I have been tried

with. But I may tell thee, with an acknowledgment of

Almiglity for the benefits we receive, and also gratitude to those by

whose means they are conferred."—See " Digest of the Legislative

Enactments relating to the Society of Friends by Joseph Davis.

Second Edition.
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gratitude to our great Dispenser, that in these low times He
has not wholly forsaken me ; his everlasting arms were under-

neath, or surely I should have sunk through. And in his own

time, which is truly known to be the best time. He has made

bare the invisible arm of ancient strength, and again enabled

me to rejoice in his presence. How great his mercy ! how won-

derful his dealings with the children of men ! O ! may my
soul ever lie low in deep abasement, and ascribe all to his

unmerited love in and through our Lord Jesus Christ.

And though many have been the hidden exercises of my
mind, and very mortifying some of the labours I have engaged

in
;
yet I may tell thee, I hope with humility, that as my eye

has been preserved single, and my trust AvhoUy and entirely

reposed on Him, He has enabled me to perform all that He
has called for, to my own peace, and sometimes, I trust, to

the approbation of my friends. May we then, my beloved

friend, be mutually engaged to surrender ourselves to his holy

direction and divine disposal, casting aU our care upon Him,

seeing He is still so abundantly caring for us ; and be con-

cerned, like Mary, to sit at the feet of Jesus, waiting to receive

his holy counsel, and be willing to be taught of Him.

I remember now the request of some of his immediate

followers, " Lord, increase our faith." And seeing that it is

not in our will, or by the strength of our capacities, that we
can experience an increase of faith, and also that without

faith it is impossible to please God, may we be engaged in

sincerity to adopt this petition of the primitive believers, and

wait in deep humility to receive this invaluable blessing from

Him.

1804. 8th mo. 26th.—This morning, by the constrainings of

heavenly power, I uttered a few sentences Avhich afforded me
peace. The afternoon meeting was trying : towards the con-

clusion life sprung up, and I felt myself called upon to testify

of the goodness and condescension of the Lord in thus con-

tinuing to own us, in our large as well as smaller gatherings,

by his good presence. But the wilfid withholding of this small

offering, through the apprehension of being thought forward,

caused me some pain of mind, and I write this as a memento :
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" Some are too backward, and others too forward ; but all

proceeds from unsubdued self."

To Robert Jowitt.

1805. 5th mo. 2nd.—It is a nice matter, or at least so it

has appeared to me, to follow business so that it shall neither

occupy too much nor too little of our attention. To pursue

it with too much indifference is the way to contract idle

habits, which not only injure the mind but enervate the body.

On the other hand, to follow it with avidity, as though our

whole comfort, both in this life and that which will ensue,

depended on the greatness of our temporal acquisitions, leads

to many evils. It seems to fetter the mind to the earth, con-

tracts our ideas as well as our hearts, and I believe tends

greatly to impede the most important duty of this life, that

of a preparation for another.

To Isaac Crewdson.

1805. 6th mo. 26th.—In my last I mentioned to thee that

my mind was exercised with the prospect of attending a

distant Quarterly Meeting. I have been strengthened to

carry it into eifect ; and was at the Quarterly Meeting for

Suffolk, held at Ipswich, yesterday week, and on my return

home was at two meetings in Essex. A reti'ospective view of

this little journey affords me a degree of quietness and peace,

which, as Avell as the preservation granted me, ought to clothe

my mind with gratitude and deep humility.

I am at times, and that through mercy, favoured to feel

that every gift, whether natural or spiritual, is a talent re-

ceived from a bountiful God ; and if He condescend to bless

the exercise thereof, how does it become the instrument to

lie low and confess the greatness of his power ! And if He
grant the evidence, that, though unprofitable servants, we have

done his will, this would excite not only a prayer for future

preservation, but a fearfulness of being elated through the

vain idea that we have done something for the cause of

Truth. Of all the evils that are subject to degrade and
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debase humanity, this of spiritual pride has appeared to me
the most disgusting ; and though in order to be preserved

from it, it is, I believe, necessary that we pass through a

diversity of baptisms, yet, trying as these dispensations may
be, if their tendency be to a true Christian humility, they

will be ultimately blessed.

Taking into account the youth of the writer, it is

difficult to avoid being struck with the amount of

practical wisdom, as well as piety, which is here

brought out in his simple, open-hearted correspon-

dence with one or two of his intimate friends. There

is no appearance of impulsiveness, no spasmodic

effort ; neither unmeaning mysticism nor ill-regu-

lated enthusiasm is discoverable. A calm, healthy,

persistent aim, faithfully to carry out in life and con-

versation the great " principles of the doctrine of

Christ," characterises much that is here recorded.

The Christian believer will not fail to recognise in

all this, especially in connection with William For-

ster's early ministry, a satisfactory evidence that it

was " the Lord's doing ;" that it was indeed the

"Spirit" who had "quickened" his soul and en-

lightened his understanding, uniting him by faith to

Christ, in whom all fulness dwells."



CHAPTER V.

EECOGNITTON AS AN APPROVED MTNISTER OF CHRIST.—FIRST

JOURNEYS IN THE SERVICE OF THE GOSPEL.

In the midst of the ordinaiy pursuits of home, and

his professional engagements, William Forster had
" not neglected the gift that was in him ;" for nearly

two years he had continued so to " preach the

word," as to make "full proof" of the ministry

which he had received from the Lord Jesus to testify

the Gospel of the grace of God. The time had now
arrived when it appeared to be the duty of the Church

to recognise the reality of his calling, and, in the

Eighth Month, 1805, he was acknowledged by Tot-

tenham Monthly Meeting as an approved minister

of Christ.

It soon became e\-ident that his Gospel labours

were not to be confined to any particular locality,

but that he must be willing to give himself up to

the service of his Lord wherever he might be pleased

to send him under the anointing and guidance of the

Holy Spirit. In the follomng month he brought

under the consideration of his Monthly Meeting an

apprehension of duty to pay a religious visit to

friends in Dorsetshire, and Hampshire, and in

Sussex, and obtained the cordial sanction of the

Church to his proposal.

He does not appear to have preserved any jour-

nalised record of this, and other religious engage-

ments which followed each other in quick succession
;
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but extracts from his letters to his friends furnish

some interesting particulars.

1805. 9th mo. 20th.^ Biighton.—I was enabled to cast my
burden on my friends at our Monthly Meeting, and was, I

trust, favoured to feel the unity of their spirits in the exercis-

ing prospect. I set off on the 7th instant, and think I have

cause to acknowledge the goodness and mercy of the Lord in

the preservation I have experienced both inwardly and

outwardly. O ! may aU that is living within me bow in

humble prostration before Him ; thank Him for his past

unmerited mercies, and make a fresh dedication of my all to

his service. The Quarterly Meeting at Poole was a time

that I trust will be remembered by many. I humbly trust

the Master was glorified, and his noble cause of truth exalted.

My mind was introduced into deep exercise, under an appre-

hension that it would be right for me to request an oppor-

tunity vnth such young friends as might be in town that

evening. I informed the Quarterly Meeting for discipline of

my prospect, who united in the proposal, and a Meeting was

accordingly appointed. It was larger than I expected. It

was grateful to feel the extension of the heavenly wing ; and

that the great Shepherd was stretching out the arms of his

love with this merciful design, that all should be gathered

into his fold of rest and peace ; and that the standard of

truth was exalted, and the people invited to repair unto it.

After this meeting I felt very low, and as if I had done

nothing for the cause, and almost ready to conclude the meet-

ing had been held in vain.

After the completion of this, his first " missionary

journey" as an accredited minister of Christ, he

writes :

—

iOth mo. iSth.—I returned home this day two weeks, I

think with a degree of gratitude to Him who was my Pre-

server through a journey of between three weeks and a month,

in which there were many circumstances which proved to be
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trials both of faith and patience, and tended to my humiliation.

Travelling in this way has its difficulties and trials, of which

few can form an adequate idea but those who have encoun-

tered them. But when the mind is resigned to apjirehended

duty, even these ai"e made lighter than we have any right to

expect.

in a full and perfect resignation of our wills to the divine

will, there is peace, holy quietude, and true tranquillity of

soul, to obtain which, it seems to me, is worth parting with

every earthly gratification. I think I see the need there is

for me to seek after a more perfect disposition of this nature

:

I feel the advantage of it for myself and for my friends,

" The way to keep our enjoyments is to resign them," says

William Penn ; and in my opinion the way to lead a useful

and virtuous life is to resign every passion of our souls, every

faculty of our understanding, and everything that we dare to

call our own, into the hands of Him who can dispose of us to

his own glory, and our present and permanent peace.

The report of an abundant and well-gathered harvest was

repeated throughout my little journey ; and I think gratitude

has been excited in my heart on hearing of such a plenteous

and bounteous provision for a succeeding year.

In the Twelfth Month he was again Hberated, to

visit Friends in Buckinghamshire, and in Bedford-

shire and Hertfordshire. He attended the Quarterly

Meeting at Aylesbury, on which he remarks :

—

1806. ist mo. 2nd.—I cannot easily forbear mentioning a

circumstance which occurred to me at this meeting, as I think

it will be instructively remembered by me as long as I live,

and afford a useful hint to others who are beginning " to put

on the harness." In looking this way, my mind had for many

months been impressed that it would be right for me to seek

some opportunity with the inhabitants of this town, by way

of a public meeting. Feeling, as 1 thought, a return of the

same exercise, on the morning of the Quarterly Meeting, I
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mentioned the subject to a valuable friend, a minister, who

recommended, if I felt the matter to arise with weight, that

I should mention it at the close of the meeting for discipline.

Apprehending that it might afford me some relief, I accord-

ingly opened the concern to Friends ; never was I witness to

any matter of the kind being more weightily and tenderly

handled. They apprehending that the time was not yet come

for proceeding in that engagement, I believed my peace con-

cerned in readily acquiescing with their better judgment,

which produced relief to a degree beyond what I had ex-

pected. This was a time of humbling exercise, both in

regard to what I passed through before I disclosed the matter,

and afterwards. May I ever endeavour to cherish a disposi-

tion, ready and willing, to yield to the judgment of more

experienced servants, and on all occasions put my trust in

the Lord, and let Him plead my cause.

A week later lie remarks in allusion to the time

occupied by this service :

—

To some of my acquaintance this may seem a strange way

of passing that part of my life which is usually devoted to

providing for future subsistence. I believe I am not unmind-

ful that this is a duty I owe to myself and to my father's

family.

But what must I do, when I think I hear the call, with

that clearness which I dare not dispute, to leave my home

and its tender ties, and follow my Master into distant parts ?

WiU it do for me, who have been made a rich partaker of his

free and bounteous mercy, to prove rebellious? Or must I

not, in simplicity and resignation, attend on Him ; and when

He condescends to call, obey, and leave all consequences to

Him ; for He can provide, and surely He does provide, all

things necessary for his humble, dependent children.

3rd mo. 4th.— I have no doubt that our gracious and long-

suffering Master would cause our favoured Society once more

to shine with its ancient splendour and conspicuous beauty
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amongst the nations, if a greater portion of love were mani-

fested towards Him, and faithfulness towards his precious

cause. Though I believe that He would indeed thus marvel-

lously woi'k for and among our little Society, and in the feel-

ing of his love towards us I rejoice in what might be effected
;

yet very different are the feelings when I am led to view the

stripped and declined state of the Church in many places.

Some who lately stood forward nobly and faithfully for the

testimonies of Truth removed to their everlasting rest, and

some of those who now stand as faithful standard-bearers,

drooping under advanced age ; and but few of the dear visited

young people coming forward to supply the places of those

who are removed and removing from this state of action.

These things at times cover my mind with sadness, particu-

larly when I have looked forward and considered from whence

shall the supporters of the dignified cause arise, to uphold the

principles and testimonies in a future day. But I have been

strengthened to feel, and, in feeling, to believe, that there is

a number preserved alive in the best life ; and with the spirits

of these was I, an unworthy creature, permitted to feel a

degree of unity this day. How precious is the cementing

virtue of the Truth ; how it unites and binds together in one

body those who love and obey it, all the world over! I

think I felt something of it as I was riding on the road this

day ; and it was what I love to feel.

It iias already been seen liow deeply W. F. felt his

being so much from home. He was fully aware that

when he returned from Sheffield his beloved father

was looking for his assistance in business, in the

hope that he should thus be lightened of some of his

own cares ; and for a time he had cheerfully done

what he could to render all the help in his power.

But now, in the mic|st of his Gospel labours in some

neighbouring counties, a fresh prospect of religious

service opened to his view ; and he felt that, without

disobeying what he believed to be the divine will
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respecting him, he could not turn away from it.

Bowing, therefore, in humble submission to the re-

quirement of his Lord, he thought it right, some

time before his return home, freely to express his

views in the following letter :

—

To HIS Father.

1806. 2nd mo. i4th.—I have several times thought of

home, and looked much towards it ; but believe, if I am
favoured to return relieved, that, if it meet with thy approba-

tion, it will be right for me to submit to friends a prospect

which has for some considerable time lain heavily upon me, to

pay a visit to friends in some meetings in the Eastern coun-

ties ; and I think, if friends can set me at liberty, of being

at the Quarterly Meeting at Norwich next month. I much

wish for thy free opinion on the subject, and believe, if thou

recommendst my deferring it awhile, I shall be satisfied. It is

very trying to me to be thus absent from business, when

I am sensible that my assistance would be useful ; but as I

think this is an exercise not of my own creating, it will be

best for me cheerfully to acquiesce in the judgment of my
friends.

It was no wonder that such an instance of filial

duty and affection, kept in right subordination to the

higher claims of obedience to our Father who is in

heaven, should bring both parents, and brothers, and

sisters into much tender feeling with the absent one,

as well as on their own account, in so soon again

having to give him up to pursue his allotted work

away from home. But occasions like these were not

new in that Christian family, and all united in

encouraging the young disciple to faithfulness in the

service of his Divine Master, whilst they could rejoice

together in being permitted to feel the sweetness and

preciousness of this beautiful example of Christian

K
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dedication in a beloved son and brother. To him
such sacrifices had ceased to be sohtary acts of obe-

dience to the will of his God ;—they were rather as

links in the chain which bound him to his willing

service. The love of Christ constrained him to live

not to himself, but to Him who died for us and rose

again.

William Forster never afterwards engaged in any

secular pursuit with a view to pecuniary gain. In the

judgment of the Christian community of which he

was a member, and according to his own religious

convictions, the Christianity of the New Testament,

though it sanctioned a suitable provision for the

actual need of the ambassadors of Christ, while their

whole time was occupied in the service of the Church,

did not recognise the Ministry of the Gospel as

among the authorised means of obtaining a livelihood,

much less of acquiring wealth, and position in the

world. That ministry received from the Lord Jesus,

and not from man, was, on the contrary, to be exer-

cised on the principle laid down by our Saviour

Himself, when He sent forth the earliest promul-

gators of the truth as it is in Him, with the charge,

*' Freely ye have received, freely give." Its message

of salvation was to be proclaimed to all in the same

spirit which prompted the words of the apostle

:

" We preach not ourselves but Christ Jesus, the

Lord ; and ourselves your servants for Jesus' sake ;

"

we seek " not yours but you." It was to be divested

of any semblance of remunerative income or of

official distinction—of everything that could tempt

cupidity, or fire ambition—no sordid motives were to

be connected with its sacred functions. Cordially

accepting the highest scriptural standard regarding
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the spirituality and freedom of the Christian ministry,

William Forster well knew that to pursue the path

which appeared to be marked out for him by a hand

higher than his own, was to renounce his worldly

expectations, and to adopt a life of continued and

disinterested self-sacrifice. In the vigour of early

manhood, surrounded by all the attractions of home,

just introduced into a well-established and profitable

profession, which, with ordinary exertion, bid fair to

secure to him a comfortable independence, his earthly

prospects seemed fall of promise
;
and, besides this,

" the duty which he owed to himself, and to his

father's family," in these respects, pressed heavily

upon him—keenly alive as he was to the most

delicate perception of the ordinary requirements and

proprieties of life. Under such circumstances, it was

no easy thing for a young man of twenty-two, to do

as he did—to count all these things but dross for the

excellency of the knowledge of Christ Jesus his Lord,

freely to devote himself to Him—to spend and be

spent in his service. But he had counted the cost

;

he hesitated not to give himself up to the disposal of

his God.

In allusion to the work lately accomplished, and

that which was now again before him, he says :

—

I returned about a month since from a journey into some

parts of Buckinghamshire and Hertfordshire, in which I was

for the most part favoured with the company and brotherly

care of dear John Hull. On delivering in the certificate at

our last Monthly Meeting, I was strengthened to cast before

my friends another prospect which has long been before my
mind, a visit to Friends in some Meetings in Essex, Suffolk

and Norfolk. I feel this concern a very weighty undertaking,

the more so as no companion has yet turned up. I trust, if

E 2
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I am right in the movement, that I shall know as much of

the sympathy of my friends as is good for me. Oh ! it is

strengthening, and affords such support that I seem as though

I could neitlier stand or move without it. It is by no means

the thought least trying to me when I think of it, that I have

often to leave my dear father so much, at a time when I know

my services would be acceptable to him ; but he is very kind,

and throws no obstruction in the way. It is a great favour to

have such tender parents as I am blessed with. I wish I may

sufficiently value the privilege.

He entered upon this journey very soon after tlie

Monthly Meeting in the Third Month, 1806, and

was diligently occupied in religious service for several

months, with the exception of two or three weeks,

when he was at home attending the Yearly Meeting.

He met with many kind, faithful, experienced friends,

whose tender care and sympathy towards this youth-

ful labourer in the Lord's vineyard were both helpful

and strengthening.

He moved along from day to day with much
caution, and in great watchfulness, anxiously desiring

that all his steps should be under the renewed put-

ting forth of the heavenly Shepherd. He held many
religious meetings with those who did not profess

with Friends, mostly in agricultural villages, and in

many places where the ministers of our Society had

not laboured before. In several of the Monthly

Meetings of Essex, Suffolk, and Norfolk, he visited

Friends in their families.

The following extracts from his letters relate to

these religious engagements :

—

3rd mo. 27th. Nor'wicli.—The belief that I am not here in

my own will, and that if I suffer it is for the Master's sake,
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is supporting under all my trials. This life is a life of trial,

both to faith and patience ; and though it is, I believe,

necessary, that we should be made deeply and humblingly

sensible of our weakness and insufficiency, either to keep

ourselves from falling, or to act for the honour of the precious

cause, yet He who knows our frame and is perfectly

acquainted with the weakness of human nature, will not

permit us to be tried in this or any other respect beyond what

He knows we can bear.

3rd mo. 29th. Yarmouth.—Whether the time of meeting

be near at hand or far distant, let us be individually engaged

in preparing for an entrance into that state of unpolluted

rest, in which we shall know, I believe, no separation, and

becoming each other's joy in this life, shall, I trust, be each

other's joy to all eternity. To this state of rest I have some-

times been favoured to look, when I have thought that there

is not much in store for me during my uncertain pilgrimage

through this mixed state of things. But all this I wish to

leave in humble, quiet resignation to Him who has a right to

dispose of his unworthy servants even just as He sees meet.

4th mo. 15th. Leiston Abbey.—As the trial of our faith is

much more precious than that of gold which perisheth, it is,

I believe, good for us that we know it to be sometimes

brought to the test, though I may confess that such seasons

are not very pleasant to my natural inclination. Plowever,

thus far I can feelingly acknowledge that help has been

afforded in the needful time
;
and, though there have been

some closely humiliating seasons, yet even for these I ought to

be grateful, inasmuch as I believe many of them have been

designed to keep me in a proper state of dependence, both for

light and strength, on that all-sufficient source which, I believe,

will never fail those who wait for renewed supplies.

4th mo. 22nd. TivetshaU.—The work is His : nothing, no,

nothing," at all belongs to us ; and all that I want is sufficiently

to feel that after all I am indeed an unprofitable servant. And
though it is a humiliating work to endure these emptying,

stripping seasons, yet the more I see of the work of the

ministry, and the more I am favoured to see of myself, my
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own heart, and my many weaknesses, the more thoroughly

convinced am I that my safety does greatly depend on feeling

niy own dependent situation, and in knowing that it is not of

myself that I can do any good thing.

In the course of the present engagement, WiUiam
Forster remarks, that seventy-five famihes were

visited, in which, by subdivision, the whole of the

rehgious interviews amounted to 176, and adds that,

" though it had not been usual thus to subdivide

families, and it was sometimes a little trying, yet it

tended more fully to the relief of the visitor, and," he

believed, " more to the satisfaction of those who were

visited."

After his return out of Suffolk, &c., he writes to

an intimate friend :

—

9th mo. 25th.—The sympathy thou expressest for me under

my trials and exercises was by no means the least acceptable

part of the contents of thy letter. I am glad that in this

way thou hast been made a sharer with me in my labours in

that part of our Heavenly Master's vineyard. I do esteem it

a very precious thing to be favoured to feel sympathy with my
dear friends under their trials ; and it is no small consolation

when I can believe that they are permitted to sympathize

with me.

Now that I am permitted to return in safety to my father's

house, it is in my heart to tell thee that I have not served a

hard Master. No. He was—and surely my soul can say,

from present feeling, that He is—kind, just, and good.

Though He saw meet that I should be tried many ways,

even to a hair's breadth, yet He preserved me through all ; so

that I have had cause to acknowledge his goodness, and in

the language of the Psalmist to cry, " What shall I render

unto the Lord for all his benefits towards me ?" This, in

eifect, was the breathing of my humbled soul many times

towards the conclusion of my visit in reviewing his manifold
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mercies. I am writing witli freedom ; true friendship will

often lead to freedom, which is good when bounded by the

holy limitations of truth.

In the Twelfth Month he was again occupied in a

visit to the famihes of Friends in EatcHff Monthly

Meeting. Respecting this, he remarks :

—

1807. 1st mo. 5th.—As to any fruits resulting from my
feeble labours, should any arise, I do not wish to see them

;

all that I desire is an evidence of not having moved in my
own will : this, in passing along, has been mercifully afforded

—a favour which I desii-e to mention with reverence, and to

remember with humble gratitude. On my return home I was

strengthened to believe that I had been in the way of my
religious duty—an ample reward for all the exercise and

contlict I passed through.



CHAPTER VI.

ABOLITION OF THE SLAVE TRADE. W. F.'s ILLNESS. EEUGIOUS

VISIT IN YORKSHIRE.

The spring of 1807 was rendered memorable by

the abolition of the Slave Trade in the British

dominions. A bill was brought into the House of

Lords by Lord Grenville, then at the head of the

Administration, and introduced into the Commons by

Lord Howick, afterwards Earl Grey, and having

passed both Houses of Parliament, it "received the

royal signature on the 25th of March." By this bill

it was enacted that " no slave should be imported

into the British colonies after the first of March,

1808." After an arduous struggle of twenty years,

such a triumph of humanity, freedom, and

Christianity, over violence, avarice, and injustice,

was an occasion of general rejoicing. Deeply as

William Forster had long been interested on behalf

of " our brethren groaning in slavery on the other

side of the Atlantic," and " firm as had been his

belief that the day w^as approaching when their cause

would come before the throne of Divine justice with

availing authority," (see p. 37), his heart could not

fail to beat in unison with the nation's gratitude and

joy, not unmingled with sorrow, though they were,

that slavery itself should remain untouched. But

about the time these important events were taking

place, he was attacked with an inflammatory fever,

which confined him to the house for some weeks.
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Before he was entirely recovered from this illness, he

believed the time was come for bringing before the

consideration and judgment of his friends a pros-

pect of religions service in the North of England, on

which he remarks :

—

In the early part of my illness, not seeing how it might

terminate, I was earnest in seeking unto the Lord, that I

might have a true sense of my situation ; and it was given

me to believe, that since I had resigned myself to the work of

the ministry, the day's work had kept pace with the day ; and

I felt peace in the recent labours I had been engaged in

among-st the members of our own meeting.

There were times when I felt desirous to be liberated from

the conflicts attendant on this probationary state, and to be

admitted into the lowest mansion of the heavenly kingdom
;

although I saw it necessary that I should be more thoroughly

purified in order to know a fitness for these blessed abodes.

But as I grew stronger, I was led to believe that my measure

of service in the church was not filled up. Under these im-

pressions, I informed my friends in writing of my concern.

His health rapidly improved, and a week later he

writes :

—

To Saeah Hustler.

1807. 2nd mo. 9th.—This quick restoration from a state

of considerable weakness, I desire to esteem as cause for

grateful acknowledgment to the Author of all our many
mercies ; and to me it is no slight call to renew and increase

my dedication to that blessed cause of Truth, which I think is

become increasingly glorious in my view. I informed our

Monthly Meeting in writing last Fifth-day of a prospect of

religious service which has for some considerable time been in

view.

This fresh summons to work in the vineyard cost me much.

I cannot attribute that degree of resignation to which I have
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attained to any efforts of my own, but to the kind inter-

ference of Ilim whom I have desired to serve. I feel it to be

a fresh cause for seeking to be clothed with the garment of

deep humility and lowliness of mind, and stricter watchfulness

unto prayer. Yet the true disciples of their Lord have,

according to their different degrees of experience, a living

testimony in their hearts that they serve no hard Master

;

but one who is graciously condescending to compassionate

their weaknesses, and to become the Helper of all their in-

firmities.

His friends cordially liberated him for the service

to which he believed himself called
;
and, though still

far from strong, he did not long delay entering upon

it. The journey was principally performed on horse-

back, as was customary in those days, and he paid a

pretty general visit to Friends in Yorkshire, and

held many meetings with persons not of their com-

munity, and often in places where Friends did not

reside. Though sometimes cast down, he was not

forsaken of his Lord ; and he met with much kind-

ness and encouragement from his elder brethren,

"William Tuke, Thomas Priestman, Henry Tuke,

George Sanders, and Joseph Storrs, being occasion-

ally his companions in the journey. Not many
particulars of his movements are preserved ; but the

following extracts from his letters give some inte-

resting information as to the character of his

services, and pourtray the humility and watchfulness

with which he endeavoured simply to follow the

leadings of the Holy Spirit.

In the course of his travels he writes from Thirsk :

1807. 4tli mo. 30th.—When at liberty from religious

exercises, either on my own account or on account of those

amongst whom I have been concerned to labour, my mind is
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often turned homewards
;
and, although when favoured with the

belief that I was in the way of my duty, and filling up my
small measure of suffering and service in the church, and that

I have been permitted to find a home amongst those who

were previously strangers to me, yet I forget not that it is

only temporary. My dear father's comfortable habitation,

and the many outward comforts it affords, have, in no small

degree, an attractive influence on my mind
;
yet, as the pro-

fession I am making among my friends is that of a servant

of Christ, I increasingly find that my safety depends on

looking steadfastly unto Him for direction, and in humble

submission obeying every revelation of his will. For the

encouragement of others, I feel at times strengthened to

acknowledge, that his light and his strength are sufficient

:

thus far I have found it to be the case, and the secret travail

of my spirit often is, that my own will may become so fully

subjected to his will that his power may have unlimited sway in

my heart ; so that all his gracious purposes concerning me, one

of the most unworthy of his disciples, may be accomplished.

Whilst travelling along yesterday, mymind was strengthened

to believe that thus far I had not been moving in my own will;

and if this is but attained, it is all I wish for ; as to any

apparent good effect resulting from my labours, however

encouraging it might prove, I see there would be a snare in it,

that self might become so far gratified, that even if the

creature were not exalted, there would be a danger of my
forsaking my true guide, and running on in that natural will

and wisdom which never can meet the righteousness which is

of God. So that, although the humiliations wisely appor-

tioned for the purpose of keeping the mind in its proper

dependent situation, are hard to the natural part to bear
;
yet

I can tell thee, I hope it is not boastingly, that when favoured

at times with the aboundings of heavenly good, I feel so much
the danger of being exalted above measure, that I have begged

to be restored to my low habitation in the sheltered valley of

deep humiliation and abasedness of spirit. Here we know our

dependent state, and feel from whom all our fresh springs

come.
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The family visit at Rawden was concluded before meeting

on First-day morning ; it had been a week of pretty close

exercise for the body as well as the mind. We had upwards

of forty distinct opportunities, also two public meetings.

I think it a favour, that, after all, we could part with

Friends of all descriptions in much love and apparent satis-

faction.

William Forster pursued his labours from meeting

to meeting in the strength given him of the Lord,

but no details are preserved till he reached Helmsley.

He spent nearly a week among the few Friends of

that meeting and of Bilsdale ; visited the families of

both, and held several meetings with the inhabitants

of those rural districts. He remarks :

—

In most places I have found some religiously-disposed

persons, in whom the good seed has not only been well sown,

but I trust has taken deep root. I may be mistaken in my
feelings

;
but, if I am not mistaken, true spiritual religion is

on the increase in many parts of the country, and I think it

may be said that in some places the fields are white unto

harvest. There is not only considerable willingness to attend

such meetings as are appointed, but many hearts are opened

for the reception of such communications as have been offered,

and the meetings are often crowned at the conclusion with

such a solemnity as has left a pleasant impression upon my
mind. Yet I think every fresh opening to service of this

nature brings a portion of fresh exercise. I greatly trust this

will continue to be the case, and desire to be preserved,

moving simply in the guidance of that wisdom which only can

safely direct. So that I may not rely on former extensions of

divine assistance, but seeking for fresh evidence of divine

requiring, and waiting for renewed supplies of holy help, I

may be kept from presumptuously offering unprepared sacri-

fice, or attempting to promote the good cause of truth in my
own strength.
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Ah ! there are so many ways of falling, and so many

stronger than I have fallen, that my standing often appears

very doubtful, and many apprehensions respecting my own

safety at times abase my spirit; in the feeling of my weak-

ness, I am often crying for divine preservation ; that it may

be granted continues the earnest desire of my heart. I think

I ask no more ; neither the high reward of heartfelt peace,

nor the appearance of fruits from my labours. These might

exalt the creature ; but the blessing of preservation in the

lowly valley of humiliation and deep poverty of spirit is a

state of mind in which no flesh can glory, and, therefore, of

all blessings, is, in my apprehension, the most to be coveted.

After tlie conclusion of his services in the neigh-

bourhood of Helmsley, he was joined by his friend

George Sanders, of "Whitby, as a fellow-labourer in

the gospel. He was his senior by nearly thirty years;

an earnest, affectionate, and zealous minister of

Christ, and one of those useful characters who con-

scientiously endeavour, in their walk through life,

to serve the Lord in the way of his requirings, and,

under the influence of Christian love, to employ

themselves in doing good to their fellow-men.* In

noticing the value of his companionship, William

Forster remarks :
—" It affected my heart with gra-

titude to that Divine Hand, who thus far, in the hour

of greatest need, manifested Himself near to help."

Together they visited the families of Friends of

Kirkby Moorside ; had a meeting in a barn at Ross-

dale, and one with Friends at Hutton-in-the-Hole

;

also a large meeting with the inhabitants, more

attending than the house would hold ; came over

the moors to the Monthly Meeting at Castleton
;

held a meeting next evening at Beadlan, which " in

* Piety Promoted : Part xi., p. 350.
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consequence of the harvest was but small, but not

held in vain ;
" had a large meeting in a barn at

Farsdale ; another at Castleton, much crowded ; one

in another dale, in a paved court-yard, where " the

people, though unaccustomed to sit in silence, be-

haved well another in a barn at Leverton ; and

another at Moorsom, on the edge of the Moors.

After enumerating many small meetings visited in

the north-east of Yorkshire, William Forster writes

from Ayton :

—

1807. 9tli mo. 9th.—In all these places I have believed it

my duty to visit Friends from house to house,—an engage-

ment increasingly humiliating and mortifying to my natural

inclination ; but having from day to day been favoured to

believe myself pursuing the line of appointed duty, and help

being mercifully extended equal to the work assigned, I have

moved along with a comfortable portion of resignation. That

peace has at times been my unmerited enjoyment, which

not only amply compensates for all the trials and exercises

into which I am sometimes permitted to be introduced, but

operates as an encouragement to yield continued obedience to

the divine requiring, in the hope that the same Power which

has thus far supported will sustain unto the end.

It does not appear how long his faithful companion

continued with him, but at the end of this journey

the following letter was written :

—

To George Sanders.

1807. i2th7no. 24th. — I remember thee as a true yoke-

fellow. As we were unitedly, in our different measures, per-

mitted to partake of the afflictions of the Gospel, so were we,

through tender mercy, made sensible of its consolations; and

in our small measure we proved the truth of the observation

of the Apostle, which to this day remains worthy of all
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acceptation, that they that suffer with Christ shall also reign

with Him.

Whilst writing on these things, may I be preserved deeply

sensible that all that we received, whether of suifering or

rejoicing, which was truly good, was not of ourselves, but of

the grace of God. For I had rather remain abased in lowli-

ness and heartfelt poverty of spirit, in deep feeling of my
manifold infirmities, of various omissions and commissions,

than presume to glory in that Avhich was not my own. The

more I see of the dangers that attend our uncertain pilgrim-

age through time, and the more I am made sensible of the

infirmities of the flesh, the more I long to be united in spirit

unto those who are happily of the number of the "poor in

Israel," such as have no confidence in the flesh, and who dare

not glory in anything save their own infirmities and the

renewed revelations of the power of Christ, within them

;

whilst under the precious influence of his divine Spirit, the

creature is too much abased to value itself upon this favour.

O ! that I were more humbled, more willing to become a

little child ; for surely then my situation would be safer than

it is at present.



CHAPTER VIL

RELIGIOUS SERVICES IN SUSSEX AND HIS OWN QUAKTEULY

MEETING.

On returning from his long journey in the North

of England, William Forster thought it his duty to

ask for a certificate for religious service in Sussex.

Very few particulars are preserved respecting this

engagement ; he soon left home, and from Hunt's

Green, in that county, he wrote to an intimate friend

:

1808. ist. mo.—To enter into a description of the various

anxious cogitations that sometimes perplex my mind would

be preying upon thy sympathy without atFording me much

solid relief. These frequent besetments of doubts and fears,

if they do not utterly overwhelm my spirit, may operate as

wholesome discipline in keeping my eye singly directed to

the Source of unfailing help, and tend to preserve me from

presumptuous sins. I sometimes feel a desire to resign

myself entirely to this mortifying discipline ; and even wish

to feel after that disposition in Avhich I can gladly embrace

the rod ; but I find increased cause to acknowledge that,

although the spirit is sometimes willing, the flesh is weak. I

trust my natural faculties, weak as they are, and my continual

best exertions, are offered to the service of the good cause.

But oh ! how I tremble at times lest I should be deceived !

Clear directions and preservation from a forward spirit is my
frequent and almost continual desire.

Mayst thou, my beloved friend, continue faithful to all the

pointings of the divine finger, in attending to small openings

of duty, in labouring in the part of the great vineyard in

which thou art placed, so that, if in divine condescension thou

shouldst be made instrumental in watering other parts of the
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Lord's heritage, thou mayst not have to leave home under the

impression of having omitted any little opening for duty. I

think I have seen that attention to what we may call small

intimations of the divine will has often produced as much

peace, and that as clear an evidence has been afforded of the

sacrifice having been accepted, as those which we may have

thought have more evidently borne the impression of divine

requiring ; and which in our estimation may be viewed as

greater sacrifices.

After liaving held a meeting for the inliabitants

of Ai'undel, he writes :

—

My mind had been much attracted towards the inhabitants

of Southwick; on mentioning how I was circumstanced I was

encouraged to turn back. We reached T. L.'s about dinner-

time. He and his wife cheerfully gave up a large parlour,

most of their neighbours attended, and behaved with remark-

able solemnity—it was to be remembered with thankfulness.

Another place now presented—a concern for the inhabitants

of Worthing. Friends being kindly disposed to assist, we had

a meeting there in an assembly-room. Many attended, and

the opportunity was, in my apprehension, owned.

Further service very unexpectedly impressed my mind, in

the same line of humiliating labour : our helpers still willing

to continue their assistance. On the way to Littlehampton it

appeared the right time to visit the Lidbetters. When we
stopped at the door I soon felt under religious exercise.

Feeling clothed with the spirit of supplication, and believing

access opened for the prayer of intercession, strength was

afforded to yield to the impression.

I rode for some miles under the humbling feelina; of divine

goodness, bowing my spirit in reverent admiration, and

encouraging to continued dedication in the service of my
Lord, and devotedness to follow Him in all the ways of his

requiring. Renewed confidence was raised m his power to

support through all, and my faith was confirmed in the

sufficiency of his divine light to direct in the path of Gospel

F
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obedience. By the time we reached Littlehampton I was

again brought to feel the weight and importance of the

service. The meeting began at six, and consisted of many
who appeared much unacquainted with the nature of spiritual

religion.

During a short stay at home, after his return from

Sussex, he writes :

—

• To

1808. 3rd mo. 5th.—Thou hast of late often been in my
remembrance, and though it is long since I heard from thee,

from what I have felt this evening I may safely tell thee that

that love which was raised some years since in my heart

towards thee still continues. It has been a source of mutual

consolation, I trust, in past heights and depths; and sometimes

we have dared to believe it has had its origin in something

beyond our natural feelings.

And although with increasing years and increasing ac-

quaintance with the way of peace, our tribulations should also

increase, and our spiritual warfare with the foes of our own

household and the delusive spirit of this fluctuating world

should grow sharper, so much so as at times to induce us to

despair of victory, yet, so long as we are occupying the

measure of faith that may be entrusted to us, our experience

will increase, and we shall see for ourselves the truth of the

assertion that tribulation worketh patience, patience expe-

rience, and experience hope ; and hope maketh not ashamed,

because the love of God is shed abroad in our hearts by the

Holy Ghost.

Well, then, surely we have cause not only to unite in testi-

mony to the goodness of God, and the excellency of the cross

of Christ ; but also, from our acquaintance with his gracious

dealings with his rebellious and backsliding children, to

yield ourselves more fully to his redeeming, preparing hand

of power.

When we are brought to consider that all that we can do

or suffer for the cause of Christ is comparatively small ; and
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when we see the excellency of his divine love, and the vast

extent of his glorious design in carrying on the redemption

of fallen man, surely this might operate on us as an induce-

ment to an increase of dedication unto Him.

At times, my desires are strong for simple devotedness of

heart unto God, free from all subtle transformations of self.

But I am often made sensible that much of the old leaven is

yet remaining. Self is too apt to intrude, and to seek a part

in that which I may at times be permitted to offer. So that

if ever my spirit be truly joined in that unity unto the body

of Christ, of which, in times of favour, I have had a glimpse,

there are many deaths yet to die, many baptisms yet to be

baptized with.

And as all the earnest desires of men, and all creaturely

exertions, are found utterly imavailing for the accomplishment

of the Lord's work, how great is our wisdom in diligently and

constantly heeding the Divine command " Be still." Much
is comprehended in this emphatic injunction,—resignation,

patience, a humble, watchful, and attentive frame of mind,

waiting for the redeeming and new creative operation of the

power of God upon the soul. May we fully comprehend it,

and faithfully attend unto it, that our joy may be full, and

that our unity may be perfected in the love of Christ.

A proposal for joining his former companion in

some Christian labour, in one of the large Monthly

Meetings in his own Quarterly Meeting, having been

brought under his consideration, he writes :

—

To George Sanders.

1808. 3rd mo. 6th.—I am desirous of assuring thee that as

far as I have been favoured with capacity, I have secretly

sympathized with thee ; so much so that I have at times given

way to a degree of jealousy over myself, lest feelings of this

sort should so far operate as to induce me to manifest my
unity with thy concern, by offering to join thee without being

called into the work ; so that in relation to the visit in pro-

F 2
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spect, the exercise of my mind has been principally in desire

to make a clear distinction between near unity with a beloved

fi'iend and elder brother in the Truth, and my proper share,

if any, in the concern.

Such has been the exercise of my mind, and such it remains,

that, whilst on one hand I feel afraid to say I am ready ; on

the other, I dare not, by any premature activity of my own,

foreclose this way, Avhich may possibly be appointed me to-

wards the filling up of my small measure of suffering in the

body.

Were I to indulge outward considerations, I need not be

long in determining the matter,—my late long absence from

home, and my unfitness for such a weighty engagement.

O ! that thou, my dear friend, mayst continue to look in

holy confidence to the unfailing arm of divine power. Surely

our Heavenly Father will not only enable thee to continue

steady in perseverance in the path of Gospel obedience ; but

will yet show forth his power in enabling thee faithfully to

divide his word among the people. Ah ! then, what can we
say ?—what shall we say ? But let lis trust in the Lord,

and rely upon his protecting arm of power ; for He is our

strength and our shield, and we know that in times past He
has proved himself our exceeding great reward.

The result of this correspondence was, that the

service was unitedly proceeded with, and accomplished

to mutual satisfaction. Before entering upon it, W.
F. writes :

—

To .

3rd mo. 23rd.—Self-love is a principle so predominant in

my nature ; it assumes such various transformations, and

works so hiddenly in others, that I am aware it requires

deeper watchfulness to detect its delusive appearances than is

generally maintained by me. Although there may be times

in which the tenderly visited children of the Lord are made

sensible of their inability to move forward, they may be de-

pressed under a sense of their weakness ; the obstacles which
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may present themselves in their way may dismay them ; in

feeling the temptations of an unwearied enemy, and in appre-

hension of the scorn and ridicule of the world, they may be

bowed down, unable to help themselves, and almost despairing

of further manifestations of divine power on their behalf, yet

if they look from this lowly state unto God—if they pray for

resignation to his will, and seek for confidence in his protect-

ing care—will He not preserve them ? will He not strengthen

them by his mighty power ? will not He remove difficulties

and seeming impossibilities out of the way, rebuke the de-

stroyer, and sweetly lead them forward in the way of peace ?

Surely we can assent to his tender regard over us, we can say

that whilst preserved in his fear, in resignation to his Avill,

and obedience to his requirings, thus far we have lacked no-

thing ; no substantial enjoyment, no necessary thing, either

temporal or spiritual, has been withheld from us. Ah ! then,

let us strive that our obedience may keep pace with his mercy
;

for although it is true that after all that we can do (and all

that the best have done), we shall at last be but unprofitable

servants, having done no more than was our duty to do
;
yet

we have comfort in believing that He will grant us confidence

in his mercy, and He will give us to attain to an assurance,

that He has blotted our sins out of the book of his remem-

brance ; and that our garments shall be made white through

the blood of the Lamb, which was slain for the remission of

sins to all those that believe and obey.

Not long after this engagement, he believed it to

be his duty to hold some meetings with the inhabi-

tants of his own immediate neighbourhood. It is to

this service that reference is made in the following

extracts :

—

7th mo. i9th.—Had I written a few days since I should

have told of but little more than humbling prospects of reli-

gious service, and very deep discouragements. But now I

can tell thee of mercy and of goodness ; for my way has not

only been made in some degree in the hearts of my friends

;

but as I have dared to step a little into the path of duty that
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I believed opened before me, the Lord has been my strength

and my shiekl. Surely if ever a poor servant had cause to

number his blessings, and crave a grateful heart for the favours

that have been unmeritedly dispensed, I must acknowledge

that I have. But even whilst recording my gi'atefiil sense of

divine regard, I feel secretly instructed to beware of presump-

tion, lest whilst acknowledging the goodness of the Lord, I

should forget that my standing is still upon a slippery place
;

and that my safety is only in the sheltered valley of deep

humility, and the fi'equent feeling of my dependence, poverty

and weakness.

The creature is very apt to glory in that which is not its

own, and to forget in whom is the fulness of strength and of

heavenly joy. Thus far my passage through life has been

attended with much suffering and secret conflict ; but I have

not repined. I believe it has been aU in wisdom inscrutable
;

and I am led to believe that if I am preserved faithful unto

the Lord, many bitters are in the cup appointed for me to

drink ; but all that I wish to be enabled to desire is resigna-

tion under all, and through all to say. Thy will be done. I

could desire that I might fill up my measure of suffering in

the body in quiet seclusion from the Avorld ; if I am favoured

to prove myself a faithful steward of one talent it will be

enough for me.

But if the prospects which of later days have opened with

increasing clearness are to be pursued, there is not much

probability of my being able to make pro\'ision for the future

years of my life. This consideration at times plunges me very

low ; it proves my confidence almost to a hair's breadth. But

when I consider that my attempts at support for the body

without the blessing of providence would be unavailing, this

seems to stop the train of my cogitations, and I repeatedly

see I must cast myself upon the Lord. And as He sustained

his servants in the days of old, so that they lacked nothing,

I am inclined at times to hope I shall never know the want of

food and raiment. I have stumbled upon a subject that I

little thought would arise. I have hardly ever dared to name

it to my most intimate friends.

7th mo. 27th.—To a rightly awakened mind no feelings,
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With which we are tried, are so distressing as an apprehen-

sion of being deserted by Him to whom we have looked up

as our chief friend, and on wliom alone we have depended for

substantial consolation in this life, and the fruition of eternal

and uninterrupted joy in the life to come. But He, in whose

promises we have believed, and who in his tender mercy has

condescended to draw us into acquaintance with Himself ; who

has favoured us with an evidence of his love, and has

strengtliened us to manifest our love to Him and his holy

law, by some acts of dedication to his divine will, is a God of

unutterable compassion towards the children of his spiritual

family. He will never leave nor forsake them. So that,

although He may be pleased, for purposes inscrutable to the

imderstanding of the natural man, to hide his face from them

for a season, to leave them to a sense of their own weaknesses,

to permit them through this means more deeply to feel the

corruption of the heart of man, yet unto the patiently watch-

ful, waiting soul He will again and again reveal the arm of

his strength ; He wiU cause his light to shine upon them, and

give them to rejoice in his salvation.

Within the last four or five weeks I have been at several

meetings within the distance of a few miles, at which I have

been mostly alone as to any fellow-labourer in the work. I

do not seem at present qualified to say much about them,

and, had I followed my inclination, should hardly have hinted

at the concern at all ; but passing it by in silence might have

argued want of confidence in the kind and affectionate interest

thou hast manifested in my preservation. Every meeting has

brought its share of exercise and conflict with it, some more

than others ; and it is a favour worthy of grateful acknow-

ledgment that there is reason to believe that the cause, the

precious* cause of Truth, has not obviously suffered in any

instance. After some meetings I have felt a degree of relief,

but the general disposition of the people at large is so far

remote from religious thoughtfulness that it is hard work to

find a door of entrance among them. Two meetings are now
impending in our immediate neighbourhood, which appear

awful in prospect.
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Most of these meetings, to the number of about

thirty, were held within a short distance of Totten-

ham, in the villages and country round—in barns,

public rooms, and other convenient localities
;
only

two or three in Friends' Meeting-houses, and none

in other places of worship. The time occupied in

this labour of love extended over a little more than

three months.



CHAPTEK VIII.

VISIT TO SOME OV THE MIDLAND COUNTIES, AND NOUTH WALES,

INCLUDING THE ATTENDANCE OF DUBLIN YEARLY MEETING.

Only a few months after the conclusion of his

Christian labours in his own neighbourhood, William

Forster again felt himself called upon by his Divine

Master, to enter upon an extensive religious engage-

ment in some parts of England and Wales, including

the attendance of the Yearly Meeting in Dublin.

He set out on this journey early in 1809, and returned

near the end of the year, having been, during this

interval of eleven months, almost incessantly en-

gaged in the service of the Gospel.

The following brief extracts from his correspondence

are characteristic of the writer :

—

1809. ist mo. ^6th.—I feel the want of a deeper sense of

my great unworthiness, and a more lowly gratitude to Him
of whose mercies I have so largely partaken. I know they

far exceed my deserts, they are beyond what I have dared

in favoured moments to ask or think. Have not I cause,

then, to speak well of his goodness, and should not the feeling

of holy gratitude warm my heart towards the Author of these

my many mercies. What shall I render unto Thee, O God,

for all thy benefits ?

Unworthy as I am of his notice, I have tasted, I have

seen, and I have felt that the Lord is good, that he is rich in

mercy towards all those that desire to walk humbly before

Him, and to be preserved in a sense of his fear ; and there-

fore I can acknowledge that it is good for a man that he

bear the yoke in his youth. Ah ! may all those who feel
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the gently attractive influences of his love drawing them near

unto himself, yield themselves with willing hearts to his all-

wise disposal ; and may those who have been in some degree

instructed under the discipline of the Cross continue steadfast

in their dedication, faithfully following Him through heights

and through depths, that so they may become more perfectly

instructed in his law, and know their experience to be enlarged

in the sufficiency of his redeeming, delivering arm of power,

for the full accomplishment of the unspeakably glorious work

of their salvation.

2nd mo. 3rd.—It may have been in wisdom that some of

the streams which have afforded me comfort and encourage-

ment should be dried up, in order that my attention may be

more continually turned to and fixed upon the Lord of Life,

—the inexhaustible fountain of all good. But stiU as it has

been a means graciously blessed unto us in eai-lier days, may
Ave not hope, as we are seeking to be preserved in humility

and watchfulness, that some small degree of life will continue

to answer life ; and that from time to time we may comfort

one another with the precious assurance that brotherly love

continues.

2nd mo. 20th.—I do not believe that we ever move with

more safety, or greater approbation in the sight of Him who

regards with the most compassionate care the feeblest of his

little ones, than when we are humbly disposed to receive the

smallest intimation of his will, and to obey the gentlest

motions of his Spirit.

With reference to his extensive rehgious engage-

ment, he writes :

—

I often look at it with trembling of spirit, as well I may,

under the apprehension that my feet will often be turned

out of the path in which many more favoured servants are

led. But it is not for me to point out the way, either for

myself or others ; all I Avant is resignation to such a portion

of suffering as may be administered. In my better moments

I can commit body, soul and spirit, into his hands, who, I
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trust, is calling for this act of dedication to his service. My
health within the last few weeks has tried me much ; but I

am better to-day.

He proceeded through Oxfordshire and Warwick-

shire, attending the meetings of Friends, and, in

passing along, was kindly assisted by them in holding

meetings in villages where our Society was little

known. He speaks of one at Hardenberg as very

crowTled, but particularly satisfactory ; he thought
" he could feel that a real solemnity prevailed over

the minds of many seriously disposed persons." A
meeting at Rugby, the following evening, was large,

and, " though exercising and laborious to his feelings,

ended well."

At Birmingham he united with Sarah Hustler and

Mary Capper, in a visit to the families of Friends.

In the course of this engagement he writes :

—

I hope that a release will be granted in due time ; and if

at the end an assurance is vouchsafed that I have been in the

way of my duty, I think it will be received as an ample

recompense, and the sufferings of the present day will, under

such feelings, appear comparatively light.

He crossed over to Ireland, to attend the Yearly

Meeting at Dublin, after which he returned to

Liverpool and pursued his labours in Lancashire.

Referring to the various trials of faith connected

with the full carrying out of his present engage-

ments, he remarks :

—

5th mo. 25th.—I trust I am in some degree prepared to

meet them ; but the want of sufficient resignation is often the

means of increasing my exercises far beyond what I believe is

designed to be the case. On looking at myself in every
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point of A-iew, I am often ready to query, Who is suiRcient

for all these things ? and immediately conclude, Not I. Yet

help has been vouchsafed, and, in some favoured moments, I

have found ability to make a full surrender to the service.

I dare not now repeal the covenant I have made. 1 think I

am not seeking great things. If preservation is afforded, and

I am but kept in a humble, watchful, tender state of mind, it

will be a reward far surpassing all that is possible I may
be led through in the course of my little labours.

After being engaged in Staffordshire in attending

the meetings of Friends, and holding meetings of a

more general character, he writes from Macclesfield

on the 12th of Sixth Month

To HIS Father.

My mind is just now considerably depressed in looking

towards a meeting at Congleton this evening. It is a town

that I have for some time had in view, under an apprehension

that it might be right for me to go there on such an errand.

After it was put into a train, I was quiet and relieved, and

even now I dare not call the impression in question. But

this is a kind of service which with increasing dedication I

find increasingly awful
;

yet as this sense has at times a

humbling effect, and excites fresh desire for right direction,

I cannot wish it were otherwise ; as I trust it may tend to my
preservation under the various trials and difficulties which

attend my present pilgrimage. When I look at my solitary

situation, without a companion, it sometimes calls for more

patience and resignation than I possess to behave with that

meekness and humble submission which becomes a professed

disciple of a crucified Redeemer. At other times, when

clothed with the feeling of quiet resignation, such a calm has

been produced that all my anxieties have been so far silenced

that all that I have has seemed too little to offer in humble

dedication to the glorious cause of Christ.

It is a great satisfaction to me to believe that my dear
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parents are united with other Friends of our own meeting in

earnest solicitude for my preservation ; and I have felt a wish

that they may be strengthened to give me up into his hands

who wrought a disposition in me to yield myself to his service

before I left home.

Toward the end of the month, after visiting the

famiHes of Friends in Cheshire, and holding several

meetings, he writes :

—

Yesterday, at seven o'clock, attended a meeting that was

held in a barn on the premises of one of the Friends. The

people were long in collecting, but we had at last a large

company for that neighbourhood—most of them living in

farm-houses or cottages scattered about the coimtry. My
service in some such meetings as these seems like labouring

where the plough has never gone before ; it is but seldom that

I obtain entire relief, yet enjoying at times a portion of that

peace I am seeking after ; and when, under what I have

sometimes had faith to believe was in degree the pressure of

the burthen of the word, I feel raised above the spirits of the

people, and my heart enlarged in love, I have been enabled to

go on from day to day, pursuing what has appeared to be the

duty of the day, and am sometimes strengthened in faith to

look forward to propects of service for several days to come.

In reference to a meeting at Millington, a village

in the same county, he remarks :

—

It was fully attended, and I was mercifully strengthened to

discharge my duty to my own relief and encouragement ; but

I was, as I often am after such meetings, very low and stripped

of all sense of good. At this I do not repine, I would rather

it were so than otherwise.

Attending to a meeting at Bailworth, he adds :

—

Here my faith was closely tried, as much as I have often

known it under such circumstances. I felt, as I had done for
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several days, under a t'oncern to have a meeting amongst the

Friends' neighbours ; but when I looked about me I could

hardly perceive a single house. I do not suppose there are

above two or three, and no village within three or four miles.

But as the concern continued, and my peace appeared inter-

ested in it, I was strengthened to yield to the impression. I

believe the Friends were tried at the proposal, but appearing

cautious of discouraging it, they gave up the large commodious

barn for the purpose. My host went in one direction, his son

in another, and their man in a third, and they sent word by a

woman in a fourth. It was a Seventh-day evening, and many
were engaged in attending to their hay

;
but, to the surprise

of all, many more came than any of us had looked for. They

appeared to be generally great strangers to the nature of

true religion ; but I was strengthened to discharge my duty,

and in that I have peace."

The prospect of \dsiting many places in North

Wales, with whose language he was unacquainted,

and where no Friends reside, was formidable to him
;

but he was comforted on finding that his friend,

George Jones, who had been with him a good deal

in Staffordshire and Cheshire, was prepared to join

him in the service. In allusion to this he remarks :

—

" I can but admire, I trust sometimes with the feel-

ing of gratitude, the kindness and mercy of my
heavenly Father in thus opening a way for me to do

what I believe to be his will ;" and he also gratefully

acknowledges the kindness of his friends, Ollive and

Sarah Sims, of Stockport, in gi^^ng up their son

Joseph, a young man about twenty years of age, to

be their helper.

Of a meeting held in the Town Hall at Conway,

he writes :

—

I was for a while under very considerable discouragement,

observing that the principal part of the company were, I
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suppose, unacquainted with English
;

but, after a while, I

ventured to tell the people the leading motive of my leaving

my father's home, and of our gathering them together at

that time, and something of the nature and the object of

gospel ministry, so far as I had been acquainted with it. This

opened the door to a more extended field of doctrine, and I

was enabled to labour among them in an endeavour to gather

their attention to the gospel of Christ under the feeling of

much love
;
many appeared serious, and the solemnity toward

the close was comfortable and relieving.

On calling to acknowledge the kindness of the pei'son who

had helped us to obtain the Town Hall, apparently a reli-

giously disposed man, he thought most that were there under-

stood English. I feel much for the natives as I pass along

—

there is an air of simplicity in some of the poor, particularly

the young people, that interests my best feelings.

Writing from Nortliwich, on the lOtli and 20tli of

Seventh Month, he says :

—

Every day since my last has been productive of fresh exer-

cise to my mind, so that, on attending the meetings we have

been concerned to appoint, on looking back to the past, and

anticipating the future, I have found as much to encounter as

my feeble nature has been equal to ; and had not best help

been mercifully vouchsafed from time to time, I fully believe

I should have sunk under the burthen, or fallen by the way

;

so that I think I never saw more abundant cause humbly to

commemorate the sustaining arm of Omnipotence revealed for

my support than during our engagement in Wales. I am
desirous that my beloved connections at home may be fully

sensible of the many mercies I have recently received, and

that they with me may be concerned to ascribe all praise to

Him from whom I believe they have proceeded
;

that, having

shared in some degree in the previous exercise, they may also

partake in the reward. I am glad of the opportunity of rest

and quiet this evening; both mind and body are so far

exhausted as to need some relaxation.

Early on Fourth-day morning, the 12th, we set otF from
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Llanrwst to cross the mountains for Denbigh. After we had

travelled about twelve miles over a wild, dreary country, and

could hardly find a person to give an answer in English as to

the way, we stopped to bait at Llansannaer. Almost from

the first of entering the village, my mind was drawn towards

the inhabitants, and I thought of a meeting
;
but, consider-

ing the improbability of their understanding English, I was

discouraged. But, after a while, I met with a woman who
seemed seriously disposed

;
and, guessing at our errand, she

told us that if we would stop and "preach " there were some

that would understand us. Her importunity did not help me,

and I suffered our horses to be brought out, and was just

about setting off with a heavy heart, when a pretty large

day-school broke up, and the boys gathered round us. It

almost immediately occurred that perhaps we might have the

school-room during their dinner-time. The matter was soon

mentioned to the people, and the scholars were employed

as messengers. The schoolmaster as readily did his part

towards making way for us. In about half-an-hoiir the room

was full ; had not a word been spoken, my mind was im-

pressed with a feeling of solemnity and quiet that would have

satisfied me.

We reached Denbigh about three. A meeting at the Town
Hall, in the evening, the largest we had in Wales, gathered

in a very short time ; a door of utterance was widely opened,

help being mercifully vouchsafed in the hour of need ; it

afforded me encouragement and relief.

We had a meeting the next forenoon at Henllan, the

inhabitants mostly Welch. There was a feeling of openness

among the people. I endeavoured to speak very deliberately,

and hoped that our labour was not entirely in vain. We
were at a large meeting at Ruthin in the Town Hall in the

evening ; low at the beginning, but I hope it ended well.

We had a meeting in the Town Hall at Bala the next

evening, in which I Avas helped to labour far beyond my
expectation. We came on next morning to Cerwne, and had

a meeting ; rather a low time, but I hope not entirely in

vain. We had a fine ride in the afternoon, most of the way
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along the course of the Dee to Llangollen, and had a meeting

in the evening, a solid opportunity, quiet and relieving
;
got

safely along to Ruthin over a high mountain, but did not

reach our inn until about twelve o'clock. I felt less fatigued

on our arrival than when we began the day.

The meeting on First-day morning, the 16th, at John Ban-

croft's, three miles from Rutliin, was large. The concourse

was so great that it was agreed to move the seats to a favour-

able situation in a field ; the morning was warm and fine, the

scenery of the country picturesque, the appearance of the poor

Welsh decent and respectable. The people collected in much
stillness ; there was considerable solemnity ; and they sepa-

rated very quietly, as if their minds were impressed with that

which is beyond words. On Second-day we had a very

crowded meeting at Wrexham, and a small meeting at

Malpas the following evening, on the way to Wrexham. I

felt concerned for the prisoners in the county gaol ; admit-

tance was very readily granted, and we saw them collected

in their chapel, perhaps eight or nine debtors, and six or

seven criminals
;
many understood English. They soon

settled in quiet ; and I felt something which induced me to

believe that some of them were alive to the feeling of good.

The meetings at Northwich, Sandbach, and Middlewieh were

not without a portion of exercise and trial of faith, but are

each worthy to be remembered in grateful acknowledgment

of the help afforded.

From subsequent accounts, it appears that William

Forster was engaged through the summer, principally

in North Wales, in holding meetings in towns and

villages where no members of our Society reside.

He also visited the small meetings of Friends, and

solitary individuals. Widely separated as they were,

it was a comfort to him to meet with them, and to

witness their integrity and steadfastness in the

Christian principles they professed. He was cheered

a
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more than once by meeting with fellow-labourers in

the Gospel, and particularly so at Haverfordwest, in

being with William and Eebecca Byrd. Of this

interview, he says : "I do not know that ever I felt

exactly the same degree of comfort in meeting with

fellow-travellers as at that time. The remembrance

of the fellowship I thought myself permitted to enjoy

with them, is still reviving."

He had turned back to Bangor, where he

says :

—

We had a very crowded meeting at an inn. Next morning,

after many discouragements, another very crowded meeting

was held in a school-room at Beaumaris, an improving town

of some considerable trade for that part of Wales ; and I

think the situation as beautiful as that of any town we visited,

and we were at most of the market towns in North Wales.

From the place where we held the meeting, we had a fine

view of the bay, Penmaen Mawr, and many other of the

mountains in the North of Carnarvonshire ; but it was the

people, and not the face of the country, in which I was most

interested. The mountaineers appear to be generally very

poor, and meanly clothed
;

and, to look at their secluded

situation, one might suppose that they were strangers to much

of what we consider the comforts of civilized life, and that

their wants were consequently few ; so that I was surprised

to hear that many of them possessed property to no small

amount. I was pleased to find that their children are now
generally in the way of receiving some kind of an education,

through the exertions of the Calvinistic Methodists, who
abound in all parts of Wales, particularly in the counties

bordering on the Western coast. We had a very pleasant

ride to Carnarvon—a meeting at eleven in the market-hall the

next day. G. J. speaks of it as a solid opportunity ; but as

for me, I am often so low after these large meetings, that I

seem to have no judgment about myself or the meeting. We
got a hasty dinner, and set off as soon as we could for Pwllheli,
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a town on the southern coast, which forms a promontory into

the Irish Channel : the distance was about twenty miles. I

think it was after six when we arrived : the inhabitants were

then collecting in great numbers for their different places of

public worship. We fixed on a rooni in the house at half-

past seven ; it was soon completely filled, and the passage

very much crowded. Being enabled to give way to what I

thought required of me, I was strengthened to labour among

the people, and found my mind unexpectedly and remarkably

relieved at the close. Some serious persons solicited another

meeting
;

but, considering we had had what I thought a

favoured opportunity, I was most easy to look towards setting

off early in the morning. A pretty many people attended a

meeting at Tremadoc, fifteen miles off, a small town near the

coast ; I thought it rather a low, trying time. From thence

we rode to Harlech—a poor place indeed. The best accommo-

dation we could get for a meeting was a room in the house of

a labouring man ; it was pretty well filled, and Ave have been

at meetings that have yielded me more discouragement.

We had a meeting: next morning at Barmouth—not larpe,

but relieving. We travelled along a road cut out of the side

of a mountain
;
and, the sea coming direct to the foot of the

precipice, it had rather a tremendous appearance. From the

highest point of the road we had a very grand view of the

Bay of Cardigan. After holding meetings in some villages on

the way, we came to Aberystwith. When within about a

quarter of an hour's ride of Tal-y-bont, we observed the

people gathering in large numbers at a Methodist Meeting-

house. On proposing at the inn where we alighted to hold a

meeting in the neighbourhood, they soon showed us a com-

modious shed, which opened on to a small common, and very

readily sent word to the congregation, so that they were

informed at the close. The people seemed to come down with

one accord. I did not obtain all the relief I should have been

glad to have felt ; but I trust we did not appoint the meeting

in our own will
;
and, when I can but believe that my feeble

endeavours to do right are under the direction of wisdom

superior to my own, it generally has a tendency to calm my
G 2
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mind, and to remove the feeling of anxiety as to the results of

my little labours.

After leaving Pembrokeshire, W. F. came into

Monmouthshire and Herefordshire, visiting Friends,

and holding meetings among the inhabitants, both

in towns and villages. In the Ninth Month, he

v^rites :

—

I have abundant cause humbly to acknowledge that mercy

and goodness have followed me from time to time, by which

I have been encouraged to repair to the Rock of my
strength

;
and, as my reliance has been simply placed there-

upon, it has never failed me. The weight of the work

before me, or the previous sense of my own unworthiness to

stand forth as a public advocate for a cause so great and

glorious, have often so deeply abased my spirit that I have

seemed scarcely able to call forth the sympathy or fellow-

feeling of those from whom I had formerly received comisel

and encouragement, or to assure those to whom I had been

attached in tenderest affection, of my continual regard.

Thou wouldst hear of our visiting some parts of North

Wales, remote from any meeting of Friends. This was a

service I had looked towards with no small degree of fear

;

and in the accomplishment of it many were the trials of faith

and love that I was permitted to endure. But now that it is

finished, and I am again favoured to enjoy the society of

friends whom I prefer to myself in every point of view, I see

very abundant cause to acknowledge that mercy and tender

kindness have followed me from time to time ; and I can now

believe that even in my most trying moments the invisible arm

of Almighty strength was underneath for my support, although

I could not then perceive it.

Diligently pursuing his course, he came to Wor-
cester, where he united with his elder friend Mary
Alexander, of Needham, in a visit to the families of
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Friends. Near the conclusion of that engagement,

early in the Eleventh Month, he writes :

—

Had I supposed, when I left home at the close of winter,

that I should have seen the fall of the leaf in this county, I

think the prospect would have had so far dismayed me, that

I very much question my liaving found strength to turn out

at all. But the future is wisely and kindly hidden from us,

and I never find myself more prepared for attention to what

I apprehend to be my religious duty, than when I can simply

contine my mind to the exercise immediately before me, and

leave the future to Him who knows what is best for his little

children, and can alone qualify for his own work. We finished

the visit to the families of Friends in this meeting this even-

ing. It has proved a very arduous work, exhausting both

to body and mind ; but we have foiuad abundant cause to

acknowledge that strength equal to the service has, through

condescending kindness, been vouchsafed : we have met

everywhere with an open house. To have been made

sensible from time to time of gathering love and mercy has

not unfrequently humbled my heart—may it excite to greater

diligence in seeking after increased watchfulness and resigna-

tion to the divine will.

In the prospect of further religious service he

continues on the 14th :

—

Thou wilt not wonder that I should be renewedly plunged

into a sense of my weakness and great unfitness to appear on

behalf of such an unspeakably glorious cause. But this is my
greatest comfort in moments of conflict, that the excellency of

the power is of God and not of us—that he knows our inability

to promote the work of righteousness among men, is ac-

quainted with the extent of human infirmities ; and that, so

far as it is his will to employ instruments in his service, He
will clothe them with strength for the purpose, and graciously

condescend, by the restraining influence of his grace upon their

simply devoted and resigned spirits, to prevent them from
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attempting to engage in that which He is not requiring at

their hands. Here is my confidence ; this is my chief support.

Ah ! then, for gi'eater dedication of heart and resignation of

will, greater watchfulness and deeper humility.

nth mo. 23rd. Dudley.-—Soon after finishing my last, we

came on to Bewdley, Avhere we found a meeting appointed

for us in an assembly-room : it was fuUy attended, but for

much the greater part of the time it was very low and tryijpg

to my feelings
;
many seemed so much unacquainted with the

truths of the Gospel that it was hard to meet them on their

own ground. I thought I had some apprehension of the state

that Paul was brought into when to the weak he became as

Aveak, that he might gain the weak, but without much expec-

tation that my feeble endeavours to serve the same Master

had in any way answered that end.

On Seventh-day morning we had a cold ride over some part

of Bewdley forest, through a heavy shower of snow, to Cleo-

bury. The meeting Avas very small ; but I was preserved in

quiet, and felt but little disposition to call the movement in

question. We came back to Stourport for a meeting in the

evening. Among the many who attended, I thought there

were some experienced in religious exercise ; to these I felt the

current of Christian counsel and encouragement to flow, and,

in seeking to fix their attention more firmly on the everlasting

Rock, I found some relief. But the feeling of full relief is

what I very seldom enjoy, either after my labours among
Friends, or the people more at large. Perhaps it would be

too much for me, more than my weak vessel could bear, with

a sense of that deep humility which I am increasingly con-

vinced must be the principal clothing of spirit in a servant of

Christ. It is but seldom that I think I can perceive any good

effect resulting from my feeble attempts to yield obedience

to what I believe are the requirings of truth ; nor do I find

any peace of mind Avhen I look that way. I feel an increas-

ing restraint upon enquiring of others of their opinion

respecting my services. I have such a dread of that spirit

which would value itself because of the use that it may appear

to be of in the cause of Christ ; and Avhich leads its poor.
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deluded, ignorant followers into a sort of spiritual exaltation,

that I Avish to encourage a yet greater degree of holy jealousy-

over myself, and deeper attention to the inward approving or

reproving power of Truth.

It was a fine moonlight night and a sharp frost. The dis-

tance might be rather more than twelve miles to Stourbridge.

It was past eleven when we got in; but we met with a kind

reception from Sarah Lowe, and soon retired.

Next morning we were at a meeting at Chadwick, a country

spot in rather a thinly inhabited neighbourhood. We had the

company of some serious people, whose countenances did me
good. In the evening attended a very crowded meeting at

Stourbridge—a very low, depressing time ; but I was helped

to wade through it, and towards the close to rejoice in the

triumph of life over death and darkness. Samuel Baker, now
in his eighty-third year, and his son James, walked from

Birmingham that afternoon, a distance of twelve miles. The

latter continues with us a kind and valuable helper.

In the course of his further travels he was detained

some time at Coventry by a visit to the families of

Friends there ; not long after which, his release from

the present field of labour appeared to draw near.

With this prospect before him, he makes the follow-

ing record :

—

Home and its many comforts have been much before me of

late
;
and, although my health is upon the whole remarkably

good, I consider it a favour that I am likely to find a shelter

under my dear father's roof. I hope I may pass this winter

with much less sutFering than the last. I cannot say that I

dare to flatter myself with the expectation of returning into

the enjoyment of what is usually termed reward. Much of

this, I believe, would not be good for me. This I know, that

I have done nothing that has any claim for such favours. I

feel much of that unprofitableness and emptiness of all that is

worthy to be called good—that which leads me much to desire

I might be permitted to enter into obscurity and secluded
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from the notice of the world or the church, seeking after deep

humility and more perfect conformity to the divine wUl.

With feelings like these, the young evangelist re-

turned from his long missionary journey, of which

comparatively little is recorded here. He was not

prone to say much of his doings, and, perhaps, a

little too apt to dwell upon his own weakness and

unworthiness. Yet, in proclaiming to others the

unsearchable riches of Christ, he was often made a

partaker of " the joy of his Lord," and could speak

well of his name. A short time after his re-union

with the beloved family circle at Tottenham, he

writes :

—

I took a pretty direct course from the Quarterly Meeting

at Coventry homewards. I met mth a welcome reception

from my beloved connections
;
and, my mind being for many

days clothed with rather an unusual degree of peaceful serenity,

I had much enjoyment in my mm^y domestic comforts. O !

what cause there is for all those who are striving to trust in the

Lord, to acknowledge that He dealeth bountifully with them.



CHAPTEK IX.

VISIT IN DORSETSHIRE, HAMPSHIRE, OXFORDSHIRE, AND THE

EASTERN COUNTIES.

About a month after his return from his engage-

ment in the North, WiUiam Forster makes the fol-

lowing remarks :

—

1810. ist mo. 30th.—Let us with humility and confidence

look unto the Lord, and wait upon Him for the renewal of

our strength ; in all our ways acknowledge Him, and desire

that He may direct our paths. And then, whether the fig-

tree blossom to our sensible perception or not,—-whether our

days be spent in unremitting prosperity and tranquillity, or

the scene be chequered with the storms of temptation from

without, or dispensations of spuntual famine within, our

rejoicing will be in the fulfilment of his will ; and the fuU

fruition of our joy shall ultimately be in the exceUency of his

salvation.

As the spring advanced, he again left the parental

roof to visit, in the love of the Gospel, Friends in

Dorsetshire and Hampshire. As heretofore, he held

many meetings with them, and with the inhabitants

of those parts generally ; and often in places where

the religious principles of his own community were

but little known and understood. The great object

of his ministry everywhere was to invite souls to

Christ, that they might partake of the fulness of the

blessing of his Gospel ; but no detailed account of

his services during this engagement is preserved,

—

except that, with characteristic self-depreciation and
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singleness of eye to the glory of the Redeemer's

name, he writes from Lymington, Hampshire :

—

5tJi mo. id.—I hope I do not want extraordinary revelations,

nor the gift of eloquent utterance. They may safely be en-

trusted to more humble and redeemed minds
;
but, however

much I might rejoice in them for the cause' sake, for my own

sake I believe I should tremble. This is a path which hath

its peculiar tribulations, perhaps such as every one cannot

comprehend, nor would it be wise to attempt to describe it

as such everywhere
;
yet it has its peculiar advantages ; it

leads into many humiliations and frequent sufferings ; and

surely these are designed to effect a good Avork, to produce

humility and true devotedness of soul. But I do not find

that I increase in these Christian virtues, and am not without

a fear lest in that respect this grace should be bestowed in

vain.

Returning home in time to attend the Yearly

Meeting in London, he was in the summer and

autumn occupied in religious service in Oxfordshire,

and in the Eastern Counties. At one time during

this engagement he says :

—

7ili mo. / 7th.—When faith is raised in the sufficiency of

divine grace, and I can believe that light and strength will

be afforded equal to the exercise of the day, then reasonings,

doubts and fears, are removed, and, in passive resignation, I

am made willing to continue given up to serve the Lord in

the way of his requiring
;
and, when his love prevails, I feel

as if I could follow Him into the remotest corners of the

earth.

Sometimes distant prospects are opened before me, and I

can see but little probability of settling down to the pursuit

and lawful enjoyment of the comforts of domestic life. I

often try to close my eyes on these openings, and to look

towards a quiet retreat ; but then all is darkness and distress.
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I have abundant cause to acknowledge that hitherto the

Lord hath helped me ; and that the way has been made

before me when and where I could see no way.

Faithfully and industriously did lie pursue liis

labours in the Gospel, ever watchful to ascertain

and to follow the immediate leadings of the Holy

Spirit. Fully agreeing with his brethren in religious

profession in their views of the Christian ministry

as set before us in the New Testament, he had

a strong conviction that the ministry of the gospel

of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ is a gift

from God himself; and that, whilst " no man taketh

this honour unto himself but they that are called of

God," in the exercise of this sacred office, the putting

forth of the good Shepherd is to be waited for from

one time unto another, and its services to be per-

formed only under the renewed influences of the

Holy Ghost and in the ability which God giveth.

It was, therefore, no wonder that, with a mind so

sensitive, so extremely delicate and cautious as was

his, the faith of this devoted labourer should some-

times have been closely tried. But, though tried,

it was not permitted to fail in the hour of need.

Thus, writing of a meeting he had at Ipswich, in the

Tenth Month, he remarks :

—

Long formidable in prospect, I was low in going there,

but not much more so than usual ; but ere I had sat long the

enemy was permitted to assail my mind, indeed to that de-

gree, that I was almost lost in a cloud of darkness and

indescribable distress.

I sought for quietness, and endeavoured to appeal to the

great Searcher of hearts, but all seemed in vain. At length

the tempest gradually abated, my confidence was renewed,
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and I was made willing to embrace a small opening to ser-

vice. The meeting closed in supplication, and I returned

rejoicing in the mercy of our Omnipotent Deliverer. O ! it

could be nothing short of divine interposition which in that

awful hour sheltered my poor soul for the sake of the great

cause.

The Apostle Paul—determined to know nothing

among his brethren save Jesus Christ, and Him
crucified—speaks of being with them " in weakness

and in fear, and in much trembling," reminding them

that " his speech and his preaching was not with

enticing words of man's wisdom, but in demonstra-

tion of the Spirit and of power," in order that " their

faith might not stand in the wisdom of man, but in

the power of God." And, though "the natural man
receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God, for they

are foolishness unto him," those who have them-

selves trod the path of faith will not fail to recognize,

in this simple record of William Forster's experience,

some of those

" Footprints in the sands of time "

which, perhaps, many a brother, like-minded, and

like-tried,

" Sailing o'er life's solemn main.

Seeing, shall take heart again."

About this time he writes to a friend in affliction

from a recent bereavement :

—

/ / th mo. 4th.—The dissolution of the tender ties of kindred

may perhaps be considered among the most poignant afflictions

with which we are tried whilst passing through this proba-

tionary state of being. But I can comfortingly believe there

are no trials which would be more certainly and more sweetly
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sanctified, if we were but Avilling to yield ourselves singly and

simply unto Him who is waiting to pom' forth the most sub-

stantial consolations, the richest blessings—to prepare us by

the humbling visitation of the power of Truth, reducing our

wills into submission to his divine will, for a participation of

those joys which are endui'ing and eternal.

O, my dear friend, in feeling with thee this evening, how
abundantly am I convinced that the Lord is merciful, that his

dealings towards the children of men are ordered in unfathom-

able love, that whilst He is humbling them under a variety of

dispensations. He is assuredly waiting, by the gathering arm

of his kindness, to draw them near unto Himself, in order

that, living under the government of his Holy Spirit, and suf-

fering Him to direct their steps, they may be made partakers

of that peace which passeth the human understanding
;
and,

whilst it is given them to rejoice in his salvation, how would

they have to sing both ofjudgment and of mercy !

And now, whilst I feel that the tender mercies of our

heavenly Father have been extended for thy consolation and

encouragement in early and in recent times of trial and per-

plexity, I can scarcely suppress the desire that his love ma
yet more and more pervade thy soul, graciously drawing

thee from a reliance on all sublunai'y engagements into a holy

hunger and thirst after righteousness—that in the days of

gracious visitation thou mayest be strengthened decidedly to

avow thyself a devoted follower of a crucified Redeemer.

I believe thou art not insensible to the influence of his love,

that thou hast seen, perhaps more clearly than many, the beauty

of holiness and the excellency of the Truth—that there have

been and yet are times in which, like a favoured disciple, thou

art sitting at the feet of Jesus, approving the things which

are excellent. But are there not times in which nature is

shrinking from the obedience of faith, in which thou mayst be

ready to desire an easier way than that which the world calls

foolishness ; and in moments of conflict mayst be ready to

adopt the language :—Remember the weakness of thy servant

—deliver me from this hour of conflict ? If these be the secret

pleadings of thy visited mind, in them I can sympathize with
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thee, and can believe that He who has drunk the cup, who
knows the bitterness of it,—that He who has trodden the path

before us, and is now calling us to follow Him in the same

blessed way,— that He will strengthen to obedience all such as

are desirous of being enabled to take up their cross and follow

Him. Thus would He enable thee to prove thyself bound

unto his law, and to the testimonies of Truth. For, praises

to his name, He is the strength of his people ; their faith may
be proved, and their love may be closely tried, yet here is the

promise :

—

" No weapon that is formed against thee shall

prosper, and every tongue that shall rise against thee in judg-

ment thou shalt condemn."

He now returned home in peace
;

grateful for the

help vouchsafed to him in the accomplishment of

past services, he surrendered to the church the cer-

tificate he had held
;
but, still intent upon his Lord's

work, he asked for and received another, liberating

him for fresh labour.

\



CHAPTER X.

JOURNEY IN THE NORTH.

NOETH-WESTERN PARTS OF ENGLAND, AND THE ISLE OP MAN,

Before the close of 1810, William Forster was for

some weeks closely occupied in visiting the meetings

and families of Friends, and in labouring amongst

the inhabitants of towns and villages in the north-

western parts of England, to whom he felt attracted

in the love of the Gospel. Of these engagements

an interesting resume is contained in the following

letter :

—

To John Bateman.

Edge End, First Month 30th, 1811.

Mt dear aged Friend,—Since I left my father's house,

now about two months ago, thou hast been very frequently

and aflfectionately in my recollection, and sometimes I have

felt a desire to let thee know where I am, and in what

direction I am bending my course, with the hope that thou

wilt feel for me, with desires for my preservation every way.

When I compare myself with those who have attained to a

good old age, and have nearly finished their course, I seem to

have seen but few years, and to be but an infant in religious

experience. Yet almost every day brings with it such deeply

abasing views of my own unworthiness, and a fresh feeling of

the awfulness and importance of the work in which I am
engaged, that, while I tremble for my safety, and for the

honour of the precious cause of Christ, I crave an interest in

the prayers of those who may be favoured with access to the

footstool of the holy throne, that I may be kept under the

notice and regard of the Heavenly Shepherd— lively, tender,
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and watchful in spirit, patient in suffering, and devoted in

faithfulness to follow the leadings of " The true Liffht

"

wherever it may guide me. O, this is what I desire in my
better moments, flxr beyond an increase in those gifts and

qualifications which are obvious to the natural man, please

the superficial mind, and draw forth the praise of those who
are living above the simplicity of the Truth.

I feel much openness, and tenderness of affection towards

thee, my dear friend, something like that of a son to his

father—much that comforts me in believing that thou canst

and dost feel for the little striplings who are sent forth

without purse or scrip, who, through many wadings and

baptisms of spirit, are endeavouring to do their Great Master's

will, so far as they are counted worthy to be made acquainted

with it. And thy kind and fatherly encouragement to me,

when last in your country, has often been sweet in my
remembrance, and as it is now revived this evenino-, with

something of the savour of life, is like a little brook opened

by the way, for the refreshment of a weary traveller.

I am now writing from the house formerly inhabited by
Tabitha Marriott ; one whom I suppose thou rememberst as a

mother in Israel, honourable in her day. I like to see the

habitations of the ancients as I pass along, and to hear of

those whom the Truth has dignified, and who were preserved

under its sacred influence to the close of their day. There is

something like the savour of life unto life in the recital of

their humble dedication and prudent zeal in the promotion

of the good cause. But, alas ! how are their seats still vacant

in the Church ! How few seem to have been prepared to

" catch the mantle as it fell !"

But surely there is cause to acknowledge that our Heavenly

Parent is mindful of the family. He is visiting the youth by

the influences of his gathering love
;

comforting and quicken-

ing the aged ; and strengthening, supporting, and defending

those whose lot it is to bear the heat and burthen of the day.

Ah, my spirit is humljled in the fresh feeling of His goodness

to his heritage—the little remnant of Jacob.

I came from home pretty direct to Birmingham, and from
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thence into Shropshire, Staffordshire, and Cheshire, to the

Quarterly Meeting at York. I was at some meetings on the

east side of that county, and came to the Quarterly Meeting

for Lancashire held at Preston, about two weeks ago, and

since that time have been pretty fully employed in the middle

part of this county. In some places I have attended meetings

that have been appointed for the people at large, in which I

have had to admire the kind assistance of Friends, under whose

care I have been cast. And the condescending goodness of the

great Head of the Church, in supporting me under these

humbling exercises, graciously vouchsafing a little ability to

advocate the Redeemer's cause, has often filled me with

thanksgiving and praise. Some of these meetings have been

satisfactory opportunities, in which I have obtained some

relief. But I am often bowed into a state of deep self-

abasedness, in the apprehension that, as I pass along further

north, I shall be called to stand forth in the same humiliating

line of service. How often do I tremble when I look this

way ! But there are times in which I can put my trust in

the Lord, and then I have peace, and hope of preservation.

Since the Quarterly Meeting at York, George Sanders, of

Whitby, has been my kind companion ; and I believe he is

likely to continue with me for two or three weeks longer.

When I am clear of this county, and some of the north-west

parts of Yorkshire, I propose going on into Westmoreland

and Cumberland
;
and, as I have for some time had a prospect

of visiting the Isle of Man, if the way should open for it, and

a suitable companion be provided, it is most likely I should

go there from Cumberland, and, if I am favoured to return

in safety, then bend my course towards Scotland. My health

has thus far been preserved beyond my expectation, which is

a blessing not to be lightly esteemed.

No one intimately acquainted with William Forster,

would long fail to discover to what a large extent he

was " allowed of God to be put in trust with the

Gospel ;" but self-abasedness had become so much
H
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the habit of his own mind—like Mordecai of old,

after the king had delighted to honour him, he was

so much accustomed to "retire again to the gate"

—

that, in speaking of himself, he seldom suffered any-

thing to transpire as to the character and fruit of his

ministry. Contemporary, though unpublished evi-

dence, however, goes far to establish the fact that,

wherever he went, his labours in the Gospel were

abundantly blessed, and calculated to win souls to

Christ, as well as to edify and strengthen the believer

in Him. Thus, we have the well-remembered testi-

mony of an eye and ear witness* to the character of

his ministry, in a meeting held during this journey,

at Bradford, Yorkshire. The meeting was large

;

most of the clergy and ministers of the Gospel of the

district were present. After an unusually solemn

silence, William Forster rose, with the words of the

forerunner of our blessed Lord, "Behold the Lamb
of God, which taketh away the sin of the world."

Taking a clear and comprehensive view of the ruined

condition of man in the fall—his sinfulness and

helplessness—he dwelt with such power and unction

upon the abounding love and mercy of God in pro-

viding for his redemption through Christ, setting

forth the infinite value and extent of the Saviour's

atoning sacrifice, the renovating and sanctifying power

of the Holy Spirit, and the practical requirements of

the Gospel, that a deep impression was evidently

made upon those present. Years afterwards, the

meeting was spoken of by persons of different deno-

minations as a very memorable one. " That man's

preaching goes to the root of the matter, and to the

* Saxah Hustler—one of a thousand among the " honourable women"

of that generation.
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very hearts of his hearers," was not an uncommon
remark ; while in his own. community, many could

testify how much, under the divine blessing, they

owed to his ministry, and the telling example of his

early piety and persevering devotedness to Christ.

Pursuing the course indicated, he came into Cum-
berland

;
and, in the spring, accompanied by John

Wilson Fletcher and William Miller, he crossed over

from Whitehaven to Douglas, in the Isle of Man. The

following particulars of his labours among the inha-

bitants of that island are extracted from his letters :

—

1811. 4th mo. iith.—We came to Castletown about ten

miles ; it was a clear morning, and we had a pleasant ride.

We came through Ballasalla, a village about two miles from

this town, of which I had heard before, and was rather desi-

rous of getting to. After we had breakfasted, and deliberated

aw^hile on the safest mode of proceeding, we made inquiry for

a suitable place for a meeting in Castletown, and then fixed

on returning to the village. We put up at the house of a

Scotchman, where we found what was necessary for us ; but

the want of cleanliness was very apparent. We fixed on the

school-room, which was readily obtained. Many seemed de-

sirous of having the meeting-house, and it was offered us ; but

I was best satisfied to put up with what might appear inferior

accommodation. I took a walk in the country in the course

of the afternoon, met with some serious and religiously-inclined

people, and distributed a few books. I rested awhile at the

house of a husbandman, who remembered some of the former

visits made by Friends to the island, and seemed to understand

and spoke favourably of some of our principles. The meeting

was long in gathering, but at last the place was full and much
crowded ; the people were quiet, and I thought that some

solemnity prevailed. We had a dark Avalk back to Castle-

town. I was a good deal fatigued, but favom^ed with a quiet

and peaceful mind.

i2th.—The Aveather was very stormy ; and it beinf^ what is

H 2
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called " Good Friday," it did not seem likely to answer to

ap23oint a meeting in the morning. We secured the use of

the assembly room. The meeting was very fully attended,

and there were many who wore the appearance of great re-

spectability. Through the fresh extension of best help I was

assisted to labour to the relief of my own mind.

My tarriance in the neighbourhood of Whitehaven was a

very low time ; when I considered that I was entering the

field of labour single-handed, without a yoke-fellow in the

ministry, my spirit was brought into fearfulness and dismay

;

yet I now believe—and the persuasion excites some feelings

of gratitude, and seems to warm my soul with praise—that

there was an arm underneath for my support, that it was the

invincible power of divine love that kept me from sinking

below hope in the merciful protection of that gracious Being,

who in some favoured moments had helped me to commit my
life into his hands, and to leave all for the sake of the Gospel

of Christ. This transient retrospect of the mercies recently

received, quickens me to renewed solicitude, that by more

entire and unreserved dedication of myself to his service

I may be counted worthy of the continuance of his favour,

and that by a deeper and more constant watchfulness of

spirit, I may be preserved from doing anything against the

Truth, or casting any stumbling-blocks in the way of those

who may be weak in the faith.

iSth. Feeling still drawn towards the South, we set

off after breakfast, and walked to Port-le-Mary between

four and five miles, and after some little difficulty obtained

the use of a parlour belonging to a widow : notice was exten-

sively circulated, and a large number of people collected,

many more than the room would hold ; but they stood within

hearing, and seemed satisfied with their accommodation. My
mind was much enlarged under what I believed to be the

influence of best love
;
and, as matter was given, I endeavoured

to open it to the people. I think it was a good meeting, and

desire to remember the opportunity with gratitude.

i4th.—We were stirring early, and went to Port Erin, a

village on the sea-coast, hoping that we might obtain a
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meeting in the coux'se of the forenoon ; but the people appear-

ing to be of the mind that we could not have an opportunity

of seeing them generally till their return from the kirk, it

seemed best to give way, and appoint the meeting at an early

hour in the afternoon. We had prepared a room for the

purpose, which was considered to be as large as any in the

place. Such a concourse was gathered together in a short

time, that, although the afternoon was unfavourable, it was

thought better to seek for a suitable place out of doors. We
soon found a good-sized yard, enclosed with high walls : the

people did not seem so much prepared to receive the truths

of the Gospel as in some other places ; but they generally

behaved well, and showed us marks of kindness. We met

with the captain of a brig that had been driven ashore by

the storm on Sixth-day afternoon, after having been in danger

of being dashed in pieces by some tremendous rocks on one

side of the entrance to the harbour. He seemed to be very

much cast down, and thought he should be likely to sustain

considerable loss. He appeared to be a serious man, and

capable of appreciating the favour of the preservation of

their lives. Since I came to the island, and at many other

times, I have been brought into the feeling of tender sym-

pathy with the situation of those employed in a seafaring life,

and the trials and difficulties to which they are frequently

exposed. This winter has been remarkable for the number

of wrecks upon the coast ; and I hear that many lives have

been lost. Some affecting instances have been related to me

;

in the hearing of them my heart has been moved within me,

and I have been prepared more highly to appreciate the

comforts and superior advantages of a settled way of life.

Poor boys brought up to the sea are educated under dis-

advantages which those who have not been eye-witnesses can

scarcely conceive. Having a meeting in view for the

inhabitants of Castletown at seven o'clock that evening, we
got there in time for a little rest and had another large and

crowded meeting to my satisfaction.

i5th.—We directed our course towards Peeltown, most of

the way through a wild, uncultivated country. On our arrival
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the appearance of things wore but a discouraging aspect ; it

was a day of leisure, and the people seemed to be in a state

of grievous dissipation. I was soon brought very low, but

thought we should be hardly excused holding a meeting. We
made considerable inquiry after a suitable place ; but nothing

seemed to offer that appeared eligible except the Methodist

meeting-house, which was proposed to us by some of their

own society, and I had a hope that the opportunity might

prove instructive to some. We called upon some serious

people after meeting, who seemed kindly disposed.

i6th.— I was pleased and somewhat encouraged by the

solid countenances of two young men, who called upon us

in the morning for books. I cannot say that I felt fully

relieved, yet I was best satisfied to go on to Kirk Michael, a

village about nine miles distant. On our arrival we made

inquiry for a suitable place for a meeting that evening. My
companions met with one of the principal farmers in the

village, who showed himself kindly disposed, and assisted

them in procuring the use of a court-house, for which liberty

was granted by the bishop's chaplain. The meeting was very

fully attended, and crowded to an extreme; the people seemed

generally inclined to behave well ; but some rude men who

were intoxicated, having mixed themselves in the crowd,

occasioned such a disturbance, that I thought it best to break

up the meeting, and appoint another for the next morning.

This I regretted very much, but it appeared almost matter of

necessity. I thought I could perceive that there were several

well-disposed people at the meeting, who appeared much

concerned at the behaviour of their neighbours.

iVtli.—The meeting in the morning was small, and far

from relieving. I returned to our inn under the pressure

of great discouragement, and for a while knew not which

way to turn, or what to do. My mind had been pre-

viously drawn towards the inhabitants of the country, about

two miles back ; but for a while I could scarcely reconcile

myself to the prospect, and thought of proceeding dii'ect for

Ramsey or Douglas. I ventured to mention the matter to

my companion, John Fletcher
;
and, finding that a person of
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considerable respectability in that neighbourhood was at the

same inn, we consulted with him about a place, &c. He
was kindly disposed to encourage the proposal, and gave

us an invitation to his house at Ballyshyn, which we readily

agreed to accept. We went up in the afternoon, and found

that he had spread the invitation generally in the country,

and that the use of a place fitted up for the Methodists was

procured for the purpose. The meeting was largely attended,

and I do uot remember an opportunity of the kind in which

more quietness prevailed among the people ; and I have a

hope that some were not insensible to serious impressions.

Our kind friend, John Kain, would willingly have accommo-

dated us with lodging as far as was in his power
;
but, not

having room for all three, we agreed on returning to Kirk

Michael. He is a Manxman, and by trade a farmer and

tanner ; he was living upon an estate which I think had been

in his family for many generations. I don't suppose he had

had the advantage of a liberal education ; but he seemed to be

a man of strong natural parts, to have read a pretty deal, and

to possess a mind well-stored with general information, and

withal serious and religiously disposed ; and I heard that he

sometimes officiated as a preacher among the Methodists. I

left him some books, also some Testaments, as the Manx
language is much spoken in that neighbourhood.

/8th.—After some time passed in secret conflict, I ventured

forward to Ramsey. Our road lay through a pleasant

country, and my companions enjoyed their ride : generally

speaking, the island is very barren of wood, and the planta-

tions do not thrive so well as in Westmoreland and Cumber-

land ; but on this side of the island ash timber seemed to

thrive well, and to be of indigenous grow th. Agriculture is

much more attended to of later years. Some farmers out of

the North of England have settled amongst them, and

excited a spirit of improvement, much to their advantage. It

is generally thought, that if the people could be prevailed

upon to turn their attention to the cultivation of the soil,

instead of depending upon the produce of the herring fishery,

which, to say the best of it, is a much more precarious mode
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of subsistence, their social and domestic comforts would be

greatly increased, and a more settled way of life would pave

the Avay to an improvement in morality and religion. The

fishing, certainly, affords a lawful means of subsistence, and,

were it rightly engaged in, might be considered as a temporal

blessing to the inhabitants of the island ; but sea-faring peo-

ple are prone to an excessive use of spirituous liquors, and,

when elated by success, or depressed by disappointment, are

said to indulge themselves in the use of them to a very affect-

ing and shocking extreme. I felt deeply on this subject; for,

though they were strangers, yet they were fellow-creatures,

and fellow-objects of that great redemption which cometh

through faith in the Lord Jesus
;
and, as opportunity pre-

sented, I expressed my concern to such as I supposed to be

persons of influence, and capable of serious consideration
;

and I found that some means were in contemplation to check

the spreading of the evil ; but I doubted whether they were

adequate to the extent of the calamity.

The islanders consider themselves a privileged people. They

are exempt from all taxes, except a mere trifle upon dogs and

carriages (and I think there is a small demand upon some

other conveniences), the revenue from which is appropriated to

the repair of their roads ; and there is a duty to a small

amount upon goods imported, so that they have many of the

conveniences and luxuries of life at a very low rate. Spiri-

tuous liquors are one-third of the price that they are sold at in

England, and nine, teas and sugars, considerably cheaper

;

they have no military impositions, but tithe is strictly exacted,

and chiefly in kind. The people are generally civil, and there

is a degree of courtesy in the lower class of the inhabitants

very agreeable. The dress of the country people reminded

me of the Welsh habit—the women mostly in blue cloaks,

and some with black hats ; the men are generally dressed in

blue of their own homespun cloth ; and the young men of

most descriptions in the country wear the appearance of

sailors. Many of the men wear the ancient sandal instead

of shoes, and I did not see many barefoot
;
they have plenty

of children, for whom I felt very tenderly, and there are some
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who have the cause of education at heart. There are no

poor-rates ; but the aged and infirm are supported by the kind-

ness of their neighbours, and orphans are considered to be

under the care of their nearest relations. The cottages,

compared to the habitations of the poor in the South of

England, are certainly mean ; but they wear an appearance of

comfort and plenty, which was very pleasant
;
they are mostly

built of stone in the south part of the island, and in the

north of turf, but in both parts neatly thatched, and bound

down with bands made of straw : many degrees above the

description we have of the Irish cabins. I met with few who

could not understand English ; the dialect of the natives is

peculiar to themselves ; it bears some resemblance to the

Scotch and Irish, and is not unpleasant, but rather harmoni-

ous in my ear.

We were rather uncomfortably accommodated at Eamsey
;

but, I believe, all endeavoured to make the best of it. Our
meeting in the Court-house was very large

;
and, as far as it

related to myself, I think it was a favoured opportunity.

i9th.—We set off in good time for Douglas, and stopped

by the way at Laxey to bait our horses. Here we had

solicitations to hold a meeting, and for a while my mind was

considerably exercised on the subject
;
but, feeling very desir-

ous of a meeting at Douglas that evening, and having a bad

and rough road before us, it seemed almost impracticable to

accomplish both objects ; so that, although I felt very much
for the people, before any of them had spoken to us, I thought

it right to go on.

We had a large meeting, which I thought was owned by

the presence of the Great Master, and I was assisted to

labour much to the relief and confirmation of my own mind.

In R. C. we find a kind and hospitable friend ; he took us to

his house in the evening, and would have us to dine next day.

He is one of the most respectable tradesmen in the place, in

connection with the Methodists, and much disposed to do

good.

Believing that a release was now granted from that field of

labour, I was glad to embrace the opportunity of the packet
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for getting back to England. I was abased into a deeply

humbling sense of ray own unprofitableness, yet a hope

was raised that we were leaving the way open for better

qualified and more experienced labourers, whose lot it may be

to follow us in a future day. My peace did not flow with a

swelhng tide, yet feeling clear of any weight of condemna-

tion, I desired to labour after resignation to the disposal of

Him to whom I wished to look as to my Creator, Redeemer,

and Preserver. The revival of these three words, and the

consideration of their import, brought some degree of tender-

ness over my spirit.

21 St.—We went about nine o'clock to the pier. The night

was dark, and about four in the morning a heavy gale came

on from the south or south-west ; about five we were off

Manghold's Head, near Ramsey, and at eight were entering

the harbour at Whitehaven. During the storm, which was

part of the time rather violent, my mind was preserved in

calmness. Sometimes I thought we were in danger, and mar-

velled that I felt so little agitation. I never felt so much of

the awfulness of death, and think I was never more sensible

of best support. We were met on the pier by Henry and

Joseph Bragg, and went with William Miller to breakfast at

his father's. I went to bed with a heart teeming with grati-

tude and praise.



CHAPTER XI.

JOURNEY IN THE NORTH CONTINUED,

CUMBERLAND, SOUTH AND WEST OF SCOTLAND.

On liis return from the Isle of Man, William

Forster at once resumed liis work in Cumberland;

and, in the evening of the day of his landing, he held

a large meeting with the inhabitants of Whitehaven,

" in which he endeavoured to preach what he thought

was required of him." The next day he had a meet-

ing at Egremont, and then proceeded to Pardshaw.

4tlL mo. 23rd. —I was at the Monthly Meeting at Pardshaw,

a large body of Friends, where, for a short season, I was per-

mitted to stand as upon Mount Pisgah ; for I think I never

had such clear views of the efficacy of the power of Christ in

effecting the redemption of such as believe in and follow Him.

I drank tea at James Graham's : I had a great desire to see

him at his own house, and was pleased with the visit. He
seems very cheerful and full of love, his conversation was

instructive and edifying to me. Just before we parted, he

made some mention of the mercies attendant upon his old age,

in which I thought he evinced much tenderness and liveliness of

spirit. It is pleasant and very encouraging to see young

people dedicating the strength of their day to the service of

the Lord, and to observe the middle-aged steadfastly bound to

the same great cause ; but I am never more comforted than

when I think I can perceive that those who have been led along

in the path of Christian obedience, are flourishing in their old

age, bearing the precious fruits of meekness, humility, and

brotherly love.
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Jane Pearson, of Whitehaven, seems to me to be alive in

the Truth ; the evening that I drank tea with her she minis-

tered ill the exercise of her gift, and I thought it was from

the spring of Ufe.

John Hall's memory is precious among his friends ; on the

reading of the testimony respecting him, many seemed re-

minded of their loss, and it seemed to have a good elfect on

the meeting. His mother-in-law, Rachel Wigham, is now in

an enfeebled state, advanced to her ninetieth year.

From Pardshaw lie passed on to a number of

small meetings towards tlie North, and along the

coast. In seven days he held ten meetings, some of

which were largely attended by the surrounding

inhabitants. " Assisted" to preach " Christ and

him crucified," he was " comforted in feeling the

extension of compassionating mercy to them that

return repenting." At Carlisle he was met by his

former companion, George Jones, of Stockport, who

had agreed to join him in some of his remaining

services in the North.

After attending the usual meeting at Scotby, next

morning they returned to Carlisle ; and W. F.

remarks :

—

5th mo, 3rd.—We had a meeting with Friends there in the

forenoon, where, to my own admiration, I thought some

ability was granted to cast off a part of the burden with

which my spirit had been heavily oppressed. Thus the spring

of consolation was opened where I had least expected. I was

strengthened to believe that access was granted to the holy

footstool ; and I thought I had faith to commit myself to the

guidance and protection of the Heavenly Shepherd, humbly

craving that He would be with us, and go before us through

this land.
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The two " border meetings" of Solport and Kirk-

lington were the last WilHam Forster attended in

Cumberland, and, returning from these, he writes :

—

5th mo. 5th.—In apprehending that my service in Cumber-

land was closed, at least for the present, I felt a revival of

faith, vi'hich enabled me to decide upon appointing a meeting

at Longtown for the next forenoon ; in this my companion

united, and after matters were put into a train, I spent as

peaceful an evening as the circumstances attendant upon the

prospect before us would allow.

We had some of the company of Thomas Bullman, a worthy

Friend belonging to the meeting at Sikeside ; he spent that

afternoon with us, and I don't know that I was ever more

sensible of help from the sympathy of a friend, than in his

company. It is truly comforting to the poor traveller here

and there to meet with such as can comprehend the nature of

his exercises, and upon whose judgment and counsel he can

place some reliance.

6th.—The meeting at Longtown was fully attended, I

thought I felt that best help was near, and in the end rejoiced

in a renewal of my strength. After this we set forwards to-

wards Annan ; I found that we could not very comfortably

pass by Dornock without giving up to appoint a meeting.

At first we had some little difficulty for want of suitable

accommodation. We engaged with the landlord for the use

of his parlour. The meeting was very much crowded, and

ended to far more satisfaction than I had hoped for.

7th.—At Annan the Town-haU was readily obtained ; the

meeting was held in the forenoon, and fully attended. Many
of the upper class of the people were there. I remember the

opportunity with some degree of thankfulness, that I was

assisted to bear my testimony to the love of God, in the

Gospel of Christ. I thought that the feeling of good in-

creased towards the conclusion.

8th.—In the morning I felt best satisfied to leave Dumfi-ies,

and go back to a village six miles on the road and try for a
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meeting. We set off in pretty good time ; but I was very

low, and my discouragement was increased in meeting many
coming to the market at Dumfries, that I was several times

ready to turn back again, concluding we should find nobody

at home. However, as the matter ended, we saw cause to be

thankful that we went ; there Avere a few people left at home,

and they seemed glad of the opportunity. We were kindly

taken in at the house of a gentleman, who was no stranger to

that hospitalit}' for which the Scotch are remarkable. On
our return to Dumfries, I was a good deal cast down, but I

did not find we could go forward without trying for a

meeting. We obtained the use of an assembly-room ; it was

much smaller than we could have Avished, but appeared to be

the best accommodation that could be procured. It was a

wet evening, and the notice Avas but thinly spread
;
yet the

place Avas filled. For a while I was greatly discouraged ; but

a hand of help was extended, through tender compassionating

mercy, in this hour of sore dismay ; and I was assisted to

labour, much to the confirmation and encouragement of my
OAAii mind. In meditating on the deliverance which I thought

I could perceiA'e had been Avrought for me, my heart was

secretly employed in thanksgiA'ing and praise. I trust the

meeting ended Avell. AVe discovered some serious people who
were desirous of another opportunity ; but I Avas glad to em-

brace an opening to proceed.

Passing along the southern extremity of Kirkcud-

brightshire, they held satisfactory meetings at Castle-

Douglas, and Kirkcudbright, A^-here the Proyost readily

granted the ToAAii-hall for the purpose, and at Gate-

house and CreetoAvn. Thence they "went on to New-

ton-Stewart, where they had a meeting in the Court-

house. W. F. continues :

—

i2tli.—We went on to Wigtown in the afternoon. LeaA^ng

the high road we got among a people who seemed to know

very little about our Society. We obtained liberty for the
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Court-house, and appointed a meeting for the next morning,

Avhich Avas large, and to me very laborious. G. J. and I took

a walk into the country in the evening, and called at the

house of a farmer apparently of great respectability, and

informed him of the meeting. He seemed scarcely to have

heard of our Society, and appeared quite ignorant respecting

our principles ; he asked for a few books, with which Ave sup-

plied him. I heard that he was a person of eminence

amongst the Seceders from the Scotch Church, and consi-

dered to be a man of learning.

iSth.—Believing that we were at liberty to move forwards,

we set out towards Whithorn. I think I was the better for

seeking a religious opportunity with the family at the inn

before we parted. Our landlady was a widow ; and seemed

no stranger to good impressions. Our next meeting Avas at

Garlieston, a small toAvn on the coast ; it was held in the

school-house.

/ 4th,—We went to Whithorn in the morning, and had a large

meeting in the forenoon. After dinner, we bent our course

towards the coast, and that evening had a meeting at a small

sea-port called the Isle of Whithorn. The people seemed

great strangers to Friends. We obtained the use of a school-

room for the meeting. It was a considerable time after the

hour appointed before any came, but at last the room was

pretty well crowded ; some behaved seriously, and were atten-

tive ; but it is heavy Avork to plough a straight furrow on such

hard ground.

iStli.—In the morning we came to Port William, another

small seaport. Here we readily obtained the use of a good

school-room. Our meeting was in the forenoon, and well

attended ; the way appearing more prepared than at some

other places. We left some books with them, Avhich, as at

most other places, wei'e cordially accepted, the people gener-

ally wishing to pay for them. We came forAvard to Glenluce
;

the afternoon Avas fine, and the prospects over the Bay of

Luce were grand. We stopped at a small public-house about

three miles short of our journey's end, kept by a blacksmith,

quite in a country spot ; there were very fcAV houses in sight,
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but I felt best satisfied to attempt a meeting, the innkeeper

readily accommodating us mth a good-sized room. Notice

was spread over the neighbourhood, yet but few came. How-
ever, a table was spread for us in the wilderness ; at least I was

comforted and refreshed. Our landlord had long been in a

poor state of health ; he seemed serious and tender in spirit,

and I was thankful it was in our power to minister a little to

their outward necessities. The remainder of our journey to

Glenluce was pleasant and peaceful.

i6tli.— In the forenoon we had a meeting in a large room

at our inn, to my satisfaction and encouragement. That which

we account supremely good was, according to my judgment,

uppermost, and I was made a partaker in those consolations

which gladden the heart of the feeble believer. After dinner

we set forward again, I trust with a sincere desire for best

direction ; and after some exercise of mind we were united in

apprehension that it was the better way to take the road

leading to the opposite side of the bay. I felt easy as we
went along, and my companions were pleasant and cheerful.

Our first meeting in this comitry was at Sandhead, a small

village on the shore, held in a room upstairs—not very large,

nor very relieving. Our landlord, a clever young man, just

when we were about going to bed, wanted some conversation

with us about our principles, particularly on Baptism and

the Supper. As we endeavoured to explain our views on

these subjects he seemed surprised, but did not make much

objection ; he then turned to their favourite point of Cal-

vinistic doctrine on election, &c. He seemed more moderate

than many, and desirous of information. I read him that

chapter in " Beaven's Essay towards the Restoration," &c.,

which treats particularly on this subject, with which he seemed

satisfied.

i7tli.—We went on to Dromore, nine miles further, and

about four or five from the Mull of GaUoway ; we found

the people were very generally gone to a fair at Stranraer,

which discouraged us from attempting a meeting that fore-

noon ; but we made preparation for one the next forenoon.

In the afternoon we went about four miles to a village called
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Portnessock, on the opposite shore of this promontory, and

inquiring for suitable accommodation for a meeting, obtained

the loan of the school-room, with which we were hardly satis-

fied at first, on account of its being upAvards of a mile from

the village
;
hut, notice being given as extensively as time

would admit, we had a large meeting ; it was quiet, and to

some satisfaction. Here we met with a young man, tutor in

a gentleman's family in the neighbourhood, who was desirous

of some conversation, and went with us down into the village
;

he seemed serious, and, I thought, had less prejudice to contend

with than many. He told me that he had received an educa-

tion to prepare him to officiate as a minister, and was waiting

for a situation,—that his opinions accorded much with what

he had heard ; but he seemed afraid to avow them. I gave him

a few books, which he readily received
;
and, Avhen we met

with him again next day, he told G. J. that he was satisfied

with what he had read respecting Baptism and the Supper.

/ 8th.—We returned to Dromore, and had, considering the

country is but thinly inhabited, a large, and I think it may be

said, a solid meeting. We were comfortably accommodated

at a public-house in the neighbourhood ; the landlady was a

kind and religiously-disposed woman, and I have met with

few persons in Scotland with whom I have been better pleased.

Our meeting was much increased in number by some sailors

and ship carpenters, engaged in repairing a vessel which

floated into the bay about six months ago, without any hands

on board. We came forward about six miles to a place called

Chapelrossin, Avhere it seemed best to make a halt ; and
whilst G. J. went to Stoneykirk to prepare a meeting for the

next day, J. P. and I stayed to make ready for a meeting in

that neighbourhood for the same evening. We got a small

barn, which was pretty well filled ; Colonel MacDoual and
his wife, the tutor, and some others of the family came. The
colonel very kindly urged oiu- going to lodge at their house

;

but we were better satisfied in coming on to Sandhead, as

G. J. had spoken for beds.

i9th.—In the forenoon we had an opportunity of retii-e-

ment in our chamber, where I felt some capacity to seek after

I
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a morsel for my support. The meeting at Stoneykirk in the

evening was not so satisfactory as some we had attended in

that country, but there was more seriousness towards the

close. We came to Stranraer that night.

20tli.— In the mornine: we had a meeting in the school-

room, very insufficient for a general invitation, as it is a very

populous place.

Ballantrae.—My thoughts have been frequently directed

towards London, and in the course of the day I have saluted

one and another, whom I suppose to be assembled thei-e at the

Yearly Meeting, in much of the feeling of brotherly love ; and

if I may venture to say so much, a desire has prevailed that

the work may prosper in theii' hands, and that the body may
edify itself in love, under and through the fresh extension of

divine regard. I consider it as a favour worthy to be highly

esteemed that I think of home, and the various privations

attendant on my present allotment, without a wish to be

elsewhere, or I could almost say, to be differently circum-

stanced in any respect. At the present moment I am favom*ed

with rather an unusual degree of tranquillity and quiet as to

the past, and unanxious respecting the future ; so that, dreary

as my path sometimes seems to be, I am not without my
consolations ; and what purer blessing can an unworthy dis-

ciple of a glorified Redeemer possibly enjoy, than to believe

he is favoured with some degree of capacity to look towards

the holy Throne, and silently breathe the language, " Thy

will be done ? " Oh ! for deeper humility, and a more con-

stant enjoyment of true resigniation.

2ist.—We came on through Girvan and Maybole to Ayr.

This was a long day's journey of thu*ty-six miles, part of the

way along a mountainous road.

22nd.—We had a meeting at Ayr iu the morning ; it was

lield in the Court House, which was well filled, and in my
apprehension it was an opportunity worthy to be remembered

with gratitude. Many who were there behaved seriously,

and some wished for another meeting ; but I was glad that we

were at liberty to proceed. There was a Methodist preacher,

who strongly solicited our accepting of their meeting-house.
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Ayi- is a large, populous town, situate at the opening of a fine

fertile vaUey
;
vegetation seems to be nearly as forward as in

the neighbourhood of London ; hawthorn and laburnum in

bloom, and in one place I observed the apple blossom dying

away. We came that afternoon to Kilmarnock.

23rd.—We appointed a meeting the next forenoon ; it was

very small, but to some satisfaction. Not feeling ourselves

fiilly relieved, after some conflict on my part, we had another

meeting at seven in the evening ; it was somewhat larger, and

I trust we were not detained for naught.

23th.—We came on the next day to Glasgow, twenty-two

miles, but did not reach the town before three in the after-

noon. This day was pretty much a day of rest to the body,

but occasionally a time of great thoughtfulness to the mind
;

the retrospect of some of our most trying and discouraging

opportunities seems to lead my mind to a settlement in this,

—

that so far as we are patiently devoted to suffer for the cause

of Chi'ist, we are accepted as his disciples. But, alas ! in

this most desirable attainment of patience and meekness

under suffering, I find a daUy deficiency. I sometimes think

of dear Samuel Emlen's dying petition, and now and then

have faith to adopt it : "My God,'grant me patience, humble,

depending patience."

26th.—The meetings at Glasgow were larger than I had

expected to see, particidarly that in the evening, although I

believe no public notice was given ; I had comfort in believing

there were those among the few who have joined om* Society

in that city, who are seeking an establishment on the true

foundation, and there seems a probability that their numbers

may yet be increased.

I 2



CHAPTER XII.

JOURNEY IN THE NORTH CONCLUDED.

WESTERN ISLANDS OF SCOTLAND, ETC.

William Forster and his companion did not tarry

long at Glasgow ; but proceeded to some of the

islands to the west of Scotland. Holding meetings

on their way for the inhabitants of Eenfrew, Port

Glasgow, and Greenock, they crossed over to Bute.

The day after landing, William Forster writes at

Eothsay :

—

5th mo. 31st.—We had a meeting at twelve o'clock in a

large room, to which several of the respectable inhabitants

came ; it was to me a much more satisfactory opportunity

than I had expected. Wishing for larger accommodation for

a meeting in the evening, we obtained the use of a school-

room, which was considerably crowded
;
and, excepting some

children who were restless, the meeting was quiet, and to me
encouraging.

6th mo. ist.—We walked over to Port Bannatyne, a village

about three miles towards the north end of the island, and in

the evening had a meeting in a large room, which, at one

time, was used as a meeting-place for some Dissenters ; we
met with some serious people, and were satisfied with our

visit.

2nd.—On our return to Rothsay, we found the people very

desirous of a meeting, but nobody could help us to a larger

place than we had had. I was long before I could see that it

was our duty to attempt a meeting out of doors
;
but, towards

the afternoon, apprehending that we should not be clear

without seeking an opportunity with the people, more gene-

rally than we had obtained, and finding the weather to
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brighten, a meeting was appointed to begin at six o'clock ; a

sheltered situation about a quarter of a mile out of town, just

on the sea-shore, was fixed upon ; the people gathered to a

considerable multitude, and behaved with great propriety,

perhaps there were not fewer than 1,000 or 1,200 ; the popu-

lation of Rothsay is said to be about 4,000.

3rd.—I believed it best to appoint another meeting for ten

o'clock in the morning ; it was small, but encouraging to me.

On returning to our lodgings my mind was unusually exer-

cised. I thought I could not see the way clear to leave the

town, and, having already had four meetings among the people,

I was afraid to think of another
;
but, feeling my concern to

continue, I ventured to inform my companions how I was

situated
;
they kindly encouraged the appointment of another

meeting, which was fixed on for seven o'clock, and held in

the school-house. The evening was Avet, and the meeting

but small
;
yet best help was again extended, and I think

we saw a few fresh faces. Towards the close I felt more

relieved, and was assisted, in reverent prostration of spirit,

to conmiit the great work into the hands of Him who had

enabled us to bear our feeble testimony to his mercy and

power among the inhabitants of that town.

4th.—We had a very stormy walk to Kerrycroy, and had

a meeting there in the forenoon ; it was small, but confirming

to my mind.

5th.—The weather continued stormy, and the wind was

unfavourable for our proceeding to the Isle of Arran. I was

desirous of discovering whether there was anything further

for us to attend to, and feeling the revival of a concern for a

meeting with the inhabitants of a parish towards the south

end of the island, I mentioned it to my companions, who
kindly encouraged our going to Kilchatten that afternoon

;

the meeting was but small, yet I was satisfied that we went,

and afterwards felt easy and peaceful in looking towards

leaving the island. G. J. rode, and J. P. and myself had a

pleasant walk, particularly on our return, part of the way
through the plantations contiguous to Mount Stewart, a large

house belonging to the Marquis of Bute.
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Having succeeded in crossing over to Ai'ran, he

continues :

—

6tlu—The wind, which had blown for several days in a

contrary direction, in tlie morning turned round in our

favour, and we set sail in a wherry belonging to the inn, and

under the care of one of the young men. We had a pleasant

breeze, till just as we got abreast of the south end of the

island, and then it feU away almost to a dead calm
;
but, as

we drew near to the coast of Arran, a fresh gale sprang up

from off the shore, which drove us again out to sea, and in

the course of a short time increased to a heavy storm of wind,

accompanied by rain. The sea rose very rapidly, and ran

with a great swell ; the prospect, which an hour or two before

had been bright and pleasant, became gloomy and awful, and

to us there was the appearance of considerable danger. Our

pilot gave up his intention of taking us to Brodick, the port

we had in view, and ran back with the wind to a small port

called Corry, where we were landed without much difficulty

just as the storm began to abate. We had been on the water

about five hours, and the distance is reckoned near twenty

miles ; we soon found our way to a small public-house, at

which Ave met with poor accommodation, but our landlady

did her best, and soon made us up a fire to dry our clothes.

After we had been refreshed, and talked over our deliverance,

I trust with hearts replete with humble gratitude, we set off

and walked along the shore, a very rough and rocky path

which they call a road, to Brodick, where we found a very

comfortable inn ; a good night's rest set us up again.

7t]i.—We appointed a meeting in the evening in a room at

the inn, which was fully attended, and to me it Avas satis-

factory and encouraging. I took a walk out in the middle of

the day, and met with some civil and well-disposed people

;

the inhabitants were just then very busy in their fields. They

considered themselves much behindhand with their husbandry

in consequence of the spring and summer having been so

unusually wet ; some of them had suffered much by a violent

torrent of rain, which had poured dovra fifom the mountain
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and Avashed away their grain and potatoes just after they were

sown ; one woman spoke of her loss with the appearance of

much resignation.

8th.—In the forenoon we Avent back to Corry, and had a

meeting in a room at the public-house ; some serious people

attended—they seemed to be great strangers to our prin-

ciples. One poor man stopped a while after meeting, and

conversed with us in great simplicity ; as some matters were

explained to him, he seemed to understand our views better

than I should have expected. Just before he went away he

put his hand into his pocket, and with the appearance of much

cordiality and sincerity offered me a shilling ; at first he

seemed concerned that I could not accept his kindness, but I

thought he became better satisfied before we parted. I was

much affected with the tenderness which his conversation

manifested, and was very desirous we might be preserved

from wounding him in any way. We lodged at Corry that

night.

9th.—We had a meeting at Sanax, two miles further North,

in a meeting-house belonging to a society of Scotch Dissenters,

Here we met with several serious people. The solidity of

their countenances, and the appearance of devout religious

zeal, confirmed my apprehension that there were some not far

from the kingdom. Several M^ere but little acquainted with

English, but I believe there were others who could understand

pretty well what was said ; their pastor, a well-informed

young man, who lives at the house where the meeting is held,

walked Avith us back to Corry ; he seemed desirous of infor-

mation on some subjects on which we differ from other

religious societies, which I endeavoured to give him as well as

I could ; his inquiries were principally relating to Baptism

and the Supper, meetings for worship and the ministry ; we
gave him some books, with which he seemed well pleased.

We returned that night to our old quarters at Brodick.

The next day they had a meeting at Lamlash, in

a school-house, kindly offered by the " kirk minister"

of Kilbride, and the day following one was held in a
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large room in Wliiting Bay. " Here," William

Forster says, " we found clean and pleasant accom-

modation in a very poor house ; so much so, that

we might have fancied ourselves in England."

i2th.— 111 the morning, believing it right to request to have

the family gathered together, we had an opportunity among
them before we parted, in Avhich, as I endeavoured to do my
best, I had peace. We continued our course that day towards

the south end of the island, baited at a small house near the

ruins of Kildonnan Castle, which I think out-topped every

place I had seen on the island for filthiness and Avretchedness.

It was Avell for us that we had some articles of our own. The

poor woman was very kind, and did her best. She had a lot

of fine healthy children, who seemed to be in the way of

making hardy Highlanders. On our stopping at Lagg, the

place we had in \'iew, we did not find ourselves better off in

some respects : this was trying to my dear companion
;
but,

my health being better than his, I was not so much affected

by the wretchedness of our accommodation. We got through

the night better than might be expected. I was poorly and

discouraged in the evening, but kept in a good degree of re-

signation. On making some inquiry respecting a place to hold

a meeting in, we heard of a school-house in the neighbourhood,

for which we found that application must be made to the

minister of the parish at Kilmorie, about a mile distant. We
went and found him very civil. He readily granted our re-

quest, appeared sociable, and desirous of obtaining some

information respecting our Society. We gave him some

books, which he promised to lend among his neighbours. He
seemed liberal in his views, and zealously devoted to promote

the religious welfare ofthe inhabitants of that part ofthe island.

His wife appeared an agreeable Avoman. They invited us to

take up our quarters under their roof, but we doubted whether

it would be suitable. We called on them after meeting, and

again next morning. The meeting in the school-house was

long in gathering, but we had the company of some who

^ippeared glad of the opportunity.
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iSth.—We set off in the forenoon under some discourage-

ment for want of a horse to carry our higgage, but Ave had

not gone more than a mile before we found one. George

mounted the pony, and we got along pretty well. At the

village where we were accommodated, whdst they were pack-

ing the luggage, I went into a farm-house and found an old

man, father to the farmer, reading the Bible. He seemed

very hard of hearing, but thankful that his sight was preserved,

for he had great comfort in reading ; and I thought he was

religiously exercised, that he might be prepared for his latter

end. He,made many inquiries respecting our travels, and,

amongst other things, Avhether Ave made collections among

the people, or received any remuneration. Upon my explaining

our principles and practice respecting these things, he very

heartily said, " I commend you for that." He told me he

was in his eighty-sixth year. I found he was considered an

elder in the church, and a sober, respectable man. There was

something attending that short intervicAv Avith the old man
rather encouraging to me. The minister at Kilbride gave us

a note to a brother-in-laAV, who lived in our way about four

or five miles from Lagg, where he thought they would be

glad to gi\'e us some refreshment. The good man of the

house Avas not at home when Ave called, but the kindness and

hospitality of his wife were highly gratifying. As soon as

she was aAvare of our object in stopping, she set to Avork and

made some bread, which was prepared and baked in little

more than a quarter of an hour. She soon brought us a large

boAvl full of broth, and after that as much fresh curds and

Avhey, and all with as much hospitality as if Ave had been near

relations. Just as Ave had finished her husband came in ; he

seemed a generous, open-hearted Highlander, and we found he

was considered a principal farmer in that country. We had

a pleasant Avalk about six miles further, and found that George

had got into clean and comfortable quarters, with which he

seemed quite cheered : we all enjoyed the contrast, and, after

appointing a meeting for the next day, rested comfortably the

remainder of the evening.

/ 4th.—The meeting was held at the public-house, to my
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refreshment and encouragement. A meeting was appointed

in a school-house in an adjoining village. It was a quiet and

a satisfactory one. I called in at two houses after meeting,

and found the people very kind and friendly.

/ 6th.—In the forenoon Ave attended a meeting at Machre,

about four miles distant, but bad travelling through bogs and

bourns (small rivers). In the evening I proposed taking a

walk to a small village about two miles distant. We found

our way without much difficulty to a farm-house, where we
were kindly received. After we had been there for a while

the farmer came home ; he had been at the kirk at Kilmore,

I think not much short of nine miles distant. When we
mentioned our inclination for a meeting among his neighbours,

he kindly offered his house for the purpose, and soon sent word

to the people, who came pretty directly. Most of the men

seemed to understand English, and I think the meeting was

as lively and satisfactory as any Ave had on the island. There

was something about this man which pleased me very much

:

he did not say a great deal, but appeared to me to be alive to

his own best interest, and that of his children. His wife,

sister to the wife of the minister at Kilmore, had a good

countenance, and her solid demeanour in the meeting was

very strildng. This house, like most others that we were in

on the island, was very bare of furniture
;
they had but few

seats, and I was rather pleased in seeing hoAV contentedly

the women sat down on the floor, which I Avas told is often

the case when meetings are held among them out of doors.

I was much pleased with Avhat I saAv of the inhabitants of

this island,—they are generally of the ancient stock of High-

landers ; I did not meet with an Englishman, and the present

situation of the country holds out but little encouragement to

the Lowlanders to settle among them. I could not find that

there were any possessed of much wealth, and but few in a

state of abject poverty
;

indeed, the means of acquiring

riches are limited within a very narrow compass, and their

only articles of export are a few black cattle, some sheep,'^and

whiskey in a clandestine way. Excepting a very small pro-

portion, the Avhole island belongs to the Duke of Hamilton.
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Some of the farmers I was told are possessed of a little money,

but their herds and flocks compose the principal part of their

property. When a young woman marries, half a dozen of

their small kine is considered a handsome portion. There is

no town or large village on the island ; the people generally

live on farms or in small villages, containing from twelve to

thirty or forty houses, and in many of these they have a school,

so that the education of their young people is well provided

for. They seemed strangers to most of the luxuries of life,

and but little acquainted with many of our conveniences and

comforts. I saw but two apple-trees, and no other kind of

fruit-trees, except the elder, which seemed to be the largest

tree of indigenous growth. The island is very mountainous,

particularly towards the north ; the top of Goatfell, which is

the highest, is singularly rocky and rugged ; I saw a memo-

randum on a window at Bi-odick, which I copied—" Height of

Goatfell, measured by the barometer, August .30th, 1775, 2,850

feet." From the little opportunity I had of forming an opinion,

I thought them to be generally possessed of strong natural

parts, and, considering their insulated situation, to have ac-

quired a pretty large fund of general information. They have

so much confidence in one another, that I was told they seldom

bar their doors at night, and seem to have no fear of leaving

their property abroad. There is no prison upon the island,

and, from what we could learn, it is a very rare thing for a

person to be convicted of a crime. I was told that the

minister in one of the parishes (Kilmorie) is very assiduous in

helping them to compose their differences. By an enumera-

tion just made the island contains about 6000 inhabitants. I

thought I could perceive many valuable traits of character in

those I conversed with, but nothing appeared more conspi-

cuous to me than their zeal in religion. Many go nine or ten

miles to their place for worship, and I was told that some of

them in winter will go sixteen or eiyhteen through considerable

difficulties. In the most stormy weather in winter the kirk is

generally full. A young man in the family wliere we stayed

two or three days at Sheskin went oflT early on First-day

morning to the kirk at Kilmorie, and did not return tiU about
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eight in the evening ; and his mother told me he would have

no refreshment in the interim, but a bit of oat bread he

would take in his pocket. They are remarkably well acquainted

Avith the Scriptures. In some places I heard the Friends who

visited the island fifteen years ago spoken of with respect and

esteem.

Having completed their service in the Isle of Arran,

they were ferried over to Cantire, and W. F.'s memo-
randa proceed :

—

/ 7th.—We were stirring about three o'clock in the morning,

and had a pleasant walk to Mackie ; it was a fine quiet morn-

ing, and we got along pretty well ; the ferryman had through

mistake told us to be there two hours at least before the tide

would serve. During our detention I had opportunity of

further inquiry how far I was at liberty to go, and though I

could not feel all the clearness that would have been satis-

factory, yet, considering my companion's health, and his evident

desire to go, I believed it best for me to give up the appre-

hension I had entertained of a requiring to visit some part of

the shore to the N.W. The water was calm when we went

on board, and, if I had been in a state to enjoy it, it would

have been for the most part a pleasant passage ; but my mind

was very low. At last I thought I felt some ability to confide

in Divine Omnipotence : this brought peace, and then I could

be tolerably cheerful. I never remember the time in which I

saw the same necessity of living every day as if it were to be

my last, than since I came into this land. I often feel myself

as a sojourner in a probationary state of being, and sometimes

am sensible of earnest desire that my exercises and trials may
be sanctified, and prepare me for confidence in divine mercy,

whenever it may please Him who hath all things at his own

disposal to call me hence. I often look towards home with

much tenderness of filial and brotherly aifection, but for the

most part I am preserved in quietness and resignation

without a wish to be elswhere. We were about two and a

half hours on the water, and were rowed over most of the
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way. We got ashore at a small port called Torasdale ; it was

about half-past ten when we landed ; the morning was fine,

and the country delightfully pleasant. We reached Campbel-

town about half-past five o'clock—thirteen miles.

iStlu— I was tolerably brisk in the morning. We had a

crowded meeting in the Town-hall in the evening, which I

thought a favoured opportunity.

20th.—Our detention in Campbeltown in consequence of

G. J.'s illness, gave me a fair opportunity to recruit. Indeed

it was remarkable to me how my health and strength were

preserved
;

for, although our diet and other accommodation

were very different from what I had met with in my former

travels, yet I cannot say that I suffered any material incon-

venience. We met with plenty ofgood milk, excellent potatoes,

and abundance of eggs, and generally good fresh butter,

sometimes fish, and now and then a little salt meat
;
Tery often

barley broth. Spirits, to my sorrow be it spoken, are plenti-

fully made and plentifully drunk.

22nd.— I thought we should hardly leave the place without

making some further efforts to obtain another meeting. The

Town-hall was occupied by the officers of the local militia,

and, although we made considerable inquiry, we could meet

with no other accommodation except out of doors ; a large

green enclosed by a high wall, and adjoining one of their

places of worship, was proposed to us, and it appeared the

most eligible place. There we had a meeting in the forenoon,

not very large, but to more purpose than I expected. I had

thought of our trying to get a stage that afternoon
;

but, be-

lieving upon further consideration it was best for us to stay

over First-day, a meeting was appointed at the same place

for the following evening, and J, P. went over to a village

about four miles distant, to appoint a meeting for the next

morning. We took tea that evening at the house of a family

removed out of Cumberland, and settled in the neighbourhood

of Campbeltown
;
they were very kind, and seemed desirous

of our company.

23rd.—The meeting in the morning was fully attended.

I had comfort in believing that some who attended were
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sensible of the prevalence of a true solemnity. We returned

to the town pretty directly after meeting, and took tea at the

house of a respectable aged widow, whose company was

pleasant to me. The meeting in the evening was held in the

same place as before
;
many attended, and several of the

soldiers came toward the close. I trust we did not meet in

vain.

24th.—I now thought we were at liberty to set our faces

northwards, and my dear companion seemed to be in strength

and spirits equal to the journey. I can look back with some

satisfaction to our detention in that town
;

for, although I

then had, and still have, a very humbling sense of the little

that we did towards the advancement of the great cause, yet

I trust no harm was done by the intercourse we had with a

few inhabitants of that place. . Our Society seemed to be but

very little known, but generally esteemed for the respecta-

bility of its moral character. We received many marks of

kindness from one of the magistrates of the town, to whom
we gave several books, and before we left he told us he was

quite satisfied respecting our objection to the use of water-

baptism ; this is one of the grand objections to our Society

amongst the zealous professors of this land. I was glad of

the opportunity of distributing books to several other persons,

all of whom received them respectfidly. I found some who

remembered Samuel Rundell's visit ; but John Pemberton's

name and character seemed to be held in veneration, even by

those who were born since he was in Scotland. I met with

some young people who spoke of him in terms remarkably

respectful
;

they seem to have been made acquainted with

his character by the family of Campbell, where he stayed

several days, towards the southern extremity of the Cantire.

Speaking of his dedication, and the circumstances attending

his death* in a foreign land, &c., seemed to have a good effect

on one young man who, although in appearance the gayest in

the town, did not seem ashamed of our company. He

* John. Pemberton died at Pyrmont, Germany, while on a religious

visit to those parts, in 1795. See his " Life and Travels," by W. H., jun.
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walked with mo to breakfast at the house of a respectable

gentleman, a manufacturer, about two miles out of town, who

had noticed us the evening before, and introduced us at his

brother's, where we were received with great appearance of

courtesy. He had been at all the meetings we had appointed,

and seemed a serious man ; we were entertained with great

hospitality. In the course of our conversation he evinced a

desire to be acquainted with the grounds of our dissent from

most other religious professors. We did our best in replying

to his inquiries ; on some subjects he seemed satisfied, and I

thought him a man of more enlightened judgment than

many we had met with. He was surprised and pleased on

hearing of the order of the discipline, and the care that was

exercised respecting the ministry,—on the latter subject he

had heard strange reports. He saw our certificates, which

seemed to give satisfaction both to himself and the young

persons who, I supposed, were invited to meet us.

The forenoon was considerably spent before we left. We
baited at Ban, and as we were just setting off, a gentleman,

Colonel MacAllister, came to ask us to take a walk in his

grounds, and would hardly accept a refusal. We met his

wife in the garden, who, upon some little acquaintance, seemed

an agreeable young woman, and had been at a meeting or

more in Morayshire. They repeatedly invited us into the

house, but we could not stay. I found they had heard of our

detention at Campbeltown. We reached Taynlaan to tea. I

had felt some concern for three or four days to attempt a visit

to the small island of Gigha
;
and, believing that we had

time to cross that evening, I was inclined to make the effort.

The evening looked unfavourable, but I coidd not feel easy to

delay as my companions were willing to go ; we crossed in

about thirty-five minutes, six miles,—quite wind enough for

an open boat. We had a pretty long way to walk before we
reached the public-house, a poor dirty spot ; but after a while

we got something for supper, and managed to get through

the night as well as at some other times.

25th.—James and I found some difficulty in obtaining suit-

able accommodation for a meeting, but at last we got a small
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barn ; he gave notice in one direction, and I took another.

Everything relating to us seemed so sti'ange to the people,

that it was trying work to get along amongst them. The

meeting was small, but we thonght we could feel something

that compensated for the difficulties and discouragements of

the day. The evening was very fine, and I was desirous of

getting back again that night. After some persuasion the

ferrymen consented to take us. The water was remarka-

bly smooth, and I was favoured with an unusual degree

of tranquillity. The Saviour's words, " Lo ! I am with

you always, even unto the end of the world," were sweetly

revived in my remembrance ; and I had faith to lay hold

upon the assurance. What a favom*, that one so unworthy

should be permitted to draw consolation from such a sacred

source

!

William Forster had a strong desire to visit Islay

;

but tlie continued illness of George Jones, and the

slighter indisposition of his other companion, pre-

vented that object from being carried out. They

reluctantly bent their course towards Inverary, and

had two meetings on their way—on the "neck of

land, between Loch Swin and the Sound of Jura;"

one "upon the rocks about half a mile from the

shore," the other "just on the borders of the loch,

in a very beautiful situation, on a fine turf, under

the shelter of some lofty rocks," both " favoured

opportunities." "With this record, the account of their

joint labours comes to an abrupt close.

The state of George Jones's health not allowing

him to continue the journey, he thought it best to

return home. William Forster pursued his labours

in this engagement nearly six months longer ; but

very few particulars have been found respecting

them. After waiting some days at Inverary (James
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Phillips, his other kind helper, being also released

from further service), he was joined by Thomas

Stordy, from Cumberland, and Alexander Cruick-

slianks, from Edinburgh. They proceeded together

into the northern parts of Argyleshire, to the Isle

of Mull, and thence by Fort William to Inverness,

a journey which occupied nearly a fortnight, and

during which several satisfactory meetings were

held, both in the island and on the main land.

Alexander Cruickshanks being now obliged to return

home, William Forster, accompanied only by his

"faithful help-meet, Thomas Stordy," went forward,

"through a very mountainous country, to the head

of Loch Ewe, where they took shipping to the

Isle of Lewis, never before visited by Friends."

They spent five days at Stornoway, the principal

town, and held four large meetings with the inhabi-

tants, " to their own satisfaction." Leaving the

island, they had several meetings on the east coast

of Eoss-shire ; and on their return to Inverness

WiUiam Forster was pleased to find that " his beloved

friend, George Sanders, accompanied by Anthony

Wigham, had arrived a few hours before." They held

a large meeting with the inhabitants of the town,

and, having "parted with his dear friend Thomas
Stordy," William Forster and his new companions

went forward together along the north-east coast,

holding large meetings in most of the principal towns

in their way, by Nairn, Elgin, Macduff, Peterhead,

Old Meldrum, and Kinmuck, to Aberdeen, which

place they reached on the 12th of the Ninth Month.

Here William Forster was laid by several days through

indisposition. When so far recovered as to render

travelling practicable, they proceeded by Cupar,
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Perth and Stirling, to Edinburgh, again holding

meetings with the inhabitants of most of the chief

towns through which they had to pass. They spent

nearly a week in the latter city, in visiting the

families of Friends, and in other religious services,

which " tended more to William Forster's peace than

he could have dared to hope for."

Leaving Edinburgh on the 7th of Tenth Month,

they " had many meetings as they came along

through the South of Scotland. They were mostly

large and satisfactory ; the message of the gospel of

Christ, and the power of his redeeming love, were

often proclaimed
;

and, with reverent gi'atitude,

the acknowledgment was made, that strength equal

to the day was mercifully afforded." On leaving

Scotland, William Forster appears to have visited

and appointed many meetings in Cumberland and

Northumberland, in Durham, Yorkshire, and other

counties, which lay in his homeward journey. One

of the last of these was held at Potton, Sussex, in

reference to which he says :

—

The meeting was held in a barn fitted up for the accommo-

dation of some of the more serious and zealous of the Church

of England, for the purpose of meeting together on the

evenings of week days. Their minister granted the use of

it ; he and his wife were there ; he appeared to be a humble

and pious man, clothed with the spirit of Christian charity.

He made the acknowledgment, that the first serious impres-

sions he received were at a Friends' meeting, supposed

to be the Northern Yearly Meeting, forty years ago, in

Cheshire.

On the next evening, the 3rd of First Month, 1812,

the day before he reached home, he had a meeting

with the inhabitants of Baldock.
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This [he remarks] was the -winding up of my public

labours in this late journey
;
they were not in the feeling of

triumph, or great gladness of heart ; for I was just then weak

in body and poor in spii'it ; but not so much so as to deprive

me of a capacity to commemorate the mercies which had fol-

lowed me in my going forth, which had been so richly

bestowed in a distant land, and which, in unmerited kindness

were continued even to the end.

K 2



CHAPTER XIII.

HOME ; AND RELIGIOUS ENGAGEMENTS IN HIS OWN QUARTERLY

MEETING ; AND IN THE SOUTHERN COUNTIES OF ENGLAND.

After his return from his long journey in the

North, Wilham Forster was permitted to partake in

the cherished retirement of home and those comforts

and enjoyments which he was so well able to appre-

ciate. With grateful feelings of this kind, and a

heart tenderly alive to the claims of Christian

friendship, he not long afterwards writes :

—

To .

1812. First Month 27tli.— It is now upwards of three

weeks since I was favoured to take my place once more iu my
father's family ; and thou wilt easily suppose that, after more

than thirteen months' absence, it was no small comfort to

find my dear parents and a large circle of brothers and sisters,

not only in as good a state of health as when I left home, but

prepared to give me a cordial Avelcome.

It is a favour to be permitted for a while quietly to retire

from the field of Gospel labour, and to feel a disposition, in

cheerful resignation, to surrender the weapons for this war-

fare, which, in marvellous condescension, are intrusted to a

very poor servant. Although I enjoy this little respite, and

desire to prize and to improve the privilege, yet I do not

forget those who are still laboui'ing in the work of the Lord,

who in patient and faithful dedication are exercised in

following the Lamb.

If the small portion of experience that I have had in this

work answer no other purpose, I think it has prepared me to

enter into deeper feeling with the baptised and devoted,

servants of Christ. Much do I desu*e that He who has
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hitherto prepared the way and granted preciously confirming

evidence of his approbation and support, may continue to

guide by his counsel, and to guard by his holy protecting

arm of divine power.

I think I have some sense of the baptisms of spirit, the

trials of faith, and the various discouragements by which thy

mind is often proved : here I trust I am permitted to visit

thee even in the fellowship of suifering. It is an honour to

partake even in a small measure of the tribulations of the

Gospel, especially when we consider for whose sake it is that

we are called to suffer. And if there be no other reward (and

greater I verily believe there is, yea, infinitely transcendent

enjoyment), the sweet and precious fellowship in which the

patiently dedicated followers are permitted to participate as a

brook by the way, is enough to encourage us to hope that all

these things are not in vain.

A month later we find the following :

—

2nd mo. 26th.—On my return home I was favoured

to feel as complete a relief from religious exercise on account

of others, and as full liberty to partake in the enjoyment of

social and domestic comforts, as I remember to have been the

case at any time within the last four years. I was somewhat

like a soldier on a few days' furlough after a long continental

campaign, with this difference, that I was seldom inclined to

recur to the sufferings and privations which had been per-

mitted, and sometimes humbled in astonishment and self-

abasement in considering the object I had been pursuing

during this long absence.

The exercised traveller, in taking a retrospect of his expe-

rience in the path of Gospel labour, will often find as much
that calls for the tribute of gratitude and praise in recurring

to seasons of patient suffering, as to those in which, under

the prevalence of divine love and life, his cup may have been

made to overflow with the lanofuagfe of invitation and en-

couragement to brethren and sisters.

I often look back upon myself as a novice in the work, a
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child in the family, and am sometimes afraid to say that I

have had any experience at all. But I have always found

that a dark night has been succeeded by a bright day ; that

in proportion as I have been made willing to descend into

baptism unto death, I have been made to rejoice in Him who
is the resurrrection and the life.

The proposal at our last Monthly Meeting was quietly

received, and since I laid myself open to my friends I do

not know that I have ever called in question the rectitude of

the movement.

This proposal had reference to a reHgious visit

which he contemplated to the families of Friends in

Devonshire-house Monthly Meeting, and to persons

in the station of servants, clerks, and apprentices, in

the other Monthly Meetings in London. This

interesting service occupied him several months, but

no particulars respecting it are preserved.

In the course of the summer he again left home
in the service of the Gospel in some of the southern

counties. On the 18th of Seventh Month he writes

at Chantry, near Storrington, Sussex :

—

After several days of almost unremitting exercise of body

and mind, I have the privilege of resting quietly at the house

of a kind friend. I enjoy the relaxation, and wish to improve

it to the renewal of my outward strength, and in seeking

after an increase of faith and patient submission to that

divine power to which I am sometimes engaged to bear my
feeble testimony as all-sufficient to purify the soul, to detach

our affections from perishable objects, and permanently to fix

them on those things which are eternal. I desire to obtain

some spiritual advantage, at least as much as it may please

the great Master to afford me.

After having joined some other Friends in a reli-

gious visit to the families of Alton Meeting, he came
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to Godalming, and writes from thence on the 20th

of Seventh Month, to a Friend under trial :

—

Some meetings were appointed on my account ; I think I

have discovered cause for gratitude that I was helped to put

my trust in the Lord, and brought into a state of resignation

to labour in the degree of faith which was sometimes

afforded. I think I never felt such kind of service to be more

awful than of later time ; and yet it seems that my principal

concern in this journey, and in the prospect of future service,

is for the people at large.

It rests with me as a little debt of love simply to express

my feeling with thee under the afflictive dispensation by which

thou hast been bereaved of thy dear sister. As I cannot

doubt that thou hast been drawn under heavenly influence to

look to the Lord in this time of trial, that thou hast seen

that his hand was in the event,—that He has done it ; so in thy

sorrow thou hast seen the source of healing consolation opened

for thy support and strength.

I need not say much of my persuasion, that the tender

mercies of our Heavenly Father are and will continue to be

over thee for good
;

that, though He appoint thee a solitary

path through the residue of thy pilgrimage, yet that He will

undertake for thee, uphold thee by his arm, and give thee

from one time to another so to enjoy a cheering sense of his

divine presence, as yet more fully to confirm thee in the assu-

rance, that in seeking and serving Him thou hast followed

no cunningly devised flible ; that thou hast been so building

upon the Rock, that neither the winds nor the floods shall be

permitted to move thee.

I think I have felt encouragement for thee to hold fast that

which thou hast felt to be an anchor sure and steadfast, and

still to hope in Him, who, when thy own measure shall be

accomplished, will bring thee in safety to the port thou hast

long had in view.

I have sometimes thought that our afBictions are seasons in

which the love of our Heavenly Father is evidently displayed,

in which we are taken more entirely into his hands, and
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brought to more abundant enjo}*ment in his presence, and

thus the seal of adoption is more fully confirmed to us. If it

please the Lord to render our sorrows the days of such divine

blessing, when we shall have put off mortality, and through

divine favour shall be clothed upon with immortality
;
then,

in our retrospect upon the path by which we have been led

throuo-h time, we shall doubtless find abundant cause to

acknowledge that these have been amongst the best of his

blessings, that they are more to be valued even than days of

temporal and spiritual prosperity.

But in our present state we see and feel as those that are

in the body. In our most advanced state we are still but

men. As such, whatever be our experience in the Christian's

warfare, and in the Christian's victory, we need the sympathy

and help, and even the prayers, of our fellow-pilgrims in the

same state of probation.

In tlie course of his journey in Sussex, liis health

gave way, and he was obHged to return home to re-

cruit. To this he alhides in the following extract from

a letter to his beloved friend Stephen Grellet, then on

a rehgious Adsit to England :

—

8tli mo. 22nd.— I left home in my late journey into Hamp-

shire, Sussex, &c., on the evening of our last Quarterly

Meeting. I was at meetings at several places where it was

thought Friends were but little known. The engagement

was arduous, and I was sometimes almost borne down with

discom'agement under the exercise, which continued from

day to day. But through gi'acious condescension best help

was often sensibly vouchsafed in the hour of need ; and some-

times I thought I could perceive the prevalence of the holy,

solemnizing power of Truth towards the conclusion of some

of these opportunities, which raised a hope that my move-

ments were under best direction.

When about half-way through Sussex, I was taken very

poorly, and thought it best to return home for a whUe, and try
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the eflfect of rest under my dear mother's kind care. I am
now nearly restored, and desire an increase of resignation,

and to stand as a servant in waiting. I often marvel that one

so inexperienced, and in many respects so little prepared for

such service, should be employed. Dear Stephen, I value thy

sympathy, and desire that I may be kept in thy remembrance

for good : that the conflict into which my mind is often plunged

may not shake my faith, or remove me from the only true

foundation.

It was during tlie short interval spent at home,

"under the kind care of his dear mother," that

Wihiam Forster first became ofiicially connected with

the British and Foreign Bible Society. That noble

institution had existed since 1804, and from the first

he had deeply sympathized with its great object.

Though the parent society had been formed in London
upwards of eight years, the plan of its country opera-

tions had not yet been organized to any great extent.

But few Auxiliary Societies had been established, and

the " North-East Middlesex Auxiliary Bible Society,"

including the inhabitants of the parishes of Totten-

ham, Edmonton, and Enfield, was one of the first of

those valuable institutions, which have contributed

so largely to the efficiency and wonderful success of

the parent Society. It was established at a public

meeting of the inhabitants of the district held on

the 8th of Ninth Month, 1812 ; and both William

Forster and his father, and his brothers Josiah and

Robert Forster, were placed on the committee of man-
agement. The subject of this memoir had a good

deal to do with preparing an address to the inhabi-

tants on the formation of the local auxiliary. It will

be recollected that 1812 was a time of war, and of

consequent distress among the labouring class, on
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account of the high price of provisions. The docu-

ment, ably drawn up, contains such delicate touches,

and characteristic shades of thought and feeling, that

William Forster's mind might have been recognized

in it, even had it not been known that his hand was

employed in its preparation. Few readers will regret

its insertion entire, in the subjoined note.*

After these interesting home pursuits, W. F.

resumed his Gospel labours in Sussex. In the

* Tlie Address.—Living in the' vicinity of the Metropolis, where the

British and Foreign Bible Society took its origin, and from whence its

benevolent and widely extended exertions have proceeded to nearly all

the habitable countries of the globe, the Committee deem it the less

incumbent on them to attempt to explain the benefits which this Institu-

tion has already conferred upon the hvmian race.

Every sincere Christian who reflects on the state of those countries

where the Holy Scriptures have been most widely diffused, and where

the sacred precepts which they contain have formed the basis of the

religion of the land, would rejoice at the prospect of their universal

dissemination ; but anticipating the almost insurmountable difficulties

connected with such an attempt, he would be ready to call that man a

A'isionary, who should dare to assert the probability of such a measure.

Experience is, however, the ultimate test of the practicability of every

endeavour. The British and Foreign Bible Society has, in the course of

eight years, distributed the inspired records of Christianity to the hardy

Laplander and the untutored African, to the numerous tribes of Hin-

doostan, and the native inhabitant of the North American wilderness :

and those who have long partaken of this di\'ine gift may now rejoice

in the hope that the heart of the poor benighted Eoman Catholic will

be cheered by obtaining free access to the pure and genuine text of the

Sacred Volimie. Whilst indulging in these pleasing thoughts, we are

naturally led to inqmre into the wants of our fellow-coimtrymen. Those

who are enjoying the blessings of the same free constitution with our-

selves, and who are living in a country where Christianity is both pro-

fessed and practised, have a pre-eminent claim on our sympathy and

generosity ; and there is no ground to suppose that the situation of the

poor in this neighbourhood varies from that of those in adjacent dis-

tricts, where the deficiency of the supply of Bibles has been foimd to be

truly lamentable.

Influenced by these considerations, a numerous and respectable repre-

sentation of the inhabitants of Tottenham, Edmonton and Enfield, have
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course of the Tenth Month he writes to a valued

friend, though without any special allusion to the

service in which he was engaged :

—

iOth mo.—The sympathy of thy spirit and thy instructive

correspondence have been precious to me when I have been

weary and sad. I greatly desire that we may be kept in the

remembrance one of the other, that by dwelling under that

degree of the influence of pure love with which we may be

favoured, an increase of that fellowship which binds together

unanimously resolved that a Society should be formed, under the

designation of the " North-East Middlesex Auxiliary Bible Society."

In proceeding to discharge the duties imposed upon them, the Com-
mittee are imwilling to entertain any doubt that they shall, by the con-

tinuance of that liberality which has already been manifested, be enabled

to supply those wants that may come to their knowledge, and to con-

tribute to the great and continued expenses of the Parent Institution.

They confidently hope that those who have long valued the Scriptures,

and been instructed in their contents from their youth, who by the pro-

mises and consolations of the Gospel have been animated in their

religious pursuits, and comforted in their afflictions, will not hesitate to

make use of the present opportunity to evince their gratitude to the

Almighty for this invaluable blessing, by their zeal to promote the

circulation of those writings " which are able to make wise imto salva-

vation, through faith that is in Christ Jesus." The Committee have no

wish to break in upon the scanty resources of those who are contending

with many difficulties, or to deduct from the support of the widow,

the aged, or the infirm
; yet, even among such, if there should be any who

wish to evince their love to the cause, and their cordial desires for

its prosperity, the smallest sum will be cheerfidly and gratefully

accepted.

If, while providing for the spiritual comfort and instruction of our

indigent neighbours, and for promoting the circiilation of the Holy
Scriptures among the inhabitants of distant regions ; if, while engaged

in this work of faith and labour of love, our own attention should be

more closely turned to the contents of these inspired writings ; if we
should thus happily become more deeply impressed with the purity of

their precepts, may we not himibly trust that He, to whom we desire

with reverence to ascribe their origin, will be glorified by our feeble

endeavours, and reward us with a more ample diffusion of the know-

ledge and experience of that redemption which comes by the Lord

Jesus !
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the servants of our great Master in the unity of the one

Spirit may be mutually experienced.

A variety of exercises have been permitted to attend my
path since we saw each other, now about four months. But

are we not prepared through all to acknowledge that a life of

child-like obedience to divine requiring, notwithstanding'the

tribulations which await the devoted disciple, is infinitely

preferable to all that the wisdom, the riches, or the pleasures

of the world can afford us ? O ! what a favour it is to be

counted worthy of the name of discipleship to the Lord of

life and glory, and to be assisted to make proof of our love

to Him, and our attachment to his righteous cause, by suffer-

ing for his name's sake. And such is our present state of

trial that we can hardly expect to enjoy the one without

being willing to endure the other. May we, then, my dear

friend, labour after an increase of resignation to the divine

will ; and even in seasons of spiritual poverty and appre-

hended desertion, endeavour to wait in reverent attention to

the voice of the good Shepherd. When we feel our weak-

ness, and are assailed with discouragement, how hard it is at

such times to adopt the language of the prophet in the days

of his early visitation, " Speak, Lord, for thy servant heareth."

But, hard as it may be to keep in this state of watchful

resignation, when the billows may be ready to roll over us in

moments of conflict and dismay, we have reason to acknow-

ledge that even in this respect our endeavours have not been

in vain ; that at his word the tempest has been stayed, and,

by the renewal of our faith in his mercy and protection, we
have been made willing to follow Him in the way of his

requiring. Let us then strive to keep our eye single, and try

to wait in patience ; thus we may cherish the hope that the

work of sanctification will be gradually carried on, even

through all the buffetings which may overtake us.

He returned from the southern counties in the

Eleventh Month, and towards the end of the year he

was again occupied in holding meetings for divine
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worship, to which the inhabitants of his own neigh-

bourhood were invited. Thus diHgently and almost

unremittingly did he labour for the good of his

fellow-men, and the advancement of the Redeemer's

kingdom.

About this time Stephen Grellet was pursuing his

labour of love and unusual efforts of Christian

philanthropy, on behalf of the most destitute and

depraved among the inhabitants of London.* Be-

tween these two devoted servants of the Lord Jesus,

there existed a very close bond of union and of

Christian fellowship; and "William Forster joined his

friend in many of his most remarkable services in

the metropolis. Not only did the distressed silk

weavers in Spitalfields, the inmates of poor-houses

and of places of refuge, and the poor Jews, claim

their Christian s}Tnpathies and exertions, but still

lower depths than those of mere poverty and destitu-

tion were sought out ; means were actually found to

collect together companies of thieves and prostitutes,

—the most abandoned characters who walk the streets

of the great city—in order to proclaim to them the

Saviour's pardoning mercy and redeeming love.

With the same object the London prisons were

visited, and the depraved criminal, the wretched

inmate of the condemned cell, were earnestly

entreated to look in repentance and faith to Him
who came to seek and save that which was lost

—

whose " blood cleansetli from all sin." The scenes

witnessed on the women's side of Newgate were so

appalling, that immediate steps were taken to enlist

the sympathies and energetic efforts of Christian

* See Lis Memoirs, vol. i., chap. 18, &c.
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ladies on behalf of the miserable outcasts ; and it

was in this way that Elizabeth Fry was first led to

enter upon those persevering exertions for the moral

and spiritual reformation and the more humane treat-

ment of prisoners, which have deservedly placed her

name among their greatest benefactors. Long after

the retirement of Stephen Grellet from this new and

arduous field of labour, William Forster continued

to water the seed which they had unitedly helped to

sow, and for many years he was the sympathizing

coadjutor and the encouraging adviser of Elizabeth

Fry, in the noble work to which she devoted so much
of her time and talents, constrained not less by the

love of Christ than an earnest solicitude for the

most suffering and the most sinful of mankind.



CHAPTER XIV.

TRAVELS IN THE MIDLAND COUNTIES, IN IRELAND, AND THE

WEST OF ENGLAND.

William Forstee had scarcely completed liis

interesting engagements in the metropolis, in com-

pany with his beloved friend Stephen Grellet, when
he felt it to be his duty to prepare for entering upon

an extensive field of Gospel labour in some of the

counties of England, and in Ireland. In pursuance

of this concern he left home near the end of the

Second Month, 1813, and on his way to Bristol he

takes an interesting retrospect of some of his past

exercises in a letter

To Stephen Grellet.

Henley-on-Thames, Third Month 8th, 1813.

It is a favour, and in my better moments I have desired

that I might be prepared duly to appreciate it, to be pre-

served in such a state of lively sensibility as to know when

and where Christ reigns, and to be brought into such a state

of resignation as to be willing to suffer, and even to mourn

for those, who, whilst they profess to believe in the precious

influence of the Holy Spirit, are resisting his blessed and

powerful visitation.

These feelings which are but little understood by many
at the present day, and which the world would scarcely

believe if it were possible to describe them,— but which,

as they tend to draw the patient disciple into more inti-

mate acquaintance with his crucified Redeemer, strengthen
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the bond of union between those who, whilst they desire

to serve the same Lord, are made to drink of the same

cup. O ! that this may be the blessed effect, the present rich

reward, of those sufferings in which we have recently partaken

miitedly ; and which it may be designed by the great Head
of the Church that we should individually endure for his

great name's sake,—that they may draw us nearer together,

and bind us more closely together in his love. So, that,

whether it may consist with his will that we should meet

together again in this present state of trial, or fill up that

which remains of our appointed portion in a far distant part

of the earth—we may, as fellow-servants of the same Master,

in the renewings of divine life, enjoy that pure and precious

fellowship which the world knows not of

Previous to my leaving home, my love was again brought

to the test. I had felt much, whilst we were visiting the poor

prisoners in London, for those who were confined in the hulks

at Woolwich, and thought it right to speak to some friends

to endeavour to make way for me. At one time there seemed

a probability of liberty being obtained, but further difficulties

appeared, and I was so far discouraged as to give it up. I

did not feel condemned. I had heard a more affecting

account of their depravity than of any of those we had seen

in London ; but I think I was pretty much given up to endure

all that might be brought upon me. I Avent with E. F. and

A. B., and her sister, to distribute to the necessities of the

poor children at Newgate. She had carried one parcel before.

It was a very pleasant visit to me. I thought the women

seemed very grateful.

I left home last First-day three weeks ; and although the

separation from my beloved connexions was attended with

very poignant feelings, and I think 1 never more sensibly felt

the trial, yet my mind was preserved in a good degree of

quiet resignation ; and 1 was comforted in believing that in

this season of conflict access was granted to the holy footstool,

and that we were permitted to cast our care upon Him who

careth for his little ones—leaving the future, and all that

future days may produce, unto Him, whose watchful protecting
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care is continued to the latest period of life over those who
are endeavouring to do his will.

After attending the Quarterly Meeting at Bristol in

the Third Month, William Forster was occupied in

holding meetings in that part of the country, and

through South Wales, tiU he came to Milford Haven.

Thence he mites of a large meeting held in the

Wesleyan-Methodist Meeting-house at Narberth, and

adds :

—

We had many of that denomination. They appear to me,

in all parts of the principality where I have met with them, to

be a simple-hearted and tender-spirited people. I was com-

forted in what I thought I could feel among them, and possibly

some of them might be refreshed by the opportunity. The

thankfulness and satisfaction that some of these poor people

have expressed at the prospect of a meeting among them,

when I have gone to their cottages to give them the invitation,

has alfected my mind with tenderness, and been a renewed

call for watchfulness on my part. I now look back with

gratitude and encouragement in remembering the strength

that was afforded me to persevere through the difficulties

which sometimes appeared in the way, and that I was counted

worthy of breaking bread among them. And if no more

than two or three were encouraged in these opportunities it

was enough, and far more than I dared to ask for.

From Milford Haven he crossed over into Ireland.

Landing at Waterford, he went forward pretty

directly to Dublin, where the Yearly Meeting was

about to be held.

Ireland, at the time of William Forster's visit in

1813-14, it must be borne in mind, was in many
respects very different from what it is now. The

events of preceding years had left an impress of a

L
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peculiar kind. Both in a national point of view, and

with reference to the Society of Friends, it presented

some features of more than ordinary interest and

solicitude. It is true that nearly fifteen years had

elapsed since the Kehellion of 1798 had been quelled,

and people's minds generally had become pretty well

reconciled to the Union. Yet the nation was far

from being in a settled and satisfactory state

;

political misrule, religious animosities, and the

manifold evils of absenteeism, combined with other

causes, tended to keep up a considerable amount

of irritation among the difierent classes of the

inhabitants. Party spirit was by no means subdued,

and not unfrequently ran high. Social disturbances,

and popular outbreaks, were not uncommon ; and

both life and property were sometimes exposed to

peril.

During the Kehellion, the members of the religious

Society of Friends had been placed in a very critical

position. Firm in their adherence to the cause of

Christ—the Prince of Peace—they had faithfully

maintained their Christian testimony against all war.

Unable, on one hand, to unite with the insurgents,

and equally restrained, on the other, from rendering

active assistance in carrying on the warlike measures

of the Government for suppressing them, it was not

to be expected that either party would look upon

them with a very friendly eye. Yet such was the

meekness as well as the firmness with which they

were enabled, under the most trying circumstances,

consistently to sustain the peaceable principles of the

Gospel, and with evenhanded impartiality to show

acts of Christian kindness to the different combatants.
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as each, in tlieir turn, were thrown in their way,

that, with very Uttle exception, they gained the

respect and confidence of hoth. And though they

suffered severely in their property, and had many
personal hardships to endure, it does not appear that

more than a single life of a member of the Society

(and he one who had been unfaithful to its peaceable

principles), was sacrificed in any part of the Island,

during the whole course of the civil disturbances.

A very remarkable preservation was doubtless

extended to them, and many hearts were lifted up in

gratitude and praise to Him who, in his providence

and grace, had condescended to support and help

them in the hour of great extremity.^''

But, whilst the faith and faithfulness of Friends

were thus sustained amidst external commotion,

scarcely less painful was the affliction to which the

little church was exposed about the same time from

internal disunion, by the defection of some of its

members, who, departing from " the faith once

delivered to the saints," attempted to sap the very

foundation of those Christian principles which had

caused the faithful to " triumph in Christ Jesus," in

the midst of the furnace through which they had

been lately passing.

The number of the disaffected was not very large

;

but some of them were men who occupied prominent

positions in the Society, and possessed considerable

talent and influence. They appeared to have " a zeal

for God," but "not according to knowledge;" for,

being "ignorant of God's righteousness, and going

* Dr. Hancock's " Principles of Peace, exemplified in the conduct of

. the Society of Friends in Ireland, during the Rebellion in 1798."

L 2
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about to establish their own," they had not " sub-

mitted themselves to the righteousness of God,"

unmindful of the blessed truth that " Christ is the

end of the law for righteousness to every one that

believeth." Undervaluing, if they did not abso-

lutely set aside, the authority of Holy Scripture, they

exalted their o^^^l reasonings above the plain testi-

mony of the inspired records ; and some of them went

great lengths in rejecting the fundamental truths of

the Gospel, whilst, with singular inconsistency, they

professed to retain a high estimate of the " inward

light." In their hands, disconnected from the great

facts of Cliristianitij—the Deity, Incarnation, and

Atonement of Christ^—the scriptural doctrine of the

direct influence of the Holy Spirit * upon the heart

of man, was lamentably perverted to a mere ignis

fatiius, which, instead of "leading into all truth,"

and "glorifying Christ" in all his holy offices,

became the means of 7?</.sleading into the most dan-

gerous errors, and of disturbing the peace and har-

mony of the Society. It was " no new or strange

thing " for a Christian church to be thus brought

into trial. " It must needs be," said our blessed

Lord, " that offences come." From the days of the

* It is a great mistake to suppose that the recognized vie'ws of the

Society of Friends regarding the operations of the Holy Spirit are in

any way opposed to, or at variance with, the testimony of the Scriptures.

Nothing could be more explicit than the statement of Robert Barclay on

this point. " We shall be very -willing to admit it as a positive, certain

maxim, that tvhatever any do, irretending to the Spirit, tvhich is contrary to

the Scriptures, be accounted and reckoned a delusion of the Devil."—" Apol.

Prop." III. § iv. "Whilst, on the other hand, he considei-s it, in the strong

language of those days, "danmable unbelief not to believe all those

things to have been certainly transacted, which are recorded in the Holy

Scriptiues," concerning the things of Clirist, &c., &c.
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Apostles,* down to the present time " heresies and

divisions " seem to have been permitted, " that they

which are approved may be made manifest." And to

the refutation of some of these by the Apostles, and

less authoritative writers of later date, we ow^e some of

the clearest expositions of the truth as it is in Jesus,

and the most powerful antidotes to error.

In the crisis to which they were then exposed, the

doctrinal soundness of the main body of Friends in

Ireland was " made manifest " by the manner in

which they were enabled to vindicate their unshaken

belief in all the great truths of Divine revelation

contained in the Holy Scriptures of the Old and New
Testament. Faithfully upholding these in the face

of all opposition, they were strengthened to deal

with the disaffected members in Christian love, with

a view to their restoration to unity with the body.

Most of those who persisted in adhering to theii-

* It is an utterly gi-oiindless assiimption, that the apostolic chiirch was

free from all error ia theory and practice, and fully came up to the gloriou

ideal of the kingdom of Christ. On the contrary, no little to om- conso-

lation and encouragement, the church even then had to contend with as

great difficulties, without and within, as in any succeeding period. She

was, in the fullest sense of the word, militant ; and. she can accomplish

her final victory, and reach her perfect unity, vmiversality, and holiness,

only through a long and unremitting struggle against sin and error,

without and within.—" Schaft''s Apostolic Church," vol. ii., -p. 377.

It is painfid to be compelled to acknowledge among the Christians of

the apostolic age the existence of so many foims of error and sin. It

was a pleasing dream which presented the primitive church as a society

of angels ; and it is not mthout a struggle that we bring ourselves to

open our eyes and to behold the reality. But yet it is a higher feeling

which bids us thankfully to recognize the truth, tliat " there is no

partiality with God ;" that he has never sujjernatiu-ally coerced any

generation of mankind into virtue, nor rendered schism and heresy

impossible in any age of the church.—" Conybeare and Howson," 3rd

edition, voL ii., p. 538.
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divergent opinions quietly withdrew from the Society,

or were separated from it in the exercise of its dis-

cipHne ; but no distinct organisation was effected by

the seceders. About the time that Wilham Forster

paid a general visit to Ireland, some of these,

—

dissatisfied with the steps .they had taken,—^were

seeking to become re-united to the Society, and

were claiming the notice of the Yearly Meeting,

respecting which he says :

—

The Yearly Meeting at Dublin closed late in the evening

of this day week, the 1st instant. To many Friends it

appeared to be a time of solid instruction, contirmation, and

encouragement. Indeed, there was a remarkably concurrent

testimony of gratitude and satisfaction, borne by such as are

not apt to speak without feeling. Dear Jonas Stott, whom
I value as a sound, judicious elder, acknowledged, at the

close, that he had not known such a meeting for many years.

There was the appearance, and (if I may say so much) the

feeling of very precious nnity among the brethren, and a

remarkable degree of similarity of view upon interesting and

important subjects. Li the first sitting of the meeting the

attention of Friends was very seriously turned to days of

former trial and affliction, when many who were conspicuous

members in the Society withdrew, or were separated

from it.

It was very satisfactory to observe the deep religious

concern that was evinced by Friends as they opened their

fears and apprehensions one to the other, lest unsound

members should be added to the body by weak Monthly

Meetings. And as they very fully expressed their belief that

a spirit of infidelity was the principal cause of the devastation

which had so lamentably prevailed, they were united in

judgment that the Society should be satisfied that applicants

for reinstatement were sound in the leading doctrines of

Christianity, before they were admitted.
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It was agreed to issue a minute of advice on the

subject, re-affirming the scriptural views of the

Society on some of the fundamental truths of the

Gospel—" the miraculous conception, birth, holy life,

wonderful works, blessed example, meritorious death

and glorious resurrection, ascension and mediation

of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, and his eternal

divinity, and unity with the Father." On the docu-

ment being passed by the meeting, William Forster

remarks :

—

It was pleasant to observe some of the young men and

others, who said but little upon other subjects, express their

approbation of its being adopted. After all my cogitations

and exercises of mind, I became tolerably quiet, in hope that

the Society would not by this means be deprived of the

reunion of one member who was fully prepared for restoration
;

and that probably such a minute would help to confirm the

faith of some young people, who might be wavering, and

doubting what was really the opinion of their elder brethren.

On the last day of the Meeting, a Committee was

appointed to consider the state of the Society, which to me
and many others was a solid and encouraging opportunity

;

and a minute of encouragement was drawn up, and is directed

to be sent to the Quarterly Meetings. The state of Friends'

families, as to the education of their children in consistency

with our principles, was hinted at ; and I endeavoured in

weakness and fear to cast off part of my burden. Friends

parted quietly, and I trust that the tribute of gratitude and

praise was secretly offered by many, before they separated.

The meetings for worship on the two First-days were very

large : a great projjortion were young people.

From Dublin William Forster proceeded to the

province of Ulster, holding meetings in various places

on his way :

—
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5th mo. Otli.—We left Dublin about noon, and came to

Drogheda. We readily obtained the use of the Court-house,

and after some deliberation appointed a meeting to begin at

eleven o'clock. I could perceive that my companions had

some fears, but I was not aware of their apprehensions till

we came away. Perhaps there is not a larger number of

Roman Catholics in proportion to the population in any

town in Ireland ; and I find that of later times Friends who
have visited that place have had very disturbed meetings.

I certainly was not without discouragement from various

causes. There were not a great many came, but they behaved

quietly, and we did not observe any rudeness in the street.

I sat just opposite the door, which opened into the principal

street ; and it was affecting to me to see the poor people come

to the door, and evidently manifest a disposition to come in,

.

and seem as if they were afraid. Others would creep upstairs,

as if they were aware they were trespassing on forbidden

ground. I find that some of them told the Friends when they

invited them in that they dare not enter. It was a singular

sight to me to see the streets crowded as we came to the

meeting with poor people from the country : I think not less

than 1000, waiting to take their turn at mass ; and I was told

that as great a number met every hour from seven to one o'clock

in that chapel, besides those that assembled at others in the

same town. It is not easy to conceive the extent of the

influence the priests maintain in some parts of this nation.

Some of those who attended oiu" meeting were serious and

tender.

/ Oth.—We came yesterday afternoon to Dunleer, where we
appointed a meeting for the evening. It is a smaU town,

with very few Protestants ; and it was not known that a

meeting had been held there before by any Friend. We had

a good-sized room for the purpose. I think I never saw so

many persons assembled with so little appearance of serious-

ness. They were principally the poor native Irish. A man
was among them, who had been drinking in the house. I

did not feel myself released from endeavouring to express

something of my feelings of love for them, and desires for
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their peace and future happiness. After I had been speaking

for a while, this man got up and called to the people, alarming

them, as we supposed, by threatening to fetch the priest.

All was in confusion in a moment : the poor people fled in

every direction, both out of the door and the windows. A few

stayed in the room : I stood still for a while, and then took my
seat. Some came back, and, perceiving some disposition to

stillness, I ventured again on my feet, yet obtained but little

relief It was a fine evening, and I took a walk, and stopped

in two places to talk to the people in the street. They seemed

astonished when I told them how far I had come, and the motive

which induced me to leave home. Some of them regretted

that they had no schools for the education of their children
;

and when I spoke of the advantage of their being able to read

the Scriptures for themselves, a poor woman very emphatically

said, " Nothing better, sir," Oh ! it would be a happy day

for Ireland if the poor people were at liberty to read and think

for themselves. On our retiring to bed I could get no sleep.

I think I never endured a greater degree of distress than for

a few hours that night. The state of these poor Catholics,

and their priests, seemed more than I could bear. Nothing

short of a capacity to look luito and to confide in the gracious

regard of our Heavenly Parent to the workmanship of his

hands seemed to give me any relief ; and with this feeling I

went to sleep.

We came forward to breakfast at Dundalk, a large trading

town. It was market day, and the concourse was beyond

anything I had seen in England. It appeared an unsuit-

able time for a meeting
;
we, therefore, went on to Newry

to dine, and thence seven miles further, a bad, hilly road,

to Rathfriland, a small town curiously situated on the top

of a hill. In the evening we had a meeting appointed

for the inhabitants. The house was well filled, mostly with

Presbyterians ; it was a solid, instructive opportunity, to me
at least. We came through Dromore to Lisburn.

iSth.—We attended their Monthly Meeting. I sat in the

gallery, between worthy John Conran and Ruth Richardson,

in her ninety-fifth year, clear in her foculties, of a meek and
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tender spirit. She maiiitaiaed her integrity through all their

troubles with great consistency ; and seems strong in her

love to the Truth, and to those who are endeavouring to

support its testimonies.

i4th.—We attended a meeting at Dromore, held in the

Presbyterian meeting-house
;

pretty many of the towns-

people came. From the appearance of the people, and my
own feeling, I could have fancied myself in one of the

towns in the low country of Scotland. I was not sensible of

any very evident dominion in life and power, yet I trust the

precious testimony did not suffer. Their preacher was very

civil and respectful, and spoke with satisfoction of the meet-

ing held there by D. Darby and R. Byrd, in their last visit to

Ireland.

Diligently pursuing his labours among Friends

and tlie public at large, he writes, on the 24th of

Seventh Month, from the County of Tyrone :

—

The kindness and hospitality which we meet with as we

pass along, and occasionally the consolatory evidence that I

am in the way of my religious duty, and under the watchful

protection of the good Shepherd, excite feelings of grati-

tude. They assist my endeavours after continued resigna-

tion under the recurrence of impressions which point to the

most humiliating line of labour, the pursuit of which will

probably be attended with trials of faith and patience, from

which, in the very anticipation, the timidity of my natiu'al

disposition seems to recoil with fear.

I am sometimes reminded of the mercies which were dis-

pensed in former days, particularly the resignation and con-

fidence in divine protection by which I was supported during

my travels in Scotland ; and then I endeavour to put my trust

in the Lord. But the remembrance of all that is passed, and

recourse to every outward means of consolation and encourage-

ment, is often as yesterday's manna. It wants the life that

quickens, the power that supports, the hope that maketh
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not aslianied. Thus on every fresh occasion of spiritual or

outward extremity, I seem to have everything to learn. I am
convinced that I liave neither storehouse nor barn ; and unless

Pie whom I desire to love, and am endeavouring to serve,

commiserate my condition, I feel that I must fall, and that

the precious cause will suffer. But, blessed be his name. He
does not despise tlic feeble attempts of his poor servants to

seek for refuge in his divine protection, but graciously extends

a little help in those seasons of fearfulness and dismay when

they think they have forfeited every claim on his tender

mercy. He bringeth down and He lifteth up ; He empties

us of all apprehension of self-sufficiency, that we may be pre-

pared to rejoice in that blessed experience described by the

Psalmist, " All my springs are in Thee."

In the course of the summer he visited the famihes

of Friends in the Monthly Meetings of Grange and

Lurgan, and EichhilL As these meetings were not

small, and the members of them were resident in

country places, often at a considerable distance from

each other, it occasioned much travelling. He says

of that at Piichhill :

—

In visiting thirty-six families, with attending their meet-

ings, we travelled considerably above 100 miles. Many of

the Friends are in low circumstances ; some of them living in

poor cabins, and apparently strangers to nnich of what we
consider the comforts of civilized life, but generally in a state

of independence, holding a small portion of land, from six

or eight to thirty or thirty-five acres. They grow their own
flax, which is spun, and in many instances woven, in the

house, and sold in the market as it is made. This is the sup-

port of most of the inhabitants in this populous province.

Almost every family has a little land : thirty acres is con-

sidered a large farm, and enough for a man's whole business.

So that there is scarcely a family without a cow, and whose

land does not furnish their own peat.
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I can scarcely suppose that there is any part of the three

kingdoms in which the lower class of the people, in really

prosperous times, and where their rents are not over-rated,

are placed in a situation of greater independence, and in the

enjoyment of a larger portion of the necessary comforts of

life. But they are sadly deticient in cleanliness, and in some

places there is a great want of industry. Schools are common
;

and, from the inquiry 1 have made in several parts, I should

suppose there are not many of the poor children deprived of

the benefits of education, except in remote situations. The

Catholics, mixing more with the Presbyterians and other

Protestants, seem to be more aware of the advantages of

learning than in Munster and Leinster. In some instances

they avail themselves of public schools, and in others they

have schools among themselves. I have generally found the

poor intelligent, sensible and communicative, and, like the

Scotch, inquisitive.

We parted very affectionately from our friends, and came

through Armagh and Monaghan. Had I been more watchful

I believe I mio-ht have found strenffth to have held a meeting;

at the latter place ; but I admitted discouragement, and have

been frequently led to look back with regret. We came to

Cootehill, about thirty Irish miles. On Pirst-day we were at

meeting in the morning : the number very small. A meeting

was appointed for the evening. It was large—all was quiet

within. I thought I was afresh favoured with the precious

influence of divine love, by which I was assisted to labour in

the Gospel of Christ.

Prom Cootehill we rode through rather a wild country to

Castle Blaney, the country mostly inhabited by Catholics.

On the way we came near to a funeral ; it was the first time

I had heard the " Irish cry,"—dismal beyond all description.

At Castle Blaney we had a large, satisfactory meeting in a

public room over the Market-house. At Dundalk general

notice was given, but very few attended ; but some were

serious, particularly two or three soldiers ; it was a trying

time to us, but we had a hope that we were in the way of our

duty. We had a meeting in the Court-house at Newry—

a
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place of great dissipation ; we were sad, but endeavoured to

bear up under all.

In allusion to some disturbances, which had taken

place between opposing political and religious parties,

he adds :

—

Since the late aifray at Belfast, there has been another

between the Orange party and the Catholics in the county of

Deny. It is said that some lives were lost. I hope my dear

relations will not indulge too much anxiety on our account.

The prospect is undoubtedly gloomy ; but at times I am
brought into a very favoured state of resignation, and con-

fidence is raised in that power which can preserve through all.

Amidst all that " came upon him daily," the live-

liness of his Christian interest in everything relating

to the advancement of the Redeemer's kingdom

everywhere, is depicted in an extract from a letter

wiitten about this time :

—

I am pleased with the hope of obtaining some further in-

telligence respecting Dr. Naudi's exertions, at Malta, and in

parts of the countries bordering on the Mediterranean.

Everything relating to the progress of religion among any

people is becoming increasingly interesting to me. My little

labours in the same cause, although attended with sufferings

and discouragements, are scarcely worthy to be compared to

the exertions of such men. The reports of the Bible Society

have aiforded manyan agreeable repast aswe have ridden along,

and Dr. Steinkopff's tour in Germany, &c., no less valuable.

I shall hope to receive more intelligence respecting dear

Stephen Grellet. The fund raised in London for the blacks

in Antigua affected me Avith gratitude. Please to send a few

of the reports on the Gaelic schools.

After having been engaged for more than three

months in the province of Ulster, both among Friends
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and the inhabitants generally, his labours there ter-

minated at the Quarterly Meeting at Grange, in the

Ninth Month
;
and, writing to an intimate friend a

few weeks after, he remarks :

—

9th mo. 25th.—I remained near four months in Ulster,

visited all the families of Friends, except in two small meet-

ings, and had many public meetings. By the information which

has from time to time been transmitted to England, respecting

the state of our Society in that province, thou wilt easily con-

clude that my sufferings were many and deep. It was a series

of deeply humiliatinp; exercises, and sometimes the cup was

so bitter that I was ready to shrink from every fresh opening

to service, but through matchless kindness I was preserved in

a good degree of resignation to the end. I met with many
precious young people, who seemed willing to receive a word

of encouragement ; and there are some more advanced in years

who retained their integrity in the day of general desertion.

The meetings among the people were in many instances to

my relief and encouragement.

Towards the latter part of the time I visited several country

places, remote from any town or village. In some of these,

the people seemed like the thirsty ground prepared for the

heavenly showers. I think I never met Avith so much open-

ness and such general feeling of tenderness. In some places

I had much discouragement to wade through, from the un-

favourable impression made on the minds of many serious

persons in places remote from Friends, h\ the unsound prin-

ciples which were propagated bv those ayIio left the Society ten

or twelve years snice. In some I trust that prejudice has been

removed, and that the books we have circulated will tend to

confirm the persuasion that we remain attached to the prin-

ciples of truth professed by our forefathers. It was really

affecting to me to perceive the gratitude evinced by some

tender-spirited people, on hearing that there were preserved

amongst us those who yet retained their integrity on the good

old foundation. My little labours often appeared to me to be

in much weakness, and under a heavy trial of depression ; but
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there were times in which my faith was renewed, and I thought

I imderstood the expression, " He that Avatereth is watered

himself."

About three Aveeks since I attended the Quarterly Meeting

for the province of Ulster, where I took leave of those dear

Friends amongst Avhoni I had tarried so long. It Avas an

opportunity of general tenderness, one that I think will not

soon be forgotten by me.



CHAPTEE XV.

SAME JOURNEY CONTINUED.

lUELAND, AVEST OF ENGLAND, SCILLY ISLANDS, AND HOME.

Leaving the meetings of Friends in tlie province

of Ulster, and accompanied by kind helpers, "William

Forster turned towards the north-west, and then took

a long circuit to the south, through the counties of

Londondery, Donegal, Leitrim, &c., till he reached

Moate. The narrative proceeds :—

Our first stage on the 9th of Ninth Month was through

Dungannon to Aughnacloy. We obtained the ground-floor of

a dweUing-house occupied by the Methodists ; it was crowded

to an extreme, many behaved soberly, and I hope it was held

to some profit. After meeting, one of the churchwardens

kindly informed us, if we were disposed to hold another meet-

ing, the parish place of worship should be at our disposal. I

trust we were successful in our attempts to clear the Society of

the imputation of infidelity which appears to have been so

generally and so sorrowfully cast upon it. Our road to Omagh
lay through a barren, boggy country : the inhabitants seemed

very great strangers to Friends, but we met with great civility.

We had a large and satisfactory meeting in a commodious

room at the head inn. I Avas for some time tried with an

apprehension of duty to visit the prisoners in the county jail

;

the way was readily made, and I had a peaceful journey to

the next town. Our first visit was, I think, to seventeen

felons ; four had received sentence of death for robbery and

murder. I believe that some of them were sensible of the

motive which induced the visit. We afterwards had a religious

opportunity with fifty or sixty men, and three or four women.
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in the chapel. Some were confined for debt, and others for

smaller criminal offences, particularly private distilling
;
they

were very quiet and attentive. At Newton-Stewart the

rumour of the unsound principles of those who had left Friends

had reached them, and it did not seem at first a very easy

thing to convince them—the Methodists—of the consistency of

the Society of the present generation with the principles of

then- forefathers
;
but, after a j)retty deal of conversation, and

giving them some books, they acknowledged themselves satis-

fied, and we had a very crowded, satisfactory, and favoured

meeting. It has been a trial to me to be obliged to make nse

of the meeting-houses of the Presbyterians and the Methodists
;

but I endeavoured to reconcile the difficulty as well as I could,

especially under the consideration that it has brought us into

the way of serious people, in different places, who were

greatly prejudiced against the Society, and whose prejudices

seemed to have been removed by the information given them.

Strabane is a large town ; the Presbyterian Meeting-house

was freely granted. We had one of the largest meetings

I have attended in Ireland. Next morning we visited the

prisoners at Lifford, confined in the county jail ; the oppor-

tunity was satisfactory. We then went along the banks of

the Foyle, to Johnstown, a poor little place. I believed it

best to attempt a meeting
;
many attended, and I hope there

was not any cause to regret the opportunity; we went

forwards to Londonderry that night. The Town-hall, a very

fine, spacious building, was readily obtained ; and we had a

large and quiet meeting. The people were desirous of

another meeting
;
but, not feeling that which I thought would

warrant the appointment, I believed it best to forbear. I

thought it right to propose to my dear companions to

endeavour to obtain an opportunity among the soldiers in the

barracks ; none of us expected it would be granted
;

but,

when the colonel and adjutant were consulted, they expressed

their willingness, and said they were glad that they were

thought of. A pain in my head returned with much greater

violence, and I think for two or three hours exceeded any

bodily suffering that I ever endured
;
my Avhole frame was

M
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affected, find the pain was so intense that I could scarcely

speak. Next day I was better, but far from well. I went to

the barracks and spoke to the men
;
they seemed to regi-et

that they had been disappointed of the meeting, and willingly

received a pretty good supply of pamphlets.

Whilst at Londonderry we met with a pious woman,

who had turned her house into an asylum for the aged, and a

school for youth. She had learnt the straw trade, and was

carrjang it on to a considerable extent for the sake of giving

employment to these poor people, whom I understand she fed

and clothed.

My mind has been from time to time greatly distressed

from what I have heard and seen of the divided and

distracted state of this nation. I am often tempted to

impatience, and ready to look on every hand for a release.

But I seldom find peace, or the hope of future support, iu

anything short of unreserved resignation to what I am
inclined to believe is the requiring of the divine will. I have

passed many anxious hours in some wakeful nights within the

last few weeks, and sometimes what I see and hear of the

benighted and oppressed state of this poor people seems more

than I am able to bear. At other times my heart is fixed in

humble confidence in divine protection, and I am cheered

with a hope that it may consist with the gracious purposes of

divine vdsdom, by one means or other, to penetrate that

cloud of darkness which overwhelms so large a portion of this

nation, and to make way for the spreading of his own truth.

From Derry we went to Letterkenny ; we obtained the use

of the Court-house, and had a large meeting ; there was

great appearance of seriousness in some. The neighbourhood

was the most rough and uncivilized I had visited for some

weeks. On our way we passed through a very mountainous

district, having on our right a beautifully diversified prospect

of Lough Swilly. We went next day to Raphoe, and in

the evening had a very large and quiet meeting in the

Presbyterian Meeting-house. We rode through a dreary

mountainous country to Ballyshannon, twenty-one miles

;

that evening the Methodists gave us the use of their
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Meeting-house ; it was crowded to an extreme, and we had a

quiet meeting.

We travelled through a wild mountainous tract of country

to Manor Hamilton. I often stopped to converse with the

country-people, and was greatly interested with their simplicity.

But what I knew and saw of their implicit confidence in the

priests very much embittered this satisfaction, and kept me
in a state of constant exercise. There is a large society of

Methodists, who granted us their meeting-house ; a very

large number collected. I was told that many of the

Catholics attended, and it was affecting to me to hear of the

probability of their being made to suffer in consequence.

We rode through a mountainous and unfrequented country

to Carrick-upon-Shannon. For several miles Ave skirted the

south side of Lough Allen ; the prospects were particularly

beautifid and picturesque, and the opposite mountains, covered

with little patches of corn and potatoes, had a pleasant

appearance. I occasionally conversed with the poor natives
;

it afforded me satisfaction to find that they were generally

alive to the benefits of education, but they seemed great

strangers to the Bible. I stopped at one school near the

road-side, and found there were 100 boys, some of them

fifteen or sixteen years of age
;
they scarcely knew what I

meant by the Bible or Testament. Here is a wide field for

the exertions of the Bible Society ; but the labourers are few.

Believing, at Carrick, that I could not proceed without

appointing a meeting, it was very much an act of faith, con-

sidering the meeting appointed at Manor Hamilton
;
but, as I

was helped to submit, I had peace. The Methodist Meeting-

house was very closely stowed. I thought it a favoured

opportunity
;
many were serious and tender.

In reference to this engagement, and what he had

still before him, he writes

—

To

The meetings were large and remarkably quiet. I have

been industriously engaged in distributing books as I came

M 2
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along, and never saw greater Avillingness or more earnest

desire to obtain them. My faith is often closely tried by
outward prospects and considerations. I should be glad to

find a door rightly opened for my release, but from my
present feelings I scarcely dare to expect it.

I think there never was a time in which I felt myself more

of a sojourner in the Avorld, and more fully devoted to the

service of the precious cause of Christ. Some parts of

Connaught are still before me ; but to pursue the prospect

seems like running into the very jaws of the enemy, or rather

penetrating a cloud of thick darkness without the hope of

obtaining any relief. In many parts of the province, Papal

influence, with all its progeny of bigotry and superstition,

prevails almost without control. It is a cup of what I have

already so deeply drunk, that I am afraid even to look upon

it again. Oh ! my beloved friend, could I tell thee what I

have passed through by night and by day, almost from my
first landing in this nation, surely thou wouldst feel for me,

and -with me. It is altogether unsearchable to my imder-

standing. O ! that I could praise the name of the Lord for

the support and consolation by which He has sustained my
tribulated spirit, and for that feeble ray of hope by which

my prospects have been brightened in this land ; for I do

believe He will work until He has broken the yoke vt-ith

which this poor people is oppressed, and that a highway

wiU be evidently cast up among them, even the way of

holiness.

Such is my concern on account of the inhabitants of this

nation, and the strength of that love with which my heart is

affected, when it is brought into fresh feeling with their

situation, that were a door to be opened for free gospel labour

among them, I have thought that I could willingly spend the

remainder of my days in this land, even if I should never

enjoy the comforts of domestic life again.

Coming down to Moate in time to attend the

Autumn Quarterly Meeting for Leinster lield there,

it was a matter of deep interest to him to mingle
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again with a large number of his brethren collected

on that occasion, before pursuing his religious

engagements in Connaught, and parts adjacent.

These closely occupied him for several weeks ; but a

few fragments only remain of his letters and memo-
randa respecting them. Having turned his course

towards the West, he writes :

—

I never remember to have been more deeply plunged than

on leaving Moate yesterday ; I did not dare to retract. I

remembered who it was that sent forth his servants without

purse or scrip, and felt a degree of encouragement in remem-

bering the acknowledgment which they were constrained to

make on their retmni. I desire to serve the same Lord, and

I am thankful in believing that his power is sufficient for

my support. I think I am not over anxious to escape bodily

or mental suffering ; but the principal exercise of my mind is,

that I may be preserved in patient resignation, and in humble,

steadfast confidence in the superintending care of Divine

Providence.

In a meeting at Athlone in the evening. He who knows

how little his children can bear without his heavenly aid, took

pity on my low estate
;
and, in a meeting in the Methodist

Meeting-house, which was fuUy attended, I was enlarged

in gospel love, and thought that the word flowed freely

to the people. It was a very quiet and satisfactory oppor-

tunity.

On First-day, the 3rd of Tenth Month, he and his

companions were at the small meeting of . Friends at

Ballymurry, and in the evening at a meeting for the

inhabitants of that place.

The friends with whom we lodged seemed full of fearful

apprehensions, and were looking forward with great anxiety

to a very trying winter. I could but feel tenderly with them
;

and before we parted we were comforted and encouraged by
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a revival of faith in that power which can carry through all,

and cause the most proving circumstances to work together

for good. We returned to Roscommon, and, whilst sitting at

table, a pretty large company of disaffected persons was

brought into town under a strong guard, and lodged in the

county prison. The Court-house was obtained for a meeting

with the townspeople for that evening ; it was large, and I

trust profitable to some.

I was again brought very low in regard to our proceeding

;

at length I was best satisfied to turn towards Castlerea. It

w^as a tolerably pleasant ride of fourteen miles. We had a

meeting in the sessions-house in the evening ; some were

serious, and I did not regret the meeting. After a quiet

night, for which I was thankful, we went through a rich and

fertile country to Stokestown ; the meeting was larger than

most in Connaught, and attended by many of the Catholics.

I laboured with much difficulty from bodily weakness, but

was enabled to speak the truth with boldness, and to extend

an invitation under the influence of that love which seeks to

gather.

On the 7th we rode to Elphin. After some little diffi-

culty we obtained the use of the diocesan school-house. The

meeting was larger than we expected ; and notwithstanding

there was some disturbance, and one woman very violently

beat her son, a fine boy, for daring to go inside the door, I

thought that divine power prevailed to the tendering of

the spirits of some who attended. To the Lord be all the

praise. Amen.

We had a peaceful ride to Boyle ; the meeting was held in

the Methodist Meeting-house, which was very full, quiet

within doors, but disorderly persons without. It was, if I

may say so much, an instructive opportunity
;
many were

solid and afterwards affectionate.

Next morning I felt best satisfied to turn to some parts of

Ulster
;
crossing the Shannon at Leitrim, we had a small

quiet meeting at Ballinamore. I felt very low that evening

and the next morning, but in the course of the day thought I

could sensibly feel the presence of Him in whom I had
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believed, as an arm underneath for my support. In this I

was encouraged and enabled to persevere.

On the 9th we went forward to Killeshandra, a very neat

little town. After we had taken some refreshment, I believed

I could not proceed with a peaceful mind without seeking for

an interview with the people. We met with much civility

from a respectable young man ; he is Secretary to a branch

of the Hibernian Bible Society, and gave us some interesting

information respecting the state of the Roman Catholics in

their neighl^ourhood, particularly in regard to their willingness

to receive the Scriptures, and the endeavours of the priests to

prevent them. One of these circumstances affected me much.

A priest within a few miles of that town, having a character

remai'kable for the liberality of his religious sentiments,

associated much with the respectable inhabitants in the

country, and obtained the name of the Protestant priest. He
was present at a burial a short time since, and, supposing that

he had none about him but " true sons of the Church," pro-

duced a paper containing a list of his parishioners who had

been supplied with Bibles. Having charged them individually

with the offence, he proceeded to threaten them, that unless

they boiled their potato-pots with^ their Bibles before that

time to-morrow, his curse and the curse of (the rest of

his expressions are too shocking to repeat) should rest upon

them, and their seed, and their seed's seed for ever, for daring

to harbour in their houses the lies and inventions of Luther

and Calvin. Just at this juncture a Protestant servant from

the neighbourhood stood up and showed himself ; the poor

priest was greatly confused, and begged him to observe

secrecy on the occasion ; but all to no effect. The man told

the tale, and the priest has been discarded from the houses he

formerly visited.

The influence of these men on the sentiments and conduct

of the people, and the implicit credulity of their hearers, is

beyond what can be easily conceived by those who have not

the opportunity of seeing and hearing for themselves. I

sometimes comfort myself in thinking that the cloud is too

thick and heavy to last much longer. The meeting that
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evening was large, and to me it was encouraging and relieving

beyond many that we have had.

I hope the meeting next morning in the court-house was

not held in vain. We afterwards obtained ready access to the

prisoners in the county jail, and had a religious opportunity

with them ; there might be about tifty. The poor men were

almost aU Catholics
;
they behaved well, and seemed serious.

We went forward to Belturbet ; the evening had closed in

when we reached the place. I encouraged my companions to

go, and they soon met with some of the most respectable

inhabitants, who cheerfully offered the Methodist Meeting-

house. The meeting was appointed for half-past seven ; the

evening was very wet ; but when we reached the house it was

nearly as full as it could hold. It was to me a very precious

meeting ; the Gospel t\'^is preached to the poor, and I was

strengthened in faith to approach the holy footstool. It had

been a laborious and exercising day both to body and mind,

but closed in peace ; and I found renewed encouragement to

put my trust in the Lord.

Ha\iug reached Sligo, he wiites on the 13th of

Tenth Month :—

In looking towards proceeding into the counties of Mayo
and Galway, the mind is involved in unutterable conflict.

My health is still in a delicate and feeble state : the weather

is become so wet and cold, that I sometimes fear my bodily

ability is not equal to the exertion. But this, though an

important consideration, is far from bearing the most

weight. Having suffered so much from what I have

already seen and felt of the darkness, bigotry, and supersti-

tion Avhich prevail in this country, I tremble at the idea of

penetrating fm-ther into the cloud ; and sometimes my faith is

closely tried in considering the little probability of any good

resulting from what may be brought upon lue. But after all,

if I may but be favoured with sufficient evidence of the Lord's

requiring, I believe I am resigned to be disposed of in any

way that may accord with his unsearchable wisdom.
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After attending a large and very quiet meeting,

he adds :

—

I have been endeavouring to do my best in much weakness

of body, and under some difficulty from the trying aifection in

my throat which sometimes almost prevents my utterance.

But I have comfort in believing that lie to whom I desire

to devote all the remainder of my strength both bodily and

mental, was not afar off, and by his solenniizing presence

made up that which might appear to be wanting.

From Sligo he turned to the south-west, had " a

very crowded meeting " at BalHna, then a larger one

at Westpool, and at Castlebar, and a " small one" at

Tuam. Thence he came on to Galway, and writes :

—

We are now returned from a second meetinof with the

inhabitants of this large and populous town—that last evening

was very much crowded ; there were many respectable people

attended, both Protestants and Catholics. The meeting this

evening was held in the county coiu't-house : both last evening

and this some panes of glass were broken. The mayor kindly

attended this evening : when the stone was thrown, appre-

hending, I suppose, that the people were likely to become

troublesome, he sent for a guard from the barracks, and the

soldiers kept senti-y at the door till the close of the meeting.

We believe that they had no arms except their bayonets ; and

I think if I had known of it that it would have occasioned me
some uneasiness : towards the close the people were generally

quiet. My mind is much more relieved than I could have

expected, and I am now quite satisfied to proceed. We
have met with much kindness and civility from many of the

respectable inhabitants of this neighbourhood. I suppose

there is no town in Ireland where Friends are less known

;

but it is extraordinary and encouraging to find the good

report which the Society has obtained both here and in some

other remote parts of Connaught.
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From Galway, William Forster bent his course

towards Dublin ; and upwards of three months were

now occupied in visiting the families of Friends of

that large meeting, and in attending to other reli-

gious services both in the city and the neighbouring

meetings. At the end of the Second Month he

writes from Edenderry, after having been some time

confined at a Friend's house from illness :

—

If I know my own heart, I do not wish to be spared any of

those bodily sufferings which, under the Divine blessing, may
be made a means of accelerating the work of sanctification.

My principal desire for an increase of strength and more

unremitting health is that I may be enabled fully and faith-

fully to accomplish the work in which I have believed myself

required to engage. May the day's work keep pace with the

day : in my better moments this is the prevailing exercise.

Then, let the end be when and where it may, there is room to

hope it will be in peace.

It seems to be generally admitted that there has not been

the same degree of outrage, and the same appearance of dis-

affection amongst the lower class of the inhabitants since the

Rebellion of 1798, and a few years subsequent to it, as within

the last few months, particularly in the counties bordering on

the Shannon. The recitals of the shocking and barbarous

cruelties of that day, and the apprehension that the same

disposition still remains, has often excited the feeling of

tenderest sympathy with those whose lot is fixed in such a

neighbourhood, and who see no way open for their escape.

And sometimes I think I feel what words can scarcely describe

for their poor deluded fellow-countrymen, who are taught to

think that all the mischief and cruelty they commit on those

who are of a different community, are not only allowable, but

even commendable.

The inhabitants of our favoured island can scarcely appre-

ciate their privileges ; nor do I believe that strangers, or such

as pass rapidly through this nation, can fully comprehend the
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real state of the people in Ireland. Education is making

rapid progress in almost every quarter, at least where I have

been ; and one may reasonably calculate upon a proportionate

improvement in civilised life. But I acknowledge I do not

entertain sanguine hopes of better days until the Scriptures

have obtained a free and unfettered circulation. When the

people can really believe that they are at liberty to think and

judge for themselves on subjects of a religious nature, the

priests will lose their influence
;
and, in proportion as pure

scriptural truth is acknowledged, it is not too much to expect

that charity will gain its own dominion, and thus, pei'haps, a

future generation may witness a bloodless reformation. To

every feeling mind it must be a consideration most deeply

affecting that, on a moderate calculation, three millions of the

inhabitants of Ireland are debarred from this highly valuable

Christian privilege.

On reviewing his late engagements in Dublin, he

remarks :

—

I met with many interruptions from the state of my health.

I visited the prisoners in the county jail of Kilmainham, and

the city prison of Newgate ; both very formidable in prospect.

They were, as such opportunities always have been to me,

vei*y affecting. The First-day afternoon previous to my
leaving the city was an instructive and awakening opportu-

nity. The following Third-day, at Sycamore Alley, tender

counsel and encouragement flowed like a stream of life and

love ; and we were permitted to approach the sacred

footstool with thanksgiving and praise. After this meeting

my bonds seemed to be loosened, and I thought that a

release was intelligibly proclaimed. I was preserved in a

peaceful and tender state during the remainder of my stay

in the city. The evening before I left there was a large

company in Blessington Street [Robert Fayles'] ; and in the

love of our Heavenly Father I took leave of many who

had shown me much kindness during my sojourning among

them.
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Taking bis departure from Dublin early in tbe

Third Montb, be proceeded to visit tbe Soutb of

Ireland.

I set olf on Sixth-day the 4th instant : a winterly morning,

snow and rain ; it was a memorable ride to me. I was led

to remember the feelings of discouragement under which I

returned to Dublin three months before—the variety of humi-

liating prospects which were then before me, and the little

expectation I then had that T should ever obtain relief. I

looked back on the many weary steps I had trod among
Friends in that meeting, when there seemed none to help me.

But being permitted to be released from such an arduous field

of labour with quietness and peace, my soul was filled with

thanksgiving. For some miles as I rode along I seemed

swallowed up in divine love, and a constant song of rejoicing

seemed to run through the whole man.

On reacbing Limerick, be takes tbe following

retrospect of bis journey :

—

I am inclined to think that it will not be unprofit-

able to me to retrace some of the steps I have recently

trod. I trust that He whose cause is become increasingly

dear to my very life has not withheld his divine assistance,

but has made a way for me through manifold discourage-

ments, and enabled me to discharge that which He has been

pleased to require at my hands. He has been strength in

my weakness ; and a present help in many an hour of sore

extremity. Blessed be his holy name.

We had a tedious journey through the snow to Rathangan.

On First-day I attended both their meetings. I was com-

forted ; and after a deep plunge my faith was afresh confirmed

in the morning meeting. Most Friends gathering again in

the evening at W. R.'s, counsel and encouragement were

freely imparted.

I readily accompanied my kind friends, Samuel and Deborah

Neale, to Newington. They have a noble mansion in a
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beautiful demesne, and afford a yaluable specimen of Irish

hospitality ; but they live in the midst of the most undesirable

neighbours. I think there are but one or two Protestant

families besides themselves in the pai'ish ; and to hear them

describe their situation at the time of the Rebellion is enough

to make the stoutest heart tremble.

Having recovered from an attack of illness, which

detained him, for some time, at S. and D. N.'s, he

continues :

—

I left this hospitable retreat, and attended a meeting at

Monasterevan. I think none but those who have been simi-

larly circumstanced can fully comprehend the feelings of

gratitude with which I was affected on feeling that I was

once more made a minister of the word of reconciliation.

I returned next day to Eathangan, and was preparing

to proceed to Edenderry
;

but, believing I was in debt to

the inhabitants of the former town. Friends very kindly

entered into my concern. There were not many at meeting

in the evening, but a feeling of peace at the close was very

precious. I was kindly received by my dear friend William

H , a valuable elder, possessing great tenderness and

exemplary humility. A meeting next evening at Edenderry

was large, mostly Roman Catholics. I was made bold in declar-

ing what I believed to be the Truth, and was much aflfected by

the tendering power of divine love. In the course of the

day I called on a few Fi-iends, and I thought our gracious

Master made himself known by the breaking of bread. On
Second-day morning I set off early, parting from my worthy

host and his family in much love and brokenness of spirit.

He has been a man of many trials in the time of their ti'oubles

—his house was robbed between thirty and forty times. I

met with an agreeable reception from the Friends at Tullamore.

A meeting in the evening in the Town-house was very large,

and to my apprehension a solid and favoured opportunity.

On Fourth-day, at a meeting for Friends, I was under very

considerable exercise for the inhabitants. A meeting in the
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Methodist Meeting-house was large and crowded—many of

the Catholics Were there. Being remarkably clothed with

love, I was enabled to rise above all creaturely fear, and

believe I discharged my duty with a good degree of faith-

fulness. The meeting was quiet, and I was glad that I had

been favoured with faith and resignation adequate to the

exercise. I thought a meeting with Friends at Roscrea one

of instruction and encouragement. Not feeling what I thought

sufficient to warrant the appointment of a public meeting, I

spent the evening at a Friend's house. I was greatly dis-

couraged at the appearance of Nenagh the next day. I think

I have not seen the same number of whiskey-houses in

proportion to its size in any other town in Ireland : this

lamentable sight occasioned much dismay. A meeting in

the Methodist Meeting-house was large. I endeavoured to

do my best. Many soldiers attended. The number of

serious persons in the different regiments of militia appears

to me a favourable sign of the times. Next day I came to

Limerick.

Alluding to the formation of the Tract Association,

he remarks :

—

Every one is not so much interested in the work of distri-

bution as myself. I wish to be industrious when and where

I have the opportunity. Never did I feel, as of later days,

more given up to spend and be spent in the service of the

Gospel. An outward resting-place seems to be very far dis-

tant—sometimes I get a glimpse of it ; but then again my
views are enlarged, and I am almost ready to conclude that

I shall never find a settled abode until I rest for ever. The

will of the Lord be done.

I had much serious thought respecting the printing of the

Gospel of John fi'om the Douay, without the notes. I had

obtained an estimate for the printing of 1000, but was dis-

couraged, having some jealousy over myself lest I should go

too far ; but now I regret it. I could have distributed many
since I left Dublin to the cabins and poor people on the road

;

it is a debt that I fear will never be discharged. Who knows

but it might have proved the beginning of a good work to
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some young people, in a family or a village. Such considera-

tions should make us careful that we do not hastily put by any

opening to civil or religious usefulness. " Thou knowest not

which shall prosper, whether this or that, or both shall be

alike good."

He was detained some time at Limerick, and in

its neighbourhood, dihgently labouring in the service

of the Gospel, both among Friends and the inhabi-

tants more generally ; also in visiting the prisons.

He afterwards went forward to Cork
;
and, having

completed his religious services in that city, he pro-

ceeded to Waterford. There he was engaged, in the

love of Christ, to visit Friends from house to house,

besides pleading the Eedeemer's cause on various

public occasions. The Quarterly Meeting at Clon-

mel next attracted his attention
;
and, after having

been with his friends on that occasion, he continued

his Gospel labours for some time in that neighbour-

hood. In the midst of these, his thoughts turned

to other prospects of religious service, and he writes

at this time, from Clonmel :

—

It may be six weeks before I am likely to cross the Channel.

I have an apprehension of service in some parts of South

Wales remote from Friends, and I often look towards the

Western Counties under feelings of gospel love, and an appre-

hension of a general visit. I think there never was a period

in which I felt myself a greater debtor to the Church, nor

more entirely given up to the disposal of the Lord. O ! that

my friends may feel with me, and be willing to crave my
preservation in humility and the fear of the Lord.

The Yearly Meeting in Dublin was now again at

hand, and William Forster went up to attend it.

Not much information respecting his services on

that occasion, and immediately after it, has been
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preserved ; but there he again met with his beloved

friend, Stephen Grellet, lately returned from the

continent of Europe. The latter speaks of his

" beloved friend, William Foster, being often greatly

favoured in his ministerial labours, and joining him

in several of his arduous services " after the Yearly

Meeting. They had "two large meetings with the

soldiers, who were in garrison in the castle, and

held also several meetings among the most degraded

portion of the inhabitants." *

On leaving Dublin, William Forster extended his

labours to the County of Wexford and other parts

of Leinster Quarterly Meeting. In the course of

them he writes in the Sixth Month :—

I had a sweetly peaceful ride to Ballitore ; next day, in

the forenoon, attended a meeting appointed for the Friends

there, where, under the influence of that love which seeks to

heal and restore, I was made to speak the truth in simpHcity.

I was afterwards brought very low under the humiliating

prospect of a meeting with the inhabitants of the village. I

surrendered myself to the service, and was very deeply

plunged in the afternoon—I think never more so since I

came into this nation. My gracious Master did not forsake

me. I was mercifully enabled, to my own satisfaction and

confirmation, to point out the way of reconciliation and

redemption through Christ, and through Him alone, and to

hold forth an invitation to Him as the word—the fountain of

healing waters. Blessed be the Lord, He was my support

and defence.

Again turning his course southward, in the

Seventh Month, he says :

—

I mentioned the exercise of my mind respecting a meeting

at Templemore, and it was encouraging to see how readily

Friends set themselves at liberty to afford the necessary

* See S. G.'s Memoirs.
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assistance, although their number is but small, and their out-

ward circumstances far removed from affluence. We had a

large gathering in the Methodist Meeting-house ; I found

part of the same regiment of soldiers that I met with at

Nenagh some months before. To my own admiration and

encouragement I was strengthened to labour so as to obtain

relief. I think I have not often been sensible of the same

degree of power on such occasions. I thought the meeting

closed under a very solemn feeling—the people seemed to be

in a very precious state of tenderness. Blessed be the Lord

!

I believe it was his doing ; to Him be all the praise.

I passed rather an uncomfortable, anxious, and nearly

sleepless night. When I am amongst the poor Catholics,

lodging at a Popish inn, or in any other way brought to feel

Avith them or for them, the distress is often unutterable.

Next morning there was a fair, and probably, before the day

closed, a fight ; for a fair without a fight, in that part of Ire-

land, is not a very common thing.

I came forward to Thuiies to breakfast, a pretty large

market town ;—a dark. Popish place, famous for the bigotry

and intolerance of the people, and these barbarous, bloody

fights. I felt considerably exercised about a meeting, but I

did not see the way clearly opened. We came by the cele-

brated ruin of Holy Cross, and the remains of an extensive

monastery, to Cashel, and the next stage brought us to

Clonmel. I suppose there is no part of Ireland in which the

people may be considered in a state of greater barbarism. I

got along in safety, not so much oppressed in spirit as I had

anticipated. We met a cordial welcome from my dear friend

Isaac Jacob and his valuable wife. In the evening I had a

pleasant walk on the banks of the Suir. I seemed to be quite

out of harness, and enjoyed my liberty. On our way home we

came by a large bonfire— I suppose not less than twelve loads

of turf ; it was just lighted, and a large number of people

were asssembled. They were to have a dance ; and their

revelry and drunkenness in all probability, as is usually the

case, would continue till morning. It was to me a very affect-

ing spectacle.

N
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William Forster was now closely engaged in a visit

to the families of Friends in Clonmel, and in that

Monthly Meeting. After having accomplished these

and some other religions services in those paris, he

went down to Waterford. Here his extensive and
laborious exertions in the work of the Lord—for the

good of Ireland—were brought to a peaceful conclu-

sion, and he felt at liberty to return to his native

land.

On the 30th of the Seventh Month, 1814, he writes

from Milford Haven to his beloved parents :

—

After a faA^ourable passage of about twelve hours, T am
once more permitted to set my foot on British ground. I

parted with my friends in Waterford, and other parts of

Munster, in dear love and unity, and was favoured, through

unmerited mercy, to leave the nation peaceful and relie^•ed, I

think I may say, rejoicing in the goodness of the Lord.

More than fourieen months had been closely occu-

pied in his Gospel labours in Ii'elaud. Instead of

now returning to enjoy repose in the bosom of his

own family circle, the prospect of further religious

service alluded to in writing from Clonmel, about

three months before (see p. 175 j, pressed heavily upon

him, and, "entirely given up to the disposal of the

Lord," he at once resumed his arduous engagements

in his sei-^-ice. He spent some weeks in South Wales,

holding meetings for religious worship among the

inhabitants, and proceeded afterwards into the

Western Counties beyond Falmouth, visiting the

meetings of Friends, and, as before, labouring in

the Gospel among the inhabitants at large. With a

single eye to the leadings of the Heavenly Shepherd,

and leaning upon his support, he gratefully appreciated
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also the help and encouragement of his friends,

who kindly entered into sympathy with him under

the pressure of his various exercises and daily acts of

dedication, of which no particulars are preserved.

In the course of his religious labours in the West,

he visited the Scilly Islands, of which he writes

to his former kind companion Edward Carroll ;—in

the autumn of 1814 :

—

We Aveiit to Peiizance, aud the next day in the forenoon

took our passage in the packet for Scilly. We met with a

contrary wind, and had, of course, a tedious passage. The

voyage is often performed in five or six hours, but ours was

nineteen. We landed on the principal island, called St.

Mary's. The next day—First-day—Ave had a meeting in

the Methodist Meeting-house, in Avhich we were strength-

ened in faith to believe that the dedication to Avhat I

had yielded tlirough many conflicts, and under much dis-

couragement, met the approbation of the Great Master ;

many attended, and behaved Avith seriousness and attention.

In the evening we had a meeting in the Coui-t-house, appointed

principally Avith a view to the military stationed in the gar-

rison. It Avas much croAvded, and tended to more relief than

I could have hoped for.

We had hoped on Second-day to haA^e gone to some other

island ; but the Aviud Avas so strong, and the water so rough,

that it hardly seemed safe to A'enture in an open boat. We
had a meeting that evening in a Aollage, a short distance from

the principal town.

The foUoAving day being more stormy, Ave were, of course,

detained as before, and Avent in another direction, where we
had a meeting as large as the house Avould contain. These

were two precious meetings, A^ery quiet ; and I thought the

love and power of the Gospel were evidently preA'alent.

On Fifth-day morning, the \Adnd haAdng become moderate,

Ave hired a boat, and Avent first to the island called St. Agnes,

where, for Avant of more suitable accommodation, Ave held a

N 2
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meeting out of doors. The day was fine
;
many came

together very cheerfully, but it appeared clear that religious

considerations had no very deep hold of the minds of most of

the inhabitants. I was much discouraged
;
but, as I attended

to what I believed to be the impression of duty, I thought I

was sensible that the divine power was at work, and I was

comforted in the apprehension that some feelings of tenderness

were excited in the hearts of a few. These poor people

seemed to be much neglected,—seldom visited by their

appointed teacher ; and I thought there was reason to fear

that the young people were growing up in lamentable

ignorance. We left them in the afternoon with the expression

of gratitude on their part, but with a heavy heart on mine,

and went to the island of Tresco, the second in size. We had

a meeting that evening in a place much too small for those

who inclined to attend ; it was a satisfactory opportunity. I

thought we met with awakened minds, and some that were

sensible of the power of the word secretly at work for the

salvation of the soul.

Next day we crossed to an island called Bryars, and had a

meeting in the evening. It did not appear to me that we met

with many there sensible of much of what we deem the life

of religion. We went in the afternoon to Samson's Island,

where I think there are but five or six families, containing in

all thirty-two inhabitants. These poor people appeared to

be suifering under many disadvantages
;
they have no public

worship amongst themselves, and most of them are ignorant

of letters. They soon left their work, and gathered together,

and behaved witli as much seriousness as we could have looked

for. We left them early in the evening, and had a delight-

fully pleasant sail about three miles to our head-quarters on

Mary's Island.

It was cause for gratitude that, considering the season of

the year, we had been fixvoured with such an opportunity of

visiting those islands with so little danger. The weather Avas

fine and the water smooth, but it is not unfrequently very

dangerous sailing in those narrow channels in the winter

time ; the sea often runs with a heavy swell, and there are
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numerous shoals and rocks, both above and below the surface

of tlie water, which, to a stranger, have a very terrific

appearance.

There was still another island that had not been reached,

called St. Martin's, and to it we went on First-day afternoon,

and in an empty house that evening met nearly all the inhabi-

tants of the island, perhaps two hundred. Strength was

graciously vouchsafed to labour, and many seemed grateful

for such a mark of attention to their best interests.

We returned that night ; a meeting the next day was

appointed for the inhabitants, which was largely attended. I

was brought very low and much tried. Through the gracious

condescension of the good Shepherd it proved a season

memorable for the extension of divine regard. It was a

precious meeting, the word seemed to go forth with power
;

thy poor brother was assisted to call upon the careless, the

indifferent and unbelieving, to plead with the rebellious, to

reprove the backsliders, to encourage the sincere-hearted, and

to comfort the afflicted. Let all the praise be given unto Him,

and to Him alone, who is pleased, by the weak things of this

w^orld, to work for the honour of his name. After this fare-

well opportunity, and having the next day visited the poor-

house, the way seemed to open for our liberation. We
were twenty-nine hours at sea, part of the way a dangerous

voyage. I was supported beyond what I could have hoped

for, and was kept in good measure from a disposition to

murmur.

On his return from the Islands, he again diligently

pursued his Christian labours among Friends and

others in the Western Counties, till, after an absence

of nearly two years, he was permitted once more to

return to his father's house. He arrived there on

the 20th of the Twelfth Month, 1814.

It was to me (he says), and to my dear parents, and other

beloved connexions, a joyous meeting. On the following
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Fifth-day I had an opportunity of returning my certificate.

I felt a quiet and peaceful calm on the occasion, beyond what

T could have hoped for. Our Quai'terly Meeting was the

succeeding Third-day. I very sensibly felt my own and the

church's loss in the removal of my beloved and honoured

friend, J. G. Bevan.* I often seem to Avant his counsel and

encoiu-agement, and sometimes feel much stripped without

his kind and fatherly aid. May it induce me to look with

greater purpose of heart to Him who is able, and, as far as

He sees meet, is willing, to make up for all the various priva-

tions He is permitting to attend his children in this their

probationary state.

See his " Life and Letters," by Josiah Forster.
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VAKIOUS RELIGIOUS ENGAGEMENTS IN 1815 AND 181f).

The "joyous meeting" with liis beloved parents

and connexions, after an absence of nearly two years,

was no prelude to a long enjoyment of tlie comforts

of home. William Forster's eye was kept steadily

fixed upon the work to which he was called ; and the

new year had scarcely opened upon him before he

felt himself constrained to " bind another sacrifice

to the horns of the altar." Though freely given up

to the service of Christ, it was no light matter to

him so soon again to think of entering upon a new
field of labour. On the 5th of First Month, 1815,

he writes respecting it

—

After many moments of anxious thonghtfiilness and deep

conflict of spirit, I have again ventured this day to call the

attention of my friends at our Monthly Meeting to a prospect

of religious service, which has for some weeks been before me,

in Norfolk, and some of the Eastern Counties.

It has cost me more than I can describe—like the offering

of the halt and the lame to the Lord ; but I am not altogether

Avithout some faint glimmering of hope, that in the riches of

his ancient condescension, the weakness of his servant will be

compassionated, and that He will direct my steps in the

counsel of his unerring wisdom.

Several months were closely occupied, during the

spring, in this religious service, but hardly any par-

ticulars are preserved regarding it. He was, as
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usual, engaged in attending the meetings of Friends

;

and in many places he extended his gospel labours

to the public at large, both in Norfolk and the

adjoining counties.

In the course of his journey he came to Norwich,

and held a number of meetings for the inhabitants

of that city and the neighbourhood, besides being

engaged in much religious service, both of a public

and a private nature, among Friends. Joseph John

Gurney, at that time about the age of twenty-seven,

entered with much interest into his various religious

concerns, and was his frequent attendant, accom-

panying him afterwards in a journey through some

other districts, before he had himself come forth as

a minister of the Gospel. Kindred spirits could not

fail to be mutually attracted to each other. The

disparity in age between them was not great.

Though comparatively a veteran in the service and

ministry of Christ, William Forster was the senior

only by about four years and a-half ; and satisfactory

proof is not wanting that his younger friend derived

much permanent benefit from being thus thrown

into his company, and partaking so largely of his

Christian labours. Referring to this visit of William

Forster many years after, Joseph John Gurney

remarks :
—" My attachment to the principles and

practices of Friends was confirmed by a journey I

made as a companion to William Forster, through

some parts of Lincolnshire, Cambridgeshire, &c.

This was the foundation of that warm and intimate

brotherhood which has ever since subsisted between

us, and which never bound us in a stronger tie than

it does at present. His ministry and example

powerfully impressed me ; and I soon found that,
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beneath the veil of his modesty, there lay a rich

treasure of intellectual power,""

The recognition was mutual. They saw each

other, like face answering to face in a glass.

With that true " discerning of spirits," so remark-

ably bestowed upon him, William Forster at

once saw and appreciated the sterling excellence

of his friend. Unprejudiced by surrounding circum-

stances and family position, or anything else that

might have arrested the attention of a superficial

observer, he obtained a deep view of the hidden

worth of the inner man ; and he could not but ten-

derly sympathise with a heart that was athirst for

God—that had been deeply touched by the know-

ledge and the love of Christ, and earnestly longed

to become wholly subject to the power and the lead-

ings of the Holy Spirit. He well knew the value,

also, to any Christian church, of the sanctified

talents and large acquirements of those who, like

Paul, can honestly say, " What things were gain to

me, those I counted loss for Christ
; yea, doubtless,

and I count all things but loss for the excellency of

the knowledge of Christ Jesus my Lord;" and he

was not slow to express his Christian interest in the

pursuits of his friend, or in handing him the word

of brotherly encouragement in the work which was

then claiming his earnest attention. f Not many
months after his return home, he writes

—

* J. J. G.'s printed, \mt not pnljlished, Letters, Journals, &c.

t This was " Tlie History of our Lord Jesus Christ, in its largest

character and bearings, as set forth in the Scriptures." Though never

published in its original form, it afterwards furnished the material for

several important chapters in his " Essays on Christianity," and the

" Biblical Notes." See his Memoirs by J. B. Braithwaite, vol. i,,

p. 109.
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To J. J. GURNEY.

I wish I knew how to tell thee all I have thought and felt

in reference to thy Biblical researches, and how much I am
interested in the result. I am really glad that thou hast

given up thy time and attention to the subject, particulaily

so because I was aware that thou wast impressed with its

importance. I think thou wilt not attribute it altogether to

the working of a weak mind, if I say that I felt so much the

awfulness of the engagement, that I could not but desire in

secret aspiration to the Source of help, that grace might be

granted adequate to the exigencies of the occasion. Nor

could I doubt but that He who knew thy desire to promote

his glory would vouchsafe the aid of his Spirit, so that at

least thy own faith might be strengthened, whilst thou wast

endeavouring to do what thou couldst for the confirmation of

thy feUow-believers.

I am the better pleased with the thought of thy observa-

tions being made public, under the consideration that they

will wear an appearance doctrinal or critical, rather than

controversial ; the latter has been so much the case Avith the

anti-Socinian tracts that I have met Avith, and it is so difficult

to manage that kind of writing with a truly Christian temper,

that I fear our adversaries have had a little cause for triumph

on that head.

The doctrine of the eternal divinity of the Lord Jesus

has obtained much of my most serious thoughtfulness since I

last saw thee. I feel it to be one of infinite importance. I

am more and more convinced of its truth, and regard it more

than ever as the keystone of our holy religion. Take that

away, and the grand combination of truth in the mystery of

redemption will soon fall into confusion. O ! how I love to

dwell upon the mercies of God in Christ Jesus. How it

humbles the pride of man into the very dust of his unworthi-

ness
;

and, when applied under the animating influence of

the Spiiit, how it raises the soul in hope of an inheritance

incorruptible in the heavens ! No room for the creature—its

own works, its own merits, or its own excellencies. There
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every crown is cast down at the footstool of the Redeemer,

and Christ within and Christ withont become our hoj^e of

glory—not the one Avithont the other, luit both in blessed

unison, exalting his own praise.

During the ensuing summer, William Forster

visited the families of Friends in some of the Monthly

Meetings around London, and held meetings also

with the inhabitants of those districts. With this

service before him, he writes :

—

6tli mo. ioth.— I am often ready to think that none

but those who have drunk of the same cup, and been

baptized in measiu-e with the same baptism, can com-

prehend the sense of strippedness, and the humiliations,

into which the poor servants are brought when per-

mitted thus to feel for themselves and the individual mem-
bers of the Church. How often does that prevail Avhich

would lead us to adopt the language of the prophet, I am a

man of unclean lips and sometimes to conclude that the

subsequent language may be descriptive of the trying situa-

tion in which we may believe that we are even wisely placed !

But when, through condescending mercy, we can believe that

our lips are touched afresh, and the sense of iniquity is taken

away, then, who cannot but speak well of the name of the

Lord, and tell of his mercy to those that trust in Him, and

are devoting themselves to his service ?

Undoubtedly every quickened mind must acknowledge

that it is a mark of unmerited mercy to be allowed at any
time to handle these sacred things, to lay hold of them for

ourselves, or to be enabled to apply them to others. But,

alas for me ! my faith is mostly at so low an ebb, and such is

the deeply abiding sense of spiritual poverty with which I am
tried, that I sometimes fear, instead of being able to help

my fellow-pilgrims forward on their way, that my cold-

ness, and insensibility, administer discouragement to the

feeble hearted ; and that I am in danger of increasing the

number of those who are making them sad Avhom the Lord
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would not liave to be sad. But, notwithstanding this, my
peace, and all my hope of preservation, seem to depend on

my endeavoui'ing, under this sense of weakness, to discharge,

from day to day, the duty that bears the smallest evidence of

the divine will.

Nay, I seem pressed in spirit to get forward with the

work before me, and to offer up myself yet more devotedly to

be spent in the service of the Gospel. Thus am I almost a

mystery to myself, and I am often brought to feel that He
Avith whom we have to do is past finding out. His ways, as

well as his works, are incomprehensible to his poor, finite,

dependent creatures. O ! then, that I may be enabled, at all

times and on every occasion, whether in suffering or rejoicing,

in heights or in depths, in riches or poverty, from the sincerity

of my soul to breathe the language. Thy will be done. In my
better moments this is all I ask ; but how hard to flesh and

blood ! When we would do good, how often is evil present

with us

!

During the progress of this engagement, he

writes :

—

To J. J. Gurnet.

Staines, 18th of Eighth Month, 1815.

The remembrance of thee is attended with that sweet and

precious feeling which I take to be a lively sense of the

fellowship of the Gospel of Christ ; and I often recur with

peculiar satisfaction to the few days we passed together in

Suffolk and Essex—to our meetings, our conversation and

our readings, but more especially to what I felt, and what I

believe thou felt with me. The last half-hour of our last

stage is to this day a subject of very grateful recollection ; it

was one of those bright spots in my pilgrimage to which I

trust I shall often look back with comfort and satisfaction.

Now I want to tell thee where I have been for the last few

weeks ; but I have such a thorough dislike to anything in

myself bordering upon egotism, though I fear hardly enough

so upon a right ground, that I have scarcely courage to
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begin ; but as I value thy sympathy, and wish to retain a

corner in thy heart for good, in spite of myself, I will try to

tell thee a little of the way in which I have been led—of my
troubles and rejoicings.

When I had got through Barking Monthly Meeting, I was

joined by my dear sister Rachel (my brother Josiah's wife),

in a visit to our own members. It took up three or four

weeks. I was often plunged into the depth of my infirmities

and laid very low ; but I have had to rejoice in these dispensa-

tions of divine wisdom, for by them the creature was subjected,

former experience was forgotten, and, having nothing to trust

to but the renewing of the Holy Spii'it, I was sometimes made
glad in Him who is the resurrection and the life. When thus

permitted to look unto Jesus, the faintest glimpse of his

power and glory never failed to give me comfort and support

;

so I was not altogether without my reward in some fresh,

confirmation of faith.

I left home last First-day two weeks, and had a meeting

in a barn at Harrow, on the way to Uxbridge. It Avas very

large ; the love and power of Christ were richly and eminently

displayed in my view, and I think I never felt more of the

consolations of the Gospel dispensed for my own support and

encouragement than whilst travelling alone that evening,—

a

striking contrast to conflicts, fears and doubts which assailed

me on my setting out. Such seasons are truly like a brook

by the way. If the foretaste be so unutterably glorious, so

completely satisfying, Avhat must the fulness be ? But we
often rise to fall ; and sometimes with little hope of being

lifted up again ; so it was with me. I had to wade under

much sensible weakness in our visit to Friends as we went

from house to house ; but yet I trust the Lord was with us.

Blessed be his name. He made his power manifest. Last

First-day evening Ave were at a meeting at Sunbury, a large

village on the banks of the Thames ; it cost me much previous

conflict, but ended to my comfort and relief. Every First-

day evening since I parted from thee at Plashet has been

occupied in similar engagements. Most of the meetings have
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been held in villages where the people seemed much unac-

quainted with our Society, so that the order and quietness

which prevailed were the more striking and satisfactory.

When I have been through Wandsworth Monthly Meeting, I

trust the present commission will soon close. Sometimes I

wish for a little respite, but my principal desire is for that

state of resignation in which I can feel it to be my daily meat

and drink to do the will of my Father who is in heaven.

Not much " respite" appears to have been allotted

him
;

for, soon after the conclusion of the service in

his own Quarterly Meeting, more distant prospects

of religious labour opened before him, and he

writes :

—

To .

iOth mo. i2th.— It was cordial to my best feelings to find,

through thy letter to dear Elizabeth Fry, that, at the close of

an engagement so laborious and exercising in its nature, and

protracted so much beyond thy expectation, thou wast per-

mitted to particijiate in that holy peace which tends to stay

the mind in some degree of assurance that the great Master

has condescended to accept the dedication of his poor, unworthy

servants.

This is truly heavenly treasure, of which the more we are

prepared for its enjoyment, the more unworthy we still feel

ourselves to be of such evidence of divine regard. I have

often been led to admire the tender dealings of our Heavenly

Father towards his believing children in preparing them for

his own service ; first inclining them under the influence of

his love to offer themselves to his disposal, and then, when the

surrender has been made, stripjiing them of all apprehensions

of their OAvn ability, plunging them into an abasing sense of

their unworthiness, leaving them for a season a jirey to their

doubts and fears. In an unexpected hour, when He sees meet

to call for an exercise of their faith. He grants them just
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siifRcieiit strength to step forward in obedience to liis word.

And, when the work is finished, after causing them to wait

h)ng before they receive the evidence of his approval, granting

tlieni the reward in such a way as to cause it to appear to be

rather for their faith and resiynation than their works.

Thus woukl He keep us dependent upon his mercy that

no flesh may glory in his presence
;
and, as at the end of the

different stages of our journey, so it will doubtless be at the

close of time. In these considerations I have sometimes

taken a degree of comfort, when strengthened to apply them

to my own case.

In such moments as these my faitli has been again gra-

ciously renewed in the mediation and power of our Almighty

Redeemer ; and with resignation to the divine will I have been

enabled to surrender myself to the service of the Lord. Thus

it has been in the course of my recent experience. Before I

had fully accomplished my late engagements within our own
Quarterly Meeting, I thought myself required to labour after

resignation, to enter upon a much more extensive service.

The work liere referred to was a journey to the

Midland Counties, including a visit to the families of

Friends in Bristol. He left home early in the

Eleventh Month, and proceeded to Eoyston, and

thence, through Huntingdonshire, into Cambridge-

shire and the Isle of Ely, holding meetings, both with

Friends and the inhabitants generally, in many places

as he passed along, of which no particular record is

preserved. The following notice of some of the

meetings held afterwards, in the same journey, has,

however, been met with :
—

iith mo.—On First-day morning I attended a meeting in

Friends' meeting-house at Littleport, in which I had comfort.

It was much crowded; and there seemed some seeking people,

tender in spirit. In the evening I came to Ely : the Town-hall
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not being considered eligible for our purpose, the Dissent-

ing meeting-house was applied for, and readily obtained.

Heai'ing that it Avas likely to be crowded, I went early : the

yard was nearly full; and, when the doors were opened, the

press was alarming beyond description, and very many went

away for want of accommodation. It was some time before

we got settled. My mind was not the most tranquil, but I

endeavoured to do my best ; and I trust there were some

awakened, serious minds in the crowd, to whom, if I was

anything, it was as a Barnabas rather than a Boanerges. I

was so much concerned for the personal safety of the congre-

gation that I was afraid to detain them as long as I might

have done. I thought about proposing another meeting
;

but,

not feeling it sufficiently as a duty, I forbore. We made a

pretty large distribution of tracts ; and there was great

inquiry for more the next day. I was inclined to have the

family at the inn collected before we went to rest, and was

pleased with the opportunity. I read the three first chapters

of Ephesians ; and was never more sensible of that which

we deem the unction : though it is one of my favourite

epistles.

I had a meeting in view at Soham for the next evening, for

which the necessary arrangements were made ; but I seemed

as if I could not proceed without going back to a village,

Downham, that had attracted my attention as I went to

Littleport. It was a great eifort of fiiith to make the concern

known to those who Avere with me
;
but, apprehending it was

in the way of my duty, I gave up to it and went, under much

discouragement, fearing we should not get the people together

in the forenoon. But to my surprise the house was crowded
;

and to me it proved a very precious meeting, a time of

real refreshment. I do not know when I have seen and felt

the same degree of brokenness and tenderness. I trust

we were enabled to give God the glory, and came away

sweetly peaceful.

I reached Soham in good time in the evening : the house

was full and overflowing. I was strengthened to labour in

the love of Christ, so as to believe that I was preserved in
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the way of my duty ; but it was not like the morning. Many
were serious, and some of them full of love, but my heart was

not over-joyous. I heard that the teacher of a Socinian

meeting held in the place was there : they have a neat, com-

modious meeting-house ; but it is said (and thou wilt not be

sorry to hear it) that he makes but little way, not more than

ten or twelve in his congregation.

On Third-day evening I had a meeting in a village near

Sutton, and the next day I spent among Friends there. On
Fifth-day I came to Earith, and was at two meetings there.

On Sixth-day evening at a meeting at Willingham held in a

lai'ge granary. I was much discouraged before I Avent, from

what I heard of the rude and uncivilised state of the people

;

and, when I arrived, from some apprehensions respecting the

state of the building. But looking to the Rock of our

strength, I found support; and I was enabled so to engage in

my Great Master's service as to feel much more relief than I

had hoped to ol:)tain. The people were quiet, and the building

stood well.

On Seventh-day I nearly finished my visit to the families

of Friends. First-day was spent at Ives. The meeting in

the evening was very large. I found much sweetness in the

closing salutation in the Epistle to the Ephesians. Second-

day I spent at Earith, not idly. Third-day was the Monthly

Meeting there, in which I was strengthened and refreshed in

spirit amongst my dear friends. That evening I was at a

meeting at Colne, a small village about a mile distant. The

evening was wet and dark ; but the plac was full, and I felt

that which gave me to believe that om* Great Master was

with us. My way had been much closed up for two or three

days as to that clearness respecting my future prospects

which I wish to feel in all my proceedings ; but in the course

of that day there was a little breaking forth of light. The

love ofChrist helped me to resignation, and the kindness of

my friends was a great encouragement. Two meetings were

appointed for the next day, at Earith and at Coddenham.

At the last place the inhabitants seemed very much strangers

to Friends : we had the use of a Dissenting meeting-house.

0
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The congregation was large, and very much composed of

country people, most of them serious and attentive ; a door

of utterance was opened ; and I thought I was sensible that

the word obtained some entrance. I had to believe there

were tender spirits alive to that which we esteem most

precious. How truly animating to meet with such, whatever

may be their exterior as to forms or opinions, who know the

want of Christ.

I was stirring early next morning, and, riding my little

mare through rough and wet roads, came eight or nine miles

to Fenstanton, where I found a meeting appointed, in

which, though the accommodation was not suited to the

season, I could not but admire the seriousness of many of the

people, and had a hope that we did not meet in vain. I

met with a circumstance after meeting with which I was much
aifected, nay, I should say afflicted. A gentleman of the

town accosted me, and with much apparent cordiality ex-

pressed a sort of approbation of the meeting. I soon heard

he was a strong Socinian. It brought me into indescribable

anxiety lest I should, in any degree, have lowered the

standard of the Truth as it is in Jesus. But, after close

examination, believing I had been preserved on that hand, I

had some little comfort in my low estate ; and I thought that

Christ was made more precious to me than ever. In the

evening I was at a meeting at Hemingford—a large gather-

ing ; the people were quiet, and, I trust, serious. The
" clergyman " of the village is said to be very attentive to

the best interests of his parishioners ; and I could not

help thinking that something might be seen of the effects of

his exertions.

After mentioning some other meetings whicli lie

attended in Northamptonshire, he says, in a letter

To Sakah Hustlee.

Hth mo. / 4th. Stoke Newton, O.vfordshire.—My visit in

Northamptonshire, which had been a long course of arduous
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and laborious exercise, was closed with a quiet, and I hope it

is not too much to say a peaceful, mind. And having entered

a fresh field of labour, I trust I have been permitted to enjoy

a little of that precious sense of life in a few favoured

moments which strengthens the hope that my tarriance in

Northamptonshire Avas not beyond the right time, and that

through condescending mercy and goodness I am still in the

way of my duty.

22nd. Hereford.—I am just returned from a meeting in

the Town-hall in this city, a time of deep suifering, and,

through divine mercy and help, of subsequent relief and

encouragement ; so that, notwithstanding a few hours ago my
heart Avas ready to fail me, and I was almost ready to cast

aside my shield, yet now, through the renevvings of holy aid,

I desire to labour with more perfect resignation to the divine

will and a more entire devotedness to the Lord's service, no

more to distrust Him who has been so good to me, u]jholding,

strengthening, and comforting my discouraged and often

tempted and conflicting mind.

From Hereford lie pursued his course towards

Bristol, where he was about to join in a visit to the

families of Friends. On arriving in that city he

writes

To J. J. Gurnet.

1816. 2nd mo. 27th.— I came to Bristol this morning, and

went almost immediately to meeting, where I found my two

colleagues, Avho came to town yesterday, and was truly glad

to take my seat beside them. I thought there was a very sweet

and solemn feeling in the meeting ; and I was strengthened

to lay hold on it as an evidence that our proposed engage-

ment is in the ordering of Him whom we desire to serve.

I anticipate much conflict of mind, many deep plunges into my
own unworthiness and manifold infirmities and corruptions.

If such should be my portion, and, under the Divine blessing,

be made the means of driving me to the footstool of Divine

o 2
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grace, I cannot wish to be spared the suffering—indeed, I

believe I should be alarmed for my safety if such feelings did

not come upon me ; for I find that it is only as I descend into

my weakness tliat I can rejoice in Him who is the resurrection

and the life. How truly precious it is experimentally to

know the Lord Jesus in this most blessed and glorious

character ! May it, my beloved friend, become increasingly

our case !

Of this engagement at Bristol, and a subsequent

visit to most of the meetings of Friends in that

Quarterly Meeting, as well as his Christian labours

amongst the inhabitants of various towns and villages,

which occupied William Forster till near the time of

the Yearly Meeting, no record appears. Soon after

that he was again pursuing his work amongst Friends

and others in Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire.

Reference is made to this visit in a letter to a friend,

dated Ninth Month 21st, 1816 :—

I thought it a favour, for which I trust I was not altogether

unthankful, that I could believe that holy help was granted

for my assistance and support in the journey I took into

Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire, soon after I parted from

thee. I visited the families in Witney Monthly Meeting, and

had many public meetings.

I wish I may never forget the feelings with which I was

affected as I drew near the close of the visit. How much
I then saw of the excellency of the truth as it is in Jesus ; and

how fully the whole man was then offered up and devoted to

the service of the Lord ! I could not regret a single hour I

had passed in doing what I believed to be his will ; nor any

one of the little sacrifices I had made of personal ease and

comfort in dedicating myself to the Gospel.



CHAPTER XVII.

HIS MAREIAGE, AND PETIEEMENT TO BRADPOLE.

It will be recollected that William Forster first

spoke in public as a preacher of the Gospel before

he was twenty, and that two years later he was duly

recognised as an approved minister of Christ in the

religious Society of Friends. Almost immediately

after that, he began to travel about in his blessed

Master's service ; and eleven years had now been

spent, with very little intermission, in the work of

the ministry from home. During that time he had

visited nearly all parts of Great Britain and Ireland,

and the adjacent islands, and laboured abundantly

in proclaiming the unsearchable riches of Christ,"

both among his own community and the people at

large. Much as he had felt the privilege of having the

parental roof to retire to during the short intervals

between one religious engagement and another, and

largely as he had partaken of the comfort of thus

mingling with the family group at Tottenham, he

had not hitherto had any separate home of his own.

A happy matrimonial union with one of a kindred

spirit, and, like himself, a devoted follower and

servant of Christ, was now about to place him in

the midst of the sweets of domestic life, and to

afford him a brief period of rest from labour.

He had for some years been well acquainted with

Anna Buxton, and it was to her that he had made
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proposals which were favourably received. She was

the eldest daughter of Thomas Fowell and Anna
Buxton, of Earl's Colne, Essex. On her mother's

second marriage, Anna removed with her to Wey-
mouth, near which place her gi-andmother also

resided. Though by birth a member of the Society,

she had not been brought up as a Friend, but was

early taught the accomplishments and introduced

into the gaieties of fashionable life. Weymouth
was at that time the favourite resort of George III.

;

and the king and royal family not unfrequently

visited at Bellfield, the country residence of her

paternal grandmother, beautifully situated near the

town, commanding fine views of Weymouth Bay and

the island of Portland.""" Anna Buxton was then a

fine, lovely girl, of remarkably refined and elegant

manners ; and George III., for whom she never

ceased to retain a sort of filial reverence and love,

noticed her with much kindness and affability;

while the unconstrained intercourse allowed her

with the royal family made her familiar with the

incidents of their domestic hfe. Her natural

vivacity, and the kindliness of a heart that delighted

to please, added to a well-cultivated understanding

and a peculiarly delicate taste, gave her a very

attractive position in the cu'cle in which it was her

lot to move. But continued intercourse with the

fashionable world soon lost its power to charm ; the

ball-room and the dance, with the excitement of

musical entertainments, }delded only a temporary

gratification, and often left a sting of dissatisfaction

behind. Without any marked human instrumentality,

* See " Memoirs of Sir Thomas Fowell Biixton," chap. i.
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strong religious convictions had already taken hold

of her mind ; and these were confirmed by the

death of her first cousin, Elizabeth Gurney (wife of

John Gurney, jun., of Earlham), to whom she was

warmly attached. In the midst of all her earthly

enjoyments, she felt that there were objects far

higher to claim her earnest pursuit ; under the

influence of the quickening Spirit, the love of the

Saviour had touched her heart, and she found no

rest except at the feet of Jesus, and in obedience to

her Heavenly Father's will. She made a noble

resolve—a decided choice. Cheerfully enlisting

under the banner of Christ, his yoke became easy,

and his burden light. She found her chief delight

in his service. And she was only one of an inte-

resting little band of young disciples who, about

the same time, and under similar circumstances,

had a mighty change wrought in their hearts and

in their lives, by the power of the same Spirit.

'Created anew in Christ Jesus, they could rejoice

together in the truth, that, " Whatsoever is born

of God overcometh the world." The world, with

all its blandishments and allurements, could no

longer hold them in bondage. They were blessed

together in the liberty wherewith Christ had made
them free, and they were made a blessing one unto

the other in the truth as it is in Him. Nor is it easy

now to take in all that " God had wrought " for

them, or to estimate the influence for good which

they were enabled, through his grace, to shed around

them, in the Church and in the world. Of this num-
ber was Elizabeth J. Fry, her sister Priscilla Gurney,

and her brothers Samuel and Joseph John Gurney,

Hannah C. Gurney (afterwards Backhouse), and
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Maria Barclay (afterwards Fox), with others of the

Earlham and of the Grove famihes, and of the

descendants of the Apologist.* They all " put their

hands to the plough " about the same time, and

none of them "looked back." They all became

devoted servants of Christ; they all "held fast the

confidence and the rejoicing of the hope firm unto

the end
;

" they all " finished their course with

joy." Anna Buxton was peculiarly beloved by them
all. " The meeting with Eachel Gurney and Anna

Buxton," wiites H. C. Gm-ney (Backhouse), in 1808,

" was agitatingly interesting; but in the midst of it a

peace and satisfaction which are indeed an abundant

recompense. Dear Anna returned with me : we

were silent during the ride ; I felt nearly united to

her. How sweet it is to feel that degree of union,

which, I firmly believe, if we continue faithful, will

increase in time, and be made sure in eternity !

"

William Forster's early devotedness as a minister

of Christ nearly coincided with these interesting

and important changes among his young friends in

Norfolk and elsewhere. They all loved and esteemed

him veiy highly, and it would be hard to say to what

extent his example and ministry were made a bless-

ing to them. Anna Buxton's companionship with

Elizabeth Fry, in her -sdsits to Newgate, and in her

general prison labom-s, was doubtless among the

means of affording a favourable opportunity to

William Forster for observing and appreciating her

character; for he himself was a frequent ad^-iser

and helper in these early efforts to improve the

* See their respective memoirs ; and an interesting biographical

sketcli of Maria Fox, ia the Annual Monitor for 1859.
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prison discipline, and to promote the temporal and

spiritual advantage of the poor prisoners. At that

time Anna Buxton had become the matured Chris-

tian, and was giving proof both as a minister of the

gospel, and in the ordinary affairs of life, of those

peculiar excellencies— that love of truth, that

womanly tenderness in sympathising with suffering

of every kind, and that Christian firmness and per-

severance with which she sought to relieve it

—

for which she was so much distinguished throughout

her course.

The manner in which William Forster viewed his

present position and prospects was quite in keeping

with his whole character as a man and a Christian.

In allusion to their approaching union, he writes

To A. B.

1816. 7th mo. i4th.—How sweetly comforting is the belief

that our heavenly Father can draw his children into nearer ac-

quaintance with himself, by loading them with his benefits as

well as by visiting them with his judgments. I think I have felt

a little of this in the prospect now opening before us of

future comfort. It has brought me to feel so much of my
unworthiness, and my utter inability to make the return

of gratitude adequate to the blessing, that I believe it has

had a profitable effect, and of late has tended much to the

strengthening of my desire that our union may be in the

Lord ; that we may receive each other as his ^\it, and enjoy

the blessing in his love, and with a reverent sense of our

dependence upon Him.

But, although I have this hope, yet at other times my fears

are many, lest I should not be able to leave all when it may
please the Lord again to make the offer, in his mercy, to lead

me forth, and to grant me renewed experience of his grace in

the gospel of his Son. My great comfort is, that my dearest
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friend is bound to the same cause, that she can understand

the nature of these conflicts, and that, being taught to look

to the same Source, she will receive supplies adequate to

the exercise of her faith. Such feelings as these were very

much with me as I drew near to the close of my late journey.

I have often heard others speak of rejoicing at putting off

the harness, but that was not my case
;

for, altliough I had

scarcely ever known what it was to return with the pi-ospect

of enjoying rest in domestic comfort, yet, having at that time

such a very high sense of the nature of the calling, and still

apprehending that my measure of service and suffering in the

cause of the gospel was not yet filled up, at the same time

feeling that I was about to enter into new cares and new
comforts, I could not but fear for myself ; and sometimes,

with awful trembling, I was enabled at least to desire, if not

to pray, that I might still be kept watchfully devoted to the

service of my great Master.

To Sarah Hustler.

Tottenham, 9th mo. 2ist.--\ could hardly have thought that

taking and furnishing a house could have engrossed so much
of my mind ; but yet I feel that I have cause for much grati-

tude in being, through best help, from one time to another

lifted above them, and permitted to behold a little of the

excellent glory of those heavenly things, before which the

best and happiest earthly state is lighter than vanity.

I have now nearly accomplished all that seemed necessary,

for the present, about the furniture of the house. I approve

of plainness and simplicity, and have endeavoured to keep

the first in view, and my conscience does not trouble me
much for deviations in regard to the latter. I am inclined

to think that the more I had kept John Woolman's views in

my eye as our pattern, the better dear Anna would have been

pleased.

I must now introduce thee in imagination to our little

dwelling ; how much I wish to do it in person I will not say.

In the first place, fancy thyself on the road from Bridport to
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Beaminster
;

and, about a mile out of to^vn, turn down to

the right into a pleasant scattered village
;

and, passing

through two or three short lanes, the road neither good nor

very bad, thou wilt arrive at our door. Our cottage is a

plain-built stone house, thatched roof and casement windows
;

one end comes to the footpath alongside the road. In front

we have a neat forecourt ; at the back a small orchard, and

at the other end I hope to make a good garden. There are

two parlours ; one of them a neat snug room, not very large
;

the other I think may be improved and made very habit-

able. There is a small light room for . a store-closet, and a

comfortable kitchen. There are four lodging-rooms on the

second floor— I think of converting one of them into a sitting-

room—and we have also good garrets. The only objection

is the distance of a mile and a-half from meeting. I endea-

voured seriously to look at it, but after all could not see a

home elsewhere ; and had a hope that we should be enabled

to get through the little difficulties which might attend.

They were married early in the Tenth Month,

1816, at Shaftesbury, in Dorsetshire, and took up

their abode at the comfortable residence so graphi-

cally described above. The similarity of their views

on Divine truth, and of their experience of the

effectual workings of the Spirit of God ; their faith

in the immediate puttings forth of the heavenly

Shepherd, and the strength derived from the mutual

encouragement to surrender themselves to the work

and service of the Lord, lightened the pain of sepa-

ration which was often their lot, and at the same

time it increased their joy in the Lord—a blessing

which was, in a remarkable degree, their experience

to the end of their sojourn together on earth.

About two months after their settlement at Brad-

pole, William Forster, in writing to J. J. Gurney,

after alluding to the affliction of his " dear and
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worthy friends " Joseph and Jane Gurney, on account

of the loss of a son, and their " calm and Christian

submission to the Divine will," makes the following

interesting remarks :

—

1816. Bradpole, i2tli mo. i3tli.—It is thus, it has

sometimes appeared to me, that our Heavenly Father

is pleased to grant his believing and obedient children

a token of his love. He afflicts them and lays them low.

He makes them feel their dependence upon himself.

They call upon his name, and then, in unutterable mercy

He inclines his ear to tlieir cry. He causes the light ot

his countenance to shine upon them, and they are made
abundantly glad in his salvation. Thus I have believed that,

Avhether He visits us in judgment or in mercy, all his dealings

with us are with one and the same ultimate object in view,

—

the increase of our acquaintance with Himself, the increase of

our love to Him, and our more entire establishment in that

faith which would enable us to hold out to the end.

In my earlier days I had many trials
;
my path in life has,

to my own aj^prehension, been marked with much exercise

of faith and filial dependence. Often did I seem to myself a

pilgrim on the earth without any certain dwelling-place, and

sometimes like one moving round a large circumference with-

out an outward centre. In those days I reaped the benefit of

many sufferings, in being taught to look towards that rest

which is in Christ Jesus our Lord as my ultimate home. The

principal object of my life was to fulfil Avhat I believed to be

the whole will of God ; and I scarcely had a wish to be detained

a day longer in this world, than to be brought to that day in

which I could believe it to be accomplished.

But now, in abundant goodness, the case is greatly altered.

Blessings, temporal and spiritual, are poured forth in such

plenty upon me, that I am laden and weighed down with

benefits, scarcely able to lift up the soul with full gratitude to

the Father of all mercies. Yet in this I would rejoice, because I

am brought to feel my weakness and my poverty, to feel that
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all my help is in God, all my springs in the riches of his

boinity and love ; and that without his assistance I can neither

serve nor worship Him.

All our dear friends seem to fancy us very happy in our

little cottage, and rich in the enjoyment of each other's

company
;
and, truly, they are not mistaken. Our comforts

are almost without alloy. The retirement (nearly amounting

to seclusion) of our allotment, insufferable as it would be to

many, gives us an opportunity for rest ; such an one as I

little exjDected ever to enjoy, and in which I feel there is

great need of watchfulness and prayer, lest it should have a

tendency to settle me down in spiritual indolence and

indifference. On our first coming here, I was a little uneasy

at being without an object of outward pursuit and attention,

(though I must say, and thou wilt believe me, that, in every

possible way to increase the comfort and enjoyment of a dear

and most affectionate wife, is a duty and pleasure of all others

most satisfying and delightful to me) ; but I already feel

there was not much need of this anxiety. There is enough

for us to do. Our poor neighbours are in the extreme of

indigence ; and there seems scarcely any one to care for their

wants, which it will be our privilege and great enjoyment in

some degree to alleviate. My beloved Anna and myself are

increasingly satisfied, not only that this is a safe and suitable

situation for us, but, when seriously engaged in desire for

right direction, have, I think invariably had the belief that

we are providentially settled here, and that it is the place of

our safety and comfort.

The multiplied objects of interest connected with

his new sphere were not allowed to interrupt intimate

communion with his absent friends ; and a few

months later he writes :

—

To .

1817. 8th mo. nth.— There is nothing for which I feel

more earnest solicitude upon my own account, and for those
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most dear to me, than that we may grow in the sensible

experience of the life of Christ, quickening, strengthening,

supporting, and comforting our souls, that we may draw

nearer to tliat state in which this jjrecious feeling may be

regarded as our spiritual meat, and that we may be more

anxious for renewed supplies of this sustaining virtue than

for any other enjoyment. O that this life—that Christ Him-

self—may more and more dwell in me, rule within, and

regulate all without : that his rigliteousness may be my
righteousness ; and that, all my attempts at religious dedi-

cation being under the influence of his Spirit, they may be

graciously accepted as service to Him, my Lord and Master.

My great deficiency in these attainments is often a discourage-

ment to me.

I am not enough patient in my waiting upon the Lord, and

far from approving myself that meek and self-denying dis-

ciple which, in my better moments, I most earnestly wish to

be. There is nothing to me more excellent in the principles

and practices of Friends, next to faith in the sufficiency of

Christ, and as necessarily consequent upon it, than the

frequency enjoined upon us of waiting upon the Lord. How
much does it conduce to our preservation, and how much to

our growth ? Were it more general among us, what a living,

spiritual people should we be ! But what conflict of mind

have we to pass through in reaching to this state of humble

watchfulness, and how remarkably are the love and mercy of

our heavenly Father made manifest, in sometimes gently

drawing us to this state of quiet dependence upon Himself.

That thou and I may know more of this is much my present

desire.

To .

Bradpole, 9th mo. 27th.—Though I move in but a contracted

sphere, worldly cares have sufficient influence over me, and

sometimes, I fear, take the place of that exercise of mind in

which I would wish to be found more frequent—that of patient

waiting for the renewings of divine light and strength, to
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enable me to discover the path of duty for the present day,

and that I may be endued with power faithfully to acquit

myself of that which may be laid upon me. But sometimes,

through the abounding of Divine mercy, the dayspring from

on high is made to break forth upon me, and I am brought

renewedly to feel the excellency of those truths of which I

have been allowed to speak in days that are past.

I think I can truly say that the Gospel is as precious to me
as ever ; and not unfrequently is my heart enlarged in desire

that these blessed tidings may be carried, in their own purity

and simplicity, to the very ends of the earth. I have some-

times thought I could discover a little of the same disposition

in myself as was in the apostle, when he spoke of his desire to

preach Christ where He had not been named ; and so it con-

tinues to be. My path looks like an untrodden one. I cannot

at present see where it may lead me, whether out of our own
nation, or not beyond the confines of our own country. Yet

if I have much more to do in the body, it does seem that it

must be in the same way that I have hitherto had to make
proof of my dedication ; at present I see but little. Perhaps

all I have to do is to stand in waiting, seeking to have my
loins girt, and ready to obey when I may be favoured to hear

the summons.

On receiving the account of the death of Sarah

Hustler, he writes

To Robert Jowitt.

Bradpole, iith mo. iSth.—She was a friend so dear and
valuable to me, I had found her so unalterably faithful, and

I enjoyed such perfect confidence in her friendship, that when
I came to bring it home to my feelings that she was really

gone, that I should see her no more, that I should no more
enjoy the help and comfort of her sympathy and counsel, it

was truly a bereavement not easily to be borne.

How gladly would I have sought some relief to my sorrow,

])y joining her many friends in performing the last duty to the
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dear remains ; but it seemed to me, and I believe it was,

impracticable. In the forepart of that day there was something

like a bright gleam of light broke through the cloud
;
and, in

some imperfect sense of fellowship with her redeemed and puri-

fied spirit, I was enabled to worship the Father in thanksgiving

and praise. All selfish feeling of my own privations was lost

in contemplating that state of unalloyed and everlasting felicity

upon which I felt persuaded that she had entered. To us who
remain in this state of conflict, standing on the earth, it might

seem that, like tlie favoured prophet, she was taken up in a

whirlwind. We were forbidden to follow her through the cloud

by which she was hidden from our view : to our eyes it was dark

and heavy ; but I could not but think that, were it given us

to look through the cloud, how bright and glorious would all

appear. What a blessed exchange from a feeble and pain-

worn tabernacle to an everlasting resting-place in the bosom of

her Lord. Thus it was much with me at that time ; the

impression was indescribably sweet, and the instruction

imparted by the event was such as will, I trust, remain with

me. It was instruction, animating me to watchfulness and

obedience for the present day, and teaching me yet more to

regard this life as a state of pilgrimage to another and a better

state of being.

The latter part of Phil. i. 23 was very much on my mind

during the day: " Having a desire to depart and to be with

Christ, which is far better." The consolation I derived in

meditating upon it in reference to dear S. H. was most sweet

and strengthening to my faith. Much as she had known of

the blessedness of that peace and joy with which the Lord is

pleased to enrich the souls of his devoted and dependent

children ; much as I believe she would have been willing, and

more than willing, to have spent the residue of her days, even

if they had been lengthened out to extreme old age, in carry-

ing the message of redeeming love and power as it is in Christ

Jesus our Lord, into whatsoever corner of the earth her feet

might be directed ; and much as it would have rejoiced her to

have lived and seen those amongst us that she loved, and for

whom her very soul was poured forth, growing up and walking
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ill the Truth, yet her heart was so raised above the world,

her atfections so much set upon the things which are eternal,

her love and union with Christ so firm and constant, that she

could say through all, that to depart at any hour and be with

Him, at whatsoever period of life the release might be granted,

would be far better.

To Elizabeth Fry.

We have just been sitting together according to our usual

practice on Third-day evening, when it was pleasant to have

thee brought to my remembrance in very affectionate love, as

is often the case with me. In my most serious moments I

greatly enjoy to be made sensible of some feeling of that

imity of spirit, which might encourage me to believe that

I am still counted worthy of discipleship to our great Lord

and Master.

What a strength and comfort hast thou been to me when
my faith has been ready to sink, and discouragements have

almost swallowed me up. Now that I may seem in great

measure to have been ^^ermitted to retreat from the field of

active service, I feel that I want the help of the spirits of those

that can sympathize with me, and their prayers also, that I

may be strengthened to maintain the warfare, to keep in a

state of resignation to the divine will, by humble watchfulness

and constant dedication, acceptably to walk before the Lord

in the limited sphere of action in which I trust his providence

has placed me.

To whatever other weakness I may be tempted in my
present state, I do not think I am inclined to spend my little

strength by laying myself too much open to my friends. Yet

to thee I may say, that since my return home my state has

been for the most part that of great unprofitableness, and I

think unworthiness, attended with deeply self-abasing views of

my infirmities and temptations. I have now and then had

a glimpse of light on my path, and there have been moments

of favour m which I have felt the stability of that foundation

on which I have desired to stand. Yet there has been often

p
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a secret intimation to set my house in order, that I may be

ready to obey the summons ; but how hard will it be to leave

my dearest companion in life, when I have all that I could

wish to hnd in a wife.

To Samuel Capper.

I had a letter from thy sister Katherine a few days ago, in

which she intimated to me thy prospect of going into Glou-

cestershire and Somersetshire, I conclude under an appre-

hension of religious duty. I have thought so much of thee

since I received this information, that I believe I shall not be

doing wrong to make some short expression of my love and

earnest desire for thy safety and comfort in the journey before

thee.

I can easily believe that it has been no light thing to thee,

and that at times thou art brought very low under a feeling

of thy weakness, and the solemn nature of thy engagement.

In this, I trust I may say, I have unity with thee. I seem as

if I could rejoice over thy humble, fearful, trembling steps,

both in thy going forth and to the end of thy engagement.

I am much encouraged to believe that thou wilt at times feel

the presence of the Lord to be with thee, and with those

thou mayest be led to visit, to thy refreshment and confir-

mation. O ! the sweetness, the peace and comfort, of a lowly,

tender, broken, contrite heart ! How great is the blessedness

of a watchful, devoted and circumspect walking with God

!

How is this made a savour of life unto life among those with

whom Ave associate, and an encouragement to such as are

sensible of the visitations of divine grace, to persevere in the

right way of the Lord !

If such be thy favoured experience in the impending visit,

let thy words be few or many, I cannot but believe it wiU

be cheering and strengthening to Friends, and tend to the

enlargement of thy experience in the sufficiency of the divine

power ; and to be thus favoured of the Lord is, as I believe

thou canst acknowledge, to be blessed with a reward in

heavenly treasure.
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If I have one Avisli for thee more earnest than another, it is

that thou mayest be kept retired in spirit, and near to that

precious life by which we are brought into feeling with others,

and enabled to speak, as it may be given us, a word in season

to their state.

If at times thy path seem to thee to be rough and difficult,

if but little is felt of that by which thou hast been put

forth ; or if it seem totally withdrawn ; if clouds and dark-

ness intercept thy sensible access to the holy footstool, may
the Lord preserve thee in patience and deep waiting in

spirit before Him. Thus, I trust, whatever be the exercises

of thy faith, that light will be vouchsafed sufficient to direct

thy steps ; and whether thou abound or have to sulfer need,

thou wilt find good cause to acknowledge that it was well for

thee thus to be given up to serve the Lord.

In the early part of 1818, Anna Forster felt it to

be her duty to unite with her cousin, Priscilla Gurney,

in paying a religious visit to Friends in Ireland.

William Forster accompanied his wife to Holyhead,

whence she proceeded with her beloved companion

to Dublin. Of his own engagements during his wife's

absence, no particular account is preserved ; but he

appears to have spent some time among Friends in

Lancashire and Cheshire, and the following letters

were written about that time :

—

To .

I do not doubt but already Friends are better understood

in many jilaces than they were a few years ago. I often feel

a wish that, in what may seem to us to be much more a day

of good report than that in which our forefathers gave proof

of their faith by long-protracted suffering, not merely by the

reviling and persecution of the world, but from the contempt

of the serious professors of Christianity, from whom we might

have hoped for better things, we may be upon the watch that

p 2
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we make no compromise of the simplicity and the spirituality

of our religion, in endeavouring to come into a more perfect

accordance Avith those whose kindness and liberality of senti-

ment may be gratifying to us, and in whom Ave see so much

to admire, and which we would wish to imitate.

I am not much afraid for thee in this respect. Thou hast

bought thy inheritance among us by many sacrifices of obe-

dience which have cost thee much. Thou hast tried the

ground and found those thinofs which the world, and even

many of the wise and excellent of the earth, may be tempted

to caU foolishness, to have their reward, in more entirely

separating us to the Lord, and preparing iis to become

subject to his pure and peaceable reign within us.

He had heard that his beloved friend, Stephen

Grellet, was engaged in rehgions service among
Friends in New England Yearly Meeting and some

other parts, pre^dous to his third visit to Europe.

The following letter is characteristic of the feelings

which he loved to cherish towards his fellow labourers

in the Gospel :

—

To Stephen Grellet.

Since thy return to America I have often visited thee in the

feeling of atfectionate love and sympath}^ not only rejoicing

in the rest permitted thee in the bosom of thy dear family,

but sometimes, I trust, desiring to feel for thee in those exer-

cises which have been permitted to come upon thee to the

proving of thy faith, and I do not doubt to the establishing of

tliy confidence still more firmly on that rock which cannot be

shaken. In this the dependent and devoted children of our

Heavenly Father find a stronghold in time of trouble, a refuge

to which they may flee when afflictions, like an overwhelming

torrent poured out upon them, may seem ready to carry

before them all in \Ahich they may have been allowed to

rejoice as the work of the Almighty hand in his new creation
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within them. To know that there is such a refuge, and to be

rightly directed in our endeavours to attain to it, are among
the best of those spiritual blessings granted us in our present

probationary state. What should we do without such a stay,

such an anchor and resting-jilace under the trials of our

pilgrimage through life. We want it at every turn in our

heights and depths, in our outward troubles as well as in our

spiritual conflicts.

I cannot doubt, my beloved friend, that this divine support

is often revealed for thy help, that thou dost sensibly feel the

heavenly unction to descend and abide with thee, and art

enabled by its strengthening virtue to trust in the Lord, and

to hope in his mercy with thy Avhole heart, to commit thyself

unreservedly to his gracious protection, and acceptably to

intercede for those most near to thee in life. I have been

ready to conclude it might be the design of Infinite Wisdom,

that after thy long-continued course of dedication in his

service, the remainder of thy measure should be filled up by

suffering
;

that, as in many other instances, He might be

pleased to make his power manifest by upholding and com-

forting thee in thy tribulations, and thus enable thee by

instructive example to set thy seal to the doctrine He has

enabled thee livingly to preach.

But He has seen meet to order it otherwise, and again

called upon thee to prepare for active service. I suppose thou

hast already entered upon a field of this description eastward.

In this, my dear friend, thou hast my sympathy ; and such is

the sweet feeling of fellowship I enjoy Avith thee in this dedi-

cation, that I am much encouraged to believe it is a sacrifice

that wiU be blessed both to thyself and to others, to thy own
confirmation, and the encouragement of those for whom thou

mayest be exercised
;

that, being supported thyself, thou wilt

be made instrumental to the consolation of others by that

same love and power wherewith thou art comforted of God.

Never was my mind more with the willing and devoted of the

Lord, those who, in love to Him and to his cause, are sub-

mitting themselves imreservedly to the working of his power

in their redemption, and, waiting patiently for his instruction,
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are in simple obedience and living faith given up to serve

Him in those things, and in that way, which He is opening

to them.

Anna Forster having accomplished the labour of

love which had drawn her from home, her husband

met her at Milford Haven, on her return from

Ireland
;
and, during their homeward journey, and

after their safe arrival at Bradpole, he writes :

—

To Isaac Ceewdson.

Eversholt, Fifth Month S4th, 1818.

Through the kindness of a merciful Providence, we are now
within twelve miles of the end of our journey.

I believe thou lovest us both quite enough to rejoice with

us in our many mercies, especially that I was permitted to

meet my dearest Anna better than I had any reason to

expect after her long travel, and her trying passage to

Milford ; and that we have been favoured to accomplish

our journey by slow travelling with but little difficulty, and

very much to our mutual enjoyment. Thou canst understand

a little what we must have had to give up in our endeavours

to stand resigned to what we believed to be the caU of the

Lord in our late engagements. But much as it was, now the

reward is so abundantly dispensed, that I am sure we have

great cause to say it was none too much. It was unutterable

condescension in our Heavenly Father, a distinguishing mark

of his divine favour, to count us worthy in any degree to

partake in the love of the gospel of Christ ; and now, after

having desired to stay with patience the fulness of time, we

have it given us to enjoy what we may acknowledge to be

manifold more in this present life ; and our hope for that

which is to come is not lessened by these little acts of faith

and love.

May we ever live in remembrance of the merciful kindness

of our gracious Lord, and be increasingly animated to hope

and trust in Him ; and yet more than ever, in the fulness of
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dedication, offer ourselves up to Him, and his disposal in all

things.

I vei'y much feel returning to my cvery-day dutie^ and

home cares, and never was more desirous that whether I have

little or much of the concerns of this life devolving upon me
all may be done to the glory of God ; that through the

renewings of divine grace, I may grow in that meekness,

gentleness, and true quietness of spirit, which so very much

become the followers of our Holy Redeemer, and that my
walk through the paths of common life may evince that I feel

the importance of those truths which, under what I have

believed to be the love of Christ, I have so much desired to

impress on the minds of others.

Fourth-day morninff.—We reached our peaceful habitation

about the time we had proposed to ourselves on Second-day.

. . . . To be rightly given up to the service of the

Yearly Meeting is, I believe, an acceptable sacrifice ; and one

much blessed to those counted worthy to engage in it. But

what deep watchfulness of spirit does it require that all self-

will, all undue creaturely activity, and every appearance of

that hateful evil of our corrupt nature which we call spiritual

pride, should be kept subject to the yoke and government of

Christ; that nothing but his wiU, his love, and his power,

may be suffered to appear for the furtherance of the work of

the Lord. O, the blessedness of this subjected, devoted, and

passive state of feeling ! may I and all my dear friends labour

after it, and wait for it.

Anna Forster had been absent about three months,

and, looking back upon her late engagements in

Ireland, she could make this grateful acknowledg-

ment :

—

Many were the mercies I experienced there in my weak-

ness, and under those spiritual conflicts brought upon me on

my own account and for others. In these I had to believe I

was not left to myself, but was afresh encouraged to seek for

heavenly strength, and favoured to obtain it, from Him who

knoweth our frame and remembereth that we are but dust.
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And, after alluding to the " kindness and sym-

pathy of many dear friends in Ireland," and the

"strengthening and comforting union" with her

beloved cousin Priscilla Gurney in the service, she

was enabled to add :

—

The remembrance of these mercies, and especially that of

being restored to my beloved hnsband and comfortable habi-

tation, makes me ready afresh to say, O ! that we may praise

the Lord for his goodness.

Not long after this, William Forster was deeply

interested in the movements of his beloved friend

William Allen, who was about to join Stephen Grellet,

lately arrived from America, in a religious visit to

Norway, Kussia, &c. After alluding to his wife's

return, he writes

To William Allen.

Truly, my dear friend, though we do not just now feel the

burthen to rest heavily upon us, yet there are many appre-

hensions that in this respect the work is not fully accomplished.

O ! that it may go forward within us, and if it should please

the Lord, through us also, by the help of the same power by
which we trust it was begun,—so that in all things his name

may be exalted, and that no halting nor reluctance, any more

than an impatient activity of spirit, may deprive us of the

crown which is prepared for them that hold out to the end of

their race.

It has been very much to my encouragement to be made
sensible of such fulness of unity as I have felt on this occa-

sion ; and such depth of interest both in near brotherly

affection towards thee, my dear friend, and in the visit you

have in prospect. Perhaps it can do no harm in the freedom

with which my heart is opened towards thee and dear Stephen,

to say that so strong were the flowings of love, and such my
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sympathy with sincere seeking people in Norway, &c., about

two years ago, and so much did it dwell with me, that I was

often ready to believe my day's work would not be complete

without being given up to go into those countries. But now

the weight of this work is very much, if not entirely, removed ;

and I can thankfully rejoice that brethren I prefer so very

much before myself are separated for the service. You will,

I trust, meet with some serious Christian characters ; but

how far they may be seeking for further knowledge of the

Truth will be seen. But it is a precious thing to be able to

rejoice over the work of the Lord in the hearts of his children

in whatever stage of progress it may be, and under whatever

form we may meet with it. I feel a deep interest respecting

Sweden as well as Norway. And if nothing else is effected,

I shall be glad to find thou art able to make arrangements for

the translation of some of our tracts into that language. I

cannot say how much I feel in contemplating the w^ork which

Infinite Wisdom may be pleased to carry on in those Northern

nations through the simj^lest means, and how much my heart

is in this cause.

It is a favour to me that I am not now perplexed with

doubts respecting myself and my own line of duty. Home
seems my right allotment for the present ; and I think the

command is as imperative to stand still, as ever I could

believe it was to go forth. But how long this may be the

case must be left
;
many apprehensions attend me that a day

of laborious and exercising service is not far distant. It has

already dawned in prospect ; and many are the conflicts of

mind in endeavouring after that state of resignation in which

alone I can hope for strength and preservation.

The birth of a son, soon after this time, seemed to

render WiUiam and Aima Forster's domestic enjoy-

ments complete
;

and, for a while, their cup of

happiness appeared to he full, whilst their hearts

overflowed with thankfulness to the author of their

blessings. But a little later a time of close trial was
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permitted, in the illness of Anna Forster, from which,

however, she soon recovered. In reference to this,

William Forster writes

To Robert Jowitt.

iOth 7)10. 3ist.—I am more than ever satisfied in the

persuasion that there is no affliction brought upon us,

no trial of any kind, outward or inward, but it is the gracious

will of our Almighty Father that it should be made subservient

to our spii'itual, our eternal good, to the humbling and sub-

jection of our will, and the strengthening and establishing of

our faith ; to our more full preparation to glorify Him in our

obedience and resignation here, and in the fulness of filial love,

and with unceasing praise, hereafter.

O ! for a mind more resigned to receive and kiss the I'od,

and a heart more devoted to serve and follow the Lord Christ,

in whatever path He may be pleased to lead, and that with

simple, unreasoning, unhesitating obedience.

About this time he writes to a young friend, re-

specting whom he felt much interested :

—

I wish just to tell thee of my love, and in a few words to

express my desire that nothing may prevent thee from con-

tinuing to serve the Lord, and trusting in Him at all times,

that so, according to his mercy in Christ Jesus, thou mayest

taste more and more of his goodness ; and hence thy ex-

perience be enlarged in the sufficiency of his power to support

and protect thee under all the discouragements and tempta-

tions with which thou mayest be tried.

I need not tell thee that many are the humiliations and

conflicts of spirit which the patient, devoted follower of the

Lamb must expect to meet with in the course of his pil-

grimage. So certainly is it the experience of the children

of the Lord, that they may accept his chastenings as an

unequivocal assurance of his regard to them, and a satisfactory

evidence that He is mindful of the work He has begun within
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them ; and that he would so work, through these means, as to

accomplish the end of their complete sanctification.

If thou find thou hast still to walk in a narrow path, more

narrow than some can comprehend ; if thou find thyself still

beset with secret buffetings, and borne down with discourage-

ment, may it be thy prayer to the Lord that He will keep thy

feet steadfast in the path that He has appointed thee, and so

strengthen thee in the warfare as that none of thy enemies

shall prevail against thee. I cannot tell thee how much I feel

this for thee ; how earnestly I desire that thou mayest not

forsake the place oftrue waiting, nor become weary ofwatching.

It is indeed my prayer that thou mayest grow m humility,

resignation, obedience and meekness of spirit.

0 ! dear , Avait upon the Lord from day to day, that

thou mayest feel his power to work within thee, to bring thee

into a broken, tender, contrite, teachable state of mind. Be

willing to continue a little child, to be but a babe in Christ.

Let this be thy exercise, and I cannot doubt but all will be

well ; the Lord will be thy teacher, thy leader, and thy helper.

He will yet more evidently set his mark upon thee, and others

wiU see yet more clearly that He is with thee.

To another friend wlio liad lately changed his

residence :

—

1 shall be glad to hear that on thy return to thy native

town thou art favoured to find it agreeable to thy inclination

and truly comfortable, and that thy prospects in business are

promising. Having had things of the greatest moment
principally in thy view for many years, I do not allow myself

to doubt but that, with all thy changes, thy mind is still

directed Avith the greatest earnestness to the pursuit of

heavenly treasure.

What encouragement do we receive in the persuasion that,

in seeking after an increasing conformity to the divine will,

and in labouring after a state of more perfect dedication of

heart to the Lord, whatever may be our outward circum-

stances, our watching and waiting before Him in humble,
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patient prayer, will never be in vain. It is this that I desire

for myself and all my dear friends, that, as we advance in

years, we may become more inward, retired, and devoted to

the love and service of God, and thus grow in experience of

the sufficiency of his saving strength, and be increasingly com-

forted with hope in his mercy.

Apart from his correspondence, tlie materials for

this chapter, embracing a period of about two years

and a half of William Forster's married life, are

but scanty. To the thoughtful reader, however,

these records can hardly have failed to illustrate

some new and deeply interesting points of his

character. In the retirement of the domestic circle,

with all the added comforts and enjoyments of con-

jugal and parental happiness, it is instructive to

contemplate him—not as seeking to take up his rest

in personal gratification, but walking humbly before

God, in the attitude of almost constant watchfulness

and prayer, casting an eye forward, and dwelling

upon the yet unaccomplished work of the Lord that

awaited him, desiring even "to preach Christ where

he had not been named."



CHAPTER XVIII.

BISCLOSURE OF A PROSPECT TO VISIT AMERICA, ETC.

Turning to the interesting " Memoir of Priscilla

Gurney," * we meet with the following record :

—

1818. First-day, i2tli mo. 27tli.—" I received the inter-

esting, affecting, and yet, in one sense, comforting intel-

ligence, that William Forster has a prospect of visiting

America. It is animating and striking to see faith triumph

over nature."

Under the circumstances brought into view in the

last chaj)ter, it might well be called a triumph of

faith to be made willing to surrender so much at the

bidding of his Lord. But William Forster knew
Him in whom he had believed, and that, in the

faithfulness of his love, He would keep all that he

was about to commit unto Him. Few, besides his

beloved wife, knew what had long been passing in

his mind. From her he had not concealed " the

king's secret," whilst yet a suitor for her hand.

Nor, at the gentle announcement of such an impend-

ing sacrifice, did the Christian heroine shrink back

from giving him both her hand and heart
;
and, bound

as she now was to him bythe tenderest ties of conjugal

affection, neither the feelings of a wife, nor of a

mother, were allowed to interpose between the

servant and his Lord. The love of Christ constrained

both husband and wife to live to Him rather than to

* " Memoir of Priscilla Gumey," hy S. Corder, p. 126.
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themselves, and they were strengthened to bow
together to his wilL

Among the many tokens of love and sympathy

which flowed in upon them from their numerous

relations and friends, on their being made acquainted

with what was likely soon to be made more publicly

known, it was a special comfort to both, to receive the

following letter addressed to Anna Forster, by her

brother, Thomas Fowell Buxton, * then at Earlham :

" Mt dear Sister,—Your letter has been much upon my
mind, and has raised a variety of feelings. The first impression

was one of much sorrow, that your plans and prospects of

home happiness should be interrupted, and for so long a time
;

but, I must confess, I have been speedily almost reconciled to

it ; that is, I have brought it home to my own mind, and

have considered Avhether it would not really be the greatest

of blessings, if by any means my duty would call me to such a

sacrifice, and the call were not to be disobeyed. After all,

it is a noble thing—it is the noblest of all things, to be

permitted to be a servant of the Infinite ruler of the world
;

and how low and earthly is that wisdom which would prefer

any delights before the delights of such self-dedication ! We
know but few things for certain ; but this is one of them—

a

promise is given to him who leaves father or mother, or wife

or children, for Christ's sake. How can I mourn, then, that

William should accept the terms of such a promise ? I rejoice

that he is counted worthy to suffer for Christ's sake. I have

always felt particularly interested with the vision of the man
of Macedonia, calling Paul to come over and help them,

comparing it with the Epistle to the Philippians. The

discouragements at first were so great, and yet the Epistle

describes such an abundant and happy produce. Who can

tell how many may have eternal reason to rejoice at the

obedience of the Apostle, and who can presume to limit the

* See " Memou's of Sir Thomas Fo-well Buxton," by liis son Charles

Biixton, B.A., chap. vi.
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effect which Providence may please to produce by William's

visit ? We may differ on some points, but not on this—that

his call is from above. I am persuaded it has been sought

in the right spirit. I believe it is sent in mercy to others

—

in eminent mercy to him and you ; and I am willing that you

should undergo the pains of separation. But, my dear Anna,

you must not imagine I am indifferent about this. Let me
ask, have you determined to remain behind ? I do not give

an opinion upon the subject. All I wish to express is, that you

must not stay from motives of economy. ... Of course,

we shall see you before his departure. I will hear of nothing

else. With love to you both, and not without thankfulness

that there is something of a missionary spirit among you,

" I am, your affectionate brother,

"T. F. Buxton."

As the time drew near for bringing before the

Friends of his Monthly Meeting the rehgious con-

cern which pressed so heavily upon him, it was no

wonder that William Forster, and the dear com-

panion of his life, should be peculiarly open to a full

view and a deep feeling of the greatness of the offer-

ing which they were about to lay upon the Lord's

altar. It cannot be matter of surprise to find that

they had to pass through " days of sore proving of

faith," in the prospect before them
;

but, though

sometimes "cast down," they were "not forsaken."

The Lord of Hosts was with them ; the God of Jacob

was their refuge. A few days before the Monthly

Meeting, William Forster writes

To J. AND S. Geubb.

Bradpole, First Month 25th, 1819.

It has seemed good to the Lord in bestowing the best of

his blessings upon man, to dispense them according to his
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need. Thus in times of conflict and distress we often are

made sensible of snpport and consolation wisely withheld

from us in seasons of inward or outward prosperity. And
in those times in which we are allowed to remain in undis-

turbed possession of that which is most dear in life, it is not

often the case that we are such full partakers of that spiritual

strength flowing from the boundless immensity of divine life

and love, by which we become endued with godly courage, to

acknowledge our disciplesliip to Christ under the most diffi-

cult circumstances. So that we need not wonder if the

Apostles and most experienced and devoted servants of our

Lord in every age should have gloried in infirmities, in

necessities, in temptations, and conflicts, knowing that these

were the opportunities in which they had most encourage-

ment to expect that full display of the power of Him who
raised up Jesus from the dead, and by which they had been

quickened to newness of life. But whilst I can believe that to

you, my dear friends, such dispensations have been greatly

blessed to the furtherance of the work of redemption, even to

your establishment in Christ, how different do I find it to

bring them home to myself

!

I believe you will tenderly feel for us when I say that the

prospect which has long been before me of a visit to Friends

in America will probably come before our next Monthly

Meeting. None but He who is touched Avith a feeling of our

infirmities can tell what we have at times to endure in these

days of sore proving of faith. But thanks to the God of all

consolation, that, knowing the great need of his help and

support, we do not find Him afar off in this day of trial, but

often animating us with fresh confidence in his love and

mercy, and enabling us to hope in his providential care, his

power and faithfulness. So that, when for a small moment we

are raised by the quickening Word of life from the depth of our

depression, we can, in some measure, bless his holy name

that we are counted worthy thus to suffer for the sake of

Christ and his gospel. Only consider the extent and awful-

ness of such an engagement, and think of the inexperience,

the infirmities, and unworthiness of the poor instrument.
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[After describing the delicate state of the health of his dear

wife, he adds] But still the call is urgent to stand prepared

to follow the Lord as he may open the way and put me forth
;

and I dare not for her sake, any more than my own, hesitate

or consult with flesh and blood, lest I should be tempted to

rebel against the Lord ; and instead of promised blessings He
should visit us with his judgments.

His most intimate friends who knew him best were

most fully persuaded that there was nothing sombre

or gloomy in the tone of his piety. But it was not

his wont to sivim lightly over the surface, he was

accustomed to wade through whatever he undertook.

The comprehensive grasp with which he laid hold of

what was before him led him at once, not merely to

the "upper," but much more to the "nether spring"

of all his Christian activity ; and it was thence that he

brought up much that bore the impress of a mind
deeply imbued with heavenly things. The character-

istics which marked nearly all he said, or did, or

wrote, during the whole course of his Christian walk

—from the boy to the man, and the veteran soldier of

Christ—were strongly shown forth in connection

with the maturing, the development, and the practical

carrying out of his religious concern to visit America,

with all of sacrifice, of suffering, and of service which

it involved.

About this time he writes

To Priscilla Guenet.

Within the last days there has been a decided amendment

in the health of my dearest Anna. She accompanied me to

our Monthly Meeting at Marnhull last week, where I was

enabled to make public surrender of myself to the prospect

of religious duty which has so long been before me. It was

Q
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a time of solemn feeling ; and we were comforted together by

the love and sympathy, and I trust the unity, of our friends.

Since my return I have sunk again into the depths
;

but,

through the kindness of our Heavenly Father, I have been so

far inwardly sustained as to be kept from murmuring against

the appointment of his wisdom, or, even in heart, turning aside

from what I have reverently to believe is the way of his

leading. Thou hast some understanding of what our union

is to us. How very dependent we are, and how much it is

an exercise of faith to look towards so long and distant a

separation from my dearest treasures in life, especially under

the very trying circumstances of my dear wife's weakly state

of health. Our lovely boy is a great enjoyment to us : the

interest we take in him and his lively playfulness almost

imperceptibly draw us away from that which at other times

woiUd seem almost too heavy to be borne.

He set a liigli value upon the sympathy and unity

of his friends, and he thus expresses his feelings in

a letter

To Robert Jowitt.

Biadpole, Tliird Month 18th, 1819.

Thy kind and brotherly letter was very acceptable to us
;

the expression of thy sympathy and desires for our support

was cordial and strengthening. I do not seem capable, under

my present circumstances, of draAving much consolation fi'om

other sources than those with which I am immediately sur-

rounded in my own dear family
;
yet I can sometimes take

comfort in the love of my dear absent friends, and the near

fellowship I enjoy, in some seasons of favour, with such as I

believe do love our Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity, is a brook

by the way, by which I am cheered, refreshed and encouraged

in the path which is opened before me.

I could tell thee much ofmy conflicts of spirit ; and I could

speak largely of that goodness and mercy which have been over

us, and especially extended in the hour of need
;
truly we can
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say nothing has been lacking of all that was needed for our

help and su])port. But, alas! how much is still lacking in me
of resignation, obedience, and perfect trust in God : in these

respects I see myself in a deeply humiliatmg point of view. I

want that filial confidence in which, with the fulness of love to

our gracious Heavenly Father, I can accept the cup He is

pleased to appoint me with unreasoning submission, without

even inquiring why it is so very bitter, or desiring to put it

away, or to have it held back longer than He sees meet. But

may I not hope that these pleadings of nature and this desire

to be spared a little longer to my dearest Anna and our

precious chUd, are regarded with compassion by Him who
knows whereof we are made, and how little we can bear

without his holy help. Little do. I say ? I should have said

nothing ; for my present experience is most deeply instructing

me in the truth of it, how entirely there is nothing tliat can be

acceptably done or suffered without his immediate aid.

It must indeed be the work of his creation, as much so as the

first dawning of that day in which we were begotten to a lively

hope in the mercy of the Most High. I am often brought

to feel it is He who must perform all things for me both

inwardly and outwardly, in purifying the vessel, renewing the

divine anointing, and making my way through the mountains

vi'hich seem to magnify themselves in my view the more I look

at them. It is not this sense of weakness and insufficiency

that gives me pain, but it is that I am so little drawn in spirit

to seek the Lord in prayer, to wait upon Him, and to thu'st

for those enjoyments of his presence which have been my
chief delight. This does indeed make me seriously anxious

about myself ; and many are my fears that my progress in

the divine life must have been obstructed, that I am not in

this respect what 1 was a few years ago, when often, with

cheerfulness and joy, I gave myself unto the Lord with desires

that I might be counted worthy to spend the strength of my
youth in his service.

Our dear boy is become very interesting to us, quite a com-

panion, and very much our delight. I am thankful to say

he is healthy ; and comes forward much to our satisfaction.

Q 2
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How much do I desire that this, the chief of our earthly bless-

ings, may be sanctified to us ; that we may be enabled rightly

to fulfil every duty towards him, and that we may be favoured

to see him walk acceptably before the Lord. Already I feel

what it is to have a child born into this world of trouble and

temptation ; sometimes in my too fearful imagination I an-

ticipate his trials ; and all the sympathies of my natm-e are

awakened for him.

May I never forget that the same power which has wrought

mightily for thousands already entered upon their heavenly

inheritance, that in which I desire to trust for the work of

my own redemption and presexwation, will continue to remain

when I may be taken away, as able to do all things for

generations yet unborn, as for those who are now the objects

of such grace.

To John Barclay.

Thy allusion to my prospects, inasmuch as it was expressive

of thy sympathy, Avas comforting to me. I find (more so

than on many former occasions) strength and support in the

unity and fellow-feeling of my dear friends. The work before

me is of awful magnitude ; and I cannot say how bitter I feel

that cup to be which must be drunk, in breaking away from

the dearest treasures of my heart. But there is a power

which can do all things for me. I trust it is by this that I

have been enabled, in some favoured moments, to rise above

the discouragements with which I have been almost over-

borne, and to trust in the Lord with resignation to his will.

It is to this same Omnipotence that I must look in every hour

of conflict ; and in every call to duty, whether at home or

abroad. O ! then, for a humble, devoted, and patiently

dependent state of mind ; for hope and confidence in God.

But alas ! how prone are we to grow weary in watching, how
soon do our eyes fail in looking upwards.

So long as thou art simply and patiently exercised in

waiting for the teaching and leading of the Spirit of Christ,

submitting thyself to his government, and faithfully confessing
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thy discipleship in obedience to liis will, let thy path be ever

so strait and rugged,—let it be never so little understood

by others,—if thou art thus exercised in spii"it before the

Lord, I cannot fear for thee ; I believe and hope all will be

well. Thou mayest have thy temptations—some obvious,

others more specious ; but He that has broken many of thy

bonds, and evidently displayed the power of his grace in the

work of thy redemption, will, I dare not doubt, continue to

protect, support, and deliver.

Writing to another friend, he remarks

—

I have informed Friends of our Monthly Meeting of an

apprehension of being required to enter upon a visit to

Friends in America ; it has been long in prospect. But now
the time seems to be drawing near for entering on the

engagement, many are my trials of faith and my discourage-

ments, and deep and heavy the conflict of natural affection

and feeling.

I need not tell thee how hard it is to look towards so long

and distant a separation from my beloved and most loving

and helpful wife, and our sweet little boy. It is indeed a

bitter cup ; but I trust it is my desire to be kept from a

repining or judging spirit. I wish to serve the Lord with

cheerfulness and resignation
;

but, alas ! the flesh is very

weak : but may I never forget that, impossible as it seems to

me, with God all things are possible.

I know how tenderly He cared for me, and how amply I

was provided for many ways whilst travelling the -wilds of

Scotland ! and if He be pleased to lead me into the wilderness

of America, his power can preserve me there, and in his

mercy and goodness He can spread a table for me, both

spiritually and temporally, as far as He sees it to be good

for me.

After having obtained the concurrence of his

Quarterly Meeting, he again writes
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To Robert Jowitt.

4th mo. 27th.—I was favoured to meet with all the

sympathy and encouragement I could have hoped for from

my dear friends at our late Quarterly Meeting ; and at times

I have hoped, so far as my great blaster may see it to be

good for me, that when I am cast upon the church more at

large, I shall find the same strength to support in the unity

of the brethren, as has been so much a comfort to me in the

steps I have already taken. Or that if they do not see the

way open for my enlargement, the burthen which has so long

rested with me will be removed, and I shall be allowed to

pursue the course of my social duties in quietness and peace
;

but this I feel forbidden to hope for. The dedication is not

complete whilst there is even a desire cherished in the heart

to be in anywise excused the sufferings and labours which

our gracious Lord may be pleased to appoint. Feeling, as I

still do, the call to be urgent to stand prepared to follow the

leading of the Spirit, my own secret and fixed persuasion is

that I shall sooner or later be led into a large field of exercise

on that widely extended continent. As to the islands afar off,

when I am from time to time given up to the prospect, I find

myself accepted in the sacrifice, and resignation is made rest

to my soul.

William Forster was freely liberated, and cordially

encouraged, by the Yearly Meeting of Ministers and

Elders in London, to pursue, -^itli the full unity of

the church, the path of duty in the ser-vice of his

Lord. Nearly eleven months, however, elapsed

before he was prepared to take his departure for

America. During this interval, and before the

Yearly Meeting, he was engaged, sometimes in com-

pany with his dear wife, in a variety of labours of

love among Friends and others in Devonshire, Lin-

colnshire, Cumberland, parts of Yorkshire, and the

Northern and Midland Counties, as well as Somer-
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setshire and Cornwall, and within the limits of his

own Quarterly Meeting. These farewell visits to

many of the churches and families of his own
community, and the meetings he held for those of

other denominations, were often occasions of much
solemnity and blessing from the Lord.

William Forster was then in the prime of life

—

the vigour of his Christian manliood. But he was

one of the last men from whom anything like an

autobiography could be looked for. It was seldom

without reluctance that he put his pen to paper ; and

the fragments of his written remains give but a

feeble idea of wdiat he was as a man, as a Christian,

and especially as a minister of the gospel. Those

only who had the privilege of hearing him, and of

being brought to feel the authority under which he

spoke, could form any just conception of the poivcr

of his ministry—its clearness, depth, and compre-

hensiveness
; whilst, with a Pauline " understanding

"

and a Johannine " spirit," he stood and proclaimed,

both to the sinner and to the believer, the fulness

of the blessing of the gospel of Christ.

The following letter was written about this time :

—

To T. F. Buxton.

Bradijole, 1819.

My dear Fowell,—I should be very sorry that we should

appear so much involved in our own concerns, deeply as they

are interesting to ourselves, as to take no part with our friends

in feeling for them under their present interesting circum-

stances, just entering upon such a new and very important

career.*

* T. F. Bnxton had just entered Parliament as member for "Weymonth.

See his Memoirs.
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I can easily believe that the responsibility and importance

of the engagement will be, and indeed are already, deeply

felt ; and that nnder the weight of them thou hast gone with

humble, earnest prayer to the footstool of divine grace,

fervently imploring the blessing of the Lord, the guidance

and support of his wisdom, that thus blessed from above, as

far as shall seem good in his sight, thou mayst be a blessing

inito many. " I will bless thee, and thou shalt be a bless-

ing," is, we may believe, a promise not only to Abraham, but

to Abraham's children to the end of time. How strong; is

our encouragement under these impressions to cherish a state

of humble, patient, waiting prayer, willing to receive what-

ever may be granted of the counsels of the divine will, and

trusting in God for his strength and protection.

To one to whom Christ and his gospel, his truth and

righteousness, are made precious, as I believe they are to thee,

under such circumstances there will be many an hour of need,

many straits from which nothing but his ])ower can deliver

—

many instances in which, humanly speaking, it will be hard

to confess Him by decidedly pleading for his cause before

men. But how much adapted to our frailty, and the danger

of our individual path in life, is the word of our Lord, " That

which is impossible Avith man is possible with God." If,

then, we come to look up to God through Christ in prayer,

and to rely upon him with humble, filial dependence, what

cause for encouragement—hoAV much to hope for—how little

that we have need to fear !

In our letters the other day from Keswick, Anna Gurney

entertained us with a sketch of your Parliamentary prospects.

I cannot say but she gave us great pleasure in telling us that

they could not get thee to declare thy party—that politics

was not thy object. I can well believe she gave us a clear

statement of the case ; that thou art taking thy post, with a

determination to devote thy talents to the cause of justice,

mercy, and religion, in whatever course the call of duty may

lead thee. How many and various will be thy objects, most

of them of such a nature as will be deeply interesting to us.

It will be well if we are not too anxious for our daily paper
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(fiiriiishod iis through thy kindness), looking for thy speeches,

and anticipating the subjects which are likely to be most

interesting to thee. Prisons will probal>ly take the first

place ; it is become such a popular interest that thy coad-

jutors will be many. It is really wonderful, and at the same

time most satisfactory, to see how people of every class and

party have given themselves to the subject ; and we may con-

fidently hope for great things in that department of the work

of reformation.

We do most ardently wish thee well on thy way in all

endeavours to promote this object of domestic improvement

;

but we want also to engage thee as advocate for another most

important and extensive interest, to which I do not doubt

but thou hast already given much of thy attention—the state

of Africa, and of the slave population in the West Indies.

The latter is a philanthropic object, which of all others lies

most near to my heart. How little do we know of the

thousands of those professedly, and, alas ! how partially,

under the protection of British law;— it may not be too

much to say, the most helpless, forlorn, and oppressed

of the human species, at least within the limits of this govern-

ment.

The attention and exertions of the wise and good have

been directed, and, through the divine blessing, not without

much success, towards staying the progress of evil, in the

abolition of the slave-trade. But now that point is settled,

and placed upon a firm footing, and every year strengthened

by new regulations and prohibitions, it is certainly time

to turn the attention of the British public, and more espe-

cially the British Senate, towards the situation of those

now in actual slavery. We want to know the number of

slaves and free blacks on every island. And it is not much
to ask for a return of the slave and free population in every

island for the last seven years, that their increase or decrease

may be ascertained. And especially would it be worthy the

attention of Parliament to inquire what provision is made
for the aged, and the orphans of the free negroes ; for if they
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have no claim but upon the benevolence of the affluent, it is

easy to imagine there can hardly be a more abject, destitute

people ; the condition of slaves must be preferable. I wonder
whether it has ever occurred to those who know more of the

state of the West Indies than T do, whether some regulation

by law could not be established, that, on the sale of negroes,

husbands and wives should not be separated.

He had his eye upon everything ; little that was
of importance escaped his attention. The social,

political, moral, and religious welfare of his fellow-

men everywhere lay very near to his heart. In all

these respects it was a time of great unsettlement,

especially in the North of England. The financial

and commercial difficulties of the country had pro-

duced great distress among the labouring population

;

complaints of want of emplojTnent were very general,

and great discontent prevailed in consequence.

Under the influence of popular leaders large political

meetings were held in several manufacturing neigh-

bourhoods. It was thought by many that the sub-

version both of religion and of the constitution was

the aim of some of the prominent malcontents. The
severe measures to which the magistrates of Man-
chester had resorted to suppress one of these meet-

ings, leading to the sad affair called the "Manchester

Massacre," had produced a large amount of excite-

ment and alarm among all classes of the nation.

This wiU explain some of the allusions made by

"William Forster in the following characteristic

letter :

—

To Joseph John Gurnet.

Bradpole, Twelfth Month 7th, 1819.

Mt dearest Joseph,—Thy letter, which arrived during my
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visit in Somersetshire, was, as thine have ever been, truly

acceptable to me, as a repeated assurance of thy much loved

friendship. Ever since I received it, and indeed long before

it came, I have vt^ished to Avrite to thee ; but I am become so

extremely discouraged as to my ability to write at all, either

to my own satisfaction or, as 1 fear, to the satisfaction of my
friends, that it will be well if I do not, through my own

timidity and reluctance, lose the enjoyment I so much prize

in free and intimate communication with those whose friend-

ship and confidence are most valuable to me.

I was truly interested by thy history. I often thought of

you and your large autumn party ; but of none more than

thee. I felt for thee in the peculiarity of thy path ; but I

was not uneasy. Though I saw it had its trials and, perhaps,

thou wilt allow me to say, its dangers also, I did not fear for

thee ; I had hope and confidence in that power which is

become thy stay and support. I fancy I could often have

enjoyed such refined intellectual society, for which I feel an

increasing rather than a decreasing relish. Fowell must

have contributed much to your delight ; to have him inti-

mately and thoroughly open would be a high treat ; there is

such depth of mind and strength of clearness, that one can

hardly fail to gather something from him whenever we meet

with him. I wonder how Fowell thinks and feels about the

present appearance of things in the North. 1 was not a little

gratified to see him numbered with the minority upon an

important political question, as I made myself sure that it

must have been on principle, and that he would be aware

that it would not be exactly in accordance with the views of

his constituents. It was truly a noble act, and must do much

towards establishing his independence.*

It seems long since I saw thee, but the remembrance of

our last interview is pleasant, and very satisfactory. I am
afraid I was not understood at Ackworth. I really had an

agreeable impression respecting the attention that had been

paid to Scripture instruction ; but I had always been cautious

* See his Memoirs, cliap. vi.
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of saying much about it, for I really did not understand the

method that had been pursued, nor had I, till then, any

opportunity of seeing it in operation. As to the extent to

which it has been canned, the thing is very much new among
Friends ; and I have sometimes had a little fear lest, in

injudicious hands, it might have the tendency of drawing our

young people from the root of religion in their own expe-

rience, to become satisfied with their acquaintance with the

principles of Christian Truth, stored in the memory. This is

one of my difficulties, and my only difficulty respecting it

;

but believing, as I do, that those who have been called into

this line of instruction are alive to the danger, and watchful

upon eve7-i/ hand ; and trusting that, for every right engage-

ment, the great Master will qualify and guard his servants,

I have been much at rest upon the subject
;
and, did I see

an opening for it, so far as I might be qualified, I shall be

glad to be helpful in furthering the object in other parts •

for though my own mind, as to the method and extent, was

never fully concluded, 1 have for many years believed that it

would be for the good of our Society to become more

thoroughly acquainted with, and more deeply grounded in

Scripture Truth.* As to myself, the Scriptures, and all that

relates to the blessing of external revelation, Mas never a

subject of deeper interest. It occupies much of my mind,

perhaps I might say a large share of my daily attention.

Sometimes I regret that I have not the means of deeply

critical investigation ; so much so that, did my circumstances

admit of it, I should seriously set myself to study Greek. I

find such a loss in not being able to consult the language of

the text in its original, that I am obliged to take up with

helps inferior to those Avhich others enjoy. My itinerant life

has never allowed me the opportunity for many of those

pursuits to which I should have been glad to have been

devoted ; but I try to content myself with believing that if

it really had been for my good, or would have materially

conduced to my usefulness, I should have found an opening

for such acquisitions. I could often be glad to have such a

See "Memoirs of Joseph John Gurney, by J. B. B^aith^vaite," chaji. ix.
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friend as thyself at hand to help me over some of my difficul-

ties, when I want to obtain a clearer understanding of the

letter of the text. And in how many other things frequent

enjoyment of thy company would be helpful and delightful to

me, I will not attempt to say.

We do not yet relinquish the hope of seeing dear Priscilla

in Dorsetshire. We are so deeply interested for her every

way, that we coidd scarcely have a greater pleasure than

for her to come and stay with us. I fear she will suffer by

this very cold weather. It affects me very much. How I shall

endure a winter in Canada I cannot say. I hardly think I

shall be able to bear much exposure if the cold be more

intense ; but these contingencies of cold and heat, and many

other outward trials, are light compared with the sufferings

of separation from my dearest earthly happiness (not, I trust,

entirely earthbj either), in my beloved wife and our dear boy.

We look steadily, in some degree of resignation, and not

without hope in the mercy and power of the Lord, towards my
departure in the spring. To be at the Yearly Meeting for

New England in the Sixth Month, seems the first fixed point

in my view, if I can consider anything as fixed. Those words

of the Apostle are often present with me—" And now I go,"

" not knowing the things that shall befall me, &c." Indeed,

I do not wish to know ; if I may but find the Lord to be with

me,—that I am under his guidance and protection, it will be

enough. Conflict, temptation, and tribulation, I must expect

to be my frequent portion. During my last visit in Some^
setshire, my prospects of future service were almost continually

before me ; but such was the peace and joy, the comfort

and hope which flowed in upon me, whilst dwelling on the

truth, and power, and consolation of the Gospel ; such the

cheering and animating view that I enjoyed of the ministry of

reconciliation, that I thought, might I be blessed with these views

and feelings when more entirely separated for the service, how
greatly would they mitigate my sufferings. " Thou shalt not

muzzle the ox when he treadeth out the corn." If, in being

made the favoured instruments of directing others unto Jesus,

we ourselves are allowed access to the fountain of living waters,
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the blessing is in the dedication ; and how much more does

the reward both here and hereafter compensate for all that

we can surrender in giving ourselves to the Lord. In this I

find strength for the present, and hope, and sometimes even

confidence, both for myself and my dear wife, for the time to

come. But it is not often that such a brook is open by the

way. These are much days of sorrow and heaviness, and
often of fearfulness and dismay

;
yet I am outwardly cheerful

and happy, and have much enjoyment in the blessings of my
sweet and peaceful home. My dearest Anna, except a cold, is

uncommonly strong, and capable of more exertion than at any

time since we married ; our dear child, flourishing, engaging

and companionable. We have not had much settled quiet at

Bradpole since our return. My two youngest sisters are

pleasantly with us ; and my eldest sister, after a visit of a few

days, left us this morning. And, besides my visit into Somer-

setshire, we have been together to our Monthly and Quarterly

Meeting, which took us from home nearly a week.

I have heard but little remark on thy attending the

Norwich Election Meeting. When thou hast time, do tell

me more about it, and what thou thinks of the aspect of the

times. It is but seldom I venture to express a sentiment upon

the subject, but I think a great deal. I am not very much
alarmed as to the issue. As a nation we may be chastened,

that the fruit-bearing branches may be pruned ; but I do not

think that we shall very greatly fall. I am fully of the mind

that it is best for Friends at present to be perfectly quiet, both

within and without,— I mean as to issuing advice to the Society,

or coming forward with any address to the Throne. I cannot

see that the Society has much else to do than practically to

illustrate the language of Christ, " My kingdom is not of this

world." In this I believe that Friends will find their preser-

vation, and their proper line of civil and religious usefulness.

Mind, I do not mean these remarks as any lecture to thee

—

very far from it. I give thee full credit for having acted upon

conviction, and can easily believe that in such a case tJwu

might have been in thy right line of duty.

I wish to hope that the increase of infidelity and irreligion
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is exaggerated ; but the extent to which I cannot doubt they

do prevail makes me very sorrowful. May it please the

Lord in his wisdom and mercy to show his believing and

dependent servants the path they should individually take to

stem the torrent, and to stay its desolating and corrupting

influence. I fully trust that good will eventually result,

that many will be led to look more deeply into the evidences

of Christianity, and become established in the faith,—that, in

the end, the impiety and unbelief, as well as the " wrath of

man," may be made to praise the Lord.

When may we hope to see thy book before the public. I

do think it would come forth in its season this winter. I

fear that the Unitarians are on the increase in the North ; or

rather that Socinianism is secretly undermining the faith of

many who do not join their body. After thou hast sent forth

thy present work, thou must write something clear and con-

vincing for the lower classes.

Mention us most affectionately to all your party. I am, as

ever, in warmest love,

hy faithful friend,

William Forster.

To JOSIAH FOESTER.

Bradpole, Twelfth Month 25th, 1819.

The relief and comfort to us is very great to believe that

our poor neighbours are not in great suffering. I fear there

is much real distress in many parts of the manufacturing dis-

tricts ; this occasions us many a pang. We are not indifferent

to the perturbed state of the people
;

and, though we do not

get the sight of a paper so frequently as last winter, we
manage to find out what is going forwards.

I am not very much alarmed for the peace of the country

;

though I confess the countenance given by some of the great

men in Yorkshire to these assumed reformists did occasion me
a few misgivings. Upon the whole, though I was at first a

little affronted at the infringement of Government upon the

rights of the people and the liberty of the press, especially as
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I thought it a little cramping to religious freedom, the more

I understaud the new measures, if I understand them at all,

the more I think them marked with as much moderation as

we might expect, considering the degree to which people in

power profess to see the nation in danger.

The horrid avowal of infidelity by Cai-lile and his adherents

(I believe unprecedented in this nation) did make me almost

ill ; but I took comfort in the belief that it was not a very

wide-spread evil. I see religious people of different persua-

sions are all on the alert, and perhaps quite enough inclined

to vie with each other as to Avho shall make the fullest and

most orthodox confession of faith. I do not doubt but some

good things will come forth ; and I fancy there is something

clever in a piece written by HartweU Horne, already in its

fifth edition. I have not yet got a copy. It may be well

for our Tract Committee to look to what part Friends have

to take in the contest ; to act upon conviction and not by

imitation.

I was pleasantly impressed with a short memoir of the

famous William Tyndale, in the " Baptist Magazine," I think

for the Tenth Month ; and thought that a useful, informing

tract might be made from it, in which we might hint at

the blessing of having the Scriptures in our tongue ; and

introduce some allusion to the times in which he lived, and

the labours and sufferings of the Reformers, which might be

new to many and hurtful to none. There is a good tract

published by the Religious Tract Society, called the History

of the English Bible, which I think very well done. I am not

acquainted with the piece of Watts's which thou hast men-

tioned ; his writings are not the first which I should have

thought would have been resorted to by Friends. I am not

much read in them ; but the working of a fervid imagination,

and his frequent flights of fancy, so obviously apparent in some

of his essays, would not seem to accord very much with the

sober views and feelings of Friends ; but I have been instructed

and enlivened by reading his works.

I don't know that for a long time anything has struck

me so forcibly as the late intelligence from the South Seas,
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particularly Marsden's letter ; and one or two others in the

last number of the "Evangelical Magazine." There is the

report, in their periodical publication, of upwards of sixty

places appropriated to divine worship in those islands. Even

after a very large deduction, it must be considered as one of

the most extraordinary events in the history of the Christian

church in modern times,—a nation fifty years ago unknown

to Europeans, idolaters, sunk to the lowest state of degrada-

tion, now brought at least to the profession of faith in

Christ, grounded in the rudiments of knowledge, and the

way prepared for their receiving in theu' own language the

Holy Scriptures.

In reference to the forming of a Bible Association

in Dorsetshire, he says :

—

The universal dispersing of the Holy Scriptures is an object

that must be dear to the heart of every one who, through

divine mercy, is in any degree prepared to appreciate the

consolations of true religion, so that we cannot but earnestly

desire that no labour may be spared, no exertion wanting,

until eveiy cottage is furnished with the sacred volume ; and

that no want of effort on our part may prevent the means

being supplied, from year to year, to those who are spending

their days in foreign lands, diligently employed in translating

these invaluable records into so many different languages. If

this great and most desirable object be accomplished, the

inhabitants of the country as well as the city must take their

part in the work ; the villages and towns are called upon to

form their branch societies and Bible associations, and thus

unite in harmonious co-operation towards the universal diffu-

sion of scriptural light and knowledge, a work in which we
have encouragement to hope for the divine blessing, inasmuch

as we cannot doubt but it has its origin in the counsels of

divine love.

In allusion to the experience of the Lord's ser-

vants, he remarks :

—

R
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They feel their uuvvorthiness and dependence ; then they

cry in humble filial prayer ; and again He listens to the

breathing of their suppliant spirits. Sometimes at an unex-

pected moment He renews the evidence of his love. He
gives them to rejoice in tokens of his fatherly adoption. He
brightens their prospects and enlarges their hearts. And who,

thus quickened and comforted and brought into the love and

liberty of the Gospel of Christ, can refuse obedience to his

will, or to serve Him in all singleness, simplicity and resigna-

tion ? O ! the blessedness of these depths of conflict, these

plunges of spirit 1 How greatly blessed if they may but issue

in such renewed confirmation and encouragement, and prepai*e

us with greater purity of heart to worship God ; and by the

help of his Spirit to make acceptable acknowledgment of our

discipleship.

As I grow older I take a much more cheering and com-

forting view of the rehgion of the Gospel. I see the good, the

necessity, and the value of the cross,—of humiliations and the

prostration of self But my sense of the hope, the joy, the

victory, the power and glory, which are the blessed portions

of the devoted believer, the permanency of the covenant, and

the stability of our foundation in Christ, so far outweigh all

these considerations, in the balance, that at times it seems

like laying hold of eternal life. O ! that in the mercies of

redeeming love, after all my little measure of suffering shall

be fiUed up, I may be permitted to realize that of which I

have seen enough to be sure, that even with the fulness of

faith we have but an imperfect conception of it. Those

passages in the Gospel by which life and immortality are

brought to light are most sweet and precious to me. I can-

not but wish I might more constantly feel them abiding in

me.

To Priscilla Gurnet.

O ! how much is it my prayer—the prayer of faith, that

the Lord whose he is, and whom he is given up to serve, may
prove Himself all in all to oiu- beloved fi-iend,—his strength
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and shield, his stay, and the anchor of his soul. We must

expect that he will have his baptisms and seasons of suffering,

and descendings into death. These I anticipate for him and

for thee, and for myself, and dearest Anna too. Nor can I

ask that we should be excused from the pains of this conflict.

Because I believe it is through these means that the Lord

will work to the exaltation of his great name, both in and

through those whom He may count worthy of a part in this

ministry.

How does He empty us that we may see our poverty and

feel our helplessness ; and thus be prepared to render Him
the praise of his own strength. And if at times He seem to

withdraw his hand, and suffer us to sink into that which

remains of our corruption, even into such depths that He in

whom we have had hope of reconciliation and redemption be

veiled from our view, may we not reverently believe that, in

these humiliating and distressful baptisms, it is not only the

purpose of his wisdom and mercy that we may know for

oiu'selves what we are without Christ as our rock and

refuge ; but that we may feel more sensibly for those to whom
He may count us worthy of bearing the tidings of his love

and power ?

But I see more and more that it is not for his children to

determine one for the other, any more than to choose

for themselves. And perhaps it is the lesson of the pre-

sent day for myself, yet more fully to learn that to his

sovereign will and wisdom, it is both the safety and the

peace of his children with unreserved submission cheerfully

to bow.

He may appoint a different path to others than that in

which He has seen meet to lead me, and He may employ

different outward means to accomplish in them the same end

;

so that the utmost we can desire one for the other is to be

kept under the government of his Spirit ; and to be found

waiting on the teaching of the Anointing.

O ! were this the case more generally with us, what a living

people we should be. What brightness, and power, and glory,

would appear among us. To come to this, and to be kept in

E 2
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it, is all my hope for a revival in our Society. I believe that

the Lord has not yet ceased to show forth his power among

us,—that it will yet appear gloriously, both breaking down

and building up, weakening the strong, and strengthening the

weak,—that He wiU choose and sanctify vessels to his service,

and eminently fill them with life and love, that He will grant

bright and animating," views of the nature and extent of his

salvation to those whom He shall thus be pleased to set apart

more peculiarly for Himself.

The parting hour was looming up. At this

juncture, WiUiam and Anna Forster received a visit

from their hrother Thomas Fowell Buxton. It will

not be thought strange, that, in the intimate and

thoroughly open converse which they enjoyed

together, the latter should meet with much that

prompted his remarks in writing home

To Mrs. Buxton.

Bradpole, March 11th, 1820.

I came here to-day, and have much enjoyed seeing them.

William, however, is grave and low. Now, I think he has no

right to be low
;
having made up his mind to change perish-

able for imperishable, and imperfect for perfect, he ought only

to rejoice that he has been wise enough to make so good a

bargain. However, the sacrifice is a noble one, for I

think I never saw two people more possessing their hearts'

content.*

We augur well of the servant of Christ when we
see him brought "low," before he is " girded with

strength " and " with gladness." When Luther had

to appear before the Diet of Worms, he was, for

a while, in deep exercise of mind. His enemies

* See " Memoirs of Sir T. F. Buxton," chap. vii.
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seemed to multiply before him, and his imagination

was overcome by the aspect of his dangers. God's

face seemed to be veiled; and his faith, for a moment,

forsook him.* But he was brought to feel his own
weakness, only that he might be made strong in the

Lord for the work to which he was called. There

was a wide difference between the character of the

intrepid, lion-hearted German Reformer, and that of

the meek and gentle, yet not less unflinching and

martyr-like, spirit of William Forster. In both

instances, the mode of preparation for the service of

Christ was not dissimilar. " Out of weakness
"

they "were made strong," and " waxed valiant in

fight."

The next day T. F. Buxton says in a letter

To J. J. GUENEY.

" Bradpole, Ma/rch 12th, 1820.

I have here a ftiU opportunity of learning a lesson of

humility. It is very well to do good and to serve one's

country, while at the same moment we are feeding our

ambition and gratifying our pride ; but what are the sacri-

fices I make ? I may call them sacrifices, but their true name

is—the pleasures I enjoy. Here, however, the pleasures and

the sacrifices are totally at variance. How truly and exactly

do the words, " They left all and followed Him," convey

my view of William's two years' absence from a home, a wife,

a boy (not to mention the dear horse, and ducks, and flowers),

the very darlings of his heart, all his wishes and desires

centering in this spot ! Well, I cannot pity him. I am more

inclined to envy one who- is wise enough to make a bargain

so incontestably good. I went to meeting with him twice

* D'Aubigne's " History of the Reformation."
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to-day. His morning sermon on "Trust in the Lord with

all thine heart, and lean not unto thine own understanding

:

in all thy ways acknowledge Him, and he shall direct thy

paths," was one of the very best I ever heard. But the

text is one particularly interesting to me.*

* " Memou's of Sir T. F. Buxton," chap. viL



CHAPTER XIX.

FIRST VISIT TO AMERICA.

DEPARTUHE.

William Foestee embarked for America on the

15th of Fourth Month, 1820, in the ship Emulation,

Captain Paddock, bound from Bristol to New York.

It was an event of no common interest to many.

The devoted servant speaks of it himself in a letter

written in the Bristol Channel

To Robert Jowitt.

To the eastward of Lundy Island,
^

Fourth Month, 18th, 1820.

On the Fourth-day previous to my leaving home I met with

a serious accident [a severe hurt on the knee, caused by an

attack from a furious bull on his return from Bridport], which

has occasioned me much pain, and by which I have been

much disabled from walking. I was obliged to ' take to my
bed as soon as I got home, and scarcely left it till I was helped

into the carriage that was prepared to bring me to Bristol.

The journey was accomplished with as little suffering as I

might have expected, though at times I was in much paui.

My dearest Anna and my father and mother came with

me in the coach. We were part of two days on the road, and

reached our very kind friend John Waring's on the evening

of the 10th. Finding that the vessel would not be likely to

sail so soon as we expected, I had the assistance of a very

skilful surgeon, whose report, as he considered that the joint

was not materially injured, was a great comfort both to myself

and my dear wife.
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At first we were much cast down by this affliction
;
but,

being brought to believe that it came upon us by the permis-

sion of Heavenly Wisdom, I trust Ave were allowed to reap

much of the good it was designed to produce. It was instru-

mental in a very great measure to break me off from my home

comforts ; and as I was entirely laid by, and unequal to

attend to much of an outward nature, my mind, through

divine mercy and help, was brought into a state of resignation

and devotedness to the will and service of om- gracious Lord,

such as I could hardly have believed it possible for me to

experience. Under these feelings of quiet, unmurmuring sub-

mission, I parted from my dear and tender child, and left my
dearest earthly home.

At Bristol I was favoured with the sympathy and encourage-

ment of many dear friends, which was much to my help and

comfort. My two brothers came to me. Stephen Grellet

and Luke Howard arrived the day before, and our beloved

friend J. J. Gurney arrived on the second day.

Our separation took place on Seventh-day morning. I will

not attempt to tell thee what it was to us—how deeply

affecting to our nature—how much it seemed as if we should

be utterly overwhelmed in the conflict. But our gracious

Lord mercifully regarded us in the hour of sorest extremity,

raising within us humble confidence in his support and pro-

tection, and enabling us to commit each other to his care and

disposal.

I stood upon deck watching the dearest object of my
affections till I could see her no longer. I was at that

moment preserved fi'om a wish to return to her ; and since

our separation, much as I feel my many and great privations,

I am,—and I hope I may be allowed to believe it is of the

Lord and not of myself,— so far kept in contentment and

acquiescence with what I trust is his blessed will respecting

me, that I have no desire to be in any other place, nor under

any other circumstances, than those which he is pleased to

appoint.

" It was a memorable occasion," writes Joseph John
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Gurney ;
" both William and his dear wife were marvellously

upheld. Just before the vessel left the basin we were all

collected in the cabin, in retirement before the Lord—about

twenty Friends.* Dear Anna returned thanks for the

prosj)ect which was given to her of William's safe voyage. I

felt strenothened to commend them and their child to Him
who can alone preserve

;
immediately after which the vessel

sailed, and went off, contrary to the usual custom, in almost

perfect silence. The last look of William's, which I caught,

was a look of peace and joy ; and some of us, after we had

parted, traced the course of the vessel down the river. It

was a bright sunshiny morning. The vessel was very hand-

some ; and I shall not soon forget the beautiful scene which

she presented, as she glided between the rocks of the Avon.
" Anna, her mother and brother Robert, and myself, went to

Priscilla H. Gurney's, at Bath, in the afternoon, at whose

peaceful cottage we were most affectionately welcomed. We
closed the day together in solemn prayer."

William Forster, meanwhile, was slowly sailing

down the Bristol Channel. Thence he writes

—

To Joseph John Gurnet.

Six miles east of Limdy Island,

Fourth Month 19th, 1820.

Thy friendship, love, and sympathy, so eminently manifest

during thy visit at Bristol, are very frequently present in my
recollection, much to my comfort and encouragement. My
heart is so much dwelling with thee in near, affectionate love,

and most intimate unity, that I scarcely seem to have parted

* Stephen Grellet, wlio had lately returned from the Continent,

remarks, in his Journal :
—" I met at Bristol with my beloved friend

William Forster, who had come there to embark for the United States,

on a religious visit. I felt very tenderly for him and his beloved wife

at parting from one another under such circumstances. They both were

greatly supported, leaning on the Lord's arm, resigned to his Divine

will, to be separated for the service of the Gospel.".—Memoirs, vol. ii.,

chap. 43.
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from thee ; and I hardly know how to admit the thought

that it may be years before we meet again. But that we
shall meet again in the enjoyment of the peace and love and

fellowship of the Gospel of Christ is the hope with which I

feel sustained at this moment, and in which I am allowed to

take some real consolation.

My heart is very much prone to sink at the prospect

opening before me ; and I feel much of the awfulness of the

service to which I have been strengthened to devote myself

;

but being enabled in some moments of divine favour to believe

that it is a path into which I am led by the Spirit of Christ,

I am endued with some small measure of capacity to put my
trust in the Lord for the days to come. May the Lord still

incline thee in his love and power to think of and to plead

for thy poor brother, both in his long pilgrimage through

these deep Avaters, and in all the tribulations, temptations, and

perils which may be allotted him in filling up his appointed

measure of suffering for the sake of Christ upon those distant

shores.

I have many alleviations under my present privations

—

the accommodation exceeds my expectation—the steward is as

kind and attentive to me as if I had brought a servant for my
own exclusive benefit; and Ebenezer* is my cheerful, kind

and helpful friend. This is the fifth day since we left Bi'istol,

and Ave are only now about to leave the Channel. Our

detention has been an exercise of patience ; but through

divine help I have been mostly kept in quiet contentment, not

at all doubting but that it is all best for me ; and that, if it

be the Lord's good pleasure to give me a safe landing on

the other side, that it will be in the day of his own appointed

time.

The passage occupied a little more than five weeks.

Though not without perils of various kinds—from

storms, and fogs, and icebergs, &c.—the incidents of

* One of Ms fellow passengers, with whom lie had some previous

acquaintance.
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the voyage presented nothing of an unusual character.

Fairly out at sea, the depressing effect of a frequent

recurrence of sea-sickness, and the injury on his

knee, kept William Forster's health quite below par;

and, whether on deck or in his beiih, quiet and rest

were found to he essential. The captain was con-

siderate and attentive ; the passengers were in-

teresting and kind ; but it was seldom that W. F,

was able to mingle much with them, or to avail

himself of opportunities for collective religious ser-

vice among them. The following remarks are

extracted from his letters :

—

1820. 4th mo. 28th.—Lat 4B° 6', Long. 30"' 35'. For a

few daya my sickness was very distressing. I either lay in

my berth, unable to raise my head from the pillow, or very

much in the same situation upon deck. The wind has been

mostly in our favour, almost from the time of our leaving

Lundy Island, in the Bristol Channel ; but the rolling of the

vessel for the last two or three days, occasioned by a heavy

swell, has been as much as I and our other invalids could

very well bear. Yesterday the wind abated, and sunk nearly

to a calm ; this has given me some opportunity to recruit.

How strange I felt it, to be nearly stationary upon the ocean

one thousand miles from home ; but I was cheerfully content,

not doubting we should have another breeze before long.

About twelve o'clock it began to freshen, and we are now
going about five knots an hour. The ship is more steady,

and I have been lying very quietly under the canopy of

Captain Paddock's umbrella—a very agreeable shelter from

the scorching rays of the sun—listening to Ebenezer reading

the life of Bishop Wilson. He has just been reading to me in

the Psalms as I lay in bed, which has been a comfort to me.

I think the weather wears rather a threatening aspect. I have

been seeking to be quiet and staid in spirit ; and I think I

have been favoured to feel an interest in those precious words,
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" When thou passest through the waters I will be with thee."

I trust I do sometimes feel the Lord to be with me on these

the days of my pilgrimage through many deep waters ; for

so I find it, both literally and spiritually—that He does

graciously compassionate my low estate, and sometimes in

tenderest mercy I think I can feel his hand held out for my
strength and encouragement.

30th.—We have had two very trying nights, especially the

last. On Sixth-day night, the wind was very high ; and to

me it was awful. Yesterday I was for a while on deck ; it was

a time of conflict, and often of distress, such as I had not

known before since I left. I went down to my berth early,

and was very poorly. The wind increased as night came

on, and about two o'clock it blew a heavy gale, quite a storm
;

all hands were on deck, and many of the passengers got up.

About four they put uj) the dead lights. The whole wore a

very fearful appearance. In the time of greatest trial (Oh,

may I remember it for my futiu-e encouragement !) our

Heavenly Father was very gracious to me. I was much in

prayer most of the night, and did not immediately feel that

quiet and support I so earnestly sought after ; but as morning

approached, and the storm increased, I was brought into

a state of humble resignation, and my hope revived. I

thought it was the word of the Lord immediately given me
for my hope and comfort :

" Thou art safe, my child, in the

bosom of my love and protection." I had renewedly to be-

lieve that it was in desire to serve Him that I had ventured

forth—that I had not come in a presumptuous spirit, but in

obedience to his wiU ; and may I not say, in the fear of the

Lord, that this persuasion helped to stay me. Oh I it was

a time of unutterably deep searching of heart, and also of

the renewal of covenant. Never was I brought more to the

feeling of those words of Addison, My life, if thou pre-

serve my life, thy sacrifice shall be." May I so live through

each succeeding day that may yet be allotted me in watchful

walking before the Lord, that all that He may be pleased to

call for may be given up and kept devoted unto Him, not

only in regard to that into which in his great mercy He may
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be pleased to lead me on the widely-extended continent to

which we are bending our course, but throughout the whole

residue ofmy days. The storm abated about break of day ; but

there is still a very heavy swell, and the appearance of the

horizon indicates more wind. My nature in its infirmity

shrinks from further conflict. Oh, may the Lord be near to

pity and help !

5th mo. 4th.—We have had several very trying days ; often

a very strong head wind, and at times a tremendously heavy

sea ; so that we have made but very little progress during

the last week.

On Second-day the motion of the ship was so great that I

did not leave my berth. It was a day not to be forgotten
;

such awful deep and agonizing conflict as I had seldom, if ever,

known. How much did I seem to myself to be treading the

valley of the shadow of death ! How near did I seem to be

approaching the confines of the invisible world, and yet what

clinging to life ! Surely the arm of Everlasting Power was

underneath, or I should have utterly sunk. I found no rest

to my poor tribulated and tossed mind till I could make a full

surrender of all into the hands of God, my life and all most

dear to me in this state of being. At length, I trust it was

attained under the influence of his love ; He wrought it in

me, and I could approach his presence. I believe this dispen-

sation was brought upon me in the wisdom and mercy of the

Lord, perhaps that it might work in me a more entire sepa-

ration and devotedness of heart to Him and the work He
may be pleased to appoint me, and that I might be led to

look with increased purpose of heart beyond the things

which are seen, and dwell more constantly on things that

are eternal. Oh ! what deep humiliating views I have had

of myself, my deficiencies, my transgressions, my unworthi-

ness, yea, my vileness ; and how earnestly have I sought to

know whether, indeed, I have an interest in Christ—whether

I do really belong to Him. In the greatness of heavenly

condescension and compassion, I thought I could discover

something wherein I could rest my tribulated and conflicted

spirit ; for it was those who believed in Him and were accepted
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by Him to whom He granted the teaching and leading of

his Spirit ; and believing that I had known this, and that it

was in obedience to his will thus manifested to me that I had

thus ventured forth, I was brought to some degree of calmness

and quietness of mind.

When I came down on Fourth-day evening, the captain

thought the Aveather more promising, and that the sea was

falling fast ; but it soon changed ; the wind became more

variable, and the sea as rough, and indeed more agitated, than

before. Towards evening it .was, to all our company, truly

alarming ; the ship rolled to a dreadful degree, and the waves

beat upon us in all directions ; it was like being tossed in a

tremendous vortex. About ten o'clock our situation was

awful ; the shocks were with such violence that it seemed as

if the vessel would be broken to pieces. It was a time of

much solemnity. I found some relief from my fears and

conflicts in pouring forth my soul in vocal prayer. Our path

at that moment seemed to lay by the very brink of the pit

;

but though I thought the ship could scarcely survive the conflict

much longer, I was enabled to maintain a sweet persuasion

that our lives would be spared, to which I was assisted by

the feeling expressed by some of our dear friends, who seemed

to have such clear and satisfying assurance of my preservation.

The captain came down about twelve o'clock, and brought a

much more cheering account ; but acknowledged that he had

never known such a time before. The waves were running

with such fury in all directions, that it was difficult to manage

the ship. The quietness which now prevails both within and

without is grateful beyond description ; but I have learnt to

rejoice with trembling, I trust not without thankfulness.

There is another sort of training in which I feel anxious to

become more proficient—in whatsoever state I am, therewith

to be content. This is hard to attain, but I trust that, at

times, I do sincerely aspire after it.

Seventh-day.—1 woke eai-ly, and lay for some time in a

thoughtful, serious state of mind
;
and, seeking to the Lord,

I was blessed with a renewal of confidence and hope. It

was given me to believe that whatever may be the trials and
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perils of our voyage, it will end well at last. This has been

a remarkably fine, pleasant day, much enjoyed by our com-

pany, but by none more than myself. Such a contrast to

what we have lately experienced ! The sea has been compara-

tively smooth, and the sky at times almost without a cloud.

The sun has just dipped below the horizon, remarkably

clear and bright, very promising, as our seamen think, for a

fine night : it was tridy a glorious sight. Oh ! that at th*"

end of days, in the great mercy of our holy Redeemer, it

may be thus with us, that our sua may go down in brightness ;

and that in the evening of life we may be blessed with a calm

and peaceful hope of a glorious immortality.

Second-day noon.—I came upor deck to breakfast, and have

been sitting up almost ever since, I trust really thankful for

my improved state of health, and increased capability of

enjoyment. Yesterday, I had a long, ])leasant, peaceful, and

I trust not an unprofitable day
;
and, joined by the captain, I

read two or three psalms. I Avas desirous that I might be

able to spend the day profitably ; that my example might

comport with the solemn nature of the object I have before

me. As I sought unto the Lord, in the riches of condescend-

ing mercy, He permitted me to draw nigh unto Him ; and by

the sensible shedding abroad of heavenly love my heart was

made tender, and I remembered many of my dear friends in

England and Ireland, especially those who had been my com-

panions and helpers in the work of the Lord, some who have

already entered into rest, and others still remaining alive in

his love, and devoted to his blessed cause. In these moments

of divine favour, I had comfort in them with desires that I

might forget all that I have known of the infirmities of any.

I remember dear Mary Collins told me in regard to one of

the visits in London, in which she accompanied Tabitha

Middleton, whose memory is very precious to me, that her

concern was to encourage the good in all : this we must believe

to be peculiarly the object of that ministry, which originates

in the love of Him, who through the grace of God has tasted

death for every man. In that which I feel of this love,';by

which I am now borne upon the great deep towards a distant

shore, it is much my earnest desire that, by abiding under its
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helpful and presemng influence, I may, by the exercise of my
spirit, if not by more public service, be made, as far as it may
please the Lord, instrumental to the strengthening of his

work in the hearts of his believing children, and enjoy as

much of the unity of the brotherhood as He sees to be good

for me. If I may but be kept in humihty,—watchful and

tender in spirit, and near to Him who alone can du'ect my
steps in safety, it is all I ask, and this I fully hope will not be

denied, if sought with sincerity and in patience. Not seeing

any probability of our company being collected to advantage

in the forenoon, I endeavoured to keep my mind retired.

Finding that our party were willing to come together in the

evening, we had tea early. I went down, took my seat, and

read the first Epistle of Peter and 107th Psalm. I thought

there was a serious feeHng amongst us, and afterwards

believed I should not be clear without expressing a little of

what was on my mind, which I trust might be for the

encouragement of some.

I had a good night's rest. I was scarcely awake when

tidings came down that ice was in sight, which we had had

much reason to expect, fi-om the coldness of the temperature,

for several days. I think it impossible to give an adequate

idea of the beauty and grandeur of the spectacle ; one of

these bergs was at some distance behind us, the other about

two or three miles right a-head
;
upon this the sun was shin-

ing bright and clear ; it had the appearance of a small moun-

tain entirely covered with fi-esh drifted snoAv, sailing gently,

and sparkling with beautiful lustre. We have had seven or

eight of these bergs in sight during the forenoon
;
and, there

being none to be seen to the eastward, the captain flatters

himself that we may not fall in with any more. We are

remarkably favoured in having such fine, clear weather ; it

being generally thick and foggy in these longitudes. In

beholding the stupendous works of the hand of Almighty

God, I was led, in humble reverence of His wisdom and

power, to meditate upon the economy of His providence.

How wonderfully all is made to work together for the good

of the whole
;
nothing is created in vain. Notwithstanding

all the changes that appear in nature, nothing is lost.
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I am improved iu health within tlie last tAvo days
; my

strength is returning, and my appetite now as good as I could

wish. Yesterday and to-day our prospect has been cheered

by an additional number and variety of birds. It is amusing

to me to watch them flying, and swimming, and diving. Within

the last hour, whilst I have been writing, I was called oif to

look at some of the grampus Avhale, sporting themselves

within a few yards of the ship. Truly we must acknowledge

that on the sea the works and wonders of the Lord are much

to be seen ! May I never be an indifferent beholder, but in

all that I see in evei-y place give Him the glory that is due to

his most excellent name.

Second-day.—Reading in the Revelation this morning, I

felt encouragement in observing the value that is set upon the

prayers of the saints—" As the odour of precious incense

treasured up in golden vials." How great, then, is the

blessedness of a life of prayer, and with what humble, filial

submission, with how much more than submission, vdih what

thankfulness ought we to accept such of the dealings of

Heavenly Wisdom as tend to quicken us in our desire and

endeavour to seek the Lord and wait upon Him ! This after-

noon the air has been very keen : with my thick great-coat

and another underneath, I find it hard to keep myself even

tolerably warm. We have seen one large iceberg at a dis-

tance this afternoon, and some smaller pieces were floating

nearer to us. A thick fog is just come on. I cannot but feel

the seriousness of our situation ; but the captain seems well

aware of the necessity of keeping a strict look-out for ice, and

we must trust that the blessing of heavenly protection will be

added to his care and vigilance. I went and sat a while with

the men at the forecastle ; it was a pleasant change to me to

watch them at their different employments. I have been

brought into much increase of feeling during our voyage with

the disadvantages and temptations incident to a seafaring life,

and very much so in hearing one of the men relate some of

the trials which he had endured during a voyage to the South

Seas for the purpose of catching seals. They were nearly

three years without fi*esh provision, in consequence of which

s
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some of the men were brought into much suffering.

Perhajis I should not prove more virtuous under the trial

than others have been ; but at present I do not know what

prospect of gain would prevail with me to accede to the

voluntary exposure of my fellow-creatures to such suffering.

I was up part of Third-day ; the evening was fine, but just

at sunset there came on a heavy swell, with a head-wind.

We were much tossed through the night, but I had some

sweet feeling of rest and comfort. I was permitted to lean

on the Saviour's bosom, and He gave me much quietness and

hope in the midst of the roaring of the elements. Towards

morning, the sea was more calm ; and to-day the ship has laid

to her course, and we have made some way. Yesterday and

last night were extremely cold ; it was difficult for any of us

to keep tolerably warm. In my present weak and sickly

state, a much longer detention at sea would be very trying

;

but I find it much more to my strength and comfort to look

back on the many mercies which have hitherto attended us,

than to look forward with discouraging apprehensions to the

trials which may yet be in reserve.

Many of our company entertain the hope that our voyage

may be accomplished by the latter part of next week. I am
afi'aid to set my heart upon so cheering a prospect ; but I

trust it is not displeasing to the Lord that we should hope,

and even ask for favours which He alone can give, so

long as our prayer is in submission to his Avill, and we
seek to be guarded against a spirit of presumptuous

confidence.

20tli. Seventh-day.—Within the last few days, the wea-

ther has been very unfavovu'able, and I have been much
confined to my bed, often low, and sometimes tempted to

yield to undue discouragement ; but some few gleams of

heavenly comfort have at times cheered my spirit ; and my
faith and hope have been revived in the goodness and tender

mercies of our Almighty Heavenly Father, and, trusting in

his divine protection, I have looked forward to the safe termi-

nation of our voyage. I will not say that it is an impossibility

for us to be in time for their afternoon meeting at New York
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to-morrow
;
but, however pleasant it would be, I am not over

anxious about it, if I may but be favoured with quietness and

retiredness of mind. I do not know but it will be as much
for my strength and comfort, to spend one more First-day on

board, rather than to go all at once upon such a large body

of Friends.

To be safely landed and rightly initiated into the duties of

the important engagement for which I have left all most dear

to me in life, would be truly grateful, but I cannot tell how
deejjly I feel the weight, the seriousness, the responsibility,

and the temptations which I know I must expect to meet

with in the path of dedication in which I believe myself

called to follow the Lord. May I never forget that his grace

is sufficient, and never cease to look unto Him, and humbly

and reverently Avait for those supplies which He alone can

afford.

2ist.—What pleasure would it give my friends, if they

could now see us rapidly sailing up New York harbour,

a lovely day, and a tine breeze in our favour. The pilot has

just this minute given us the expectation of our being at the

city before two o'clock, so that I must take courage, and go

and make exhibition of myself to Friends at their afternoon

meeting.

I feel not a little at the extensive prospect before me
;
but,

through the mercy and help of our gracious Redeemer, my
mind is preserved in resignation to the Divine will, and

clothed with that love which dwelt so abundantly in the

Apostle, that he was willing to become all things to all men,

if he might gain some ; and if, in the grace of our Lord

Jesus Christ, I may be made in any measure insti'umental

to the strength and comfort of any of his believing and con-

trite followers, I repent not of all the sufferings I have

passed through, the extent of which is known to Omniscience

alone.

We are now passing the Narrows, with batteries on each

side ; the shores beautifully studded with small country

houses, and well wooded, and the country on every hand in

the full glory of its greenness ; and just this minute we have

s 2
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opened on the city on our left, and probably shall not be

long before we reach the quay. My heart is very full and

overflowing. Oh, how can I ever give sufficient proof of my
gratitude to Him whose mei'cies have been so often and

abundantly renewed during the trials ofmy watery pilgrimage

;

the hope that has been raised within me is full of comfort.

The next day William Forster adds :

—

Neio York, 5th mo. 22nd.—Through the blessing of the

Almighty—O ! that I may never speak of his goodness with-

out feeling to what great degree I owe to Him all that I am,

and all that I enjoy—we were favoured to make a safe entrance

into New York harbour yesterday morning, and reached the

city about two o'clock in the afternoon. I came on shore in

time to attend the meeting in Pearl-street at four o'clock
;

and after meeting was taken home by Thomas Eddy, who has

claimed me for his guest ; and I feel myself as much at home

under his roof as I can expect to be anywhere.



CHAPTER XX.

FIRST VISIT TO AMERICA.

ENTRANCE UPON HIS MINISTRY IN AMERICA.

There was something very touching in "the

dehut of William Forster, in a land where he was

to labour long—a land which he was to visit and

revisit, in astonishing comprehensiveness of Gospel

love, and where, after the lapse of many years, he

was to close his earthly probation, under such cir-

cumstances that one generation must of necessity

tell his name unto another, and his unpretending

tomb shall be distinct in its record and its lesson

'"While kings, in dusky darkness hid,

Have left a nameless pyramid.'"*

From the vessel, as has been seen, without calling

at any Friend's house, and alone, William Forster

found his way to the meeting in Pearl-street, New
York. He arrived there a little before the time, and

quietly took his seat in the minister's gallery,

unknown to all who assembled. "His appearance was

unassuming and very simple. His travelling dress,

somewhat peculiar, was unexceptionably plain. There

he sat, immersed in meditation, as one more con-

scious of the Unseen Presence than of the indi-

viduals successively taking in quiet their places as

worshippers.

Another person entered the door—even then a

* See " Quakerism Vital," by William J. AlUnson.
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man of mark !—and for many years afterwards a

leading mind in the Society of Friends. Those who
marvelled what the first might be, looked curiously

at KicHARD MoTT, as he walked very slowly up the

aisle, to see if his countenance betrayed any token

of recognition. They sat together, unknowing even

whether they had one common faith. The stranger

had intenser sensibilities, tenderer sympathies, acuter

spiritual perceptions, than are often to be found in

man or woman. He felt that he was the subject of

doubt ; and it is not easy to appreciate the feeling of

forlorn isolation that oppressed him, as he sat, alone

in a foreign multitude, tears trickling from his eyes,

and also from those of the honourable veteran beside

him, who felt strangely moved, though little suspect-

ing that their hearts were knitting together with a

bond of Christian brotherhood that should last

through life. 'As unknown, and yet well known,'

they silently worshipped together, until the stranger,

having received help from on high, reverently bowed
the knee to the God of the spirits of all flesh, giving

unmistakeable evidence that he had an unction from

the Holy One."*

The time of the Yearly Meeting at New York was

near ; and William Forster remained at the house of

his kind friend Thomas Eddy, to recruit a little after

his long voyage. The foUomng extracts from his

letters, chiefly to his wife, depict the state of his

mind during this time of trial :

—

* Thirty years afterwards the Editor heard this account, ahnost

verhatim, from the lips of tlie yeneraljle Richard Mott, at his own house

in America—even then moved to tears while he dwelt with animation

upon the scene of his first acquaintance with a friend whom he ever

after loved " as bone of his bone."
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1820. 6th mo. 7tJi.—From an increase of weakness in ui^

lame knee, I am again confined to bed. I was al^le to attend

all the sittings of the Yearly Meeting, and I fully hoped that

I should gradually recover from my lameness in a few weeks
;

but last Sixth-day it became more uneasy. On Seventh-day

evening I went into the country, and attended two meetings

on First-day ; and on Second-day forenoon I Avas with friends

at Mamaroneck, about twenty miles from the city, in the

State of New York. The pain increased with travelling ; and

on my return I did not hesitate to yield to the kind solicitations

of my friends to have further advice.

Dr. Mott called upon me yesterday morning, and examined

the joint very carefully. He gave his opinion decidedly that

I must desist from travelling, and be given up to a regular

course of surgical assistance, or the consequences might be

very serious. He has applied blisters, and put me upon a low

regimen, and gives me encouragement to hope that, by sub-

mitting to such a course of treatment as he may prescribe, I

shall be restored to the full use of the limb. This anticipation

very much reconciles me to the detention ; and I wish to cherish

the hope that under the blessing of Divine Providence, I may,

sooner perhaps than some may expect it for me, be in a situation

to pursue my journey.

8th.—The Lord has given me a very sweet feeling of con-

tentment and acquiescence with his will. It is a mysterious

providence, but I must not doubt that it is in the way of his

appointment ; and I cannot but believe that in the end all

things will be seen to have been working together for good.

I feel myself to be in his hands. I have left all for his sake.

I am given up to his disposal ; and I must not, I dare not,

distrust his faithfulness, his mercy, and love.

9th.— In my reading yesterday forenoon, such was the

feeling that I have of the love and favour of the Lord, that I

thought I could make the words of the Apostle my own
without much deduction : "I am filled with comfort; lam
exceeding joyful in all our tribulations." To-day I have had

some sinking both of flesh and spirit, but I am not cast down

into despair. The doctor was encouraging respecting the

general appearance of my knee ; but did not hesitate in giving
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his opinion that I must remain here, under the same course of

blistering, for several days.

i2th.—May we not hope that our merciful Heavenly

Father ^viW continue to deal tenderly with us under our

many trials : thus far we must acknowledge his mercies

have never failed. Oh ! may we never cease to love and

serve Him ; and then I cannot doubt He will continue his

goodness through all these tribulations and to the end.

After the Monthly Meeting at New York, I fully

trust that I shall see the way open for me to leave the city
;

but what may be the right course for me to take is very much
hidden from me. My mind is drawn in many different

directions ; I feel such indescribable love and interest, both

for Friends near at hand and afar off, such strong attractions

to the most remote meetings of Friends in Tennessee and

Indiana, and sometimes to Canada ;—the field of labour is so

widely extensive, so arduous and important, that no wonder I

am often cast down with fearfulness and dismay in looking

over it ; but my heart is so much filled with the love of Christ,

—I feel at times such support and comfort under my tribu-

lation, and such inclination to look to the Lord alone for

wisdom and strength, that, much as the circumstance of my
lameness, and consequent detention, has been a deep trial to

my faith, yet I cannot doubt but my being here is in the

ordering of Divine Wisdom ; and whether the sphere of my
labours is more or less extensive, whether the Lord be pleased

to lead me into these more remote parts, or to grant me a

release after I have visited the more settled districts of the

Continent, I have the comfort of a good hope that the end

will be quietness and peace.

/ 8th. —My love and affection to you all is, I am sure, far

from being diminished ; and I can well believe that, in my
present distant separation, I am not less the object of your

interest and love in consequence of the affliction which has

arrested my progress. Remembering how I have been helped

hitherto, I trust I am not without some lively feeling of

gratitude to that power which has often succoured me in my
low estate.

27tlu—On First-day afternoon I got down stairs to tea,
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and stayed till late in the evening. Several dear friends

came in, and we enjoyed a quiet time of retirement together,

in which I found my mind strengthened and comforted in

solemn supplication ; and afterwards in some expression of

encoiiragement for those that were present, especially some

of a heavy heart.

It is much my desire that in my humiliation I may be

counted worthy to be made instrumental to exalt the glorious

cause of the love of Christ, and be a strength and comfort

to those who are humbly treading the path of faith and

obedience.

The next First-day William Forster was able to

attend the North Meeting at New York, respecting

which he says :

—

I was engaged, under some pressure of duty, in a line of

close searching labour, and I trust under a feeling of that

love which is not of the creature, boldly to declare the truths

of the everlasting gospel, and to invite Friends to look to

Christ as their Saviour.

Having left New York and crossed over to Long
Island, he thus continues :

—

Flnsliing, Long Island, 7th of 7th mo.—It had been a sub-

ject of much inquiry and deep anxiety with me as to my
right course from New York. I set my mind on Wager Hull

for my companion ; and he being prevailed on to come with

me, we came in his one-horse waggon to Flushing, crossing

the ferry to Williamsburg in a boat worked by seven horses

turning a wheel in the middle of the boat. It was a pleasant

ride, and I cannot tell thee how much I enjoyed being once

more, as I humbly believe, gone forth in the love of Christ,

with the hope of making some progress in the work assigned

me. Oh ! if I can but feel a little of this, I am not anxious

as to where I go, or what is the nature of the work assigned

me. His heavenly presence is all I dare to ask.

We were kindly welcomed here by dear Samuel Parsons, a
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valuable friend, of good influence in these parts ; a sensible,

enlightened man, and, withal, a minister in the church. His

wife, a kind, good-spirited friend ; and they have a family of

young children as well ordered as most I have seen in this

country.

W. H. is very careful of me, and I find I can ride in his

easy carriage with scarcely any suffering. I do hope my knee

is radically better. I now use nothing but my stick in walk-

ing, and seldom have any pain. It is a case that requires

patience, and I wish to be thankful to have it so far restored

as it is.

9th.—The meeting at Newtown was more to my relief and

encouragement than at the beginning I could have hoped for.

The people were some time in collecting ; but at last the seats

were nearly filled. I ventured on some expression in much

weakness ; but standing, I trust, carefully attentive to the

feeling I believed to be brought upon me, I was enlarged in

doctrine, and, under the strengthening influence of divine

love, was led to plead with the people, some of whom I feared

had but little serious thoughtfulness.

The meeting held at Flushing in the evening was not so

largely attended by the people as I could have wished, nor

did I find that relief and comfort in my labour which I had

enjoyed in the morning.

iOth.—The meeting at Jamaica—a small, handsome town

—

was held in a room at an inn
;
very few came : altogether it

was a low, trying time.

/ / til.—I was brought into much feeling for Friends at a

meeting at Cowneck, and strengthened in love to labour for

their gathering unto Christ and their establishment in Him.

We spent the evening and lodged at Edmund Pryor's ; these

dear friends have passed through much affliction. I trust I

was enabled to speak a word for their comfort and help. It

was to me a time of much openness of heart, and true tender-

ness of spirit.

i2t]i.—We came through a pleasant country to Westbury.

Here was a large meeting ; the people in the neighbourhood

almost aU Friends in country life. .
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We were kindly received at Silas Downing's. He is a

well-esteemed minister. His wife is a loving, tender-spirited

woman, and I thought a judicious, well-concerned elder.

^3t/i.— It was a large gathering at Matinicock, and to me
a very trying time. I sat long under much heaviness of

spii'it. At length dear Phebe Field was engaged in prayer

that the people might be drawn to a state of inward depen-

dence upon the Lord. After which my way was opened to

preach Christ and his salvation. I trust that, thi'ough the

power of God, truth obtained its own dominion, and I was

comforted in the Lord.

After attending some other meetings, he con-

tinues :

—

^6th. Jerusalem.—My mind is imder much oppression

almost wherever I go among Friends on this island. They

seem to be drawing fast towards some of those things which

occasioned so much desolation among Friends in L-eland.*

This morning I attended a meeting in a private house in

the neighbourhood of Rockaway. It was not very large, but

I think it was a time of as much liberty and power as any I

have had since I came into these parts ; and I spoke boldly

the truths of the Gospel of Christ. I thought there were

those to whom they seemed strange things, but for the time I

was raised above the fear of men. Blessed be the Lord !

I wish to maintain a loving, humble, watchful spirit towards

Friends in every place.

* i7th. Jericho.—I am now at dear Anne Willis's who made
me so many cheering visits at New York. Retired to my
chamber more peaceful and relieved in spirit than for some

days past. This is a good Christian family ; her son and his

wife and their daughter are all living together. The meeting

at Jerusalem is but a recent establishment. There was a

pretty large company of Friends and others. I was brought

very low before the time, and whilst we were together ; but

* In reference to these, see chap. xiv. pj). 147-151.
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at length, after some time of laborious exercise, I felt clear,

and was cheered in spirit.

Here William Forster's account of this visit on

Long Island abruptly closes. From other sources it

appears that his sermon, and exposition of Christian

doctrine at Jericho, from the words :
" Behold thy

King cometh unto thee ; He is just and having

salvation," were very remarkable. But, of his move-

ments during the two succeeding weeks no record

has been found.

Though beautifully clothed with the spirit of

meekness, humility, and love, it is not easy to avoid

being struck with the tone of sadness which pervades

some of his last memoranda. They relate to the

attempts he met with to " pervert the Gospel of

Christ," by which his sensitive mind was introduced

into what was to him a new species of trial. It was

one, however, with which the Christian Church, in

its larger or smaller sections, has had to contend in

every age, but over which, from whatever quarter,

and through whatever agency it has arisen, sooner

or later, the God of providence and of all grace has

always caused his church " to triumph in Christ."*

* The history of German Eationalism presents at once a sad and a

cheering illustration of this. One of the ablest and most impartial of

modern \TOiters, after reviewdng the course of " German Protestantism,"

and noticing many antagonistic efforts against the simple Christianity of

the New Testament, and its records, has the following remarks :
—" The

intellectual systems of a Kant, a Fichte, a Schelling, and a Hegel, are

fallen to the groimd ; hut the GosjJel stands erect. The weapons by
which a Strauss, a Bruno-Bauer, and others, once sought to give the

death-blow to the Sacred History, lie rusting in our arsenals of theology

;

but the Scriptures remain unharmed, and have lost nothing of their

validity."—" That the Scriptirres represent the sufferings of Christ both

as vicarious and piacular, is an undeniable fact, noiv questioned by few."
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Eeally to overthrow the person and the work of the

Saviour—one with the Father, and Himself God
manifest in the flesh—is, indeed, simply impossible.

The Light of the Gospel of the Gloey of Christ* is

inextinguishable. Nevertheless, the various attacks

upon the very Truth itself, which are sometimes

—" Der innere Gang des deutschen Protestantismus," by Dr. Kalinis.

Second German edition, 1860
; pp. 257 and 261.

We may, indeed, greatly damage, if we do not entirely overthrow, our

Christian standing, by trying to lessen the Divine authority of the

Scriptures, on account of the difficulties which attend them ; but every

attempt to invalidate their testimony to any fact or doctrine of

Christianity must be utterly futile. Just as well might we seek to blot

out the sun, because astronomers have discovered that there are some

spots on its disc. Both give a steady and a true light—notwithstanding.

Christianity, and her divinely authorized records, have nothing to fear

from the keenest research. The most adverse, remorseless, and destructive

criticism, will not harm her or them. Would that all who engage in the

contest were equally safe. For Christianity is invincible ; she conquers

all her foes, and gently blrmts the suicidal weapons of her mistaken

friends (1 Cor. iii. 11-15). Whatever may be the desiderata which stLU

remain, with reference to the attacks made upon her by German
Rationalism, it is needful only to look at the works of such men as

Neander and Tholuck, Ullmarm and Domer, Nitzsch and Stier, and a

host of others of like calibre, to gain some idea of the triumphs she has

already won on the field of literature and science—of accurate history,

impartial criticism, and enlightened exegesis—and to notice how the tide

of her achievements is still steadily rising, from the lowest ebb of the

Negative School to the high-water mark of sound, Christian orthodoxy,

—

not according to any sectarian formulas, but in harmony with the simjile

standard of Holy Scripture. In the love which thuiketh no evil, it may
be hoped that many who were driven away from that standard in

America, or their descendants, will be led back to it by the Spirit in

whose influence they still profess to believe.

* rhv <pa>TiiTiA.hu rod evayyehlov rijs So^tjs rod XP'"'"''""-
—Paul (2 Cor. iv. 4.)

The ligtnynge of the Gospel of the glorie of Grist.— Wicldif.

Das helle Licht des EvangeH von der Klarlieit GJwisti.—Luther.

We do not commit high treason against God—we are not idolaters

—

when we " honour the Son even as we honour the Father ;" nor do we
contravene any of the Divine attributes when we thankfully believe that

" He gave Himself a ransom for aU."
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permitted, cannot but be cause of great grief to those

^Yho lovo the Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity; and,

long as AVilham Forster had felt Him to be precious

to his soul, he could not help being deeply pained by

what was passing around him. Distasteful as it is

to allude to the sorrowful events of those days,

which are now matter of well-known history, fuU

justice could not be done to the character and

Christian labours of this devoted servant of the

Lord Jesus, in the further prosecution of his

mission in America, without a distinct reference to

them.

Jericho, the place where ^'illiam Forster was now
enjoying the rites of hospitality in " a good Christian

family," was the residence of Elias Hicks, through

whose influence, mainly, and the propagation of the

heterodox opinions he had unhappily imbibed, was

brought about that state of things which had so

deeply affected his mind. The contemi)oraries of

Elias Hicks speak of him as a man of prepossessing

appearance, good natural abilities, and an ardent

temperament, with a considerable command of lan-

guage and fluency of speech—yet, more conspicuous

for boldness of assertion than for solid information

and depth of knowledge. For many years he had

occupied the station of a minister in his own
meeting, and travelled, in that capacity, in different

parts. Ha\ing acquired a good deal of popularity as

a preacher, his position had become one of no small

influence, and, for a time, that influence appeared to

be for good. But by degTees, and under the specious

guise of high spirituality, the doctrines he preached

in public, and sought to disseminate in private,
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became less and less scriptural ;
and, in the same

proportion, more and more opposed to the recog-

nised tenets of the Society of Friends. Heedless of

the Christian care and judicious counsel of some of

his friends who watched over him with tenderness

and love, he persisted in his divergent course, till at

last the distinguishing facts and fundamental truths of

Christianity—the Deity and incarnation—the atone-

ment * and intercession of Christ, together with some

other points, were either ignored in his ministry, or

distorted and rejected.! He gradually obtained many

'* His sermons, published by his own adherents, ftilly justify these

statements.

t It is not very difficidt as in the present instance, so to misunderstand,

and so to misrepresent the Christian doctrine ofAtonement as to give it the

appearance of implying " the -wrath and natural imi^lacabUity of God ;

"

and, under this entirely erroneous meaning, to ascribe to those who be-

lieve ill that doctrine the sentiment " that this WTath was appeased, and

that the mind of God was changed towards us, by the suffering and death

of an innocent victim." Nothing could be further from the true doctrine

of Christians, or from that of the Society of Friends. They believe that

God is a Being of infinite and U7ichangeable holiness and love ; and so

far from the gift and sacrifice of his only begotten son, having " made

God placable," the appointment, in his infinite wisdom, of this means for

our reconciliation, was the " glorious result, not of wi'ath, but of Love."
" God is love. In this was manifested the love of God towards us, be-

cause that God sent his only-begotten Son into the world that we might

live through Him. Herein is love ; not that we loved God, but that

He loved us, and sent his Son to be the propitiation for our sins."

1 John iv. 8-10. Nor is it less clear from scriptme, that, in perfect

imison with the Father, it was in his voluntary love that the Son " gave

himself a ransom for aU." "Clirist loved the Chiu'ch and (/ave himself

for it." " Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down his

life for his friends."

Whilst thus " we are not redeemed by corruptible things, as silver and

gold, but by the precious blood of Christ, as of a lamb without blemish

and without spot," there is, moreover, good scriptural groiuid for the

belief that the same means were apiiointed also for procuring for us the

gift of the Holy Sjjirit, %vith all his awakening, regenerating, and sancti-

fying influences. Here then, " through the redemption that is in Christ,"
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adherents
;

yet it was not till seven years after-

wards that he and his followers effected a separation

and distinct organization, by which the religious

community to which they had belonged lost nearly

a third of its members.

When William Forster visited Long Island the

evil was only partially developed, and had scarcely

assumed any definite form. Much that created

uneasiness was still kept in the background, and

comparatively few were fully alive to the danger into

which the Society was drifting.* Deeply as William

Forster sympathized with the afflictions of the

Church, few persons, similarly circumstanced, could

manifest less of a controversial spirit than he pos-

sessed. But he was a man of quick perceptions, and

accurate observation, as well as of large experience

and sound judgment in "the things of God; " and

he was not mistaken in at once detecting a strong

resemblance between the disturbing elements around

him,—as the consequence of E. H.'s influence,—and
" those things which occasioned so much desolation

in Ireland."! There, indeed, he had watched only

the dying embers of a fire that was soon extinguished
;

here he beheld the sparks, long hid in the combustible

materials upon which they had fallen, breaking out

into a flame which did not cease to spread till far

we have the forgiveness of sin through his atoning blood ; and deliverance

from sin by the jjower of his Spu'it ; in brief, the sum and substance of the

Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ—that wonderful display of the holiness and

love—the justice and mercy—the harmonious blending without imperilling

the perfect distinctness of the glorious attributes of the Eternal Jehovah.

* Stephen Grellet was among these few. See his Memoirs, vol. ii.,

Third edition, pp. 124, 125.

t See chap. xiv.
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more extensive and permanent injury had been

done. The "Defection " in Ireland, and the " Separa-

tion " in America, doubtless had much in common
;

nor were they without some historical connection.

Different as were the moral and intellectual forces

which were brought into operation in each, there is

good reason to conclude that, apart from the personal

agencies which influenced both, the reading of scep-

tical and Socinian works which appeared towards the

end of the last, and the beginning of the present

century, had much to do with preparing the way
for the adoption of the mischievous notions which

obtained currency, both in Ireland and in America.

In both countries a false estimate of the person, the

attributes, and the work of the Saviour, our Lord

Jesus Christ, was combined with inadequate views

regarding the authenticity and Divine authority of

the Holy Scriptures ; and in both it was attempted to

engraft the unsound opinions entertained by some of

the leading characters in each, upon an erroneous

and distorted representation of the scriptural views

of the Society of Friends in regard to the direct and

perceptible influence of the Holy Spirit upon the

heart of the believer in Jesus. A spurious and

refined spiritualism, which refused to be controlled

and tested by the clearly revealed truths of the Bible,

was sought to be substituted for that healthy, sober-

minded spirituality of the Gospel, one of the distin-

guishing features of which has ever been a cordial

acceptance of all the facts and doctrines connected

with the wonderful scheme of man's redemption

through Christ, made known to us in the Scriptures

of the Old and New Testament.
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Nothing could be more opposed to tlie recognised

principles of the Christian community of Friends

than such an attempt to separate what God hath

joined. So far was their belief in the influence and

guidance of the Holy Spirit, and the practical impor-

tance of its application to the formation and

upholding of the Christian character, from lessening

their value for the plain testimony of Scriptm^e, that

they distinctly held that the non-accordance of any

doctrine, sentiment, or procedure with the Sacred

Records was a conclusive evidence of its being a

delusion, and not among the " fruits of the Spirit."

Accepting the Holy Scriptures as " given by in-

spiration of God," they did not hesitate to pronounce

it an utter impossibility that between the Truth

revealed in " The volume of the Book," or, as

George Fox expresses it, the words of God," and

the work of the Spirit in the heart of the beHever,

there should be any real contradiction,—the one

always being in harmony with and confirming the

other.

In accordance with this view were the many
declarations of the faith of the Society, published,

from time to time, on its behalf,* as well as the

plain statements of individual members, soon after

its rise and establishment as a distinct poi-tion of the

visible church of Christ. They afford incontestable

evidence of its doctrinal soundness in the funda-

mental truths of Christianity, and clearly show that

George Fox and the early Friends—to use the lan-

* See tlie " Cliristian Doctrine, Practice, and Discipline of the

Eeligious Society of Fiieiids." Fouitli Edition, 1861. London :

Friends' Book Depository, 13, Bisliopsgate Street.
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guage of Willinm Penn—"renounced any pretence

to the revelation of new matter in opposition to the

ancient Gospel, declared by Christ Jesus and his

Apostles." They were men who gave entire credence

to all the facts connected with that " ancient Gospel,"

whether recorded in the Old or the New Testament

;

they cordially accepted all its doctrines, and were

deeply imbued with its spirit.

They had nothing to add " to the faith once

delivered to the saints, and they were very careful

not to "take away" anything from what had been

clearly taught in the canon of Scripture. In a truly

Biblical sense, and in common with all orthodox

professors of the Christian name, they believed in

the Being and Attributes of the Eternal Jehovah

—

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost—one God over all,

blessed for ever. Nothing could be more clear than

the testimony which they bore to the pre-existence

and incarnation of the Son of God ; the proper,

eternal Deity, and the perfect manhood of the Lord

Jesus Christ ; the infinite value and extent of his

propitiatory sacrifice, as an atonement or expiation

for the sins of mankind ; his resurrection and

ascension, and his mediatorial intercession and

reign. Clearly recognizing the universal corruption

of human nature in consequence of the Fall, and the

impossibility of salvation by works, they gathered

round the person of Christ as their only hope of

deliverance.* Through faith in Him alone, they

* If proof were needed of this, it might be found abundantly in

George Fox's Epistles, and many other works of the early Friends.

George Fox, indeed, made no jiretension to what is called systematic, and

he certainly had no sympathy with speculative theology ; but it would

be difficult to fix upon any point of Christian fact or doctrine, contained

T 2
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looked for tlie forgiveness and reconciliation of the

repenting sinner ; while they thankfully acknow-

ledged the gracious gift of the Holy Spirit, they

insisted with peculiar emphasis upon the absolute

need of his influence in the awakening and conver-

sion of the unregenerate man ; and in the preser-

vation, sanctification, and guidance of the believer

in Jesus. Nor less explicit was their avowal of the

Scripture doctrine of the immortality of the soul

;

the resurrection, and the final judgment of the world

by our Lord Jesus Christ ; the eternal blessedness

of the righteous, and the eternal punishment of the

wicked.

While,—in the full belief of all that " the Scrip-

ture hath said " in reference to these fundamental

in Scriptiire, upon wliicli he did not entertain and express a sound

opinion ; and to wliich he did not give an important practical bearing.

It is really refreshing to hear him exhorting his bretliren after this

manner :

—

" O ! be valiant for God's glory and his Truth upon the earth, and

spread it abroad, answering that which is of God in every man and

woman's conscience
;
knowing Him that has brought everlasting peace

into the earth : so that the songs of salvation may be in your mouths
;

for it is said :
—

' With the heart man believes, and with, the mouth con-

fession is made to salvation.' So every true believer will confess to

Christ—^his salvation, his way, light, and life—his Prophet, Captain, and

Commander—his Counsellor, and his High Priest, who has offered Him-
seK for him—and who sanctifies him, and offers him up to God. To
whom be all praise and glory for ever. Amen."

Nor less imequivocal was his testimony to the manhood and Deity of

Christ, and his atoning sacrifice :—

•

" So Christ suffered in the flesh, and died, and was crucified, as he was

man ; not as he was God—the Word which was in the beginning ; but

as he was man, who bore the sins and iniquities of all mankind, and was

an offering for the sin of the whole world ; who tasted death for every

man (all being in death in Adam), that they might have life through

Christ," &c.

See " Epistles of George Fox," edited by Sam\iel Tuke. Second

Edition
; pp. 188 and 260.
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truths,—they evidently felt it to be their especial

duty in the Christian church, to call away their

fellow-men from a dependence upon outward forms,

and to in"vdte their attention to the witness for God
in their own consciences, distinctly setting forth the

immediate and perceptible operations of the Holy

Spirit, their teaching regarding this important part

of Gospel truth was no di-eam of enthusiasm, or of

mystical philosophy, but a doctrine of practical holi-

ness,—the assertion of a great Christian privilege,

in the undeniable fact that "the sons of God are led

by the Spirit of God," according to the Scriptures.

In like manner did they base upon the revealed

truths of the Bible their views of the universality of

the love of God—of the presidency of Christ in his

Church—of that which constitutes the call and quali-

fication of all true Gospel ministry—of the worship

of God in spirit and in truth—of "the baptism

which now saveth," by which true believers are

baptized into one body—of that which is compre-

hended in the true supper of the Lord, in partaking

of which those who belong to Him do spiritually

feed upon his body and blood, and know it to be meat
indeed, and drink indeed, sustaining the life of the

soul. It was evident, at the same time, that their

distinguishing tenets respecting the inviolable rights

of conscience and of private judgment in matters

between the soul and its God, the universal priest-

hood of believers, and the repudiation of all hier-

archical pretension and domination, all ecclesiastical

impositions and exactions, the unlawfulness of all

war and oaths under the Christian dispensation,

their separation from the world and its spirit, its
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maxims and fashions, and their opinions on some

other points, rested upon the same foundation—the

authoritative teaching of the Holy Scriptures.*

As an accredited minister of the Gospel in a Chris-

tian community entertaining such views, and cordially

acknowledging them as his own, William Forster had

gone forth, under a sense of religious duty, as an

ambassador for Christ, to visit and to labour amongst

his brethren, and the inhabitants more generally,

of the American continent ; and it was impossible

for him not to be deeply affected, on finding,

almost immediately on his entering upon this ser-

vice, that there were those from whom better things

might have been hoped, who were attempting

to introduce *' another Gospel, which he had not

received." And what he had now seen was but

the prelude to what awaited him during years to

come, in the service of his Lord. It need not, there-

fore, be a matter of surprise that, in his letters written

* In tluis referring to the early Friends, it is with no desire to foster

an indiscriminate, much less a sectarian partiality for them, than which

nothing indeed could be more opposed to the " universal spirit " (Penn)

so earnestly inculcated by themselves ; but " their work for the Lord

"

is here broiight into view, with a full appreciation of the statement of

the Yearly Meeting respecting them. " They were men of like passions

as we are, compassed with many infirmities, and partaking also in some

measure of the characteristics of the age in which they lived ; of which

traces are not wanting, both in their actions and in their writings.

Whilst we thankfully commemorate the work and grace of God in

them and through them, we would bear in mind the impressive language

of George Fox, concerning liimself and his brethren, ' We are nothing
;

Christ is all.' Especially would we recur to their own emphatic and

oft-repeated declaration, that it was no new Gospel they were called to

preach. They had no new truths to communicate to the world. The
Christianity of the New Testament, in its comprehensiveness and sim-

plicity, was at once the extent and the limit of the message which their

Lord had given them to declare."—" Extracts from the Mmiites and Pro-

ceedings of the Yearly Meeting of Friends, held in London, 1857," p. 13.
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now, and at later periods, a tone of sorrow and sadness

should often be mingled with the voice of thanksgiving

and praise. He knew his Saviour too well, and he

loved Him too much, not to be deeply pamed by every-

thmg which derogated from his glory. There was too

much of the Master in the servant—too much in the

disciple of his Lord, to allow him to remain insensible

to anything that might seriously affect the present

and everlasting welfare of those for whom Christ

died—whom, as the Chief Shepherd of the sheep, He
was so ready to gather into his fold.



CHAPTER XXI.

FIRST VISIT TO AMERICA.

VISIT TO SOME PARTS OF THE YEARLY MEETINGS OF NEW YORK

AND PHILADELPHIA.

After the conclusion of his visit on Long Island,

William Forster returned to New York. Having

tarried there a few days, he again left the city, and,

accompanied by Eobert Mott, he made a little circuit

among some of the meetings of Friends in West
Chester, Putman, Duchess, Ulster, and Orange

Counties, in the State of New York.

Harrison Toion, West Chester County, Neio York, 7th mo.

3ist.—We had a remarkably heavy rain in the afternoon and

evening, such as I have not often known. Next morning

we came about twelve mUes further, to the meeting at Mama-
roneck.

I had requested to have a meeting appointed at New
Rochelle. It was held at the house of Samuel Titus. As I

yielded to the impressions brought upon me, I was enlarged

both in doctrine and invitation ; and I trust we did not meet

entirely in vain. We had a pleasant ride back in the evening

;

the country was delightfully refreshed by the rain. The tree-

frog and the locust were in high glee, and kept up their music

till a late hour. Robert Mott had caught one of these little

tree-frogs for me. It much resembles a small toad, and is so

much the colour of the bark of the tree it frequents, as not to

be easily discovered.

8th mo. ist.—We went two miles to the Quarterly Meeting

of Ministers and Elders at Purchase. I was very low
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and flat most of the time
;

but, at last, venturing at some

expression in a few broken sentences, as the way appeared to

be opened before me, I was led on from one subject to

another, to my own admiration. Under the influence of the

love of Clii'ist, I was concerned to encourage Friends to dwell

deep and Avatchful in spirit, to beware of being carried away

by the specious appearance of new things ; and so to dwell

upon the ancient foundation, and under the government of

the Spirit of Christ, that they might do their part in checking

this tendency in others, and that if a day of shaking should

come, they might be preserved unmoved. I felt much unity

with many dear exercised Friends ; it was a time of much
tenderness of spirit ; and we were brought near one to the

other in the love of oiu" Heavenly Father.

During the Quarterly Meeting he was much
enlarged in doctrine, counsel, and invitation," and

"I trust," he adds, ''the love of Christ was felt to

prevail to the comfort of many Friends." At a

meeting, a few days afterwards, at Shappaqua, " his

mind," he says, "was much clothed with love, and

under this feeling he preached the Gospel of Christ

both to young and old." Passing on to Croton

Valley, where he also held a meeting, he came to

Salem.

8tli.—Under much feeling of the love of our Heavenly

Father, I was enabled to speak of the means provided for the

reconciliation and redemption of mankind, to my own satis-

faction and encouragement. And in sympathy with some

tossed, tribulated spirits, 1 sought to direct them to Christ

as He is the only sure foundation. In my religious engage-

ments I am kept in a state of much dependence, I think

never more so, and, in my communications, I can seldom see

further than one or two sentences before me. It is truly a

humiliation to be called upon to step forward so much in

faith, with so little apparently prepared for me ; but if it is
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really the way of the Lord's leading, it is much my desire

that I may be kept humbly and obediently devoted to Him,

without attempting to render my path easier than He sees to

be good for me. After I had taken my seat, I felt the spirit

of prayer, and, yielding to the impression, it was to my com-

fort and confii'mation.

The following interesting little sketch occurs about

this time :

—

We are here in a land of plenty : abundance of apples and

pears ; the peach trees breaking down Avith the weight of

fruit. The fields of Indian corn make a rich and luxuriant

appearance ; it is still green, but the ears are formed and

beginning to ripen. The buckwheat is now in blossom, and

enlivens the prospect wherever we go. Friends everywhere

appear to abound in the necessaries of life. We are now at

the house of one that I should suppose to be wealthy. He
has a fine estate, well stocked, mostly cleared and improved

by his own industry ; he would pass in England for a

respectable yeoman. They are famous for their bees in this

neighbourhood. I think they have not less than forty-six

hives just at the back of this house.

After having visited several meetings in the same

district, he writes at Wawarsmg :

—

8th mo. 24th.—Our afternoon journey was a long stage of

twenty miles ; our horses perform admirably well, pulling up

the hills cheerfully and steadily. Our road lay most of the

way on the banks of the Randolph river. Some of the

scenery really fine ; the country well cleared and cultivated,

mostly occupied by the descendants of Dutch settlers, who

established themselves in these valleys long before the Revo-

lutionary War. They have fine large houses, and make every

appearance of living in ease and plenty. Most of them have
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slaves,* but they bear the character of being remarkably kind

and humane
;

indeed, the countenances and general ap-

pearance of the poor creatures speak well for the kindness of

their masters. Such as we saw at the door looked well, fat,

and decently clothed,— very different from what I must

expect to see when I reach the other side of the Chesapeake.

But slavery is abominably bad under its mildest modifications
;

its effect is everywhere distressing and degrading ; and I could

not but think this was strongly depicted on the negroes we
saw to-day. It is a truly cheering consideration, and one in

which I take my full portion of enjoyment, that a few more

years, and it must entirely cease within the limits of this

State.

We are now at the house of a Friend near the head waters

of the Randolph river, surrounded with mountains on every

side, which are thickly covered with woods to the very top.

It is an old Dutch plantation, but the present inhabitants have

been here only a short time. I fear they have a hard lot of

it ; but they have the necessaries of life and many of its

comforts in a homely way. The women in this country are

very industrious in spinning, &c.
;
they make their own

house-linen, great part of their own and the men's common
clothes, all their bedding, and in some families they spin yarn,

which is woven into really handsome carpets. In these

respects they far outstrip our English housewives, spinning

wool in summer and flax in winter. But all this does not,

in my apprehension, make up for that amiable and delicate

refinement so indispensable to the female character ; and to

which I have been happily so much accustomed from early

life. The evidence of true spiritual religion is not more per-

ceptible here than with us.

Greenfield.—We left our quarters at Wawarsing early in the

forenoon, after a delicious feast of water-melons, and had

a pleasant and interesting ride to this place. The latter part

of the way was, I suppose, a fair specimen of American

* Some lingering remains of the system in tliis State, where slavery-

had been abolished by gradual emancipation.
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woodlands : the road hilly, Avhat they call mountainous,

narrow, and in some places full of stones and stumps. The

new settlers are working their way into this mountainous

wilderness : we came by several log cabins ; and in two

places they seemed to be clearing the country in good earnest,

burning away the wood, and afterwards ploughing between

the stumps. The timber is large and heavy oak, Spanish

chestnut, hemlock, pine and sugar maple. The hemlocks I

think the largest trees I ever saw, unless I were to except

some of the firs on the Duke of Argyle's estate at Inverary.

Our meeting was at four this afternoon ; their meeting-

house, recently erected, was well-filled ; most of the inhabit-

ants were there. I was engaged in ministry, and trust it was

under some feeling of the influence of that love in which the

Lord Jesus came to be the Saviour of the world. Afterwards

I had some enjoyment in near access to the throne of grace

in humble, fervent prayer. At the close of the meeting, I was

engaged to caution the people against the intemperate use of

strong drink, and to speak tenderly and persuasively to some

that I feared had been drawn into such excess. Not long

after, I was informed that one who was a leading man among
the Methodists in the settlement acknowledged that it came

home to him. Poor creature ! but a short time since, before

he emigrated from England, he was, according to report, a

sober, temperate man.

Thunder-liill, Neversink, 26th.—We have had a jolting

journey of nearly five hours, up-hill and down, much of the

way through the woods and over land nearly cleared, but

have accomj^lished it with less difficulty than I at one time

anticipated. Our carriage came through in safety, and the

horses have done wonders. The novelty of a wilderness

iourney is much subsided, but still it is a kind of travelling

not without interest. I begin to fancy I know a little about

land and backwoods farming, and amuse myself with projec-

ting im2:)rovements, and anticipating the progress of population

in this wonderful country. We came through many fine dis-

tricts to-day,—very large, heavy timber, the hemlocks and

maples towering above the rest of the woods. There is
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something solemn, and to my meditative mind not a little

interesting, in beholding the fiice of the earth so mnch in the

original clothing of nature. Here you see the vegetable

kingdom in every stage of growth and decay ; trees of

different descriptions, evergreen and deciduous ; some young

and thrifty, others attained to their maturity in size and

height ; some beginning to decay, others still standing white

with age. In many places the ground covered with trees

recently torn up by the storms, or such as have been long

mouldering away ; some little more than a long heap of light

earth, and beginning to do their part towards the noiu'ish-

ment of another generation. Thus we may suppose that

nature has gone her rounds for the last four or five thousand

years, and now the arm of man is arresting her progress,

hewing and burning, and converting the forest into a fruitful

land—the wilderness into a well-peopled nation.

After travelling for eight miles we came into the valley of

the Neversink, a remote branch of the Delaware. The rivers

we have lately left run into the Hudson, and empty them-

selves into the ocean through New York harbour. The low

grounds near the river are richly covered with rhododendrons
;

they form a beautiful underwood, and earlier in the summer

must be really delightful. Generally speaking the thickest

of the woods are but thinly spread with shrubs, with but a

small variety of more humble plants. Open places and

cleared land abound in considerable variety, some very

ornamental, such as I should be glad to transplant to our

garden and shrubbery ; and I do not despair, as the season

advances, of collecting a few seeds. That beautiful crimson

flower—I cannot recollect the name—which we have cultivated

with so much care, grows on the banks of some of the

streams ; its dazzling brightness has often caught my eye.

We arrived at our friend W. M.'s in time for dinner. They

have a pretty, well-cleared farm, and I suppose for this

country would be considered comfortably settled. The house

has a commanding prospect for many miles in several direc-

tions. The hills have a deep sombre hue—dark, thick forests

overspread the country, variegated with patches of cleared
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land ; the fields of grass and buckwheat much enliven the

scenery.

27th.—Fii'st-day morning. I saw there was the probability

of a larger gathering of people than could be accommodated

in the room usually appropriated to the purpose, and, after a

little entreaty, I prevailed with our host to let his baru-tloor

be cleared and seated ; it was soon got in order. I then

withdrew, and sought to be retired. Looking round and

seeing the people come in different directions out of the

wilderness, my heart Avas made tender before the Lord ; and

the feeling of reverent thankfulness was raised within me that

I had been made wUling, and through his holy help assisted,

to come so far to devote myself to liis service in the gospel

of his Son. I trust I felt accepted in my dedication, imperfect

as I am sure it is, and had the hope our meeting would not be

in vain.

There were more than the barn-floor coidd contain, and

many sat round about the door. I sought to be staid in

patient waiting before the Lord ; and moving in the strength

which I believe was graciously vouchsafed, I spoke largely of

the love and mercy of God in that great salvation which is

offered to man in the coming of Christ.

29tli.—We were apprised of the probability of a small

meeting at Thompson Town. Several of the Friends were

from home, and the inhabitants of the neighbourhood generally

gone to a Methodist camp meeting about forty miles distant,

near the Hudson river. However, the largest room in the

house was nearly full, and I trust, through the goodness of

the Lord, we did not meet in vain.

For a while I was under some anxiety, desiring to come to

a right conclusion whether to go 100 miles further into the

interior, to visit a new settlement lately formed on the

Susquehannah, or to pursue my course to the eastward. I

believe I was given up to go ; but hoped it would not be

required at present. Oh ! how much do I desire—words can

but imperfectly describe the feeling—that I may be led by

the Spirit of the Lord whithersoever in his wisdom He may
be pleased to bring me.
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9th mo. 3rd.—On First-day morning I was at meeting at

the Close, not a large meeting. Thomas Titus, in a few

words, very lively, called upon Friends to look to their

standing and doing. I was afterwards much engaged among

them in the way of plain dealing, and in the love of Christ in

affectionately pleading with the careless, the formalist, and

the disobedient, pressing them to look to Him for help and

salvation. The good old man set his seal to the service of

the day, and I parted from him in much affection. Dear,

heavenly-minded creature ! he seems at the very gate of the

city, just ready to enter in. He is very cheerful, in a lowly

feeling of himself and his unworthiness ; but still he seems to

have comfort in believing that the great Master acknowledges

him amongst his servants. He rode with me in the carriage

a few miles ; it was really animating to see his cup so over-

flowing with gratitude and praise, often saying the Lord had

performed his promises many times over. How many of the

wise and learned would be willing to sacrifice all their acquire-

ments, if, happily, they might be as well prepared to join the

spirits of the just made perfect in the world to come. I think

he is now in his eighty-third year.

A few clays later William Forster returned to New
York; and, without making much stay in that city,

he proceeded to visit some of the meetings in New
Jersey and Pennsylvania. Of this engagement not

many particulars are preserved. At the Quarterly

Meeting at Haddonfield, he met with Eichard

Jordan, whose religious visit in Europe he remem-
hered with much interest.

The meeting for worship (he says) was a very large

gathering ; dear Richard Jordan had an instructive comnumi-

cation in nmch power and brightness. I felt the awfulness of

attempting to speak in that large meeting
;
but, venturing

upon my feet with the little that was opened before me, the

waters seemed to gather as I stood, and through the mercy
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and help of the Lord I was made bold to preach Christ and

his salvation.

His time was closely occupied among Friends

in parts of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, till the

approach of Baltimore Yearly Meeting drew him into

Maryland.



CHAPTER XXII.

FIRST VISIT TO AMERICA.

LABOURS WITHIN THE LIMITS OF BALTIMORE YEARLY MEETING.'

Leaving the ripper parts of New Jersey, William

Forster travelled " through Pennsylvania upwards of

150 miles without appointing any meetings, only

taking a First-day Meeting at Plainfield, the Monthly

Meeting at Haddonfield, and the First-day Meeting

at Darby," on his way into Maryland, with a view of

visiting a few meetings in that State, before the

Yearly Meeting to be held at Baltimore. Arrived

within the limits of the first slave State he had seen,

he writes to his wife :

—

Hartford County, Maryland,

Ninth Month 27th.

I am noAv entered upon an entirely new field of labour.

To-morrow I propose attending the meeting at West Not-

tingham ; and I hope to be able to visit the six meetings

constituting the two Monthly Meetings on this side of the

Susquehannah, so as to finish oif at Little Britain on

First-day.

The circumstances of these Southern States, in regard to

the poor slaves and free people of colour and their children,

take such strong hold of my feelings, and occupy my mind so

much, that it may be well for me to be sometimes drawn

from the subject. On the plantations adjoining this estate,

about a quarter of a mile distant, it is said there are thirty

slaves. We took a walk this afternoon by the premises, and

u
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saw some of the young people at work, picking up apples, &c.

They looked happy, but thinly clothed. It is most affecting

to hear of the state of moral degradation to which they are

very generally reduced in this country—thievish, disorderly,

and drunken
;
but, doubtless, there are many exceptions. In

most Friends' families in these parts, and in many instances in

the middle States, they have one, two, and, in some families,

three black children, bound to them by indentures, generally

taking them at six or eight years of age, and keeping the

girls until sixteen, and the boys till eighteen, or it may be

older. It is most truly interesting to see the little creatures

so well cared for, and appearing so cheerful and comfortable,

and in a way to be brought up to make a suitable provision

for their own livelihood. They have two girls here ; one

perhaps nine or ten, the other but six years old. The old

friend of the house seems fond of them, particularly the

youngest, which she took at six years of age ; she had

brought up their mother from quite an infant. I am often

troubled in thinldng that in the midst of so much evil I can

do so little real good. I am increasingly persuaded that it

is by patient and diligent attention to the great work of

education that we may hope for an improvement of their

condition, and to see them rise in the scale of civilization

;

but it will be doubtless a very gradual work.

Of course thou wilt continue to use East India Sugar. I

know it is doing but very little ; but stUl, if it helps to revive

the subject with such of our friends as may visit thee, it will

not be entirely in vain. It is in this country a day of many
scruples, and Friends are running into great extremes, I fear

in many instances much beyond the leading of the Spirit ; so

that I often almost tremble for them and the cause, and

believe it safest for me to dwell very deep in watchfulness

before the Lord ; and only to move in any of these things in

the clear opening of the light of Truth, so far as I believe it

is afforded me ; and then to be very cautious of laying great

stress upon the motive.

My heart is often sad, very sad ; I am thickly clad with

mourning ; I trust in my better moments resigned to suffer for
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the sake of my blessed and Heavenly Master ; and sometimes,

when most deejily phmged into these feelings, I am allowed

to cherish a hope that it will not be always so—that He will

yet more eminently reign in his own power and glory,

and that the people will be brought again to behold in

Him their Saviom- and Redeemer ; and to feel to what

degree they have need of Him as their Advocate with the

Father.

My great wish for myself under these trials is, that I may
be kept meek and watchful over my own spirit, that I may
not in any wise dishonour the cause increasingly precious to

me, by any unsanctified activity of the creature, or by any

attempt in my own will and strength to urge what I may
believe to be the doctrines of divine mercy and love in the

gospel of Christ, lest, instead of preaching Christ, and

gathering souls to Him, I should preach myself, and be in

danger of scattering, when I would w sh to gather.

O, my love, mine is a slippery and dangerous path

!

Mayst thou be drawn into prayer for me that I may be so

far preserved in true tenderness of spirit, as to feel the

gentlest rejjroofs of the Heavenly Monitor, that I may deviate

neither to the right hand nor the left, but simply pursue the

path of duty, and leave the event to Him who can bless the

simplest and plainest words of the most stammering tongue,

and make them as fuUy instrumental to the promoting of his

glory, as the most eloquent, argumentative and elaborate

discourses.

East Nottingham, i9th.—I am not quite so weai'y this

evening, but have been talking with the young man by the

kitchen fire about the poor slaves until I have become so cast

down and afflicted that I can scarcely turn my mind from the

mom'nful subject. I am but little likely to write much to

thy comfort, but I think thou wilt be truly glad to find that the

poor blacks are generally treated with much less cruelty and

oppression than formerly, better fed and better clothed than

some years ago ; but still the mental and moral degradation

to which they are reduced, and into which those Avho hold

them are of course liable to be plmiged, is most deeply

u 2
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afFectinsr. To look at the enormous extent of this horrid

system, without the hope of mitigation and eventual exter-

mination, seems to be more than nature could endure. I

wish to cherish the persuasion that conviction is working-

its way into the minds of the people, and that, seeing and

feeling the evil, the time may not be far distant when they

W'ill be prepared to adopt measiu'es gradually to relieve

themselves of a burthen which some of them are ah'eady

brought to feel to be heavy and grievous.

It is increasingly my desire that Friends, and all who can

feel for the sufferings of their feUow-creatures, may be led to

wait before the Lord, and to ask of Him for the counsel and

strength necessary to the work of the day ; that every suc-

ceeding generation may be prepared to take their part in

this labour of love, and every individual given up to do all

that he may be enabled
;

that, thus, through the help and

blessing of the Lord, we may be working together towards

the total abolition of this the worst and vilest system of

oppression that was ever allowed or acknowledged in Chris-

tendom.

I believe there is much for Friends, both in England and

America, to do in this great work ; and it is my earnest

desire that they may be clothed with the meekness of

wisdom, and abide in the true fear of God, that aU their

proceedings may be in the leading of the Spirit of Christ,

that there may be no appearance of a hasty, intemperate

zeal, which, whilst it gives proof of not living in subordina-

tion to his government, cannot be expected to effect the

reformation so ardently to be desu'ed. It is good for us

—

by us, I mean the circle of our Mends, and Friends generally

—to be given up to the exercise, to dwell under the burthen,

ready to embrace every opportunity to step forward to plead

their cause, and devoted by every means in our power to

improve their condition, and to contribute towards their

advancement in the scale of civilized life, and, as we may
be enabled, to lead them into a participation of the hope and

consolation of the gospel.

Baltimore, i 0th mo. 6th.—At meeting to-day, I sat between
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Charity Cook and Evan Thomas, both of them upwards of

eighty years of age, and fine specimens of strong American

constitutions. Charity is not much altered since she was in

England near twenty years ago, except that there is more of

the old woman ; but she must be of wonderfully firm texture,

to have stood so many days' jolting over the rough roads of

the Alleghany. I suppose it is not less than 600 miles from

her own habitation, which I believe is in Indiana. She spoke

in the meeting ; and I thought there was a good feeling

attending her communication, which was short,— more in

the newness of the Spirit than the oldness of the letter,

and this is particularly valuable in advanced age.

7th.—Just come from the fii'st sitting of the Yearly Meeting

of Ministers and Elders, where, in some feeling of the strength

and influence of the love of Christ, I was led to sound an alarm,

and to call upon Friends to become skilful in lamentation,

because of the encroachments of the spirit of the world in the

Society and in their families, and especially because of its in-

fluence over their tender children. In the afternoon I ventured

to express a few sentences at the close of the meeting, but either

I was not sufficiently watchful, or exceeded in words ; I did

not feel so well satisfied afterwards as I could have wished.

8th.—The meetings in the morning and afternoon were

fully attended ; it was thought that there were at' least 2,000

persons both morning and afternoon. I cannot say that to

me it has been much " of a feast of fat things,"—not much of

the Gospel in its power and authority—and that is what I

most earnestly wish to feel in all the ministry of Friends,

especially in these large meetings. O, how I think I could

have rejoiced, and how I believe it would have been greatly

to the honour of the cause, and the good of Friends, if we
could have rightly had these two large meetings held in true

silence, and under the feeling of an awful solemnity ! It is

most affecting to me to be brought to believe that in many
places Friends are much estranged from this acceptable and

profitable exercise of mind, much afloat in speculation, and

anxious for fine preaching and new doctrine. It brings me
under the weight of heavy burthens, and often causes me to go
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heavily on my way. But, alas ! how many are the tempta-

tions among Friends in this land, to be drawn away from a

state of inward, patient waiting—to feed the cravings of the

people, and, with an affectionate desire for their good, to try

to help them well on their way. I feel more and more, the

longer I am engaged in this great work, that nothing but

that which is in the life and under the power and authority

of Divine love can gather to Christ, the great, may I not say

the only, legitimate object of all true ministry.

9th.—The Yearly Meeting began this morning. During

the pause which preceded the commencement of the business,

I thought I had a bright opening in the power of Divine life

;

but did not obtain all the relief I could have wished, though

I have not discovered that it was burtheiisome to Friends.

It was particularly gratifying to me to observe with what

cordiality our printed epistle was received ; Gerard Hopkins

thought it not only suited to their state, but especially valuable

for its doctrinal matter. They agreed to reprint it for general

cu'culation ; this was very much to my satisfaction, and gave

me such a gleam of comfort that I could have wept for grati-

tude and joy. I trust it is as much to my delight to see our

Lord and Saviour honoured before men, as it is to my grief

and distress, when I have to believe that that reverence is not

paid to his inconceivably exalted and glorious'character which

is eternally his due.

As the meeting proceeded with the answers to the Queries,

I made a few remarks on the advantages of a more frequent

reading of the Scriptures than on one day of the week

;

wishing to believe that Friends were generally concerned to

collect their families at least on First-days ; but I fear that

even so much as that is not so common a practice as might

be desired. Speaking of the benefit of such opportunities in

much brokenness and simplicity, I told Friends of the comfort

it was to me, in my present remote separation from all most

dear to me, to recur to some of the opportunities I had

enjoyed, when thus present with my own little family. The

subject of books, and especially the Scriptures, as well as of

a religious and restrained education, has so much hold on me,
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and I feel so much of its importance in almost every place,

that I believe for my relief and peace of mind I must be

willing to follow it up as way is opened for me.

i2th.—At nine, there was a sitting ofthe Meeting ofMinisters

and Elders, which I think has left a more satisfactory impres-

sion than any other. I was strengthened to speak to my own
relief, and I trust it was for the instruction and encouragement of

others
;
particularly hinting at the spirit of the present times,

and in sympathy with exercised Friends wishing them to be

guarded against the speculative views which had been entei--

tained by many of high standing in the Society, and are

spreading very much among Friends of all descriptions.

After a short interval, I attended the meeting for worship

in the large Meeting-house ; and as the way opened for me, I

was enlarged in a plain simple way, and enabled to bear

testimony to Christ and his salvation.

The Yearly Meeting at Baltimore closed on the

13th
;
and, with Robert Mott still for companion,

William Forster set off the next day in the prosecu-

tion of the work before him. Continuing his narrative,

he says :

—

We came that night to the house of a Friend, a few miles

from Indian Spring Meeting-house ; and on First-day were at

the meeting, and afterwards came to a Friend's house, five or six

miles further on the road. It was a cold, heavy rain most of

the day ; and I felt chilled and uncomfortable, and next

morning was poorly and much discouraged about our journey.

We had a long day's travel before us—forty miles—to a very

small meeting remotely situated, and very seldom visited

;

but, the day promising to be tine, I plucked up courage to

persevere. At the small, miserable village of Friendship,

there was nothing to be got for ourselves ; and we fed our

horses in the street. I was very poorly and cold when we
arrived late at the Friend's house ; the roads having been bad,

and very hilly ; I think we had upwards of 110 gates to open

in the course of the day. It is quite a slave country ; the
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planters make their money by the growth of tobacco ; as in

many parts of Maryland where we have been, the country

seems running back again into a wilderness. Thousands of

acres are overgrown with brambles and young forest-trees.

Things wearing such a forlorn appearance is indescribably affec-

ting to one's spirits; and then the poor slaves !—but the general

report is, that they are more kindly treated, and to many of

those who are brought to think they have a property in them

they are become a heavy burthen ; so that, upon the whole,

the more I see and hear, the more I am inclined to receive

encouragement about them, especially as it regards the State

of Maryland.

Next morning I was worse ; but the meeting being ap-

pointed at the Clilfs, I went, little expecting to be able to

stay long ; but to my admiration, though really ill, I was for

some length of time engaged in ministry. We went to a

Friend's house to dinner. I thought it best to return to A.'s,

and they soon sent for a doctor. I was seriously ill the

next day, and then took to my bed, to which I was confined

with very little intermission for fifteen days ; the fever was

very high
;
my head very painful. Though I continued

extremely low, and Avas very thoughtfid about my situation,

I was enabled to lay hold on a sustaining hope that the

worst was over ; and that in great mercy I should be raised

up again. My disorder assumed the appearance of a re-

mittent fever, which I knew to be dangerous ; but still,

though death and eternity were much before me, I was

generally preserved in a steady belief that I should recover.

Oh ! how earnest were my prayers for life, offered in humble

submission to the Divine will ; not so much for my own sake,

for I had vei'y bright and animating prospects of the peace,

the blessedness, and glory of those that die in the Lord. I

never had such views and feelings. I wish to say but little

about them ; for I cannot but regard them as amongst

those things scarcely lawful to be uttered. But for the time

it seemed like laying hold upon eternal life
;
and, in being

admitted into the Divine presence, such strong and satisfying

persuasion of the eternal oneness of the Father and the Son,
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that if I had doubted it before, I think I never can again. O,

there was such power and glory, such peace and joy, in the

beatific vision ; words are altogether inadequate to the lowest

description of that which, I believe in unutterable conde-

scension, was unfolded to my understanding. But on my dear

wife's account, and for the sake of our precious child, my
beloved parents, and others most dear to me in life, I trust my
prayers were regarded ; and in the mercy and kindness of our

Heavenly Father I was again and again assured that I should

be brought safely thi-ough. About this time a brother of the

Doctor's was taken very ill of the same fever, so much so that

for some days his life was despaired of ; and he, being obliged

to be much with him, and besides being a very young man, I

thought it right to send a messenger to Alexandria, about

forty miles distant, to inform Friends of my situation, and to

request they would send me a physician. On Fourth-day,

the 25th, Dr. Dick arrived, a Friend and minister in much
esteem ; he joined the Society about six years ago, and is now
retired from practice as a physician. He is considered one of

the most eminent in the country ; and is one that attended

General Washington in his last hours. I believe he may be

regarded as a sound, Avell-established Friend. He came

partly out of duty, and in much love, and entirely devoted

himself to me. He was assiduous and affectionate in his

attentions, almost constantly with me, and watched me as if I

had been his own son. I fully believe my recovery, inider

the Divine blessing, is much to be attributed to his cai-e

and medical skill.

William Forster was now able to resume liis

labours, and continues his memoranda :

—

/ / th mo. 6th.—On the evening of the 27th, we were greatly

surprised by the arrival of three Friends from Baltimore,

Gerard Hopkins, Andrew Ellicott, and Dr. Gillingham.

They had heard of my illness, and came in love to see me.

Such unexpected kindness was at first a httle overwhelming
;

the distance is seventy miles, but they came in a few hours by
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the steam-boat. I came down stairs on Fourth-day, and the

weather being fine and warm, I left on Fifth, still very weak

;

but I bore travelling to Marlboro', twelve miles, beyond my
expectation. We were up early the next morning, hoping to

ferry the Patuxent before breakfast
;
but, after waiting a long

time at the water-side for the boat, Ave thought it best to

drive off to another, seven miles distant. When we reached

the ferry, the wind was high, and the boat on the other side
;

concluding it would be unsafe to make the attempt to cross, we
soon determined on driving fifteen miles up the river to a bridge.

We went to the house of a planter, two or three miles distant,

whose hospitality soon cheered me up. He was descended

from Friends, and very open to me. I spoke plainly to him

about his slaves, though in much love and tenderness. I found

he was burthened on the subject, but seemed to want courage

to execute their manumission
;

but, his conscience being

tender, I hope that he will have no rest until he has liberated

them.

Next morning we came nine miles to breakfast, and reached

Washington, eighteen miles. I went to meeting yesterday

morning ; there was a scattered company, mostly English.

We came away soon after dinner, crossing the west branch of

the Potomac, on a bridge nearly a mile in length. We came

here in time to attend the afternoon meeting, but I did not

feel myself equal to the exertion.

8th.—A warm and hearty welcome from my dear friend

A. M., at Waterford, on Third-day evening, occasioned me
soon to forget all the perils and disagreeables of a journey

through a very poor, neglected, uncultivated country. I had

a very pleasant visit—a homelike family. I went to their

meeting at Fairfax, just by the village, on Fourth-day

morning. As I believed the way to be opened for me, I was

engaged, inider the influence of much love, to express my
interest for different states, and to plead affectionately with

the young people ; there was also a word of encouragement

for such as I believed were desiring to serve the Lord.

A. M. drove me over to B. T.'s, near Goose-creek meeting-

house, yesterday afternoon. This is an extensive settlement
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of Friends (see John Woolman's Journal, chap, iv.) of about

sixty or seventy years' standing ; there arc some very fine

farms, of from 100 to 300 acres, occupied by Friends of

respectability, and some of them really wealthy, industrious

and frugal, living in comfort and plenty. I was at their

week-day meeting this morning, in which I believe that, in

the extension of heavenly love and mercy, the consolations of

the gospel were shed abroad amongst us, and there was, I

trust, a powerful invitation to gather unto Christ, the fountain

of living waters. I thought strength was renewedly vouch-

safed to bear decided testimony to the power and faithfulness

of redeeming love, and to speak for the confirmation and

support of those that were weary. If it really was the Lord's

work, to Him be all the praise. I believe I can safely say,

there was so little of the working and contrivance of the

creature that I am sure it can lay claim to nothing of itself.

Afterwards I was at their select meeting
;

they have no

minister among them— a rare thing for this country. I

suppose it is the largest meeting Avithin this Yearly Meeting,

except Baltimore.

I came here this afternoon; this is a comfortable habita-

tion; plain, truth-like Friends, they seem to be a family of

love, and to have the necessaries of life in abundance. The
dear old man, besides being of sound religious judgment,

pleases me much in his allusion to the good old times when
he was young under the British Government ; the loyalists

are now pretty much gone, and it is not common to hear the

English nation spoken of with respect.

iOtli.—At Southfork meeting. They are but a small com-
pany of Friends ; but the people of the neighbourhood hearing

of the meeting, many of them came. I was engaged in

ministry, and afterwards in suj^plication. My concern is so

generally for Friends, that I can seldom unburthen myself

when they are mixed with a large number of other people.

Winchester, i / tli.—The morning wore a very discouraging

aspect, the ground covered with snow. I walked part of the

way up the Blue Ridge. My knee, though it seldom pains

me, is not strong, and I am sorry that I cannot relieve the
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horses quite so often as 1 could wish. The Shenandoah was

fordable ; we should call it a fine large river. The fords and

ferries are not less of a trial to my extreme timidity than I

expected. 1 believe that but few have the same constitutional

timidity to try them ; but I wish, under all these conflicts, to

take encouragement in remembering that whenever I have

been given up to serve the Lord in the way of his leading, I

have never dared to suffer the apprehension of personal

danger to interfere with what I have believed to be my
religious duty. And in the seasons of greatest peril, to the

praise of our Almighty Helper let it be recorded, I have

always, either sooner or later, found Divine support to be

near. Dear John Grubb's feeling for me, in that strengthen-

ing passage he quoted in his last kind and comforting letter,

has been very helpful to me, both in my trials at sea and

during my travels :
—" When thou passest through the waters,

I will be with thee, and through the rivers, they shall not

overflow thee," &c.

i2th.—At Winchester I ventured on the appointment of a

meeting for the people of the town. The evening was

particularly unpromising, and, though the place contains near

3000, very few came. At first I was discom'aged ; but being

given up to communicate what I believed to be brought before

me, I was favoured with a quiet and peaceful mind.

iSth.—At a meeting at Mount Pleasant, with a few

families, members of Winchester Meeting, collected at the

house of one of their number. The meeting was, more than

some others, to my satisfaction and relief.

I have now attended two Yearly Meetings in America.

That at Baltimore was not so large as that at New York.

There was not that solemnity, nor that rehgious concern for

the prosperity of the body, that has so frequently of later

years marked our Yearly Meetings in London, so that on the

whole they have been more to my discouragement than to

my strength and confirmation.*

* It was in these two Yearly Meetings that imsoiind opinions ulti-

mately spread the most widely. In both, the reduction of the nimiber

of members, in consequence of the sej)aration, was very large.
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14th.—At R. G.'s, near Dillon's-riiii Meeting-house, Hamp-
shire. We are are now quite among the mountains, and

about seventy miles from the nearest meeting within the

Yearly Meeting of Ohio. This family are settled in a

secluded valley, and have a sufficient portion of cleared land

to supply them with the necessaries of life. The father

descended from the good old stock of Welsh Friends in

Pennsylvania
;
they have been settled here about thirty years,

and none of the English Friends having foinid then* way into

these mountains, it may be supposed to be rather a remote

and solitary, corner.

iStli.—Since I left Alexandria, I have had very rough

travelling—mountains, rocks, and very bad roads ; the wea-

ther has been very winterly ; but yet I have been preserved

from relapse, quite to my own admiration. We find fine

large fires in every country house ; but their houses are cold,

and in many little things I find a great change ; and these, to

a weary traveller, are often very important to his comfort and

safe progress. My horses perform to admiration
;
they draw

the carriage up the hills with great spirit ; and it is quite

curious to see how carefully they take it down over the rocks,

and among the stumps ; such roads as it w^ould be difficult to

describe.

/ 6tli.—Mulberry-grove, Frederic Coimty. The meeting at

Dillon's-run yesterday morning, was, I trust, through the

favour of the Lord, a time for the encouragement and strength

of those who desire to walk uprightly ; and I was engaged

to call upon others to seek to know how far they were pre-

pared to stand before the judgment-seat of Christ. I had

peace in my feeble endeavours to serve the Lord in that little

meeting. Our kind friends had prepared us a plentiful

dinner ; we made a hasty repast, and soon settled into quiet.

I trust there were some to whom it might be a time of

encouragement and refreshment. In the fresh extension of

divine mercy and help I feel given up to the disposal of

the Lord, and have scarcely a wish to be in any other place

than that which may be appointed me in the ordering of his
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wisdom. I feel recruited in health, but not yet fuUy

recovered.

In allusion to the serious illness of his beloved

friend Priscilla Gurney, of wliicli he had been in-

formed, he says :

—

The account of dear Priscilla Giu-ney affords but little hope

of her being spared to us much longer. I have deeply felt

the prospect of parting with a friend so valuable to us, and so

much beloved. But I have lately been brought to give her up

in quiet submission to the Divine will, especially since I

enjoyed those bright and animating prospects of the peace

and glory of the heavenly kingdom with which I was favoiu-ed

during my sickness. I sometimes think perhajis her purified

spirit is already entered—that she is now united to the

heavenly host, for evermore to live in the presence of Him
whom with such faithful and sincere devotedness she desired

to serve. And some of us know, that, short as may have

been her earthly pilgrimage, it was not without its tribula-

tions ; but now, I trust, if she be really gathered, she is in the

possession of the fulness of unalloyed and everlasting joy and

consolation.*

William Forster reached Baltimore about the

middle of Twelfth Month. There he felt it to be

required of him to visit Friends in their families.

In looking at this engagement, which he had long

had in view, he says :

—

I look very seriously at the length of time it may necessarily

occupy ; and when I consider the number of meetings that

might be visited in the three or four weeks which may be

devoted to such an engagement, it is truly hard to attain to all

* Her decease did not take pLace till Third Month. 25th, 1821. See a

Memoir respecting her, by Susanna Corder.
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that resignation I would wish to enjoy. But after all, as

John Bunyan says, " the way is the way ;" and there we must

leave it, and try to hope that He in whose mercy we desire to

confide will not suffer me to be drawn into such a detention

luiless it be really in the ordering of his heavenly wisdom.

/2th mo. i7th. Baltimore.—I spent a little time in Gerard

Hopkins' family ; he is a particularly interesting Friend,

kind and agreeable, soimd in faith and practice, evidently

jealous of these modern innovators. He invited me to go

with him to a reading meeting with the young women in this

immediate neighbourhood. It is conducted very much under

dear Gerard's fatherly care. There were upwards of twenty

collected, young women and girls, besides several matronly

Friends. They read in the Testament, and afterwards in

Penn's " Rise and Progress." There was a very gratifying

appearance of seriousness and attention, and it is certainly

promising of good. It may, perhaps—and how ardently do I

desire that it should—lead to a more frequent reading of the

Scriptures in famiUes.

On the next day he had a conference with the

ministers and elders and overseers, respecting his

proposed visit to the famiHes of Friends in Baltimore;

and meeting " with as full an expression of unity and

encouragement as he could desire," he at once

entered upon the engagement. In the course of it

he remarks :

—

i2th mo. 29th.—We dined at Nicholas Popplein's, the only

survivor of three brothers who professed with Friends at

Amsterdam, and about fifteen years ago came into this

country. He supports the character of a consistent Friend
;

and I could not but think him a man deeply rooted in

religious experience, and of very sweet influence over his

household, which consists of four nephews and a niece, an

interesting group of young Germans, two or three of them

lately come from the neighbourhood of Frankfort. They
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attend Friends' meetings, and one of them is a useful member

of the Society.

1821. ist mo. 3rd.—\\\ this most serious and arduous en-

gagement my path is attended witli peculiarly trying exercise.

I seem to tread on very tender ground
;
but, Avhilst I am seek-

ing to follow our great Lord and Master in simplicity and

humility, I am not without hope that He will lead me on

safely to the end.

i2th.—On Second-day Aveek we set oif in a sleigh on a

little tour among the country Friends. It was a hard frost,

—

the snow very deep,— the roads in good order,—a delightfully

pleasant mode of travelling in this country. On Third-day

evening I attended a large meeting in a Methodist meeting-

house at Fell's-point, the part of the city lying nearest to the

river. I think there must have been 800 or 1000 present, at

a moderate calculation. After some time of silence I was

engaged at considerable length in ministry, and I trust

Friends were not burthened.

On First-day morning I went out into the country about

three miles, to a public meeting, in rather a thinly inhabited

neighbourhood. The morning was particularly unfavour-

able. The meeting was small ; and yet there was enough

to be felt to satisfy me that I was in my proper place. The

afternoon meeting in Lombard-street was a time of rather

unusual relief and encouragement. I was much engaged, and

had not felt more power at any time since I came into the

city. On Fourth-day it was rather a low time with me at

the week-day meeting; but, venturing with a gentle opening,

I was much enlarged in love, calling upon the careless and

worldly-minded, if it were possible, to alarm them for the

safety of their souls.

After mentioning a coloured man who had driven

him about, he says :

—

Free blacks make capital servants. It seems an employ-

ment very much suited to theu' taste, especially to assist in

the house. They are generally well-behaved, and really polite,
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SO very different to the white people here, and to our country

people in England. Many of them are tall, handsome, well-

made men
;
and, when going to their places of worship at

Baltimore on First-days, they are equal in their appearance

to our country people of superior rank,—handsomely dressed

in the first style,—and even many slaves make a most genteel

appearance—personal vanity seems to be one, and not the

least, of their besetting infirmities. The women are not

unhandsome, constitutionally prone to extreme corpulence,

and do not seem to aim quite so much at genteel life.

They are neatly dressed on I'ii'st-days. Last evening, at a

meeting on the premises of a cotton-factory, believing there

was an opening for ministry, I followed a vei*y gentle current

and, in much feeling of love, I was enlarged on the doctrines

of the gospel. That night and this morning the cold was

generally thought to be more intense than had been known
for twenty years ; a little before sunrise the quicksilver stood

12 degrees below zero.

istmo. i5th.—I went to meeting rather solitary in spirit

and depressed. I ventured on the expression of a few

sentences ; and standing, I trust, given up to the Lord, I was

much enlarged, and I suppose kept the meeting considerably

beyond the usual time. It was partly in faithful, plain

dealing with the careless and carnally minded, and in affec-

tionate pleading with the young people. I felt a little comfort

afterwards.

/ 8tli.—I was brought very low in the public meeting in

the evening, into much trembling of spii-it for the honour of

the precious cause of Truth ; but through heavenly mercy

I was helped along to my comfort. I was concerned, both in

that meeting and the one preceding, to speak much on some

of our testimonies, as well as on the general doctrines of

Christianity. The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ as sufficient

for the work of our salvation—Christ the light of the world,

and the Lord Jesus our Mediator and Advocate with the

Father—in what I believe to be the fresh springings of divine

life, are the subjects of my ministry wherever I go. It is

most earnestly my desire that it may never be in the form

X
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nor in the oldness of the letter, but always under the quick-

ening influences ofthe Holy Spirit. It is sometimes confirming

to me to find how I am generally, sooner or later, I trust I

may say without any contrivance of my own, brought round

to this 25oint. But still I want a dear, feeling companion, to

tell me when I depart from the life, and become burthensome

to that which is living in the hearts of faithful Friends.

20th.— I felt more than some times of the animating in-

fluence of divine love on first sitting down in meeting. I was

largely engaged in ministry, on the spirituality of divine

worship, the inspiration of the Scriptures,—what they are and

to what they testify,—and I trust a word of comfort was given

me for the afflicted. These three meetings have neither of

them been very large ; but perhaps I maj' be allowed to say

they were remarkably quiet, solid opportimities.

22nd.—Philip Thomas took me in his coach to the Peni-

tentiary. The meeting was appointed for ten o'clock. The

convicts were gathered pinictually at the hour, in one of their

large rooms. There were about 300, mostly young men and

middle-aged, apparently healthy, well-clothed, and, I should

suj:)pose, well-fed
;
perhaps the largest part were people of

colour. They behaved with much stillness ; some of them

were very attentive, and I trust a few capable of real feeling.

I ventured, iinder a sense of duty, to seek for an opportunity

at the Alms-house. P. T. kindly entered into my views, and

cheerfully exerted himself to obtain permission. We went to

see the poor people in the evening ; there might be 200 men
and women gathered in one of their large rooms. I had

some sweet feeling of heavenly love among them ; and I trust

I was enabled to speak a word of comfort to the poor and

afflicted, and a word of warning to the awakening of some

gross and desperate sinners.

23rd.—A general farewell meeting with Friends of the city

was largely attended, especially by those in the upper part of

the city. A sweet and solemn feeling came over us in the

time of silence, and something was to be felt, I trust by many,

of the influence of that one Spirit by which the Lord's people

are baptized into one body. For a while I did not know but
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that it might be best for me to sit in silence, and to part under

such a precious feeling. But believing I could discover a little

opening for the expression of a few words, I ventured to utter

them, and was much enlarged in the love and power of Christ

;

speaking of the blessedness of that fellowship which is in the

truth, and, under the prevalence of heavenly love, labouring to

gather all into the unity of the Spirit, that, in the harmony

which prevails under the government of the Prince of Peace,

the Lord's work might be carried forward, and made more

eminently to prosper among them. In much simplicity and

faithfulness I spoke that which was brought upon me, being

for the moment lifted above the fear of man. I pleaded

honestly with those who had departed out of tins unity, inviting

them, in the day of the Lord's mercy, speedily to return.

There was also a word for the encouragement of up-

right Friends and I had very sweet feeling' with some of

the dear young people, who, I trust, under all their finery,

were made tender in spirit before the Lord. Towards the

close of the meeting I was much poured forth in thanksgiving

and fervent supplication. Some of those, on whose account

I had suffered so deeply in sympathy with their state of

bitterness and separation, were not forgotten in my pleading

before the throne of grace. The meeting separated under a

precious, solemn feeling, and I parted from Friends in much

love. In the course of the visit we had 275 sittings. I left

with a peaceful mind, taking leave of my dear, kind friends in

Pratt-street in much love.

Anotlier week was occupied in visiting some of the

remaining Meetings in Maryland. In moving about

among the members of his own community, WilHam
Forster was accustomed with something of statesman-

like interest to keep his eye upon the condition of

society at large ; and some of his notes indicate that,

in this direction, he was by no means a superficial

observer. At this juncture he remarks upon the

X 2
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aspect, both of general and sectional affairs, as they

appeared to him, more than forty years ago.

Many with whom I have conversed have very fully confessed

that, notwithstanding all their boast of equality, there is as

much of the pride of aristocracy to be found among them as in

any other nation, without the respectful decorum, the quiet,

contented submission, the moral and social refinement, and

the opportunities for advancement both in arts and learning,

generally to be found in those nations in which Divine Provi-

dence has permitted mankind to move in different circles.

Oh, if all were preserved under the regulating power of his

love, how would the order and harmony of his creatures

redound to the praise of his great and excellent name ! I

think that I can easily discover that many of those, who of

later years have emigrated from England, have brought their

factious, disaffected feeling with them
;
and, when they get

under a government one might suppose to their heart's desire,

the same uneasy spirit follows them, and they have no rest.

Our Society partakes much of the complexion and temper

of the nation ; their eyes are open to our defects as English-

men, and I think I can perceive that in many there is even an

increasing prejudice against " the old countries," forgetting

that whatever is excellent, either in law or religion, so far as

outward means are concerned, they have received from their

poor old mother, whom they now treat with disrespect almost

bordering upon contempt. I have many anxious moments of

serious thoughtfulness respecting the union that should subsist

between the Society in the two countries. The connexion of

consanguinity, which did so much towards binding together our

forefathers, is now scarcely a tie
;
every Yearly Meeting con-

sidering itself entu'ely independent one of the other, there is

very little, except occasional visits, and our Epistles (which,

much as they may seem like a form, must not be given up), to

Ji;eep us together.



CHAPTER XXIII.

FIRST VISIT TO AMERICA.

VARIOUS ENGAGEMENTS IN PHILADELPHIA YEAKLY MEETING.

William Forster now spent rather more than

six months in different parts of Philadelphia Yearly

Meeting ; but of his religious services during this

period only fragmentary accounts are preserved.

He was once more in a free State, and on re-

entering Pennsylvania he writes :

—

2nd mo. iith.—We left our friends at Gunpowder, on the

31st of last month, and reached York in the evening. About

half-way on the road we crossed the boundary line between

Maryland and Pennsylvania. It was soon to be discovered

that we had left the evils and iniquity of slavery behind us.

The land is divided very much into small fields, and cultivated

by the industry of the proprietor. There is a cheefulness

and appearance of comfort and plenty about the houses of the

Pennsylvanian farmers very different to that of the Maryland
planters. In many parts of Maryland and Virginia the very

soil seems to be languishing under the curse wliich the

oppressions of its proprietors have brought upon it. The
country is laid out in very large estates

;
they groAv wheat

and tobacco for exportation, and the large fields of Indian

corn, in some instances from 50 to 100 acres, go towards the

support of the poor negroes in vegetable and animal food.

The number of swine with which the country abounds is

almost incredible ; and if they can barely make out to keep

themselves and their slaves in the necessaries of life, and sell

a little of their produce to provide themselves in luxuries,
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they seem to have no desire beyond it. The planters, though

living in ease and high life, are almost all poor, and often in

debt. But few have anything to leave their families but their

land and their slaves. As tobacco grow^s best in a newly-

broken soil, and they have no regular system of agriculture,

after the land is w^orked out they throw it up for a few years,

and then take it in hand again. The most wretched feeling I

have experienced was produced by the appearance of the

country in those districts once cleared and cultivated, but

now turned up again to the wilderness, and overrun with

briars and young wood. The mansions of some of the largest

slaveholders are extensive, but without either neatness or

elegance. Many of the farm-houses wretched in the extreme,

and the cabins for the slaves miserably disgusting. Yet I

leave them for the present rather cheered with hope than

sunk in despair. Light is spreading among the people
;
they

are better educated, and generally allowed to be more humane

than their fathers. They have agricultural societies, which

will I trust be very beneficial to the community ; and many

seem to have a pride in having their slaves well fed and

better clothed, and I believe there is rather an increase in

the number emancipated, especially in Maryland.

About this time "William Forster, in the course of

his visit to the meetings in this part of Pennsylvania,

attended the Monthly Meeting at York, respecting

which he remarks

:

I trust I was a Barnabas to some of the mourners in Zion

in their little company. Dear Margaret Elgar was affection-

ate to me, and very sweet and tender in spirit ; the precious

old woman would have us to tea with her. She is a beautiful

specimen of Christian discipleship in old age—so very humble

and loving. She has been a woman of sorrow, and for many

years a faithful labourer in the work
;
and, although upwards

of eighty years of age, talked as if she had seriously thought

of going over the mountains once more. Dear woman ! she

said— and it did me good to hear it—that she had been east,
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west, north, and south, and did not know that she had ever

done any good in her life. I parted from her in much love
;

her eyes were full when she said, very emphatically, her heart

went with the work.

Pursuing his travels among Friends in the centre

of Pennsylvania, he came to Harrisburg, the seat of

government of that State. He felt it his duty to

appoint a meeting for Divine worship there, to which

the inhabitants of the city were invited. Friends

obtained the use of the State-house for the purpose.

The Assembly was then sitting, but they adjourned

in time for the meeting. In recording the circum-

stance, he says

:

I was laid very low in feeling, lest the blessed cause should

suffer either through my unwatchfulness or presumption. The

meeting being appointed at seven, I had some opportunity to

seek to be gathered into quietness before the Lord, and was

comforted with the hope that He would be mercifully pleased

to uphold and enable me to serve Him in whatever way
He might call for my dedication. There were, I think,

not less than six or eight Friends in the Assembly and

Senate. Several of them met us at the inn. They seemed

to feel for me, and perhaps for themselves too. We went

a little before the time ; the house was then nearly full,

the members at their seats, some of them in conversation,

others writing, &c. I was almost alarmed at the first ap-

pearance of our congregation ; but they placed me in the

speaker's chair, and Friends taking their seats by me, the

people soon became more settled, and in a little while there

was a very general silence. I sought to wait upon the Lord,

and to be deeply and attentively devoted to the leading of the

Spirit of Christ. It was not long before I thought I could

discover the path appointed me in the service of our Lord.

The fear of man was much taken away, and in plainness and

simplicity I delivered what I believed to be brought upon

me. I was much enlarged on the necessity of a religious,
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self-denying life, on the spirituality of the Chi'istian dispensa-

tion, and on the ministry ofthe gospel and divine worship. The

people were very attentive
;
and, considering that many were

supposed never to have been at a Friends' meeting before,

they were remarkably quiet and serious. Towards the close

of the meeting I ventured on my knees in thanksgiving and

solemn supplication
;
and, soon after, the meeting separated at

a late hour, I thought under a very good feeling. I was

much bowed in spirit for the help which I beUeved had been

afforded, and Friends were very kind.

A few days later he was at a meeting at Lan-

caster, a town in the same State, then containing

about 8,000 inhabitants ; of this he remarks :

—

We went early to the meeting-house, and to my surprise

we found it nearly fuU. There was much quietness and

order ; and we soon settled, as I thought, under a good feel-

ing. I was largely engaged in ministry, preaching Christ

and his salvation. I trust it was not of my own contrivance
;

and I could not but believe there was an ear open to receive

the truths of the gospel in their own simplicity. I felt much

interested for some that I believed to be in a seeking state

of mind. May it please the Lord to prosper his own work

in every awakened and enlightened soul ! There was a

remarkably solemn quiet at the close of the meeting, afford-

ing, I trust, ground to believe that we had not met without

the approbation and blessing of our Lord.

In the com-se of the same month he attended the

two Quarterly Meetings at London Grove and Calne,

and the meetings constituting them. He was

frequently brought very low in spirit. His letters

from home told him of the death of valued elder

Friends—^bringing him to feel for others whom he

loved and honoured. In reference to the continued

illness of Priscilla Gurney, he says :

—
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What cause of thankfulness, on her account, that she is

thus tenderly dealt with, as it were led gently along to her

heavenly mansion ! I have much sweet comfort in thinking

of her, and that she is often fed with the hidden manna

;

often blessed in her faith, and love, and dedication ; that in

her watching unto prayer, and her looking to the Saviour,

she is made richly to partake of the consolations of the

gospel.

Respecting the Quarterly Meeting at London

Grove, he remarks :

—

I trust I shall not soon forget that opportunity : it was,

through holy help, a time of much more relief and encourage-

ment than most I have known since I left Baltimore. I was

largely engaged ; and I hope that those whose judgment I

have most valued were not burthened. I trust that there is

a body of sound, valuable friends in that Quarterly Meeting.

Whilst among them, I could not but recur to feelings with

which I had been comforted before I left home, respecting

some parts of Pennsylvania. In jioint of size, I thought it

as large as, or perhaps a little larger than, York Quarterly

Meeting ; and I do not suppose that any friend had more than

sixteen or eighteen miles to travel to attend it. Some of their

meetings are large ; at London Grove perhaps 100 families.

In some parts of Chester county, the land, for many miles

square, is very much occupied by Friends, and well culti-

vated ; and in many instances they are living in ease and

plenty.

He now had a few meetings in the small adjoining

state of Delaware, where slavery was still allowed.

Of a meeting for the negroes, he writes :

3rd mo. 4th. Little Creek.—In the meeting this afternoon

with the dear coloured people,—there might be 100, mostly

blacks
;
many of them decent, and of really respectable ap-

pearance. Their deportment was orderly and serious. I
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laboured among them under a good feeling of love and deep

interest in their present and everlasting welfare. I trust that

to some " I was as without law to them that were without

law." In others there seemed a capacity to receive the

blessed gospel with the understanding, as well as feeling ; and

I could not but believe there were a few really grown in the

spiritual life,—solid, established Christians, and, as I have

since heard, of circumspect, consistent conduct. I had a

precious feeling of near unity with these ; and I trust that

near the close much of the power of divine love was to be felt

amongst us. I was brought under the spirit of prayer.

Many of the dear people were tender and affectionate, and it

was pleasant to me to part from them in such sweet feeling.

There were no slaves among them, and there are very few in

the neighbourhood.

Bending liis course clown to the eastern shore of

Maryland, he visited Friends in those early settle-

ments, and makes the following record :

—

/ 7th. Talbot County, Eastern Shore of Maryland, three miles

from Bayside Meetiny-house.—It is thought to have been the

coldest winter that has been known in America for the last

twenty years. After the breaking up of the frost, we had

several days of very cold wet weather. Within the last fort-

night it has been fine and remarkably pleasant. The frogs in

the swamps, awakened from their long winter sleep, had

begun by their chirping song to announce the near approach

of spring ; and the peach orchards, and the weeping willow,

which is a common and very ornamental tree in this coinitry,

seem just ready to put forth. Yesterday was almost oppres-

sively warm ;
early in the evening, on our return from Chop-

tank to Easton, we were overtaken by a thunderstorm, which

continued three or four hours. It would not be easy to give

an accurate idea of the awfulness of a tempest in America.

The lightning may often be seen running down like a per-

pendicular stream. One cannot travel far without seeing trees

which bear the marks of having been struck by it. About
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eight last evening, after the storm had appeared to subside,

there was the loudest explosion just over our heads that I had

ever heard ; it seemed to shake the house with great violence.

I felt as if I had received a blow on the back of my head.

As we came along to-day, within half a mile of the town, we

saw a large oak tree shivered in a wonderful manner, some of

the limbs thrown to a great distance. By the terms in which

friends expressed themselves, I supposed they had seldom

seen such a spectacle. After the tempest, the weather soon

became very cold. In the morning there was a keen north-

wester. The coldest winds in this part of the Continent are

from that quarter. Yesterday afternoon the thermometer

was at 79 deg. ; and this morning at eight, in the same

situation, it stood at 27 deg.

Some of these meetings are considered to be among the

first established on the Continent. Friends at the beginning

mostly made their landing from some of the waters of the

Chesapeake, and in their early travels along the coast, it was

often crossed through many perils. It is a little humbhng to

me to think how different is my present lot, with my comfort-

able waggon and handsome pair of horses, rolling along the

finest of roads. But perha^^s in those days the back was

better fitted for the burden than we might suppose. They
were many of them of strong constitutions, accustomed to

riding, of rough habits at home, and inured to difficulties in

their travels in our own country ; so that I sometimes think

that in these things the ways of Providence are, perhaps,

more equal than we may at all times be ready to believe.

The deep interest he took in the spiritual pros-

perity of those among whom he laboured so faithfully

in the Gospel, kept his attention alive to everything

calculated to promote it. Thus he writes on the

i8th.—l have long wished to have accomplished, in accord-

ance with Friends' principles, a selection of critical, historical

and geographical notes on the books of Holy Scripture ; and
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particularly to keep in view the defending, against the attacks

of Unitarians and unbelievers, those passages which point at

the divinity of our Lord. I know that my abilities are very

iuconiijetent to such a work ; but if ever I settle down again

to quiet domestic life, nothing would, I believe, be more to

my satisfaction, than to contribute in ever so small a degree

to an undertaking which, under the Divine blessing, might

be rendered so important to the preservation of many of our

young people, and to the profitable information of some more
advanced in life. We should ever remember that a literal

understanding of the original design of Scripture need not in

any wise interfere with its spiritual application, under Divine

influence. The work is so great, and the object of such vast

importance, that it may take many years, and employ the

talents of many men to accomplish it. Lightly as some might

be disposed to treat it, I have sometimes thought that the

concern is not the fruit of my own imagination. I trust it

has its origin in a deep-felt desire for the sound religious esta-

blishment of all my deai* friends on the basis of Christian

truth, and to promote an increasing attachment to the blessed

cause of the gospel of our Lord.

23rd.—This day I enter my thirty-eighth year; it has made

me feel low, on many accounts, to think of it. I cannot sup-

pose there are many more years in reserve. I expect that I

shall soon begin to feel the breaking up of the outer man.

But my mind is not bereft of hope and confidence, that the

great Avork will be finished in the day time, and that at last

the end will be peace.

The Friends among whom he had lately been

travelling, at that time formed part of Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting; and, after attending their Quai-terly

Meeting, he observes :

—

At the Quarterly Meeting of Ministers and Elders for the

Southern quarter of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, held in

Maryland, I thought I had authority to say a few words for
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the encouragement of sincere but feeble-hearted believers.

The next day, in the meeting for discipline, I ventured to

take more part than in most meetings of the kind since I left

home ; and particularly was engaged, in much tenderness of

spirit, to submit to the consideration of Friends the pro-

priety of pleading with their Legislature respecting the

people of colour still held in slavery in that State. It is

slavery in its mildest form, but still it does exist
;
and, could

they be brought to adopt measures for its abolition, it would

be so much ground gained, on the side of humanity, for the

whole Union. There was another meeting for worship next

day, attended by many of their neighbours. After some dis-

couragement, I ventured, and was strengthened in the love

and power of the Gospel, to speak for the comfort of the

awakened and sincere inquirers, and to plead with those who
were still afar off. We went home with a friend living very

near the shores of the Delaware bay—a rich, but flat and

unhealthy country. The description they gave us of the

swarms of musquitoes with which they are liable to be

annoyed, reminded me of Pharoah's plague of the flies.

After warm rains in the summer, they rise out of the marshes

Avith the appearance of a large dense cloud darkening the air.

The poor cattle are great sufferers, sometimes so entirely

covered that it would be difficult to tell the colour of their

skin. The whole of this peninsula is low and flat, but,

except on the margin of the creeks, well wooded. The farms

bear the appearance of a long-settled country ; but in their

state of agriculture they are much behind Pennsylvania and

New Yoi'k. The country is so much intersected by navigable

creeks from the Dela\A'are and Chesapeake, that they say

there is not a farmer but has water carriage within four or five

miles of his own door.

Very early in the Fourth Month, WiUiam Forster

reached Wilmington. There he believed it to be

required of him to visit Friends in their families.

Wilmington, 4th mo. 3rd.—We came here yesterday after-

noon in time for meeting, at the close of which I requested a
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few friends to stop, to whom I expressed my feeling towards

the Friends of this place. I was not brought to submit to

this detention without much deep thoughtfuhi ess. Having

borne the burthen for several weeks, and believing I should

not feel clear without casting myself on their judgment, I

made the surrender.

Through the power and love of our gracious Redeemer, I

was brought into an unusually submissive state of mind on my
first going out this morning. I think I have hardly felt more

entirely given up to the service of the Gospel on any occasion

since my coming into America ; this was a great alleviation of

the trial, and much encouragement to me to persevere. In a

few of the visits, I thought there was a sweet feeling of

openness, and some capacity afforded me to minister to those

for whom I felt myself exercised.

I find the number of families in this meeting larger than

I expected
;
perhaps there may be about one hundred and

thirty visits.

8th.—Thus far I have sat all their meetings in sUence. I

wish to be resigned and fully given up to the Lord in all

things, whether to speak or to be silent : it is good to be

content with an appointed portion. Mine is often one of

much sutfering in spirit. Many are the floating speculations

by which the people are carried to and fro : these are trials

imder which the Lord's servants must suffer, and for which

they must often deeply mourn.

After the conclusion of his labour of love in

Wilmington, he went to Philadelphia to attend the

Yearly Meeting there. A lively sense of the " pre-

ciousness of Christ" made him very quick-sighted

to every appearance of disaffection towards the

Sa\aour's person and cause, whether openly mani-

fested or secretly working to " overthrow the faith

of some."

Never did I know a day in which it was more necessary, at

least for me, to seek for strength strictly to attend to the
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Divine injunction, " Be ye wise as serpents, and harmless as

doves." I have been very much shut up as to public ministry

since I came to this city, and for several days previously. If

I can but feel that I am really in my great Master's hands, I

desire no more. I wish to be kept contented in my lowly lot,

and to appear as stripped, as weak, as foolish as He may see

meet for me. On the other hand, it is, I trust, sincerely my
desire that I may be preserved from undue discouragement,

—

that the fear of man, with which in moments of weakness my
mind is sorely oppressed, may not prevail. In such times of

trial may I ever beware that I do not shut up myself in my
own will, and seek to be hidden when I am really called forth

to give proof on whose side I am, and whom it is that I desire

to serve.

From Philadelpliia, soon after tlie close of the

Yearly Meeting, he went into the State of New
Jersey, and attended several meetings there. On
the 28th of Fom-th Month, he writes :

—

The Lord is very gracious to me
;
sometimes, by the word

of his Omnipotence, He is pleased to rebuke the winds and

the waves, and, under the feeling of inward calm, I am
enabled to offer up myself in obedience to his will, and to

commit those near unto me as my own flesh to his care and

protection. May He have you aU in his holy keeping.

The remote parts of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting,

Muncy and Elklands, now attracted William Forster's

attention, and he took his journey westward, over

the mountains.

5t]i mo. i6tli. Near the Falls of the Schuylkill.—Wide

indeed does this extended continent appear to me, now that

I am setting my face towards the western wilderness. In

my most deeply-waiting moments I think I have been satisfied

that the call is clear, and that it is the path of duty ; and

that I cannot look for divine support and protection, but as
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I seek to be devoted to the Lord, and in all things resigned

to his disposal. There is comfort in the conviction that the

weakness of our nature is fully known to God,—that his eye

is in every place,—that He is Almighty, and that, so far as

He shall see it conducive to the furtherance of the gracious

purposes of his love in our sanctification, he will either spare

us outward trials and inward distress, or mercifully reveal his

arm in time of conflict for support and consolation. These

are considerations which help to bear me up.

29th. At Mercy Ellis's, i50 miles N. W. of Philadelphia.—
I am increasingly impressed with the conviction that every

right exercise in the Lord's cause is serious and important,

both as it relates to ourselves and others. I think I some-

times feel the weight of meetings immediately impending

more than I did ten years ago ; indeed I often feel myself

more of a novice than in the days of my very early

beginning.

Since I left Philadelphia, I have been favoured with the

enjoyment of a quiet and contented mind, and more fully

devoted in obedience to my great Lord and Master than I

have been able to feel at some other times. Many must be

my trials ; but I know that it is possible, in the loving

kindness of our Lord, that strength and peace may be made
to abound far beyond all my perils and privations.

6th mo. ist.—We had a long fatiguing journey yesterday

from Muncy to this place, Elklands ; I believe not less than

thirty miles. Our road was over one of the principal ridges

of the Alleghany, in places very steep. We forded the

Loyalsock without difficulty, the waters being low ; here it is

only called a creek, with us it would pass for a good sized

river. We came along very rough roads, if indeed we could

say we had any roads at all. The latter part of the way was

very hilly, and, where the hemlocks and pines stand thick, in

some places it is soft and deep. A thunder-storm came on in

the afternoon ; the lightning was very vivid, and altogether,

in the midst of dark woods and high mountains, it was as

awful and grand as can well be conceived. From our first

entering the woods, I think Ave did not pass through more
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tlian four or five settlements ; so that it was with no small

degree of pleasure, and, perhaps with most of us, with some

feeling of real gratitude, that we haded the first breaking in

of light through the woods, denoting our near approach to

the habitation of our friends. They kindly welcomed us, and

we soon had a blazing fire, and no lack of good things for

supper.

This is not a very new settlement ; but the roads being so

bad, the mountains steep, and the timber heavy, it is not

much improved. There are perhaps five or six families that

comprise the meeting. Several attended besides their own

members. Mercy Ellis had, I thought, a bright time. I had

been laid very low
;

but, lifted up for a time out of my
depression, I was made to rejoice in my Saviour, and,

enlarged in divine love, was strengthened to speak of his

salvation.

I cannot but be satisfied that we came
;
though we heard

enough to discourage a stronger heart than mine, and truly

the difficulties are neither very few nor light. It is remark-

able that people can l)e found to settle among the mountains

;

but some seem to like to take the part of pioneers. They tell

rather wonderful stoi'ies of wolves, bears, and panthers, but

we have seen nothing to alarm us : rattlesnakes are said to

abound in many places, but we have not seen them. The

backwoods people are mostly hunters, at least at their first

breaking into uninhabited countries. Deer will pay them for

the fatigues of the chase ; and here there are, or rather have

been, large herds of elk. White pine (our Weymouth pine),

yellow pine (Scotch fir), hemlock, spruce, sugar maple, beech,

and some ash, are all very large, and of a prodigious size.

Some of the hemlocks are at least 150 feet in height, and we

saw white pine of nearly 200 feet. Could I devote sufficient

time to it, I could gather a fine collection of plants ; the

variety that I meet with is very interesting. The azalea is

now in bloom, and gives a remarkably cheerful cast to the

woodland scenery. The rhododendron is in great abundance

on the banks of the streams ; but not yet in flower. Almost

Y
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the only article on which our friends have to depend for a

little ready money is the manufacture of maple sugar.

From these remote parts William Forster travelled

" early and late, over rough roads, with but little

time for rest or retirement," to visit a few meetings

of Friends in the heart of Pennsylvania, at Bellefonte,

and some neighbouring places. In coming down

from these districts he was again confined by illness.

A sharp attack of fever and ague, under which he

suffered much from sickness and pain, detained him

more than two weeks at an hotel at Bedford. With

reference to what he passed through during this

trial he remarks :

—

I am increasingly brought to see that my peace and strength

very materially depend upon my cherishing a state of quiet,

unmurmuring, unreserved, and, if it might be, uninquiring

resignation to the Divine will.

6tli mo. 26th.—I long to be in the harness again, serving

my gracious Lord in the work of his gospel. I would hope

that this trial may have the effect of quickening my dedication,

and driving me deeper in spirit, in patient waiting upon the

Lord, for the most gentle intimations of his holy will.

Within the last day or two I have felt such powerful attrac-

tions towards Friends in those parts upon which I am, I trust,

about to enter, as fully to satisfy me that there would be no

peace or safety in retreat. I am quite earnest for our getting

among Friends in the Red-stone settlement
;
though when we

get there, as at many other times, I may be ready to wonder

what has brought me.

28t]i.—I was at the week-day meeting at Dunning's-creek

to-day, about ten miles distant, in which I was engaged in

ministry, almost to the extent of my bodily strength. It was

not a time of much sensible dominion in the power of

God. In the afternoon, we had a serious, I trust a solemn.
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opportunity with our friends before Ave parted from them,

and a pleasant ride back to Bedford.

I was disappointed in finding the doctor decided in his dis-

approbation of my attempting to travel at present
;
yet I am

supported in much calmness, and animated by a cheering,

lively hope, that the day of our enlargement will soon arrive.

This sweet feeling I accept as an evidence that we are not

forsaken, and that Ave have not been misled in concluding

to come here ; and perhaps I must haA'e a meeting with the

people. If it be really laid upon me, I hope I shall not

prove rebellious, though at present I cannot but regard it,

and all such engagements, as very formidable. Places are

generally easy to be obtained, and the people are often

willing to come, and most friends that travel are much in

the Avay of having them collected ; but that does not lighten

the burthen to me.

7 til mo. 2nd.—I went to the meeting in the Court-house,

which Avas Avell attended ; and though my bodily ability was

not equal to great exertion, I was considerably engaged, and

afterwards felt peaceful, and abounding in thanksgiving.

3rd.—We came aAA'ay about noon, and are at a comfortable

hotel about eleven miles from Bedford. Our landlord seems

living like a prince, or rather an ancient patriarch ; fine

flocks and herds, and fields and orchards, making a most

promising and flourishing appearance. With his estate of

between 800 and 900 acres of rich bottom land, he might pass

for a first-rate yeoman in England.

4th. Smithfield.—I feel not without hope that as I endeavour

to abide watchful and devoted, our gracious Lord Avill so open

my path in the light of his heavenly wisdom as that I shall

find a way prepared before me. A few days ago, looking

forward to these western parts, I thought I could lay hold on

the word of promise to some degree of comfort,—" Behold I

set before thee an open door which no man shall be able to

shut ;

" but now it is very much taken from me, and 1 feel

low in regard to the sensible influence of that light and love

in which all true ministry must have its origin. But though

hard and dead as the stones of the street, I know there is a

Y 2
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Power who, with a word, in an instant of time, can impart

"\\asdom and strength, and give anthority to the very meanest

servants—to such as may be brought to look upon themselves

as the weak, and base, and fooHsh things of this world—to

speak in his name
;
and, whilst they speak, to baptize. Let

my sufferings, my humiliations and tribulations be what they

may, if the Lord be pleased to sanctify my trials so as to pre-

pare me in the very smallest measure—and however small it

matters not—thus to approve myself a true servant of Christ,

in the life and poAver of the Holy Spirit, I trust I shall be

content. I neither ask nor desire more.

Many are my fears lest I should be beguiled by that enemy

who works deceitfully in a mystery, to utter words without

power ;
lest, in the activity of my own imagination, in my

own Villi, and in the remembrance of former openings, I

should attempt to preach Christ and his salvation in the old-

ness of the letter, rather than in the newness of the Spu*it.

For I am increasingly convinced that it is nothing but the

immediate influences of his love attending the instrumentality

of his servants, that can be availing, either to the honour of

his name, or the directing or gathering of the minds of the

people to Him,—the ensign which is lifted up to the

nations, for their redemption and recovery. I lately had a

very bright opening, I think I may say an encouraging and

animating prospect, whilst meditating upon those words of

the prophet,—"And they that are afar off shaU come and

build in the temple of the Lord." The hope was raised that

even as it relates to our Society, as well as to the Church more

at large, He is bringing, and will bring, as from the utter-

most parts of the earth, those that shall build in that temple,

which is to be a house of prayer to all nations ; in the midst

of Avhich He will dwell, and over A\hich He will rule and

reign in His own eternal power. That He may prosper this

work upon the earth, and hasten the coming of these glorious

days, is increasingly the fervent and frequent travail of my
soul.

In the course of the following two or three weeks,
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William Forster had another attack of illness,

similar to the former one, and his strength was
greatly reduced. Before he had fully recovered, he

visited the meetings within the limits of Bedstone

Quarterly Meeting, in the western parts of Pennsyl-

vania. Of one of these meetings he says :

—

I thought it an opportunity of divine favour, and one of

those seasons of the abounding of heavenly mercy and love,

in and through Christ Jesus our Lord, worthy to be held in

grateful remembrance. I felt near access to the throne of

grace, xuider the influence of a holy solemnity.

He writes of a meeting in the Court-house at

Union :

—

29tli.—The meeting was very small ; I was laid low in

deep abasedness of spirit ; and afterwards, I trust in the love

and power of Christ, I was enabled to speak largely of that

salvation by which Almighty God would reconcile unto

himself his transgressing, benighted, and corrupted children.

I was much exhausted, and glad to seek a quiet corner for

the rest of both body and mind. I trust I was reverently

thankful for the grace renevvedly and so unexpectedly vouch-

safed. Though oppressed with heat, I feel stronger this

morning. I am stUl feeble
;

but, whilst I can keep clear of

disease, and pursue my course, however slowly, I hope to be

preserved in contentment, and to seek, with increased dedica-

tion, to be given up to the Lord. And if trial should be

renewed, my mind is stayed in humble, hopeful confidence

that I shall be supported in meek and submissive resignation

to the divine will ; so that, if I do nothing towards the

exaltation of the blessed cause of Christian redemption, I

hope, through the mercy and power of the Lord, to be pre-

served from bringing dishonour upon that holy name of

which I have made high profession.

8tli mo. 2nd. Brownsville.—Our meeting was at Muddycreek,
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on Second-day afternoon. The house was very full and

oppressively warm. I was under much discouragement, and

a little tossed in spii'it
; but, believing that, in the abound-

ings of divine love, the spring of life was opened for the

refreshment of some weary travellers, and in apprehension

that the Lord was seeking to gather, to heal, and to strengthen,

I was much enlarged, and laboured faithfully, according to my
measure, in the gospel of Christ. At the close of the meet-

ing my soul was lifted up in huml)le, fervent gratitude to

God
;
and, in the feeling renewedly vouchsafed of his eternal

love and power in and through Jesus Christ our Lord and

Saviour, I became more content under the many trials atten-

dant upon my present path, and in true quietness of mind

was enabled to offer up myself in resignation to the leading

of the Holy Spirit.

3rd. Near Westland Meeting-Jiouse.— I went to the Quar-

terly Meeting of Ministers and Elders
;
and, notwithstanding

my deep depression, I thought that, in the tender mercy of

the Most High, access was granted to the well of living

waters. Cherishing the impression made upon my mind, I

was enlarged in exercise for the encouragement of such as

were cast down, buffeted, and afflicted, particularly that such

as have been brought under the cross of Christ might patiently

endure every humiliation through which the Lord may see

meet to lead them, in preparing them for future usefulness.

In the afternoon we attended a Committee of men and

women Friends, who may be considered as a branch of a

Committee appointed by the last Yearly Meeting, principally

for the purpose of lending assistance to the free colom'ed

people in bettering their outward condition, by promoting the

education of their children, and aiding them in their agricul-

tural pursuits, &c. Friends seemed alive to a good concern,

and evinced much warmth of feeling. I feel so deeply on

every point affecting the poor slaves and free coloured people

(for a very large proportion of them are not black), and all

that relates to Africa and the West Indies, that, were I at

liberty to give myself up to the cause to the extent of my
feelings, it might be in danger of almost swalloAving uj) the
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whole man. The field is large, almost beyond conception;

and the labourers comparatively very few ; but I have great

comfort in believing that the work will go on and prosper,

—

that righteousness will ultimately prevail, until this degraded

portion of our fellow-creatures are established in the posses-

sion and enjoyment of every civil and religious privilege.

He was now about to leave Pennsylvania and to

pass on into the State of Ohio.

Pittsburgh.—Here we are at last, on the 5th of the Eighth

Month, instead of the 15th of the Sixth Month, which was

laid out for us by our friends before we left the neighbour-

hood of Philadelphia ; but I do not, I dare not, I cannot

murmur. My sufferings have been many and deep, only

known to Him whose hand has been laid heavily upon me
;

yet I can humbly and reverently bless his holy name, for

the multitude of those mercies with which He has encom-

passed my path ; and most earnestly do I desire that it may
please the Lord so to sanctify all these things to my good,

that under his blessing they may tend to my purification

and deeply-rooted establishment in Christ. Though at times

much discouraged about my health, I am not entirely bereft

of confidence that, in his great love and mercy. He will at last

bring me safely to the end of these trials.



CHAPTEK XXIV.

FIRST VISIT TO AMERICA.

TRAVELS IN OHIO, INDIANA, ETC.

With the conciirrence of other Yearly Meetings

it had been couchided by Ohio Yearly Meeting, the

year before, to allow five of its Quarterly Meetings to

form themselves into a distinct Yearly Meeting, "for

the States of Indiana, Illinois, and the western parts

of Ohio;" and, although the first " Yearly Meeting

of Indiana" was not opened till the 8th of Tenth

Month of the current year, yet the Friends consti-

tuting it no longer formed part of Ohio Yearly Meet-

ing, about to be held at the usual time at Mount
Pleasant. To that Yearly Meeting, thus reduced in

numbers, WiUiam Forster now bent his course, hold-

ing several meetings as he went. In passing along

he was, in these parts also, frequently pained in

noticing the sad effects which the departure from

sound Christian views, alluded to before, was produc-

ing on many minds. In reference to this he writes :

—

1821. 8tli mo. 22ncl.—I want Friends to stand firmly by
that most noble and excellent institution, the Bible Society.

I am far from feeling my interest abated in its concerns, and

want to hear that our dear friends all over England main-

tain their attachment to the Society, and its truly Christian

object ; and that, in the intercourse with serious people of

other Societies to which it necessarily leads, they are pre-

served watchful and faithful in a consistent support of our

peculiar testimonies. The trial is not light, to hear it and its
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objects and proceedings called in question ; and to bear it

with meekness and quietness requii'es no small degree of

Christian humility. I have sometimes endeavoured to explain

the object, and to plead for the general circulation of Holy

Scripture through its means.

Could I find that the volume of Divine insijiration was held

in sufficient estimation by the members of our own Society,

and that they trained up their children and families in the

reading of the Bible, I believe I should be content. It is

affecting to me to believe that many of these zealous ones

regard English Friends with a jealous eye for the part they

take in this and other good works.

25th.—The Yearly Meeting wears a formidable aspect ; but

my mind is preserved in a quiet, hopeful state, and I am not

without some feeling of supporting confidence, that much as I

may be plunged into a sense of my helplessness and un-

worthiness, and many as may be my depressions, if it please

the Lord to open my way into any little service, I shall be

strengthened for the work of the day.

From Mount Pleasant he went to tlie Still Water

and Muskingum settlements of Friends.

Barnesi-Ulc, 9th mo. i7th.—Since the Yearly Meeting,

besides attending some particular meetings, Ave have been at

six Monthly Meetings in succession, some of them very large.

My exercises have been deep and very heavy ; it is but

seldom that I have had to speak in the words of a pleasant

song, or to rejoice in the love and power of the gospel.

Almost in every place I have to make war against a formal,

superficial and traditional religion, to seek to convince the

people they have need of a Saviour, and to preach the Lord

Jesus Christ as the only salvation provided for poor lost, fallen

man.

My companion (John Paul, a Friend in the station of

Elder, from Philadelphia) tries to cheer me up in hope that

all is not lost—that here and there a few of the scattered

grains find their way to a well-prepared soil, and that,
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perhaps, fruit may sometimes be produced to the praise of

the great Husbandman. But I scarcely dare to hope, either

for others or myself ; all I desire is light and strength

adequate to the work of the day, and in resignation to leave

all the effect of my little labom-s to the Lord.

Pursuing his labours among Friends in Ohio

during the Tenth Month, he remarks :

—

How some of my dear friends would smile to see the

parcels of little spelling and picture books which are stowed

in the black leather baof. It has been aflFecting to me to find

the poor children so much neglected in their learning, that I

thought I would bring plenty of such little books with me

;

which perhaps may be an inducement to the elder children to

teach the younger. What a pleasure it is to me, even in such

trifles, to contribute to the gratification of the dear little

creatures ; for in these remote situations they have little of

the kind for their entertainment. Money in these parts is so

scarce that there are not many Friends who would think they

could spare even a few cents for the purchase of a child's

book. There is a school-house attached to almost every

meeting ; but in many places, in consequence of the difficulty

of the times, they have no master. I find that First-day

schools have been attempted in almost every meeting within

the compass of some of the Monthly Meetings ; but in many
instances I fear they have not been judiciously conducted

;

boys and girls, and young men and young women, all

assemble together, and go home in companies through the

woods in the evening. I endeavour to do what I can to

induce Friends to believe that, under proper regulations,

and the superintendence of steady and watchful friends, they

might be held to great advantage, and that it would afford

the opportunity of a little leai'ning to some poor children

who can hardly be expected to obtain it in any other way.

Such schools would have the great advantage of providing

suitable employ for young people on First-day afternoons,

instead of their I'ambling about the woods, or spending their
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time in gossipping and idle visiting ; and it might have the

haj)py effect of bringing the young people into habits of ordei'

and quietness. Oh ! what a field is here for enlightened and

well-concerned Friends. The members of our Society are

more numerous than I expected to find them. In some

places it seems as if the whole of the settlement were in

profession with them, so that they have the opportunity of

adopting and enforcing regulations to a degree that would be

impracticable Avith us.

I have had printed at Mount Pleasant 1,000 copies of

three of the sections in the Book of Advices issued by our

Yearly Meeting, viz. :
—" Advice to Parents," " Recommen-

dation to the Reading of the Scriptures," and " Advice to

Young People." It so fully comprehends much that I have

at heart, and Avhich I am desirous as much as possible may

be impressed on the minds of Friends, that I feel thankful

to my dear friends for having placed me in circumstances to

attend to this little act of duty.

Marietta, 28th.—Yesterday was a lovely day, and much of

the way we had fine hard roads ; sometimes miles through

the woods without the least appearance of cultivation. It

was near sunset before we reached the end of our journey.

Descending a steep hill down to the west bank of the

Muskingum, we caught a view of the town
;
and, the Ohio

and Muskingum both opening upon us at the same moment,

I think it formed one of the finest landscapes I have seen in

America. Several of the best of the houses, placed at a con-

siderable distance from the rivers on rising groimd, exhibited

the appearance of neatness and real elegance not very common
in this country. But, as in most other places, they will not

bear a very close inspection. There are good brick and

framed houses ; the latter handsomely painted, but some of

them only half-finished, the windows broken, and, in several

of the towns and villages in this part of the country, in a

dilapidated condition—a standing testimony to the change of

the times. The exterior of our inn promised us handsome

entertainment, but it was far from answering our expecta-

tion. Determined that our meeting should not suffer for
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want of invitation, I was up early, and took quite a long

circuit.

On going to the Court-house we found a pretty many
people assembled. They were very quiet, and continued

coming in till at last the place was well-filled. After some

exercise of their patience, I was much enlarged in expression

and in feeUng also, and a door of utterance was set open

for me beyond what I have often known. I spoke much of

Christ as our Saviour, and was enabled—for I trust it was

not of myself—to bear testimony to Him as the sacrifice for

sin, and the means of reconciliation Avith the Father, I also

spoke fully on the spirituality of our holy religion, and the

fruits it is designed to produce on the earth. And when I

rose a second time, merely, as I thought, to take leave of the

people, I was led to drop some hints on the nature of Divine

worship, on silent waiting in meetings, and on the exercise

and true legitimate object of all rightly authorized gospel

ministry. Most of these things seemed new and strange to

the people ; we could not find that any Friends' meeting had

been held there before.

Crossing over to the western side of the State,

William Forster entered the limits of the newly-

formed Yearly Meeting of Indiana, which had been

held for the first time about a month before, at

Richmond.* While at Salem, Champaign Co., Ohio,

he writes :

—

Our Idnd host's history is a good specimen of the migratory

life of some of our western Friends. He tells us that he

cleared three or four different settlements in the woods in

North Carolina, and twenty-four years ago he came and

settled on the right bank of the Ohio, opposite the Kenarcha

river, when there was but one family of Friends in what is

now the State of Ohio. He stayed there six years; then

* For a statement regarding the greatly altered condition of the

Meetings of Friends in these districts, see the note in the next chapter.
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settled at Fairfield, between the Scioto and Little Miami, and

since that has moved two or three times, and cleared a part,

if not the whole, of as many farms. He is now talking of

moving to a country of which we have lately heard a high

character, and which it is said is now settling very fast,—on

the Sangamo, a small river tributary to the Illinois. It may
be truly said these rolling stones gather but little moss. In

some instances they may increase their possessions by clearing

and selling, and moving
;
but, living always on the frontier,

they become so much accustomed to the rough and uncivilized

habits of a woodland life, that they have hardly the under-

standing, and are far from the enjoyment of, any other. I

am almost convinced that, much as they may judge their

eastern neighbours for pride and indulgence, they are very

far from having attained to that experience in the life and

power of godliness which, from their appearance, one would

wish to believe they possess. Could our friends be prevailed

on to stay where they are, suffer the civilized Avorld to gather

round them, and accept the benefits of education and improved

society, one would have some hope for them.

A little more to the south lie visited a large cluster

of meetings :

—

iitU mo. iOili. Clear Creek, Warren Countij.—We came to

Waynesville, after a small meeting at Plum-grove. I thought

it best to make a push, and get to Waynesville that evening

;

and it was well we did so, as next morning there was a most
violent storm. I suppose that through the country we had
travelled it was really terrific. Some of the friends, who came
at the peril of their lives, said they had never seen so many
trees fall in the same space of time. Travelling through the

woods in a high wind is dangerous. The trees decay much
sooner than further to the eastward, and, from the nature of

the soil, and their growing so close together, the roots appear
disproportioned to the height and bulk of the trees, so that

they are liable to be thrown down with but slight gusts of

wind ; and one tree falling will often occasion t-he falling or
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breaking of five or six others. Thus far we have been pre-

served from exposure to these storms ; and we must hope in

the merciful, watchful Providence who has thus far protected

us, and seek to commit ourselves to the Lord for preservation

through all the remaining pei-ils of our wilderness journey.

The Quarterly Meeting of Ministers and Elders on Sixth-

day was unusually small ; it was not a time of much abound-

ing with me, but I ventured in fear to give a hint or two

on the blessedness of a meek and patient spirit luider suffer-

ing, and to encourage Friends to watchfulness in their

exercises, lest they should not make clear distinction between

the warmth of creaturely zeal, and the blessed influences of

Divine love, in which the true disciple is endued with that

charity which hopeth, believeth, and endureth all things.

The meetings yesterday were very large
;
they were seasons

of deep feeling. The meeting for discipline held late ; there

are eight Monthly Meetings—Cincinnati, WaynesviUe, Spring-

field, Center, Csesar's Creek, Green Plains, Alum Creek, and

Darby Creek.

From these parts of Ohio, WilHam Forster passed

into the southern portion of the State of Indiana, and

was for several months closely engaged among Friends

in those newly settled districts. Many were his

privations in what was then truly a wilderness

country. But with all his love of refinement, and

the domestic comforts he had been accustomed to at

home, the personal inconveniences to which he was

exposed were little in his estimation compared with

the grief he felt in observing that in many instances

which came under his notice a very low appreciation

of the blessed truths of the Gospel, amounting in

some cases to a rejection of them, sorrowfully pre-

vailed.

iith mo. 29th. At Leuis's Tavern, Shelby Haven, Indiana.

—This backwoods tavern consists of two log-houses, with a
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covered passage between them ; each perhaps from fifteen to

twenty feet square ; the largest is our landlord's dwelling-

house for himself, his wife, and six children. Plow they

dispose of several other members of their family it is difficult to

imagine. The apartment which we inhabit just holds four

beds ; one of them is allotted to John and me* our com-

panion and four other travellers will, I suppose, divide the

other three between them. It is a most thoroughly disagree-

able way of life. Our worthy host is a man of good under-

standing and established respectability, from Carolina. We
were at their meeting yesterday, to which I found they had

invited several of their neighbours. After a time of deep

indwelling before the Lord, I was enlarged in consolation and

invitation and counsel, to my own confirmation, I suppose

the meeting does not consist of less than sixty or seventy

families. We have now a long and formidable journey in

prospect, forty-six miles to Vincennes,

30th. Wasldnyton, Davies County.—Instead of the crowded

cabin and noisy family of last night, we have a snug chamber

to ourselves, a nice glowing hearth, and a neat chamber. We
came eight miles to a late breakfast in Hindostan, a newly

begun town of about twenty houses. Our road, so far, like

that we travelled yesterday, was hilly, and the country but

thinly inhabited. We ferried the river, which we were told

is 400 yards in width
;
and, after ascending a hill, had a fine

level road througli a country comparatively open, and in some

places wholly clear of large timber. We found the settlements

much more numerous, and at intervals finely cultivated farms.

i2th mo. 2nd. Vincennes.—We did not see our host till

this morning. Poor man ! his histoi-y touched me ; his wife

died about four years ago, and has left him with ten children.

Proprietor of 800 acres of land in tliat fine country, some of

his children are covered with rags just hung over their

shoulders, forming a spectacle that would have excited our

compassion for the children of the poorest beggar at our

door.

There is a great deal of travelling on the road. Some
going out to Illinois and Missouri ; and nearly as many
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returning to their former residences, discouraged by sickness,

or disappointed in not finding the Elysium they had been

seeking.

We appointed a meeting for the evening at the Coiu't-

house. On going to it, we found a considerable number of

people assembled, who appeared very unsettled. I strove to

be quiet, and, a small opening to service presenting, I rose

with the tide, and was borne along on a gentle current of

heavenly love, speaking of Christ and his salvation, warning

and inviting the people, and, comforting the oppressed and

penitent sinner with the hope of mercy and deliverance. I

was afterwards engaged in prayer and intercession for the

sincere and seeking believers, for the worldly and carnally

minded, and the negligent and indifferent, and for the people

at large in this place, that they might be turned from their

iniquity, and seek to serve and fear the Lord.

The town is not so large, nor the houses so good, as some

we have seen in the AVestern country. It was originally

built and settled by a colony of French emigrants from

Canada, above 100 years ago ; and was, I suppose, one of the

principal outposts on this side the mountains for trading with

the Indians. Latterly a number of Americans settled in

among them
;
they have no place for worship but a Popish

chapel ; but the Methodists and Presbyterians occasionally

use the Court-house for their meetings. The town stands on

a large flat or sandy plain, which appears by nature uncon-

genial to the growth of timber.

Than William Forster, tlie oppressed sons of

Africa could not well have a truer or a steadier

friend. It is only in keeping with himself, that

here, on the borders of two Free States, his Christian

indignation is roused by what he heard of " kid-

napping," and he adds :

—

I am sorry to say there are many slaves in the town—

I

suppose mostly such as were held under the territorial

government ; but the State Legislature has made provision for
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their freedom. We hear sad stories of kidnapping. I wish

some active benevolent people could induce every person of

colour to remove away from the river, as it gives wicked,

unprincipled wretches the opportunity to get them into a

boat, and carry them off to Orleans or Missouri, where they

still fetch a high price. I have been pleading hard with a

black man and his wife to get off for some settlement of

Friends, witli their five children ; and I hope they will go.

I hardly know of anything that would make me more

desperate than to be in the way of this abominable system of

kidnapping ; I cannot say, when once set on to rescue a poor

creature, where I should stop. It is most shocking to think

that they will betray one another, and sometimes the black

women are the deepest in these schemes. A poor man told

us that he never went to bed without having his arms in

readiness for defence.

5th. Harmony, Posey County.—Believing I could not peace-

fully relinquish the prospect of visiting our friends to the

west of the Wabash, we pursued our journey to the southward.

Yesterday afternoon we had a meeting at the house of a

widow Friend, in a little colony of emigrants from New York
;

some of them Friends, others more or less remotely connected

with the Society.

After a wilderness journey, we arrived here just as the

town clock struck five. This is an interesting village, a settle-

ment of Germans who came into America upwards of sixteen

years ago. They established themselves in the first instance

on the waters of the Big Beaver, in Pennsylvania, and removed

to this place about seven years ago. They have a fine estate

of 25,000 acres—3,000 cleared and fenced, and from what we
saw it was in a state of good cultivation. The village con-

tains about 700 inhabitants
;
they appear an orderly, indus-

trious, and sober people. There are some handsome brick

dwellings and large wood houses in the village, a neat place

of worship, and a commodious inn. It is difficult to form

any correct opinion of a people on such very slight acquaint-

ance, and especially such as speak a strange language ; but it

is not too much to say there is nothing prepossessing in their

z
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appearance. It has to me more the appearance of a commu-

nity devoted to temporal aggrandizement than to religious

attainment. Their industry, neatness, and order, and especially

their cleanliness, are great. It is diilicult to ascertain their

religious principles. They object to oaths and war, but are

in the practice of paying a fine in lieu of personal service

;

community of goods and implicit submission to their elder or

headman are enjoined.

Having crossed over into tlie State of Illinois, lie

continues his narrative,

6tli. Albion.—We were ferried over the Wabash, about a

quarter of a mile in width, by a man and two boys. I pleased

myself with giving each of the lads a New Testament, and

the poor man appearing anxious to possess the same treasure,

I did not hesitate to gratify him. The poor fellow, in the

aboundings of his gratitude, offered to return the ferriage,

which of course I did not accept. Our road was for the first

few miles through a very extensive cane break. After

traversing a more hospitable region, we came across two or

three large prairies. Having been shut up in the woods for

such a length of time, it was gratifying beyond description to

enjoy the extent of prospect. We were heartily welcomed

by the landlady at Albion, who turned out to be our cousin

Morris Birkbeck's old servant.

7th.—We were stirring early, set out for Wanborough, and

found our way without difficulty to Deborah Prichard's. I

did not delay informing them of our views of a meeting with

their little community. I went over to William Clark's
;

both he and his wife gave me a hearty welcome. In about

an hour their little company was generally collected, consis-

ting of D. P. and her four daughters, three or four of

her sons, W. C. and his wife, and some of their children
;

and our cousins, P. H. and E. P. Our cousin Morris

Birkbeck and his son were from home. My heart was made

very tender, under a sense of the undeserved mercy and

goodness of onr Heavenly Father ; and in that love which

seeks to gather and to strengthen, I endeavoured to be
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faithful to what I believed to be laid upon me. I trust there

were some in whom the witness was reached. Afterwards I

Avas engaged in thanksgiving, and fervent supplication and

intercession for those present and absent
;
especially for such

as had been beguiled by the secret devices of the wicked one,

and for such as had been led captive at his will, that these

might be rescued from the hands of the destroyer, as brands

plucked from the burning. They appeared kind and affec-

tionate, and I enjoyed more relief than I could have hoped for.

Keeping near the Wabasli they pursued their

journey in Illinois to the north.

We got olF early in the afternoon, and came about sixteen

miles, most of the way a very lonely road, through a large

extent of prairie. There being no inn on the road, we found

more than common difficulty in obtaining accommodation for

the night, but at length succeeded better than we had hoped

for. One of the young men had brought home a fine fat buck

the day before, and we had nice broiled venison, both for

supper and breakfast next morning. Our lodging was not

quite so agreeable
;
my companion and I had a bed below stairs.

In the same room Avas a poor woman, confined to her bed by

sickness ; our landlady Avas her companion for the night

;

another stranger slept on the floor, and our other friends up

in the loft. The poor woman was very ill in the night, so

that we had not a very comfortable time of rest. Being

brought into feeling for the poor sick woman, I mentioned

my Avish to have the family collected, which was readily

complied with ; and I may confess with thankfulness that the

opportunity was to my relief and comfort. With the hope of

a quiet afternoon, and perhaps a meeting in the evening, we
set off, intending to travel a stage of twelve miles. Instead

of finding the distance to Laurenceville only twelve or fifteen

miles, as we had been led to expect, from the time Ave spent

on the road we concluded it could not be less than twenty-

one or tw^enty-two miles. When we got there, though the

town is laid out for a county-seat, we found it so much in its

z 2
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infancy as to contain but one tavern, and that, with its rough

exterior, affording but little hope of comfort. With the expec-

tation of better fare farther on the road, we were easil}' induced

to pursue our journey, intending to take up with such accom-

modation as Ave might meet with on the other side of the

Embarras, Avhich falls into the Wabash a few miles below

Vincennes. We met with some detention at the ferry
;
but,

by the help of a crazy boat, and lazy, awkward ferrjonen, got

safe over. Here we had the vexation to find we had not come
forward for much better fare

;
everything was so completely

miserable, that after a little refreshment, for which we had to

wait long, we determined to go on a few miles, and trust to

the hospitality of some of the neighbouring farmers for a

night's lodging. We found our way by the light of the full

moon, to the house of a kind-hearted man, from the State of

New York, who without much hesitation agreed to give us

shelter for the night. Though lately a magistrate, and holding

a large tract of fine land, he had but a small cabin ; he readily

gave us one bed, and made up another for our companions,

on the floor ; and the man and his wife and six children

divided the other two among themselves. This atos not very

agreeable, but much more tolerable among strangers, than in

the company of old acquaintance. I pleased myself with

distributing some of om" little store of books among their fine

family ; and Avith the expression of hearty good-AvUl on both

sides Ave took our seats in the waggon, soon after sunrise, and

reached the small toAAn of Palestine, situated at the foot of

La Motte Prairie, about mid-day. I took a short Avalk into

the environs of the tovA-n : the scenery was novel and A'ery

striking ; it had much the appearance of a large level common
or green, of several miles in circumference, Avith settlements

about every half-mile round the margin ; and the adjacent

woods, particularly toAvards the Wabash, contain large and

very lofty timber, sycamore, hackberry, cotton-wood, &c.

Eiding pretty nearly the length of this prairie, we came to

another interval of AA'ood, and then entered Union Prairie,

and having a fine level road soon dro\'e to the house of our

friend Reuben CroAV, eighty miles from Albion. After
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another cold and very wakeful night, we parted from our

friends at Union, our host kindly accompanying us to the

Wabash, Before Ave set off, we had an opportunity of retire-

ment in the family ; I was much engaged both on account of

the father and children, and under the prevalence of Divine

love it was a season of instruction and consolation. When
we reached the river, we found the ice, which I suppose had

been formed in the night, floating in large sheets. It wore a

fearful aspect ; and the ferryman not having all his men at

hand, to reconcile us to the detention of two or three hours,

said quite enough to make me think it would be hazardous

crossing
;

but, taking the opportunity when the river was

clearer than it had been for some time previous, we got

through with safety.

Having now re-entered the State of Indiana they

pursued their course to a small settlement of

Friends on the eastern banks of the Wabash.

After two or three hours' travelling, we met with a warm
welcome from our friend Moses Hoggett, at his comfortable

habitation on Honey Creek Prau'ie. Next day we had a

meeting with Friends to some satisfaction and relief, and

spent the afternoon and evening at the house of an agreeable,

open-hearted friend on the banks of the Wabash. On Sixth-

day, we had a bleak cold ride, about ten miles higher up the

river, to Spring Creek.

We were guests to our friend Benjamin Bailey, and his

worthy wife, who had not been previously visited by Friends.

I think they did their very best to keep us warm
;
but, the

cabin being without a window, we were obliged to have the

door open for light, and the logs not being well plastered, it

required some little watchfulness to suppress the rising of a

murmur. We had a meeting with a few Friends in the neigh-

bourhood in the evening, which, though not without some

unpleasant interruption, was attended with sufficient feeling to

satisfy us that we were pursuing the path of duty ; and as there

is a 2)rospect of more Friends settling in the neighbourhood,
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I trust it will not be long before they are encouraged

to hold a meeting among themselves. We parted from the

dear friends in much love, early in the forenoon, and drove

briskly along a fine road to Terre Haute, a small town and

county-seat recently erected on a high blulf on the left bank

of the Wabash. I wished to have had a meeting there
;
but,

finding there was not a suitable accommodation to be obtained,

we came on without much delay to Moses Hoggett's. It was

a fine clear winter's evening, and I took a pretty long walk

on the prairie, to hunt for seeds. I met with many plants

I had not seen before
;
and, had I been a few weeks earlier, I

suppose I could have made a large collection of such as would

have been very acceptable to many of my friends at home
;

however, I have gathered a few, which I intend to send to

Philadelphia. These prairies would be a remarkably interes-

ting field of research to some of our English botanists ; and

probably the time is not very distant when many of these

plants wUl contribute much to the ornament of some of our

gardens.

We were at meeting again with Friends at Honey Creek, on

First-day morning, when I was unusually enlarged in exercise

for their help and preservation.

About noon, we got to our friend Joshua Dick's, on

Turman's Creek, and in the evening had a meeting, about

one mile distant, at Abner Hunt's, where we lodged. It is

quite a new settlement of Friends, from the upper part of

North Carolina ;' perhaps there may be fifty individuals, and

it is but lately they have begun to hold a meeting. I was

given up to labour in word and doctrine, as the way might be

opened for me ; and I trust that to some it was an opportunity

of instruction, and the renewing of strength ; the day closed

in peace. We had now visited Friends very generally on

the Wabash ; their number is not large, and certainly, as to

that which constitutes the life and power of religion, the

Society must be considered to be in a low state. There is no

friend acknowledged as a minister among them ; and I had to

fear that the discipline is far from being supported in the

authority of Truth, and that the attendance of meetings

1
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foi' A\'orsliip was regarded by many Friends with great

indifference.

" Feeling released from an apprehension, by which

he had been deeply exercised," that it might be

required of him to extend his travels into the State

of Missouri, he now proceeded to the " White Eiver

Settlement of Friends," in the south of Indiana.

Ou Third-day morning we parted from onr kind friend

Moses Hoggett ; we found him a sensible, well-informed man,

and an agreeable companion. He is much interested in the

prosperity of their rising colony, and has been in the office

of a Circuit or District Judge. We got to a tolerably com-

fortiible inn that evening. The road being bad and slippery,

we did not travel more than seventeen miles in the course of

that day. We came to Carlisle next morning ; and had

hoped to have gone immediately to a small settlement of

Friends, fifteen or twenty miles distant ; but we were easily

turned from our com-se, on hearing of the im^^robability of

our being able to cross the river, as it was supposed to be

frozen over, and yet not hard enough to bear our waggon.

After some detention, we changed our course from east to

north-east, and about three o'clock in the afternoon stopped

at the cabin of very civil people, new settlers from Kentucky.

It was well they did not turn us adrift, as we were twenty

miles from the next house ; and the weather being very cold,

with a slight covering of snow on the ground, it would not

have been the most pleasant night to have camped out for the

first time. The people were very kind, and did their best

;

and we were too grateful for a shelter to murmur at accom-

modation to which we could hardly have submitted at the

beginning of our Western tour. One of their children was

very sick, and cried most piteously in the night. I

endeavoured to think of something that might afford the

poor child a little relief ; and the parents were so thankfid

for a few articles of medicine that there was no making them

take anything for our entertainment.
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We had a pretty fair specimen of backwoods travelling the

next day. The country was thinly wooded, undulating, and

beautifully interspersed with prairies, and in some places the

landscape was more picturesque than any I have seen, whUst

entirely devoid of the aid of art. The prairies had much the

appearance of large gentlemen's parks, with groups and

groves of timber, situated as if planted to give the finest

effect to the scenery. We stopped to bait about one o'clock,

and made ourselves a fire in the woods for the first time. We
enjoyed our dinner, but the country was too much frozen to

afford us any water for ourselves or our horses. Early in the

evening we reached the habitation of one of the most complete

backwoodsmen we had met with in our travels. He had

been brought up among Friends in Georgia. He was a

bachelor, and had his widowed sister and her family living

with him. Everything was rough in the extreme. I had

some serious conversation with the poor man next morning,

which I trust was well received. We then had five miles to

the ferry, which we found had been kept open, and the water

being low we were soon across, and travelling about six miles

we reached the house of a Friend lately come into the woods.

They showed us much kindness, and finding that if we pursued

our journey more than two or three miles we could not get to

any house that night, we were soon persuaded to stay and

take up our quarters with them. It was a clean, agreeable,

and well-ordered family
;

and, though we were crowded

together Avithin narrow limits, it was really more of a rest

than we had met with for several days. We had an early

breakfast next morning, and an opportunity of retirement

with the family to some comfort. They had bought land in

the woods, expecting other Friends would follow them, and

that they should have a meeting
;

but, as in some other

instances that we met with, had been disappointed, and talked

of moving. Such instances are much calculated to excite

one's sympathy. Industrious, upright Friends in low cir-

cumstances, spending no small portion of their little property,

and two or three years of the best of their strength, in settling

themselves in a new country, and then when they have got a
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few aci'es of land under cultivation, and their buUdings put

up, have often to break up their establishment, and move

again ; but even that is far better than bringing up a family

secluded from good society, and remote from meeting.

Early in the evening we reached the neighbourhood of

Indian-creek, where our enjoyments were not superabundant.

We had a very small meeting next day
;
possibly there might

be one or two to whom it was an opportunity of encoiu-age-

ment, and I thought that in great mercy I was permitted

some access to the Source of good for my own help. Parting

from our friends in that settlement, I believe in true love, we
came on four or five miles to the house of a man who readily

gave us shelter for the night ; and it was well we had not

occasion to ask for more, as the family were bare of meat of

any description, and were then living on hominy, with plenty

of fat pork. This was almost the only family we met with

that was not abounding in the necessaries and ordinary com-

forts of life. We took to our lodging on the floor with pretty

good heart ; the man and his wife and eight or nine children,

and their sou and his wife, occupying the beds slung round

the room.

On reaching the White Eiver district the narrative

proceeds :

—

After a journey through a hilly, broken country, we
reached the habitation of a friend near White River meeting-

house. They had but a small cabin, open and very cold

;

and, though they had begun a new house, capable of being

made a comfortable habitation, in consequence of the sickness

which had been general in that neigbourhood last fall,

and with which they had been affected, they had made but

little progress. Our meeting next day was to some comfort

and relief. In the afternoon our friends kindly collected in a

pretty strong party, and cut a way for us through the ice,

about eight inches in thickness, so that we were ferried over

the east branch of White River, perhaps 100 or 150 yards

in width. Early next morning we found ourselves at the house

of our friend, Joseph Earlow, near Lick-creek j a meeting
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IS lately settled just by his premises, of perhaps twenty-

five families. We had a religious opportunity with them next

forenoon, in which I was more enlarged than on some other

occasions. That evening we visited a friend confined to the

house in very great helplessness, and on Sixth-day had a meet-

ing at a Friend's house on Lost River. It was small, and

not to much relief ; but not entirely in vain. On Seventh-day

was the Monthly Meeting of Lick-creek, a large gathering of

Friends. I ventured to speak on several subjects in the meet-

ing for discipline. Friends showed us much love, and I trust

there was a willingness at least to hear what was communi-

cated. On First-day the meeting Avas large. I was poorly,

and brought very low
;
but, in the riches of condescending

mercy and goodness, was ultimately enlarged in much love.

At the close was held theii" meeting for ministers and elders,

which I attended, and in which I was not silent. On Second-

day we had an agreeable ride through the woods to Mount
Pleasant. On Third-day we were at a small and newly-settled

meeting there.

It was late on Fourth-day when we reached the neighbour-

hood of Blue River Meeting. Nathan Trueblood gave us a

kind welcome to his comfortable habitation, and next day

accompanied us to a small meeting two or three miles from

his house. It was an opportunity of profitable instruction to

me, and possibly might be no less so to othei's. On Fifth-day

we were at the week-day meeting at Blue River, in which I

thought I was made sensible of the power of divine love, and

spoke, I trust, to the encouragement of the afflicted, and such

as were under depression ; afterwards was held their Prepara-

tive Meeting, and the meeting of ministers and elders. In

the latter I was much exercised, and ventured on some

expression. Sixth day was very cold ; we walked to the

little town of Salem, about two miles distant, where we had

a meeting in the Court-house. I had gone through much
discouragement about it ; but I sought to be simple and

resigned, and to move in what I believed to be the leadings

of the Spirit. I was favoured to feel more relieved than

could have been hoped for. Seventh-day we attended their
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Monthly Meeting. I was exercised under a concern to bring

Friends into feeling for themselves and the low state of things

among them ; and in the meeting for discipline I was engaged

to speak to different subjects. We went home with Matthew
Coffin, an elderly friend, lately come with his wife and daughter

from North Carolina.

I had requested public notice to be given of the meeting

on First-day morning. It was a large gathering. I was

much given up to labour honestly and faithfully in the work

of the Gospel. I was exercised for the awakening of trans-

gressors
;
and, having reason to fear that some of these had

taken refuge in unbelief, it was no wonder if the terrors of

the law, and the invitations of the Gospel, should be alike

rejected. I trust some feeling of access was granted xis in

fervent supplication to the throne of grace, and in that

engagement my burthen was for the time very much taken

away. I am much relieved in believing that the Lord will

more eminently reveal his power, and make it clearly mani-

fest that nothing but the sensible renewings of his love can

be effectual to the gathering of souls to Christ, or the exalta-

tion of his blessed truth on the earth. Every mere semblance

of rightly authorised ministry must fall when He arises to

plead his own cause. Nothing but that which is spirit and

life can stand in the day of his appearing. Ah ! how fear-

fully do I tremble for myself when I am brought into the

very depths on account of others.

Turning now again to the north, they visited the

meetings along the Driftwood, and then proceeded

towards Richmond.

We parted from our friends at Blue River in much love,

and on Second-day reached the house of Thomas Newby, near

Driftwood Meeting-house, having forded the Muskaketah.

After the meeting for worship, and their Preparative Meeting

on Fourth-day, we went home with Jacob Morris and his wife,

kind Friends. We had an open, heart-tendering opportunity

the next morning, in which, under the sensible feeling of

Divine love, consolation and encouragement were offered both
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to the friends and their daughters. Early in the evening we
arrived at Thomas Newsome's, near Sandy-creek. There are

four or five families in the neighbourhood recently emigrated

from Carolina. We had a meeting with them in the evening,

in which a door of utterance was opened. We set off soon

after breakfast, and pursued our journey to a new settler's on

the Flat Rock Creek. Being very remotely situated from

other Friends, we appeared to be welcome guests, and the

dear woman did much to try to make us comfortable. They

gave us a bed ; but our companions, with two other visitors

who came in the course of the evening, had their lodging on

the floor. It is one of the great inconveniences attendant on

an early settlement in the woods, that they are expected to

take in all of every class who apply for accommodation.

Some friends gave us account of the number that had been

housed on their cabin floors almost beyond credit.

On Seventh-day, having parted from our friends in love

after a religious opportiuiity, we continued our journey, most

of the way within sight of the waters of the Flat Rock. Our

road was very much through the wilderness, sometimes five

or six miles, or further, without seeing a house
;

but, con-

sidering that it is but about two years since the country was

vacated by the Indians and offered for public sale, it far ex-

ceeded oxu* expectation to find it so well inhabited, and in

several places much improved, for the time they have had it

in hand. I believe that nearly the whole of the State of

Indiana has been purchased from the natives
;
and, instead of

holding reservations of land in their former territory, as in

Ohio, New York, &c., with the exception of a few who form

a small settlement somewhere in the centre of the State, they

have accepted an annuity from Congress, and gone over the

Misssisippi. I do not pretend to much judgment in such things,

but I think I have not seen in the course of my travels any

country so well suited to support a large population as the

interior of this State. Peach trees grow with astonishing

rapidity, bearing fruit in three years, and in some instances

in two years. In the older settled parts of the country we
found some good apple orchards ; and they give a most

tantalizing description of the size and richness of their
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water-melons. Tlio country is undulating, with but few large

hills, and not much that lies on a dead level
;
they have coals,

and salt, and iron.

We dined in the woods by a large fire, and that night

were well accommodated at the habitation of a wealthy settler

of German extraction, who has brought plenty of good

things into the wilderness, and purchased not less than 1000

acres of land. He was a zealous professor among the Bap-

tists, and would not receive any remuneration for my accom-

modation, which I understand is not unfrequently the case

with serious persons in America, especially when they know
the traveller receives no pay for his ministry. It was Fh'st-

day morning, and no small trial to me to turn out with the

prospect of spending the day on the road ; but unless we had

made a halt in the woods—which, considering the weather, we
could not, I believe, have done to any good purpose—

I

thought the time could not be spent more profitably than in

our waggon ; and having endeavoured to explain to our host

the circumstances under which we were placed, and repre-

sented in pretty strong terms to our young friends how great

a trial I felt it, my mind became more easy, and we had not

an unpleasant day. Our lodging that night was not the most

convenient
;

but, with our provision and many appliances,

we did not suffer either for want of food or bedding. In the

evening I read a few chapters to the family, which I trust

was well received.

Just about dark the next day we arrived in the neighbour-

hood of Milford Meeting-house, and were hospitably

entertained at John Bell's, whose father came from near

Cockermouth. A meeting was appointed for the following

day, and a large number attended, Friends and others. On
Fourth-day we were at the week-day meeting at West Union.

In the afternoon we came forward to West Grove, and

attended their usual week-day meeting the next day.

We agreed that it might be safe for us to proceed thence

direct for Richmond. I confess the attraction was very strong

in that direction, as I was full of hope and expectation that I

should find letters on my arrival. But there was not a single
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English letter for me. I endeavoured to bear up, but it was

a disappointment deeply felt. We went that evening to the

house of Jesse Williams
;
they were kind friends, and having

some understanding of the comforts and refinement of civilized

life, though for the present inhabiting but a poor cabin, we

found it a place of true rest. The meeting at Chester was

large
;

and, being in good measure enabled to cast off the

burthen that I believed to have been brought upon me, I felt

more relieved than at many other times.

We returned with our friends to their quiet habitation, and

went with them to their meeting at Wliitewater, near Rich-

mond, on First-day morning. This is one of the largest

meetings in the state, containing, I suppose, not less than 120

or 130 families, forty of whom live in Richmond, which is a

thriving village, finely situated on a high bank above the

Whitewater river. Apprehending it might be safest to

express a little respecting a right exercise of the mind on

such occasions, I uttered a few sentences ; and my heart being

made tender before the Lord, I had to rejoice in the grace of

our blessed Saviour, and was enabled to offer a word for the

consolation of some weary and tribulated j^ilgrims, seeking to

gather Friends to the humbling power of Christ, and to the

experience of his baptism, that thus the will and wisdom of

the creature might be made to bow in subjection to his Spirit,

and that we might be prepared individually to become subjects

of that kingdom which is not of this world. In the afternoon

we went with James Pegg to his quiet and peaceful cabin

about two miles out of town. We spent a pleasant, and I

trust not an unprofitable evening together ; and on Second-

day he accompanied us to a meeting appointed for us at

Orange. It was much the exercise of my mind that the

people might be drawn from outward expectation and depend-

ence, to a deep feeling of their own state.

We dined Avith a Friend in the neighbourhood. I thought

I felt enough to warrant the expression of a few words, and I

was strengthened to hope that I was still following the leading

of the Heavenly Shepherd. It is a path of humbling and

mortifying dedication ; but if I can only feel enough to satisfy
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me that it meets the approbation of Him for whose cause sake

I am separated from my nearest connexions, and have not

counted my life and my many earthly enjoyments dear unto

myself in comparison of his blessed service—if He be pleased

to continue his favour and protection, I trust I shall not com-

plain, even though my inward conflicts and outward dis-

couragements should much more abound. I increasingly feel

the state of our Society to be low ; the views and expectations

of the people very much outward ; the life of religion in some

very much oppressed, and by others scarcely understood. It

is to the thii-sty and panting, to them who know and feel the

burthen of sin, such as are groaning for deliverance, that

Christ is precious, and his gospel a message of good tidings of

great joy.

William Forster was now for some time engaged

in visiting the numerous meetings of Friends in that

part of the State of Indiana, believing himself "called

upon to sound an alarm for the awakening of the

careless, and being emboldened openly and plainly

to preach Christ crucified as the means of our recon-

ciliation, the way to the Father, and our only hope of

salvation from the guilt and power of sin
;
proclaiming

the word of imitation and encouragement to the

contrite and heavy-laden." Having completed his

labours in these districts, he returned again to the

south-western parts of Ohio. Thence he writes :

—

3rd mo. 25th, i822. Near Lytle\ Creek Meeting-home,

Clinton County, Ohio.—There are times of divine favour when I

feel the blessed influence of that love by which I was first drawn

in spirit towards Friends in this country ; and at these times

I am much given up to the service of the Lord. At other

times my conflicts and discouragements are past description.

My present way of life presents so little that is suited to my
taste and enjoyment, that I find occasion to offer up myself a
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daily sacrifice ; and this surrender of all I hold most dear is

not without many pangs, and attained only through suffering.

It is most interesting to me, and sometimes very encoui'a-

ging, to hear of what is going forward at home, and in other

parts of the world
;
therefore, send me every scrap of news

about Church and State—about the Bible and School Societies

—and of all the good that is doing in the prisons, &c. ; but

most especially everything that relates to the Slave-trade,

Africa, and the West Indies. Of all objects of Christian

benevolence, this has the largest place in my mind.

A door of utterance seemed to be opened to me at meeting

this morning ; I was much engaged to preach Christ as the

Saviour of men ; and very earnest were my desires that

Friends might be brought to feel, and in heart to acknowledge,

their need of Him.

Whilst in the neighbourhood of Cincinnati, he

felt attracted in Christian love towards Kentucky

;

and, crossing over into that State, he appointed

meetings for worship for the inhabitants of several

of the principal towns, returning into Ohio at the

end of the Fourth Month.

We had bad roads and sometimes hard travelling in Ken-

tucky. Our meetings were in the principal towns iu the parts

through which we travelled, some of them large and much
crowded. We were at Georgetown, Frankfort, Shelbyville,

Vasalia, Lexington, Winchester, Mount Sterling, Paris,

Washington, and Maysville. The people in many places were

very much strangers to Friends,—many of them had scarcely

seen any of our Society before. We crossed the Ohio at

Maysville, and had some rough travelling on our way to Fall

Creek.

Eesuming his labours among Friends, he attended

the Quarterly Meeting at Fairfield, after which, he

writes :

—
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5th mo. 1st. Ross County, Ohio.—We were favoured to wind

up our labours among Friends in the Miami country in much
peace, and we parted one from the other in much love. In

our visit to the families of Cincinnati Monthly Meeting, I

believe I honestly laboured in that love which seeks to

gather and restore : it occupied about two weeks. When in

the city we began early in the morning, and were engaged

till late in the evening, almost every day. The evening

before we left, I was at a large meeting at the Court-house,

Through Heavenly mercy, after that meeting I felt much
relieved in spirit ; and had the comfort of a quiet, peaceful,

and devoted mind.

Tlie attempts made in various ways to undermine

the Christian faith, and to lower the standard of

Christian practice, in the reHgious Society which he

so much loved, continued deeply to affect him.

Very often since I came into this land (he writes about

this time), have I deeply felt the power of that saying of our

Lord, " He that gathereth not with me scattereth." Not-

withstanding all that I have heard since I came into this

country, I am fully of the mind that the underrating of the

great privilege afforded us, by common consent, of the appro-

priation of one day in seven to public worship and domestic

quiet, is in itself evidence of a low state of religious concern
;

and is likely to have the effect of breaking down much of the

barrier of religious restraint around our Society. *

When his religious services in the Western States

were brought to a conclusion, he took his journey

across the State of Ohio, into the north-western parts

of the State of New York.

* A disregard of the proper observance of the first day of the week
was one of the results of the influence and teaching of Elias Hicks, who
had been travelling in those parts not long before.



CHAPTER XXV.

FIRST VISIT TO AMERICA.

TRAVELS WITHIN THE LIMITS OF NEW YORK YEARLY MEETING,

AND IN LOWER CANADA.

On returning from the West, William Forster spent

about six months in the western and north-eastern

parts of the States of New York and Vermont, and

in Lower Canada ; but few and detached are the

details collected from his letters respecting this long

and interesting journey.

7th mo. / Stli. Milo, Ontario County, State of New York.—
We have been travelling very hard most of the time since we

came into this State. The heat of the weather is at times

extremely overcoming, and in some instances we have had

two meetings a day. We made considerable exertion to

reach the Quarterly Meeting at Farmington on the 3rd

instant ; since which we have been at meetings at Henrietta,

Wheatland, Riga, Shelby Royallin, East Royallin, Hartland,

North Hartland, Rochester, Palmyra, East Palmyi-a, and

South Farmington, and this morning at Milo. We hope to

make a stage to-night, on our way to the meeting of Deer-

field, perhaps eighty miles distant, just Avithin the Penn-

sylvania line, and on one of the head waters of the west

branch of the Susquehannah ; Ave purpose coming from thence

to Elmira, near the south end of Seneca Lake, thence to

Hector, and perhaps have meetings about Junius and Scipio,

go on to Auburn, and take a line of meetings up to some of

the new settlements at the eastern extremity of Lake Ontario,

and then perhaps 150 miles across the country to Peru and

Lake Champlain, and to the meetings in Vermont. I have
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passed through considerable exex-cise respecting Canada. I

trust I have sincerely sought to be directed of the Lord, and

though at times given up in heart to visit the meetings of

Friends in that province, if it should be laid upon me, I have

had to believe that the time is not fully come. I do not feel

myself excused entirely, and I may have to cross over at the

falls of Lake Ontario ; but I hardly expect it. Our gracious

Lord knows why I am thus tried ; and I trust, if I abide in

patience before Him, that his blessing will rest upon the

dispensation of his own divine wisdom.

We were one night and part of two days at Caleb

M'Comber's ; he was very open with me, much to my com-

fort ; dear man, he has to suiFer deeply ; and I believe, as to

feUow-helpers with whom he can freely take counsel, is much

alone. He is considered a soimd minister of Christ, and I

have felt him much of a father in the Truth
;
rough in the

exterior, but truly tender in spirit.

The times are very gloomy as to our poor Society in this

land : it is a day of speculation and unbelief. The people

are seeking after novelties, much to the neglect of the work

of their own salvation, I fear
;
my princij)al exercise is to

bring them to feel their own infirmities and corruptions,' and

to lead them to look to our Lord Jesus Christ as the Saviour

of sinners.

Pursuing the course indicated above, lie visited

the meetings of Friends constituting several Quar-

terly Meetings within the limits of New York Yearly

Meeting, till he reached the borders of Lake Cham-
plain.

8th mo. i9tli, Peru, near Lake Cliamplain.—I suppose

that dear George Withy is now about to return to New York,

and that in the course of two or three weeks he will be at

liberty to embark for England. I can hardly tell to what

feelings the prospect of his very speedy liberation has brought

me, nor how thankful I should feel might I be allowed to

2 A 2
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join him
;

but, as I cannot at present discover an opening

for my escape, I desire to bow in humble, submissive acqui-

escence with what I reverently trust is the will of our gracious

Lord.

The account of the famine so prevalent amongst the poor

in Ireland has been truly affecting to me. I suppose there

has been a general subscription in many parts of England

for their relief. How very different in this respect is the

situation of America from Ireland. It is more than fifteen

months since I have met with any person that has asked

alms (with the exception of an old man in Ohio, who looked

very fat and lazy), or whose appearance has seemed to indi-

cate the least degi-ee of want of food. I suppose there are

many counties in the western states in which they have no

poor
;

ever}'body that is industrious may obtain enough and

to spare.

Grand Isle, Lake Champlain.—We set off, accompanied by

William Keese and his wife. They brought us in their

carriage to the house of a newly-married couple at Cumber-

land-head, and we had hoped to cross last evening ; but the

wind, which was rising during the latter part of the night,

blew quite a storm, with thunder and lightning, and it was

thought most desirable for us to give up the attempt. Early

this morning our friends hoisted a signal, and Seth Griffith

brought his own boat, which was quite as small as I thought

desirable ; but the Friends are so much used to the lake,

which is often very rough and roUs with a considerable swell,

that they have learned to manage their little craft wdth great

dexterity.

We foimd a pleasant home at the house of Seth Griffith,

and had a religious opportunity in the family. He is an

active, industrious man, and, withal, I should think, a steady,

upright Friend, one that has prospered beyond many in his

temporal concerns. Two or three and twenty years ago he

began in the woods with nothing but his axe and one English

shilling, and now he has a fine farm, cleared, and well culti-

vated
;

large flourishing orchards, a handsome frame-house,

and good outbuildings. The land in that part of the island is
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very fertile, and remarkably well adapted for orchards. The

lake, which is upwards of 100 miles iii length, affords great

facility for communication, and they find a good market for

their fruit and some other articles of produce in Lower

Canada. The distant view of the mountains, both in New
York and Vermont, is very grand. They remind me more of

our Scotch and Welsh scenery than anything I have seen in

America. These lakes are many of them very deep. The

accounts they give of the length of line let down without

finding a bottom ai'e almost incredible.

We were shown the spot at Plattsburg where the engage-

ment took place in the war in 1814 between the American and

English flotilla. The heat of the battle was just at the time

Friends were at meeting on First-day morning, and near

enough for them to feel the shock of every gun fired. Friends

sat still in their meeting, which they said was a remarkably

solemn time, and on their breaking up they found that the

British were defeated. Our host told me that he was on

board the Commodore's ship the next day, and he gave a

most alfecting description of the dreadful carnage, almost too

shocking to relate. The British commander, Commodore
Downie, fell in the engagement ; it did not appear that he

had been wounded, but his death was considered to be

occasioned by " the wind of a ball " which passed close by
him while he was upon deck. The two Commodores,

MacDennough and Downie, had been schoolfellows—probably

in Scotland. I was particularly struck by the account they

gave us of Downie's funeral. All the American officers

attended in procession, and MacDennough was so overcome

that he stood and wept like a child.

We had a pleasant evening for our return ; the wind not

being in our favour, the friends took to their oars with good

heart, and soon pushed us over. We intended to proceed

early next morning to the ferry, hoping to cross the lake in

time to reach Ferrisburg that night ; but I was so very

unwell that I was afraid to move. We waited some hours,

and then came fifteen or sixteen miles to the house of a person

whose wife professed with Friends, where we were kindly
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entertained for the night. We had a fine afternoon for the

ride
;
and, within the last three or four miles, at a turn in the

road, we descended from the high ground on which we had

been travelling, and had a chai-ming view of the lake and the

opposite shore—a prospect equal in beauty and grandeur to

any I have seeil either in Britain or America. The lake is

nowhere very wide ; but the little bays and the wooded pro-

montories had as fine an effect as anything one can well

conceive. The town of Burlington, to our left, formed a very

interesting feature in the prospect. The scenery on these

shores contains so much of the jjicturesque in mountain, wood
and water, that one may well imagine the time will arrive when
the citizens of Philadelphia and Baltimore will make a visit to

Lake Champlain and Lake George as much a tour of pleasure

as it has been to our south-country people of late years to

visit the lakes of Cumberland and the highlands of Scotland.

We rode about two miles to the ferry. The morning Avas

fine, and with a light breeze we had a very pleasant sail of

about three miles, which took us just an hour ; and we reached

our friend Thomas Robinson's at Ferrisburg to a late dinner.

Our friends seem to be living in the enjoyment of more of the

comforts of life than we had often met with. We could have

enjoyed staying the night
;
but, considering it was not for that

we had left our happy homes, we soon made up our minds to

proceed.

On the 24th, we came from Ferrisburg to a Friend's house,

near the meeting-house at Monkton, and next morning

attended the meeting at Starkesborough. I endeavoured to

do my best in the way of plain dealing. It was heavy labour
;

but possibly the witness might be reached in the hearts of a

few. In the afternoon we parted from our friend William

Keese, who had kindly crossed the Lake with us. He had

shown us much love. I think he told me that he was the first

Friend Avho settled in that part of the State of New York, not

much more than thirty years ago. On his landing on the

shores of Lake Champlain, he had to cut a path through the

woods to the site of his present premises, where he built

himself a tent of bark, &c,, and was two whole weeks without
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hearing the voice of any living creature. Now he has a fine

farm, good frame-house, orchard, &c., and 170 acres of cleared

land, mostly the work of his own hands. We came that

evening into the neighbourhood of South Starkesborough, a

Avild, hilly, or rather mountainous country, something resem-

bling the ridges and valleys of the Alleghany. Next day

attended their meeting, which is but newly settled, and held

in a school-house. After a considerable time of silent waiting,

my way was opened to some expression, which was a little to

my relief Our next stage was to Lincoln, a settlement of

Friends just under one of the highest points of the Green

Mountains. We had a long ride that evening, back to Ferris-

burg, where we met with mucli kindness from our friend

Thomas Robinson, his wife and son. We attended the

Monthly Meeting next day ; and T believe I was there in the

way of my duty, though it was a time of deeply suifering

exercise. On Fifth-day we were at a meeting at Monkton, a

time of deep exercise and of considerable expression. I hope

Christ was preached among them ; but there was not that

full measure of the baptizing power that I love to feel. By
about sunset we got to the house of Timothy Chase, an elderly

man not long since united to our Society. We breakfasted

at his son's the next morning, and then went four miles to

the Monthly Meeting at Lincoln. John iv. 1, and Jeremiah

vi. 20, were much before me. The impression made upon my
mind was greatly to my own instruction. I saw that all our

attempts and endeavours to exalt the cause of Truth, Avithout

the constraining influence of Divine love, costly as the sacrifice

may be in our own apprehension, even as incense, from Sheba

or sweet cane from a far country, much as it may satisfy

ourselves and please the people, never will in any degree

promote the work of true religion upon the earth. I

had afterwards some service of a general nature. The

meeting held late, and we had a long ride, by the light of the

full moon, to Starkesborough.

Early next morning, having P. Tare and his wife for oiu*

pilots, we set off for Montpelier. It was a long and fatiguing

journey ; the first part of the way hilly, bad road. After we
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reached the valley of the Onion River, a beautiful stream and

certainly worthy of a handsomer name, we followed its course

in an easterly direction through the moimtains, and, for the

greater part of the remainder of the journey, had a good

turnpike road. The scenery on every hand was rude and

very interesting : the rocks and mountains, had there been

less wood, would have forcibly reminded me of some of my
travels in North Wales and in Argyleshire. The valley finely

cultivated
;
and, amongst other crops in rich perfection, I saw

a small field of sunflowers in full bloom. They grow to a

prodigious size in this country, and the seed is valuable for

the oil that is extracted from it. We came to Clarke

Stephens's. He has a pretty large family of yoimg people

grown up. Until very lately, theirs was a remarkable speci-

men of a mixed American family. They had not only their

aged parents on both sides in addition to their own large

family, but a married son and his wife also. We attended

their meeting on First-day morning, which is but small. I

sat for a long time in a low state of mind. I ventured on my
knees in prayer, which was a little to my help and comfort

;

and afterwards I was engaged in ministry, in which I thought

I was made sensible of the healing influences of the love of

Christ, and of his gracious invitations to them that were afar

off. In the afternoon we went down into the town of Mont-

pelier (which, though not a large place, may, I suppose, be

considered as the capital of Vermont), to a meeting appointed

for the inhabitants, and held in the State-house, a large, com-

modious building. It was more fully attended than I had

expected, and principally by persons of very respectable

appearance. The love and power of Christ rose into dominion,

much to my confirmation and rejoicing, and I believe we
separated under a good influence.

From the neiglibourliood of Montpelier he went

northwards to the small settlement of Friends at

Derby, and thence to the shores of Lake Memphre-

magog, &c.
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The lake is somewhere about forty miles in length, and

varies in breadth from one to four or five miles : it was about

a mile and a half wide where we crossed. We walked about

two miles to a Friend's house, where we were kindly wel-

comed ; a meeting was appointed for the afternoon, and they

had their house pretty well filled. Next morning we had a

religious opportunity with the parents and their daughter, an

interesting young woman who seemed to be sunk far into a

consumption.

We had a rough mountainous ride, ebout thirty miles

;

much of the way extremely bad road. I had to walk a good

deal, and was at last quite worn with fatigue. We refreshed

ourselves by the way at the house of a respectable farmer,

not long since emigrated from Vermont, and settled in the

woods ; for most of that i^art of Lower Canada is a newdy-

settled country. He pleased me much by his praise of the

Colonial Government
;
and, from all that I hear, I question

whether Great Britain ever had a better name in any of her

colonies than she now enjoys in Lower Canada. Had she

been as kind to her other colonies, she would probably have

held them still. It was quite dark when we reached our

friend Gideon Ball's ; but they took us in kindly. The friends

exerted themselves and got us a meeting appointed for eleven

o'clock yesterday. It is pretty much a new settlement of

Friends. The meeting consisted of about twelve families, and

has been established not much short of two years. The soil

surpasses our expectation ; the winters are very long, on an

average not much shorter than six months ; but vegetation is

so very rapid that there is a prospect of their making a veiy

comfortable subsistence ; and the land being cheap— two

dollars per acre—the climate more congenial to their consti-

tutions, and the country well watered, it has hitherto proved

healthy, and I expect Friends in low circumstances from

Vermont and New Hampshire will give it the preference

to Ohio and Indiana. The meeting was more to my
encouragement and relief than many others we have lately

attended.
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After speaking of the privations and difdculties of

a backwood life, lie adds :

—

I often regret that such of ouv friends as are determined on

removing to America have not more correct information re-

specting the state of the country, and the reasonable prospects

it affords to industrious emigrants. Could they be prevailed

upon to become tenants in the older settled parts of the

country for two or three years, until they became accustomed

to the climate and -have habituated themselves to the American

mode of farming, they might perhaps add a little to their

property, instead of spending a considerable portion before

they reach the place of their proposed destination. I feel

much interested in the subject, both as relates to our friends

in England and friends in America ; for I have heard of

several instances in which the latter have been under the

necessity of rendering considerable assistance to some of our

friends.

9th mo. i i til. Higgins' Tavern, Yamasa River, Farnliam.—
A young man came up from the town, who had been at the

meeting the preceding evening, apparently with a wish to

obtain some further knowledge of Friends' principles, and I

could not but pay him some little attention. He was

agreeable and modest in his manner, and I should suppose of

good education. I am but a poor hand at religious con-

versation ; but I endeavoured to answer his inquiries in

simplicity and plainness, vvdthout evincing too much of a

proselyting spirit.

We had the family collected on Third-day morning. I

trust it might prove to some of the young people, as well as

to their parents, an opportunity of encouragement. We had

another hilly journey to Danville. Our road lay over some

high ground, and we had a fine view to the east of the White

Mountains in New Hampshire, said to be the highest in the

United States. It was the day of the general election of

members for the State Legislature, and we met the citizens,

dressed in their best, going to give their annual suffrage.
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Every township—and there arc 200—sends one member to

the General Assembly, which usually sits from four to six

weeks in the fall of the year, and the members receive a

dollar and half per day as the remuneration of then- services.

I had some conversation with a country farmer on the road,

who seemed proud of his privileges. He told me that then-

elections were generally conducted with order, and that they

were mostly over by four o'clock in the afternoon. They are

often contested, but the poll always closes the same day
;
and,

besides returning their members to the Assembly, all their

town officers are appointed at the same time, and they also give

their vote for Governor and Members of Council. These

have the appearance of valuable privileges, and probably they

are so ; but I cannot be sure that they tend to the harmony

of the neighbourhood, or to individual happiness. It has a

natural tendency to divide the people into parties, and to

excite hard thoughts and unkind feelings, such as are not

very soon overcome. And the annual recurrence of elections

hardly gives time for one contest to subside before another

begins.

The meeting next day, which was held at the Friends'

house, was very small. As to myself, I trust it was under

the Divine anointing, that towards the close of the opportunity

I uttered a few sentences. We reached a Friends' house at

Barton on Fifth-day night, situated near a iDeautiful little

lake surrounded by rocky scenery. Here we were to deter-

mine our course of proceeding into Canada. And I was very

much tried before I could come to a satisfactory conclusion.

Our meeting next day was in a school-house. The number of

Friends is small, and considering this and the meeting at

Danville were newly-established by friends professing to be

convinced, they were not quite such times of liveliness of feel-

ing as one might have hoped for.

For several days I have been much exercised imder an

apprehension that I might find it most to my relief to extend

our journey as far as Montreal. I believe I have humbly and

earnestly sought the counsel and direction of the Lord.

Until we set off this morning, I did not know but we should
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shape our coiu'se for Vermont ; and when we came to the

place where the road divided we sat a considerable time in

the carriage, waiting for right direction. After I had given

up to coming here, and we had set forward, my conflicts in

measure subsided, and 1 feel a little hope that we shall not

be utterly forsaken. It was between ten and eleven o'clock

when we took the road into the woods : we found it very

bad,—deep holes, and mud and roots, and broken log cause-

ways. We got here about three o'clock, not having travelled

more than twelve miles. It was half-past four when we and

our horses had finished our bait
;
and, as we found there was

nothing of a decent town for fifteen miles, part through woods

and very bad road, and the people mostly the poorer class of

French Canadians, we thought it best to stay here for the

night, and take a very early start to-morrow morning.

The climate in this country is variable far beyond my
expectation. On the night of the 29th of last month there

was frost ; since that we have had much cold wet weather

;

yesterday it was sultry and oppressively warm
;

to-day it

has been more temperate, about equal to our weather in

this month. We have about fifty miles from this place to

Montreal.

Turning liis tliouglits to the western regions where

he had laboured so long, he adds :

—

When I was in the newly-settled parts of Indiana, my
sympathies were much awakened for Friends, under an

apprehension of their many and great disadvantages, particu-

larly in regard to their difficulties in obtaining learning for

their children, &c.
;

and, fearing that many families were

entirely destitute of the Scriptures, I thought it right to

request two friends, who were visiting the families of Cherry-

grove Monthly Meeting, a newly-settled district, and extend-

ing very near to the line which till very lately formed the

Indian frontier, to make inquiry as they went along from

house to house, and to let me know the result ; and I partly

promised them that I would supply the deficiency. WhUst I
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was at Cincinnati, I received a letter in reply, stating that

in that Monthly Meeting they had fonnd fifty-one families

without a Bible : the number was much larger than I ex-

pected
;
but, considering it an object provided for by J. J.

Gurney's liberality, I purchased them at the Depository, and

left directions to have them carefully sent, and no doubt

but they have been received and distributed. The lai'gest

proportion were of the brevier letter, and a few pica for

elderly people. I confess I am strongly inclined to pursue

the inquiry, though I scarcely know how to obtain the means

of supplying their necessities.

We should think that there was no way of more effectually

supplying this deficiency than by the establishment of Bible

Associations. Most earnestly do I wish that such an object

could be effected in those parts ; but they are so poor, and

money is so very scarce, that I really doubt whether, if they

approved the object of the society, they would consider them-

selves able to subscribe.*

* It will be borne in mind that these things were written more than

forty years ago. There is something truly interesting in contemplating

William Forster in that lonely taveni, on the borders of Canada, casting

his broad glance over what is best adapted to " ameliorate the condition

of man," and yielding up his heart to sympathise with his brethren in

the " newly-settled parts of Indiana," amidst their many disabilities. He
lived to see better days in those districts,—brighter hopes were realized

before long. His o^vn labours, and the well-directed, efficient efforts of

others, were abundantly blessed. Such was the influx of Friends from

all parts, but chiefly from the South,— to escape from the evils of

slavery,— that within a comparatively short time Indiana Yearly Meeting

became the largest on the American continent, and, at the same time,

one of the fjest organized for carrying out the various functions of a

Christian church. Schools and Bible Associations were established
;

Scriptural instruction was attended to ; and institutions for educational

purposes of a more extended kind were set on foot. The results of

these, and other exertions to promote the welfare of the community, are

very interesting and encouraging. Within the last few years the large

Yearly Meeting of Indiana has been divided, for the purpose of more

effectually administering the affairs of the church, into three, viz.,

Indiana, Western, and Iowa Yearly Meetings. The educJitional and

other statistics of these three Yearly Meetings are highly satisfactory,

showing that, with upwards of 30,000 members imder their care, a well
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And again about the same time, from the same

parts in Lower Canada, he writes home :

—

Do let me have a Bible report, and as much about schools

and the slave-trade and prison concerns as thou canst get

:

they are all objects of great interest to me, but none more so

than the Bible Society. I look forwards with a strong and

steady faith in its accomplishing the greatest object ever

effected by any human institution in any age of the world

:

indeed I cannot but regard it as a powerful auxiliary to every

other attempt in ameliorating the condition of man.

It does not appear to what extent, or how long,

Wilham Forster travelled in Lower Canada ; but he

seems to have been much interested in his visit,

organized system of general supervision is efficiently carried out. The

last undivided Yearly Meeting of Indiana was lield in 1857.

It may be interesting to some readers, wlio have no opportunity of

referring to publislied documents, to glance at the usual annual statis-

tical statements handed in to that meeting.

Number of children between 5 and 15 5,825

Do. do. between 15 and 20 2,860

8,685

Number of children taught in schools xmder the superinten-

dence of Monthly Meetings' Committees 3,732

Niunber of children taught in schools not under such superin-

tendence 3,365

Nimiber of children grooving up without school education 2

Number of schools not imder the superintendence of Monthly

Meetings' Committees, but taught by Friends 197

Number of Meetings without Friends' Schools ; where such

exist, they are generally on the Meeting-house premises 61

Number of First-day Scripture Schools imder the care of

Committees 138

Number of Meetings without siich schools 23

The average attendance at First-day Scripture Schools is supposed to

be between three and four thousand.

Annual inquiiy is made as to the supply of Bibles ; and the answer,

that year, was—" Each family of Friends is in possession of a copy of the

Holy Scrii^tures."
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and especially in the cause of general education

among the Canadian population. Not long after he

had left those parts he makes the following reference

to them in writing from the State of Maine, where

he was then pursuing his religious labours :

—

I thought they seemed to have surmounted the prmcipal

difficulties with regard to the school at Montreal, and, from

appearances when I was there, I hope it is now going on pros-

perously. I cannot but consider it an important station, not

merely from the large and rapidly increasing population of

the city
;
but, if happily the prejudices of the Catholics

should relax, there will be a very extensive field of usefulness

among the French population in Lower Canada. They are

ignorant, bigoted, and priest-ridden in the extreme ; and I

should think as difficult of access as the native Irish, or any

of the Catholic nations on the Continent. If men of bene-

volence and w^ell-tempered Christian zeal could be found

suitable for the office of itinerant schoolmasters, I think ffreat

good might be done ; but then they must be Frenchmen, and

not appear in the character of missionaries. The population

is principally located on the large rivers ; for 300 miles on

both sides of the St. Lawrence, it is said to have the appear-

ance of one long village. I hope it will be a principal object

of the Committee of the British and Foreign School Society,

to embrace every opening for training native French

They have reports of Bible, Book, and Tract Committees ; on Earlham
College ; on Concerns of the People of Colour ; on Manual Labour

Institutes ; on Indian Concerns, &c., &c.

Since the division of the Yearly Meeting, the statistics of the three

Yearly Meetings are equally satisfiictory.

From the last printed reports (1864) it appears that there were only

three meetings within their limits without First-day Scripture Schools,

viz. : in the new Yearly Meeting of Iowa, two; in Indiana Yearly

Meeting, one; and in Western Yearly Meeting, none. It is at the same

time interesting to find that in each of these three Yearly Meetings a

large niimber of parents or heads of families participate in the benefits

of those schools. A great encoxiragement to persevering effort in a

right direction.
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Canadians for country schoolmasters. I never was more

impressed with a sense of the importance of the foreign

objects of that Society than whilst travelling in Lower

Canada.

I want very much to see Marsden's account of his two

last visits to New Zealand. Since my travels to the west-

ward on this continent, I have felt more than ever interested

respecting newly-explored parts of the world, and the abori-

gines of every country.



CHAPTEE XXVI.

FIRST VISIT TO AMERICA.

VISIT TO FRIENDS IN NEW ENGLAND YEARLY MEETING.

Feom Lower Canada William Forster appears to

have returned to the State of Vermont, and to have

passed thence into New Hampshire, the first of the

New England States. There his course was first

directed towards the north-eastern parts. Though
nearly five months were spent, at this time, amongst

Friends in New England, he did not visit all the

meetings belonging to that Yearly Meeting ; and the

accounts of this period of his religious labours are

altogether very fragmentary and incomplete. The
first notice of his having entered upon this new
field of service occurs in a letter finished at Woolfs-

borough, near Lake Winnipisiogee, addi'essed to J. J.

Gurney after hearing of the decease of his wife.

To Joseph John Gurney.

lOth mo. 1st, 1822.

My DEAREST Joseph,—Scarcely a day has passed for many
weeks, but I have wished it were in my power to tell thee of

the very near and intimate fellowship, the brotherly love

and affectionate sympathy Avith which I have cherished the

remembrance of thee ; and how much I have desired to I)e

given up to feel with thee in thy depths of sorrow, and

the thankfuhiess with which I have at times been rever-

ently bowed before the Lord, in considering the mercies

vouchsafed to thee in these days of mourning, of painful

2 B
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privation, and acute suifering. My wife sent me the earliest

intelligence, both of the illness of thy dearest Jane, and of

her peaceful close ; and her letter from Earlham, to which

thine was annexed, gave me a deeply interesting account of

the faith and hope with which thou wast sustained, and par-

ticularly of the strong and animating assurance so graciously

granted thee, that she, for whom thou hadst to mourn, was

gathered in an accepted hour Surely He, whom thou

hast acknowledged as thy Lord and Saviour—He who has

been made " precious " to thee, as our High Priest, touched

with the feeling of our infirmities—He who, having borne

our griefs, and carried our sorrows, is continually thy

Mediator at the throne of grace—will never suffer thee to be

moved from that patient, filial confidence, to which He Him-

self has brought thee, even though thou shouldst l^e allowed

to sink into very humbling feelings of the unworthiness and

insufficiency of the creature.

I take great con^fort in the persuasion, that, under thy

afflictions (sanctified as I humbly trust they are, by the bless-

ing of the Lord richly resting upon thee), He is enlarging

thy experience, and preparing thee more fully for his service

upon earth, and for an inheritance incorruptible in the

heavens. And if, in his light, thy path be opened to a more

extended sphere of religious usefulness, I cannot say to what

degree my heart is engaged in desire for thy faithfulness, thy

entire devotedness to God ; if He hath separated thee to

Himself, for his own service (and surely we must not, cannot,

doubt it), we may reverently trust that, in the riches of his

love. He will fulfil his many gracious promises in thy experi-

ence ; in blessing thee, make thee a blessing, and in his own
love and power render thee instrumental to the confirmation

and comfort of his heiitage. Some months since (and I

ought to have told thee of it sooner) thou wast brought before

me with a peculiarly sweet and solemn feeling of what I take

to be the heavenly unction, in association with Jer. xxvi. 2,

" Stand in the court of the Lord's house, and speak unto all

the cities of Judah which come to worship in the Lord's

house, all the words which I command thee to speak unto

them ; diminish not a word."
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Thy last letter was most valuable to me—and which of

thine can I say is not so ?—rendered, I assure thee, more

acceptable by dear Jane's addition. I found it at Erie, in

Pennsylvania ; and I can well remember the strength and

comfort it afforded me, when in a pensive hour, and under

some discouragements, I went and sat on a log, and read it

one evening in the western part of New York, not very far

from the shores of Lake Ontario. I had pai'taken, with thy

many friends, in lively interest and solicitude in regard to

thy state of health ; and very much wished for more particu-

lars relating to thee, in this and every other respect, than my
wife is always able to send me. When thou canst write, do,

my beloved Joseph, send me a short history of thyself, and

thy dear children too. I sometimes take pleasure in antici-

pating the day when, released from my present arduous

exercises, I shall be restored again to that near and intimate

religious communion with many of my dearest friends ; ren-

dered dearer to me than ever by my long separation from

them, and the sympathy I have been brought to feel with

them, under the trials they have passed through in my
absence. Probably dear Powell and Hannah, and the rest of

your autumn party, are now in Norfolk ; these are times

when I do not fail to think of you all with much interest and

affection ; it is a real satisfaction to me to reflect that thou

hast such frequent opportunity of being with Powell, and

that thou canst lean upon him with so much confidence ; I

think he must have been a real comfort and support to thee.

To enjoy the opportunity of his society, and to possess his

intimate friendship, is a privilege few can fully appreciate.

Anna sends me a more encouraging account of dearest

Hannah. I trust we may be allowed an interest in that

language of prayer on her behalf :— Make us glad accord-

ing to the days wherein thou hast afflicted us, and the years

wherein we have seen evil," and that many bright and peace-

ful days are yet in store for her. I wish I had time to write

to Powell, and send him a few notes I made on the state of

the prison at Montreal, and the Penitentiary at Windsor,

in Vermont. It is not often that I get a sight of English

2 B 2
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papers, but by a few that were lately sent me from Philadel-

phia, I am glad to find that he is unwearied in his parliamen-

tary course, and I trust he will be encouraged and empowered

to pursue his very arduous and important duties. In my
serious moments, I remember him, as I believe he would

wish me to do, I trust not without a prayer that his strength

in the Lord may be renewed, and that a blessing from above

may more eminently rest upon him and his labours. I feel

much relief and real satisfaction in hearing that the subject

of the Slave Trade and of Slavery has such deep hold on his

mind,

Woolfsboroiigli, New Hampshire,

18th of 10th mo., 1822.

I know thou wilt not expect a very detailed account of

my travels, much as I must acknowledge it to be due to

the affectionate interest thou hast taken in my progress.

I do not doubt but my dear Avife had satisfaction in giving

thee many particulars from my letters, and she has told

thee enough to satisfy thee, that my path has been one

of many trials, and often of much discouragement, and I

think thou wilt not be surprised to hear that it continues to

be so
;
but, through all, I am not left without confidence in

the care and guidance of our gi-acious Lord ; and sometimes

I am animated to persevere, by the rising of a gentle hope

that, notwithstanding my very many infirmities. He con-

descends to accept my dedication, imperfect as it is, and to

acknowledge me among his servants ; if this be vouchsafed to

the end, it is all I dare to ask, and I am sure it will be more

than I deserve. I trust thou wilt feel for me, when I say,

that I have not been able to discover a door open for my
release at as early a period as my beloved wife and my many
dear friends may probably expect my return. I wish to

stand constantly on the watch, ready to accept the very first

intimation that may be granted me ; and very earnestly do I

crave an interest in the prayers of all who can feel with me,

tliat I may be endued with patient resignation to the Divine

will, and entire devotedness to the service of the Lord, until
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in the same love and power in which He made me willing to

forsake all for his name's sake, lie may be pleased to lead me
back again to the enjoyment of my many social and domestic

comforts.

Farewell, my beloved friend ; in the love and fellowship of

the Gospel of our Lord and Saviom* Jesus Christ, believe me
as ever, most truly thine,

William Foester.

From Woolfsborough William Forster proceeded

to the meetings in the Noi-tli-east, and it is not till

his return from those remote parts that the following

allusion is made to his visit there :

—

i2th mo. 2nd. Leivistown, State of Maine.—I can well

believe my friends at home will feelingly and gratefully par-

ticipate with me in the comfort of our having accomplished

our visit to the north-east before the setting in of winter.

Our furthest point in that direction was about fifty miles

beyond the Kennebeck river. Our travelling will now be for

the most part in a line parallel with the coast till we reach

Boston, and I suppose most of the meetings which we have

not visited in New England are in parts of the country as

long settled as any on the Continent. From Portland, which

we hope to reach on Sixth-day evening, we propose to make
a little circuit to Dover, on the Piscataway, and thence

towards Salem, &c.
;
and, when clear of those parts, we shall

probably proceed in a direct course, by way of Providence, to

Nine Partners Quarterly Meeting and two others on the

Hudson river, and by New York to Burlington and Philadel-

phia. Such of my dear friends as are aware of the unsettled

state of our Society in many places in that direction, will, I

trust, bear me in their remembrance for good. My kind and

upright-hearted friend and patiently devoted companion, John

Paul, is a real comfort to me ; he enjoys good health, and

even spirits. Our horses hold out wonderfully ; and I have

the satisfaction to add that my own health is just now much
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stronger and l^ettcr than during the warm weather. Were it

all winter, cold as it is in America, we English people could

pass through the country with much more ease and rapidity

than during the summer and fall ; but I find it well for me to

bear in mind that the seasons and climate are in infinitely

better ordering than ours, even in the hands of Him whom
I desire to serve. Therefore it is good for us, committing

ourselves and all that pertains to us to the merciful care of

Divine Providence, to labour after resignation to his holy will,

and to cherish hope in his faithfulness and love.

A few days later, after having received some books

from England, lie writes :

—

8th. Westbrooh, near Portland.—The account of Doctor

Bateman interested me deeply. I think it might be useful

to young medical students as a waniing against the awful

doctrine of materialism, which it is said has been imbibed

by some people, I hope and trust a very few, in this country.

Do tell me whether the Bible Society has the same hold

on the minds of Friends and the people at large as before

I left England. I feel increasingly interested in its great

and most important object, the diffusion of the knowledge of

Christianity in all nations and languages ; and to hear of

its progress and prosperity seldom fails to give me a fresh

spring of life, something almost amounting to holy joy, if

such an one as I may venture to look so high.

William Forster had now been absent from home
more than two years and-a-half, and he often keenly

felt his lengthened separation from his beloved wife

and near connexions. In reference to this, he

says :

—

20tli. Meadersborough.—I am a little animated in hope this

evening, that though it may please the Lord to prove us by

protracting our present trial beyond what we had at one time
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looked to, when these days of suffering shall be fully accom-

plished, He will give us the reward which, of all others, next

to the evidence of his Divine approbation, we should most

desire—He will e-ive us ao-ain one to the other in that love in

which we have enjoyed our greatest earthly happiness. Perhaps

no one wiU feel my detention more deeply and more acutely

than my dearest mother
;
and, next to thyself, there are none

for whom I feel it so much. I do long very much to see her

and my beloved father.

In allusion to a prospect of future religious seryice

in other States, he adds :

—

Never did anything look more awful in my view. To go

back again among the dear, loving Friends, in the backwoods

of Indiana, notwithstanding all the disagreeables in their

way of life, would seem light in comparison with visiting some

of those large meetings in New York State, Philadelphia, and

Pennsylvania, and Jersey. Pray for me, that I may be

favoured with strength to meet the discouragements of the

day, and to maintain my integrity in Christ without wavering,

that our cruel enemy may not have to glory in the fainting of

a professed standard-bearer.

i2th mo. 3 i St. Yarmouth, Cape Cod.—Writing upon the eve

of a new year brings me to much serious feeling both as to

the past and the future. How very little do I seem to have

done within the past year ! And of how much imperfection

must I reproach myself in x-espect of that submission and

dedication with which, in my most favoured moments, I have

desired to offer up myself to the service of the Lord. And
many I expect will be the conflicts and trials, and fears and

sorrows, and temptations of the coming year. May it please

the Lord, in the aboundings of his mercy and love, to have

thee and our precious boy constantly in his holy keeping, to

watch over you by night and by day, and preserve you from

every harm. I feel most deeply and tenderly for our afflicted

and bereaved friend, J. J. G. He is preciously near to me
in the fellowship of the Gospel of Chi-ist ; and my spirit is
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made humbly contrite befox-e the Lord, as I am enabled to

commend him and his tender babes to the jDrotection of

Almighty God.

Since I have been enabled to commit myself more fully to

the Lord, I have been favoured with the enjoyment of more

inward tranquillity than for some months past ; and such a

feeling of I'est and submission to the Di^dne will has attended

me, that I am supported in confidence and hope that 1 shall

be rightly directed either to return home in the course of next

year, or to proceed into Canada and the Southern States ; so

as that, after all my many sorrows, and cares, and fears, I

shall be favoured to close my labours at the accepted time,

and to return with quietness.

I should very much like to have a fresh supply of the

Children's Tracts ; and the more that are sent bound the

better. I think they will be so adapted for the children of

poor Friends in Carolina and Tennessee. I intend to take

quite a store of spelling-books with me. I feel so vei*y

earnest to do all that I can to promote a little learning for

Friends' children in those remote countries ; for really at

present, in that respect, they are much worse otf than the

children of the poor blacks in New York, and even than the

recaptured negroes at Sierra Leone. How much do I wish

that I could get friends everywhere to feel as I do on this

very important subject

!

William Forster was closely occupied in visiting

the meetings of Friends in the southern parts of

New England Yearly Meeting to the end of First

Month ; but no detailed record has been met with

of his religious engagements during that period.



CHAPTEK XXVII.

FIRST VISIT TO AMERICA.

ENGAGEMENTS IN THE STATE OF NEW YORK, UPPER CANADA,

AND IN PARTS OF PENNSYLVANIA.

Leaving the limits of New England Yearly

Meeting, William Forster again entered tlie State

of New York, and visited some of the meetings in

the south-eastern corner of it, on his way to Penn-

sylvania. To this part of his labours the following

reference is made in a letter to his wife :

—

Nine Partners, New York, 2nd mo. 5th, 1823.—We
came to Nine Partners on Second-day evening. Yesterday

was the meeting of ministers and elders, and to-day the

Quarterly Meeting ; both of them very exercising meetings

to me. I have endeavoured to be faithful. This is the

third time I have been at meetings in New York State, and

the same burthen rests upon me, with rather an increase

of weight. When this arrives I shall probably be in

Philadelphia. Let me have thy prayers for my help and

support, that, as a door of utterance is opened for me, I may
be strengthened to preach the gospel of Christ in its own

simplicity, and power, and love.

It does not appear how long he was detained in

the State of New York. We next meet with him
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pursuing his labours among Friends in Pennsylvania.

After mentioning several meetings which he had
attended in the neighbourhood of Philadelphia, to

the "westward of the cit}", he writes :

—

London Grove, Chester Coiinti/, Pennsylvania, 4th mo. 9th.—
I found my way more open than at some other places, and

was enabled to preach Christ crucified in the presence of

many by whom I had to believe it was regarded as foolishness.

But, blessed be his name, I trust it was his power that

strengthened me to bear testimony to that love in which He
took upon Him our nature and offered up himself a sacrifice

for sin. I have never apprehended myself called upon to

bear more decided testimony to the eternal divinity of the

Lord Jesus than within the last few weeks. It has been my
constant engagement to keep steadfast to the language of

Scripture
;
and, though I have been sensible that in some

places it was not acceptable, yet the power of Divine love has

so far prevailed that, for the time, it has appeared to me that

all opposition was subdued. The Lord alone knows how I

have gone on my way trembling. We have been in parts

where these new notions, tending, as I am persuaded, to

utter infidelity, have much prevailed. Elias Hicks has many
friends and adherents in Pennsylvania. I have no time to

give a connected account of the trials and exercises Friends

in Philadelphia and other places have passed through, in con-

sequence of his late visit, and his falsje, unscriptural doctrines.

Many more sufferings, I believe, are in store for me, both in

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and New York. Tell friends to

pray for me that my faith may not fail in this day of shaking,

of fearfulness, and dismay. Such a day as it is everywhere

was never known among Friends on this continent. But the

Lord has a seed, a precious seed ; few in number, it is true,

but I trust they will be kept steadfast in the Truth, and that

idtimately his cause will arise and prosper.

After his return to the city he continues :

—
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Philadelphia, 4th mo. iSth.—On the 9tli it was late and

nearly dark before we reached the house of our ancient friend

William Jackson, of London Grove. We went to their

Monthly Meeting at New Garden, a pretty large gathering

of Friends. In the meeting for discipline I was more

engaged than at many other times. We dined at Enoch

Lewis', an elder and a schoolmaster, and one that has the

name of being a deep mathematician.

On Sixth-day we were at the Monthly Meeting at Fallow-

field, where I was favoured with considerable openness and

enlargement, both in feeling and ministry. We had a meeting

at Doe-run on Seventh-day morning. I ventured on a little

expression, which was more to my relief than I had hoped

for.

Bradford meeting on First-day morning was large, and I

was much engaged. Zechariah xi. 9—" He is just and

having salvation "—was brought before me to my instruction

and comfort, and I was concerned boldly to preach Christ

Jesus our Lord as the Saviour of men.

I must only add a few lines, as I wish to go to Pine-street

meeting, the meeting to which my dear and valued friends

Jonathan and Hannah Evans belong ; and though there is

much of that dark and bitter spirit crept in among Friends

there, yet there is no meeting in the city in Avhich I have been

sensible of greater power, and in which I have found more

openness. Dear J. is truly a father to me : he is sound as a

bell, and firm as a rock, a true believer in Christ, and one

who shows forth his faith in life and conversation. His wife

is a precious, tender-spirited woman ; the more I am with

them the more I discover of true enlargement on Christian

grounds. These are fearful times. Send me papers and

pamphlets about the slave-trade and West Lidia slavery.

Friends in America appear to be animated by hearing of the

zeal of our dear friends in England on this subject of deep

interest. How much better to be united in good works than

disputing about the offices, and character, and person, of our

blessed Redeemer

!
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The Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia was now at

hand, and William Forster attended its various

sittings. For some days during the course of it,

and after its close, he was very unwell. The dis-

tressing state of things among Friends affected both

body and mind. His strength was greatly reduced,

and he was much tried by a muscular affection both

of the throat and neck. In allusion to this he

WT-ites :

—

At the North Meeting in Philadelphia, just before the

Yearly Meeting, I totally lost my voice
;

and, after standing

a while, unable to articulate a single word, I sat down, but

rose again, and was enabled to finish without much further

difficulty. At Pine-street, last First-day week, I was con-

siderably tried
;

but, making several long halts in the course

of my communication, which was not short, I got through,

and I believe was pretty well understood. I went to Arch-

street last First-day morning. I ventured to rise, and a large

field of doctrine opened before me, principally on the circum-

stances of the early Christians and the peculiar excellency of

the Christian dispensation ; but I had not proceeded far before

I felt considerable difficulty of iitterance, yet, being much
pressed in spirit, I endeavoured to do my best. I suppose

there were not less than 1500 or 1800 persons in the house.

The people were still, and there was, as several have acknow-

ledged, rather an unusual solemnity over the meeting, so that

I believe the substance of the communication was generally

understood.

He was now looking forward to attending the

approaching Yearly Meeting in New York, and a

lengthened course of religious sen^ice beyond it.

Under these circumstances it was a great comfort to

him to have the prospect of the continued com-
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panionship of the Friend wlio had ah'eady been so

long his kind and efficient helper. In reference to

this, he says :

—

4th mo. 30th.— My dearly beloved, faithftil, and brotherly

friend John Paul opened to friends, at their Monthly Meeting

yesterday, his apprehension of duty to continue with me

during the remainder of my visit in America. I think there

is hardly a man who, in these times, stands on fairer ground

among Friends in Philadelphia.

Diligently pursuing his labours, as he passed along

from meeting to meeting, he arrived at New York a

few days before the opening of the Yearly Meeting.

5th mo. 23rd. Neio Yor-k.—I have felt a difficulty in con-

veying any adequate description of the present state of affairs

to any that are strangers to persons, habits of thinking, and

the ways and manners, and the general aspect of our Society

in this land. In all such cases there is no safer ground than

matter of fact ; and though surmises and reports may seem to

be well grounded, and one's own mind may be satisfied

respecting them, yet they are not altogether Avhat one would

wash to send to others. But now almost every Aveek some-

thing or other of a tangible nature is brought into view.

Opinions are more unequivocally avowed, and the line of

demarcation more strongly drawn. Indeed it is the appre-

hension of some friends of discernment, that the period cannot

be very far distant in which every conspicuous member of the

Society, in some of the Yearly Meetings, will be obliged to

declare himself on one side or the other ; either attached to

the Society on its ancient Christian principles, or one with that

revolutionizing and disorganising spirit which would very much

lay waste the discipline, and introduce and establish the anti-

christian notions of Socinianism, and a sort of spiritualized

Deism. I have seen the storm approaching almost from the

first of my coming to America, but I little expected to have

stayed to have seen my apprehensions and anticipations so

fully realised. I cannot entertain much doubt or fear as to
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the ultimate issue of these convulsions. I have a strong hope
that, after they have subsided, and friends are favoured with

a little respite from suffering, the Society will be, more than

has been the case for many years past, established in that

faith which was delivered to the saints, and that the Lord
Jesus will be more fully trusted in, and more openly acknow-

ledged than heretofore in his glorious mediatorial character,

and in all his various offices as a Leader and Commander to

the people, their Shepherd and Bishop, the Captain of Salva-

tion, and their hope of glory. But many and very deep will

be the conflicts and tribulations of those who are preserved in

faithfulness during this time of trial, and whose life may be

preserved to Avitness this breaking forth of light and victory.

There are many, exerting their own will and wisdom in our

religious Society, who are evidently no more one with Friends

on subjects of the greatest importance connected with Chris-

tian doctrine than Ave are one Avith Antinomians and Unitarians.

I am borne down, afflicted, and very sorroAv^ul.

In the midst of these trials it was cheering to him
to hear that his young friend Maria Middleton (after-

wards the wife of Samuel Fox) had manifested her

attachment to the cause of Christ, by speaking as a

minister of the Gospel in our meetings." In allusion

to this he adds :

—

I am comforted by dear Maria Middleton's dedication, and

hope she Avill be strengthened to hold on her way. Hoav

different should I feel respecting any occurrences of that kind

in the present state of things among Friends in America,

unless I could be sure they were upon the true foundation.

Serious young people are so generally carried off by these

specious pretensions to a highly simplified simplicity and

spiritualized spirituality.

26th.—The Yearly Meeting begins this morning. I expect

to leave the city soon after it is over for the interior of this

* See her interesting Memoirs.
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State and Upper Canada. Therefoi'e think of me during the

summer, beating about in the backwoods, and enduring the

many trials, both of flesh and of spirit, inseparable from such a

course of dedication. And pray for me, that I may be endued

with fresh supplies of patience from day to day, and that if I

can do no more for the honour of the cause, I may be enabled

to walk unblameably before the people. My many dear friends

in England are often brought near to me in the enjoyment of

that fellowship which is in the Truth ; and I cannot say how
strong are the attractions by which I feel myself drawn to

them, nor how earnestly I desii'e to return and dwell among

them. I feel that they are my people, and (may 1 be allowed

to say it ?) that their God is my God.

The Yearly Meeting, as might be supposed, was a

time of conflict and trial. In pursuance of the pro-

spect indicated above, William Forster left the city-

soon after its conclusion, and entered upon his visit

to the interior of the State, and in Upper Canada.

6th mo. 22nd. Rensellaerville, Albany Co., New York.—

I

have been sad in spirit, much cast down, and sorely tried.

The sorrows and fears, the temptations and discouragements

of my present path are beyond all description. Until I left

New York, and came up the river, and was fully given up to

the service of this visit, I was often agitated, distressed, and

perplexed. My heart is once more a little lifted up above

the billows ; and I have some feelings of peaceful trust that,

though I may have to wade through deej) waters to the end

of my pilgrimage in this land, yet that I shall have to rejoice

on the banks of deliverance. Elias Hicks plainly told me
that, in consequence of introducing such subjects as the doc-

trine of Christ into my ministry, it had a scattering effect (I

believe these were nearly his words), that it tended to disturb

the solemnity of the meeting, and that, in consequence of

such communications, I had blocked up my own way in
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many places. These are serious charges. At first they had

scarcely any effect upon me
;
yet in subsequent moments of

Aveakness they have preyed upon my spirits more than they

ought to have done. But, blessed be the name of our Re-

deemer, none of these things have been permitted to move

me from the steadfastness of my faith. When I feel it laid

upon me, I preach Christ and his salvation as strongly and

decidedly as ever. And sometimes it has been to my hum-
bling admiration, that I have been furnished on such occasions

with arguments drawn from Scripture testimony, very clear

and satisfactory to my own mind, on the subject of our

Lord's eternal power and Godhead, and the many blessings

conferred upon man by his sufferings and mediation ; and

though they may have but little effect, or none, to the con-

firming of others, yet they are blessed to my own comfort,

and, I trust, to my preservation also. I am satisfied that

those who take part with the disaffected in doctrine and

discipline, are much the larger number in several of the

Quarterly Meetings in Pennsylvania, Jersey, New York, and

on Long Island. There is considerable weakness and un-

settlement in many parts of this State. I am often ready

to compare my present lot in America to David Sands'

trials in Ireland.*

From the neighbourhood of Albany, N. Y., "William

Forster appears to have proceeded northwards, and

to have entered Upper Canada on the east side of

Lake Ontario, visiting all the Meetings of Friends

in Canada West, and re-entering the State of New
York by Buffalo. This journey occupied more than

three months ; but of the incidents and Christian

labours connected with it very few particulars have

* See " Memoirs of Da'sad Sands." It will be recollected that during

his lengthened religions visit in Europe, D. S. laboured much among

Friends in Ireland, at a time rendered peculiarly memorable both by the

" Eebellion," a.nd the " Defection."
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been preserved. The following extracts from letters

to his wife relate to that period :

—

Mount Pleasant, three miles tcest of Ghrand River, West County,

9th mo. 8th.—I trust it has been at times my humble, earnest

petition to be delivered from my many fears ; but I am sorry

to say that I think I can perceive that this trying and very

humiliating infirmity is rather on the increase
;

possibly it

may be well that it is so. It leads me into deeper exercises,

and induces me more deliberately to count the cost before I

enter upon new and distant fields of labour. Previously to

the receipt of thy very touching letter I had been cheered

with a glimmering hope of return, such as I had not enjoyed

for many months before : thou dost not know what it is to be

shut up in the backwoods for hours together, and of course

canst not conceive how enlivening it is to catch the first

glimpse of the horizon breaking through the trees,—just so I

have thought it w as with me ; and though I am not now in

the enjoyment of the same liveliness of feeling with which

I have been comforted within the last few weeks, yet I am
still supported in hope that my libei-ation is not very distant

;

therefore, my love, let us lift up our hearts with gratitude

and praise, and take fresh courage to trust in the tender

mercies of the Lord, and strive, with greater degrees of

devotion, to commit ourselves, and to commend one another,

to his disposal and protection.

We are now on our way to the meeting in Norwich. In

this part of Canada Friends are settled very much in the

woods, so that we shall find considerable difficulty in getting

along with our waggon ; and probably we shall be obliged to

leave it, and borrow a common country waggon, which will

be likely to lengthen our journey a few days. We shall pi-o-

bably make an excursion to Yarmouth, a new meeting in

Talbot-street, and take the meetings in Ancaster on our way
to Niagara, and cross the river again at Black-rock ; I have

also the prospect of two or three meetings at places where

there are no Friends. Friends are beginning to settle in

Michigan, so that I think it will not be long before those

2 c
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parts are visited. If we are allowed to return without going

to these distant places, I hope we may be at liberty to leave

Canada in about two weeks. I have thought it may be best

for me to attempt meetings in a few of the large villages,

principally on the high road, Canandaigua, Geneva, &c. I

have had rather an uncommon feelingr of interest for Friends

in Scipio, and have thought it not improbable that I may feel

it laid upon me to visit the families in Scipio and North-street

;

but that is very uncertain. From thence I think of proceed-

ing by way of De-Ruyter to Smyrna, and a few other meet-

ings in our way to Butternuts, &c., and then to Friendsville

in Susquehannah County, Pennsylvania, and so to Strouds-

burgh, Easton, a large town on the Delaware ; and perhaps I

may venture to the Moravian village of Bethlehem, and take

a few other meetings in the way to Philadelphia.

Those who take an interest in tracing William

Forster's movements in America, will know how to

appreciate some of his prospective delineations
;

for,

characteristic as they are of a comprehensive mind,

always on the watch, they fmiiish, in some instances,

almost the only indication left upon record respect-

ing his course, during some of his long journeys in

that vast country. He adds :

—

Now, thou must try to feel with me, and mayst thou be

drawn, in patient waiting before the Lord, to feel after the

counsel of his wisdom, whether it may be best for me to pro-

ceed immediately into Carolina, or to stay in Pennsylvania

and Jersey during the winter, and finish off in those parts,

going through New York to Rhode Island, so as to visit

Nantucket, and the other meetings I have not attended, pre-

viously to this Yearly Meeting ; and who knows but I may
then be at liberty to return home without visiting the Southern

States ? Indeed, so very earnest is my desire for at least a

respite from labour, and to be once more with thee, that, hard

as it is to me to think of ever being required again to cross
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the ocean, I believe I should be given up to it in prospect,

rather than endui-e the trial of another winter in this land
;

but if thou canst not be easy without encouraging my going

to the southward, I fully believe that I might accomplish the

journey so as to return to the Yearly Meeting in Philadel-

phia in 1825, and perhaps reach London before ours con-

cludes. I trust that I am now fully at liberty to tell thee

that I hope that, in the condescending kindness of the Lord,

I am released from my prospect of visiting the West Lidies.

I believe the exercise has been profitable to me, and I hope

no harm will arise from its having been brought so promi-

nently into view. My gracious Lord and Master knows why
I have been baptized into this depth of feeling, and why I

have waded for many years through so much exercise for the

various classes of the inhabitants of those islands. The future

is hidden from me. If He is pleased to lengthen out my
days, and send me in more advanced life, thou must help me
to be obedient to the call. Since the subject of slavery has

been brought so conspicuously into notice, I have felt much
more of a peaceful acquittal than at any time previously.

Thou wilt believe that it is much of a comfort and pleasure

to make this communication. I do it with fear ; for I know

that He who has taken away the burden for a season can lay

it upon me again whenever He sees meet.

St. JoJm's Tavern, Ancaster Village.—Here we are after our

long travels in the wilderness, not a little rejoiced that we

have got through the swamps and thickets, and that in good

earnest we are setting our faces towards Butfalo and Niagara.

Friends are so widely scattered over this province, that to

visit all the meetings is really a great undertaking. John

Paul has just been running over his accoimt, and tells me

that since we crossed the Niagara river we have travelled

1152 miles. We have passed through a large district of rich,

fertile country, capable of supporting a very dense population :

in some parts the roads are really good, but there is much

tedious and very laborious travelling in the newly-settled dis-

tricts. I do not know that I can accuse myself of any willing

omission of duty
;
yet had I sought after a more entire daily
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dedication, I think it more than probable that in some

instances my way would have opened into more extensive

service. But I am prone to sink into discouragement, and,

though it is .now more than twenty years since I first professed

myself a minister of Christ, yet every kijjd of religious ser-

vice seems more than ever formidable in my view ; and I

never remember to have felt myself more in need of that

encouragement and support which was often rendered helpful

to me in earlier days. We were with Friends at Ancaster

yesterday, and this morning were at a meeting with the

Mohawk Indians on the Grand River. I have now been at

all the meetings of Friends in Canada
;

and, though I have

gone through much, to accomplish this labour of love,—early

and late, and sometimes under real suffering both from heat

and fatigue
;

yet, in looking over the visit, I can hardly per-

suade myself that anybody is really the better for all that I

have endured. I go along under a deep and almost abiding

sense of my great luiprofitableness.

I do not want to hear of eloquent, flowery, popular

preachers ; but that Friends are growing in the life of

religion, deep and weighty in spirit, retired from the world,

united one to the other in the love of Christ, and abounding

in the graces of the Gospel.

Having again entered the State of New York, he

writes to his wife of their dear friend Prisciha

Gurney :

—

Near Pembroke, Genesee Co., New York, iOtli mo. 2nd.—Her
memory is precious, and the assurance granted us that she

is entered into the joy of her Lord is most comforting. I have

lately had many sweet remembrances of her. I have thought

much of her redeemed and purified state whilst in the body

;

and strong is the sense I have had of her purified and glorified

state in the kingdom and presence of her Lord and Saviour,

as one added to the cloud of witnesses by which I see myself

encompassed,—of the certainty of the blessedness of those
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who die in the Lord,—and of that fuhiess of joy and peace

which is in resei've for those who retain their faith and love

unshaken to the end. She was one in whom the graces of

the Christian character were eminently conspicuous. I

think I never saw greater loveliness in religion than she

exhibited in her brightest and most cheerful moments
;
and,

even when sad and mournful, there was such an evident sense

of her deep interest in Christ that we could scarcely mourn
with her.

In allusion to tlie influence of unsound opinions,

he remarks :

—

It is indeed a day of treading down, of sorrow and dismay

!

But, blessed be the Lord, He will never forsake his own cause.

It is to me most deeply in the way of the cross to go again into

that part of the country ; but if it should appear the path of

duty, I hope to be given up in resignation to the disposal of

our great Lord and Master. Dear Robert Fowler's few

words, in the message he sent me, were peculiarly comforting

to me. I thought them remarkably full of that unction which

constitutes the life of true ministry. I have often had, with

reverent gratitude, to admire the excellency of that gift with

which it has pleased the Lord to intrust him.

We did not leave Buffalo early this morning. It has been

a warm, pleasant day. This month and part of the next is,

to my taste, the finest weather in America ; it is generally

clear and calm ; and the variety of tints in the foliage of the

woods, from the brightest red to a light yellow mixed with

every shade of green, gives the country a beautiful appear-

ance. We are not much short of 400 miles from New Yoi-k,

in what was a few years ago a complete wilderness ; and I

think there was as much travelling on the road to-day as I

have often seen on our high turnpike roads 100 miles from

London. In the course of about twenty miles I think we did

not meet less than twelve or fifteen waggons of movers, most

of them pretty well filled,—beds, bedding, wife, children,

pots, pans, and spinning wheels,—on their Way to Ohio. It
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is the road from Vermont and New England to the Western

States, and the former furnish a large proportion of the most

respectable settlers in the new coimtries. The people generally

wear the appearance of comfort and light-heartedness ; their

horses look well, and in some instances their waggons were

drawn by fine fat oxen.

On reaching Scipio, William Forster, as he had

anticipated, believed it to be his duty to visit Friends

in their families. Near the conclusion of the service

he writes :

—

Venice, Cayuga Co., iOtli mo. 27tJi.—We have very nearly

finished our visit to the families of Friends in Scipio and

North-street meetings. I believe I have endeavoured to be

faithful ; but how far the witness was reached in the hearts of

those for whom I was exercised I cannot say. I suppose we

have made nearly ICQ visits, and having to go to most of the

houses in our waggon, it has kept us pretty fully employed

from morning till night. At an appointed meeting at Salmon-

creek to-day, I felt more of the power of Truth than is often

permitted me. A meeting is appointed to-morrow for a few

families of Friends Avho do not hold any meeting, at Estridge,

three miles from this place ; and for the people of Andover,

a handsome village on the eastern shore of Lake Cayuga, for

the evening. It is to be held in Susannah Marriott's school-

room. We propose to cross the lake on Fourth or Fifth-day

for Hector ; and we shall probably come round by Ithaca,

at the southern extremity of the lake, to Auburn. ' From
thence I believe I must make an attempt for a meeting at

Montezuma, a place remote from Friends ; and I think I have

the same feeling for the people of Skaneateles village. We
shall then take our leave of this neighbourhood and proceed

to the eastward, perhaps pretty direct to Albany ; for I think

I hardly dare to turn away from that neighbourhood after

all I have felt respecting it, though it seems a great under-

taking to hold meetings in those large towns.
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Though much absorhed in his many arduous

engagements, the subject of slavery continued to

interest him very deeply ; and in reference to it he

remarks :

—

I think it is most important, that people in the slave-holding

States should be stirred up to greater feeling on this most

crying evil, slavery. I have finished reading the pamphlet

sent me, entitled " Negro Slavery." It has harrowed up my
feelings. It is most truly distressing to read of so much

human suffering, and to feel how very little we can do towards

its alleviation. But how gfreat is the comfort that we are

permitted to pray ; and we know, blessed be the Lord that

we do know it !—that in prayer there is both relief and

support.

i2th mo. 3rd.—When I apprehend myself called to labour

in the ministry of the gospel, I often find strength boldly

to preach the Lord Jesus and his salvation, and decidedly

to avow my belief in his eternal divinity and omnipotence
;

and sometimes it is given me, in much tenderness of spirit,

to plead with Friends, that in the day of visitation they

avail themselves of the privileges purchased for man by the

propitiatory offering of the dear Son of God. I fancy I

can sometimes perceive that my plain Scripture doctrine of

repentance and faith, and submission and obedience, is any-

thing but acceptable.

We were at the Monthly Meeting at Butternuts to-day,

a sort of clearing-out time ; and I am not void of hope that I

shall be favoured, after all my many trials, to leave this State

for the present with a peaceful mind.

i2t]i mo. 29th. Charlestown, Chester Co., Pennsylvania.—
Sixth and Seventh-days were spent in travelling down the

east branch of the Susquehannah to the Great Bend, where

Ave crossed the river on a bridge, and then, leaving the valley,

had a rough hilly road most of the way to Montrose, and

stopped for the night at a poor tavern not far on the other

side of that town. We were stirring early in the morning,

and reached Friendsville about half-an-hour before meeting.
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It was far from a small meeting, and the more interesting to

me as being at the least one-half composed of Friends from

England and Ii'eland, with whom or their near connexions I

was acquainted. The heart-tendering power and love of

Christ so far prevailed among us, that I could not but hope

that some of the careless and the transgressors were awakened

to a little feeling; and I trust the tried and mournful ones

were comforted in the Lord. After considerable deliberation

I thought it safest for us to hold a meeting at Montrose, which

Avas appointed in the Court-house, a commodious building,

and attended, as was supposed, by nearly the whole of the

adult population. The town is of recent establishment, and

there is no place of worship. I was enabled so to preach

Christ and his salvation, as to feel peace and comfort in the

retrospect.

On the 9th we had a hilly and very cold day's journey of

thirty-three miles, most of the way through a very thinly

inhabited country. On the 10th we had another full day's

journey of thirty-one miles. Our road, like the day preced-

ing, was most of the way through a very dreary, comfortless

country. We reached Stroudsburgh next day, and found a

hospitable and truly comfortable home at the house of our

Avorthy friend Daniel Stroud; and on the 12th, had a meeting

with Friends and many of their neighbours. The snow being

increased so as to make good sleighing, accompanied by our

kind host in his sleigh, we had a pleasant journey of forty

miles to Mauk Chunk, a small settlement of Friends recently

formed no the Lehigh river. The meeting Avas to my satis-

faction and encouragement.

On the 15th we had some remarkably fine picturesque

scenery on the way to Oxford, in New Jersey
;

passing

through the Blue Mountains at the Watergap on the banks

of the Delaware, it was equal to anything I have seen in

America. The river was frozen over in several places, but we
had no difficulty in crossing it. We were kindly Avelcomed

by our friend, Tacy Robison, an agreeable, valuable woman,

living very remote from Friends. We were entertained in a

style of warm and generous hospitality.
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We came next day to Easton, on the Delaware, and that

evening had a large meeting in the Court-house ; it is a

considerable town, the inhabitants mostly of German descent.

The meeting was very formidable in prospect
;
but, in con-

clusion, though my preaching had not been with excellency

of speech or of wisdom, I was thankful in believing that the

testimony of truth had not suffered. Next morning we came

on to Bethlehem, a considerable village belonging to the

Moravians, beautifully situated in the valley of the Lehigh.

I wished to have had a meeting at the place. 1 think they

would have made way for it had they not had a meeting

appointed that evening. Next day in the afternoon attended

a meeting appointed for Friends, at Richland. It was large
;

my way was opened into some religious service, and I was

enabled to bear testimony to the truth as it is in Jesus.

We came on Seventh-day evening to near Gwynedd. The

meeting was large, in their handsome new stone meeting-

house just finished. I felt myself standing on very tender

ground
;
but, through Divine mercy and help, I was enabled

to rise above the fear of man, and in much plainness of

speech to preach Christ and his salvation.

i2th mo. 22nd. Philadelphia.—Jonathan and Hannah Evans

came to see me. I very sensibly felt the kindness of their

early attention. They are my very dear and faithful friends

;

indeed there are none from whom I have received more Avarm

expressions of sympathy and love than from their family.

On Third-day I was at the Monthly Meeting for the

northern district. It was, to my apprehension, a low time.

I went to dinner with my cousins Hodgson ; it was interesting

to me being there. In the evening called on my dear and

valued friend, Samuel Bettle.

On Fourth-day, went to the meeting in Twelfth-street, and

was strengthened to labour in ministry almost to my own
admiration. I called on my dear friend Thomas Wistar, an

elder in good repute, fi'om whom I have received much kind-

ness ; and went to see dear Hannah Eliot, a precious,

heavenly-minded woman, sinking gradually away in a con-

sumption. I was thankful for the opportunity, and hope I
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shall long remember it. Stephen Grellet came to town, and

was very affectionate to me. I believe there is no path of

safety for me, but simply, honestly, and unequivocally to avow

the truths of the gospel of Christ whenever I apprehend it to

be laid upon me, and, by watching unto prayer, to seek to be

preserved in meekness and love.

EICHARD BARRETT, PRINTER, 13, MARK LANE, LONDON.
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